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Préface

Nécessaire pour les besoins d'un large éventail d'applications, la détermination de la trajectoire d'un aéronef fait intervenir une multitude d'éléments. Dans ce manuel, nous limitons notre propos à des aspects précis du calcul, de la prévision et du contrôle des trajectoires, et du guidage des vols.

L'ouvrage s'articule autour de deux grands thèmes : d'une part, les éléments fondamentaux qui interviennent dans la détermination des trajectoires compte tenu des connaissances et des technologies actuelles, de l'autre, la gestion et le contrôle de la circulation aérienne, ce qui suppose l'existence de méthodes et de techniques permettant de calculer en temps réel le cheminement d'un grand nombre d'aéronefs, ainsi que la possibilité de les guider dans les meilleures conditions de sécurité et d'efficacité dans les régions fortement encombrées.

Ces deux thèmes sont développés respectivement dans les volumes 1 et 2. Un troisième volume contient les résumés des contributions, une importante bibliographie, ainsi que la liste des auteurs des différentes contributions, avec l'indication du nom et de l'adresse de leur entreprise ou de leur organisation (un index complète chacune de ces deux dernières parties).

Ce premier volume se compose de trois parties :

Part I: Aspects Fondamentaux
Part II: Navigation Aérienne dans des Conditions Atmosphériques Difficiles
Part III: Incidence des Technologies Nouvelles sur les Pilotage des Aéronefs

En fait, les première et deuxième parties forment un tout : le lecteur constatera en effet que la structure des contributions reflète les liens étroits qui existent entre les sujets traités, à savoir les trajectoires optimales, les modèles non linéaires et les vols par vents non uniformes. Cela tient à la nature même du présent ouvrage : la contribution de chacun tend à privilégier un point particulier et revêt souvent un caractère autonome.

Après une introduction illustrant les relations entre les divers éléments influant sur le mouvement d'un aéronef, les auteurs traitent ensuite de la détermination des trajectoires optimales et du vol en présence de vents variables. Plusieurs applications sont envisagées : recherche de la trajectoire optimale pour la phase de décollage, définition de lois de pilotage — optimales et non optimales — pour la conduite d'aéronefs par vent cisailant et établissement de directives concernant les interceptions militaires. Les auteurs présentent en outre plusieurs modèles prenant en compte de façon réaliste le facteur vent et ses variations temporelles et spatiales dans les simulateurs de vol.

La troisième partie traite de l'incidence de la nouvelle conception technologique des équipements de bord sur la conduite des aéronefs. Elle comprend deux contributions. La première est consacrée à l'utilisation d'ordinateurs de bord en vue d'améliorer l'efficacité du transport aérien, la seconde aborde, sujet difficile s'il en est, le rôle de l'homme devant l'automatisation croissante du poste de pilotage, et l'incidence de ce phénomène sur l'exécution du vol.

André Benoit
Directeur du programme
Membre de la Commission Guidage et Pilotage
Preface

The determination of the motion of aircraft exhibits a very great number of facets and this is required in a wide range of applications. It is accordingly our intention to limit the scope of this manual to specific aspects related to the computation, prediction and control of trajectories, and guidance of flights.

Within this framework, the work will be structured around two main themes: on the one hand the fundamentals of the computation of a trajectory in terms of present knowledge and technologies and, on the other, the handling of air traffic, implying the availability of methods and techniques to compute on-line the future paths of a large number of aircraft and the possibility of guiding their flights safely and efficiently in dense traffic, and even, in congested areas.

These two themes are developed in two separate volumes, numbered 1 and 2 respectively. A third volume will include the book of abstracts, an extensive bibliography and the list of contributors, including affiliations and professional addresses; these last two parts being complemented by adequate indexes.

This first volume has been divided into three parts, namely:

Part I Fundamentals
Part II Flight in Critical Atmospheric Conditions
Part III Impact of New On-Board Technologies on Aircraft Operation

Parts I and II actually constitute a single entity: the reader will note that the structure of the contributions presented reflects the tight coupling between the subjects covered, mainly optimum trajectories/non-linear models/flight in non-uniform wind. This results from the inherent nature of this work; each individual contribution tending to be autonomous, although placing the emphasis on a particular topic.

After an introduction illustrating relationships between the elements affecting the motion of an aircraft, the emphasis is placed on determination of optimal trajectories and the computation of flight paths in the presence of wind variations. Several applications are treated, including the derivation of optimal trajectories for the take-off phase, the determination of control laws — optimal and non-optimal — to fly aircraft in the presence of windshear and the generation of directives relating to military interceptions. Further, models are proposed to account realistically for wind and wind variations in flight simulations.

Part III affords a picture of the impact of new on-board technologies on aircraft operation. It is made up of two contributions. The first one presents the use of on-board computers to improve efficiency in air transport, while the second treats the difficult subject of the role of man in the face of increasing automation in the cockpit, and the resulting effect on the conduct of the flight.
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Programme Director and Editor
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PART I

Fundamentals
INTRODUCTION À L’ÉTUDE DES TRAJECTOIRES D’AVION

par

Frédéric Haus
Professeur Emérite aux Universités de Gand et Liège
99 rue Colonel Chaffin
B-1180 Bruxelles
Belgium

Schéma général des problèmes posés

Le transport aérien résulte du bon fonctionnement d’un système formé par :

- l’avion
- l’atmosphère
- le pilote
- les aides terrestres à la navigation.

Dans ce qui suit, le terme avion désigne l’ensemble constitué par la structure de l’avion, l’organe de propulsion et tous les systèmes mécaniques existant à bord.

Le terme atmosphère désigne l’ensemble de tous les éléments variables définissant le milieu dans lequel se déplace l’avion.

Le terme pilote désigne l’ensemble de l’équipage intervenant dans la conduite de l’avion.

Le terme aide terrestre désigne toute information transmise à partir du sol et, éventuellement, toute action exercée au sol.

Le programme "Calcul des trajectoires" nécessite l’établissement de relations numériques entre des variables de nature très différente. Il s’agit à la recherche de la manière dont le pilote doit gérer le vol en vue d’optimiser l’une ou l’autre des variables du système, telles la durée du vol reliant le point de départ au point d’arrivée, la consommation totale de combustible, etc.

Un organigramme décrivant les relations entre les différentes parties du système ainsi défini, est présenté ci-après. Il est organisé en deux groupes les problèmes soulevés par le vol d’un avion. Cet organigramme présente ces groupes sous forme de blocs et indique les relations les plus importantes qui les liassent.

Le premier bloc comprend la définition de la mission envisagée, l’évaluation de la quantité de combustible à prendre à bord, la vérification par le pilote de son bon fonctionnement des systèmes les plus importants. Le résultat de l’activité représenté par ce bloc est l’établissement d’un plan de vol, tenant compte des caractéristiques mécaniques de l’avion et des informations issues des blocs 2 et 3.

Le bloc 2 définit l’état de l’atmosphère au moment du départ et prévoit, dans la mesure du possible, les modifications qui pourraient survenir pendant le vol.

Le bloc 3 angle l’ensemble des informations que les services de contrôle de la circulation aérienne peuvent rassembler sur l’état d’occupation de l’atmosphère par d’autres avions, tant au moment du départ que pendant toute la durée du vol. Ces informations conduisent toujours à restreindre le choix que le pilote peut exercer en matière de trajectoire.

Le bloc 4 schématise l’ensemble des variables définissant, à chaque instant l’état dans lequel se trouve l’avion, sa position et son mouvement. Les moyens d’information dont dispose le pilote constituent le support matériel de ce bloc.

Le bloc 5 schématise l’action du pilote qui s’étend :

a. au traitement de l’information et à la vérification de la conformité du vol réel (bloc 4) avec le plan de vol (bloc 1) ;

b. à la prise des décisions nécessaires à la poursuite du vol dans les meilleures conditions ;

c. à l’exécution des actions nécessaires à cette fin.

Des instruments de calcul et, dans certains cas, des appareils automatiques peuvent aider le pilote dans ce travail.
CALCUL DES TRAJECTOIRES
Organigramme
Le bloc 6 représente le système de propulsion. Le fonctionnement de ce dernier est commandé par le pilote et produit :

a. une poussée ;

b. la diminution continue de la masse de l’avion, par suite de la consommation de combustible ;

c. l'émission d'un bruit correspondant à un nombre élevé de décibels ;

d. des vibrations.

Le bloc 7 définit l'action des commandes des gouvernes. Il est indispensable de rappeler la définition que l'ISO donne de ces termes.

Les gouvernes sont des organes destinés à altérer l'écoulement de l'air autour de l'avion, et à modifier ainsi les forces extérieures agissant sur celui-ci. Ces organes sont en fait des parties de la structure susceptibles de subir de faibles déplacements commandés par le pilote. On doit remarquer que des jets d'air modulables et dirigés de l'intérieur de l'avion vers l'extérieur, constituaient aussi des gouvernes et on les utilisait.

Le terme commande désigne l'organe sur lequel le pilote agit pour mettre la gouverne en action.

Il existe nécessairement tout un mécanisme entre la commande et la gouverne. Ce mécanisme peut, dans certains cas, être actionné par des signaux indiquant un écart entre la grandeur souhaitée des variables d'état et leur grandeur réelle.

Ce mécanisme constitue la partie matérielle du groupe 7. La connaissance de son action est essentielle dans l'étude de la mécanique de l’avion.

Le bloc 8 représente (pour mémoire) les systèmes auxiliaires qui peuvent être mis en service par le pilote.

Les blocs 9 et 10 décrivent l'action d'entrées consistant en :

- perturbations atmosphériques
- variations de poussée
- déplacements de gouvernes.

Ces entrées peuvent produire des déformations de structure de l’avion, prévues par le bloc 9. Elles exercent un effet direct sur le mouvement de l’avion défini par le bloc 10.

Dans les deux cas, ces entrées exercent des forces et des moments dépendant des caractéristiques aérodynamiques de l’avion. Ces caractéristiques sont définies par ce qu'on peut appeler la modélisation aérodynamique de l’avion. Une bonne connaissance de celui-ci est indispensable et on veut, à l'aide des équations de la mécanique, prédire l'effet des blocs 9 et 10.

Cette situation serait sans conséquences graves si les déformations de la structure de l’avion ne constituaient pas d’entrée supplémentaire au bloc 10, ce qui conduit à la possibilité de couplages entre les déformations de structure et les mouvements de l'avion, devant lesquels le pilote se trouverait désarmé.

C'est au moment de la conception de l’avion que les techniciens doivent veiller à ce que de tels couplages ne puissent aboutir à une grandeur dangereuse dans les limites d’utilisation des avions.

L’organigramme est tracé dans l’hypothèse où, si les sorties du bloc 9, ni celles du bloc 8 n’exercent d’effet sur le bloc 10. Ceci exclut l’examen du système "manoeuvre du train d’atterrissage" ainsi que tout problème de flutter.

Les sorties du bloc 10 sont les dérivées des variables d'état par rapport au temps.

Le bloc 11 schématise l’intégration de ces dérivées. Il décrit par conséquent l’évolution des variables d’état par rapport au temps.

Le bloc 12 schématise l’intégration des vitesses et définit la trajectoire parcourue.
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General outline of the Problem

Air transport depends on the smooth operation of a system made up of the following elements:
- the aircraft
- the atmosphere
- the pilot
- the ground-based navigation aids.

For the purposes of this paper, the term "aircraft" is taken to mean the whole made up of the structure of the aircraft, its propulsion system and all the mechanical systems on board.

The term "atmosphere" covers all the variables defining the space in which the aircraft travels.

The term "pilot" refers to all the crew involved in flying the aircraft.

The term "ground-based aids" means all information transmitted from the ground, together, potentially, with all actions originating on the ground.

The "computation of trajectory" program requires the establishment of numerical relations between variables of very different kinds. It covers research into how the pilot should manage the flight so as to optimise one or other of the variables in the system (e.g. flight time between the point of departure and the point of arrival, total fuel consumption, etc.).

A flow chart illustrating the relation between the various parts of the system thus defined is given below. It divides the problems raised by the flight of an aircraft into twelve groups; these are shown as blocks and the major links between them indicated.

The first block embraces the definition of the intended flight, the evaluation of the amount of fuel to be taken on, and the pilot checks of the main systems. All this results in the establishment of a flight plan taking into account the mechanical features of the aircraft and the information in Blocks 2 and 3.

Block 2 defines the state of the atmosphere at the time of departure and gives, as far as possible, the charges which might occur during the flight.

Block 3 covers all the information the ATC services have been able to assemble regarding occupancy by other aircraft at the time of departure and during the entire flight. These factors always restrict the pilots' choice of trajectory.

Block 4 shows all the variables defining at any given moment the state of the aircraft, its position and its progress. The basis for this block is formed by the information resources at the pilots' disposal.

Block 5 is a representation of the pilots' action, covering:
- processing the information and checking the actual flight (Block 4) against the flight plan (Block 1)
- taking the decisions necessary to enable the flight to proceed under optimal conditions;

Computers, and in some cases automatic devices, may be used to assist the pilot in this.

Block 6 represents the propulsion system. This is controlled by the pilot and produces:
- a thrust;
- a constant reduction in the mass of the aircraft as the weight of fuel is reduced;
- noise equivalent to a high level of decibels;
- vibration.
COMPUTATION OF TRAJECTORY
Flow chart
Block 7 defines the action of the control (or actuators) and control surfaces. The definition attached to these terms by the ISO must be borne in mind.

It is this mechanism which makes up the material part of Block 7. An understanding of its action is essential in the study of the mechanics of the aircraft.

Block 8 shows, for the record, the auxiliary systems which may be used by the pilot.

Blocks 9 and 10 determine the effect of inputs such as:

- atmospheric disturbances
- variations in thrust
- displacements of control surfaces.

These may cause structural changes to the aircraft, as provide in Block 9. They have a direct effect on the movement of the aircraft as defined by Block 10.

In both cases, these inputs exert force and momentum depending on the aerodynamic features of the aircraft. These in turn are defined by what might be termed the aerodynamic model of the aircraft. This must be fully understood if the mechanical equations are to be used to predict the effect of Blocks 9 and 10.

This state of affairs would not matter very much if changes to the aircraft structure did not constitute an additional input in Block 10, opening the way for possible links between structural changes and aircraft movements, which would leave the pilot unprepared.

At the design stage the engineers should strive to ensure that such links never reach a dangerous level when the aircraft is used within the design limitations.

The flow chart is based on the assumption that neither Block 8 nor Block 9 will have any bearing on Block 10. Accordingly no account is taken of the "landing path manoeuvre" system or any flutter problem.

Block 10 outputs are derived from variations of state over time.

Block 11 shows the integration of these derivatives. It thus gives the trend in the variations of state over time.

Block 12 illustrates the integration of speeds and defines the trajectory followed.
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SUMMARY

This paper summarizes some of the work done by the Aero-Astronautics Group of Rice University on algorithms for the numerical solutions of optimal control problems and their application to the computation of optimal flight trajectories of aircraft and spacecraft.

Part 1 deals with general considerations on calculus of variations, optimal control, numerical algorithms, and applications of these algorithms to real-world problems.

Part 2 deals with the sequential gradient-restoration algorithm (SGRA) for the numerical solution of optimal control problems of the Bolza type. Both the primal formulation and the dual formulation are discussed.

Part 3 deals with aircraft trajectories, in particular, the application of the dual sequential gradient-restoration algorithm (DSGRA) to the determination of optimal flight trajectories in the presence of windshear. Both take-off trajectories and abort landing trajectories are discussed. Take-off trajectories are optimized by minimizing the peak deviation of the absolute path inclination from a reference value. Abort landing trajectories are optimized by minimizing the peak drop of altitude from a reference value. The survival capability of an aircraft in a severe windshear is discussed, and the optimal trajectories are found to be superior to both constant pitch trajectories and maximum angle of attack trajectories.

Parts 4 and 5 deal with spacecraft trajectories, in particular, the application of the primal sequential gradient-restoration algorithm (PSGRA) to the determination of optimal flight trajectories for aeroassisted orbital transfer. Both the coplanar case (problem without plane change, Part 4) and the noncoplanar case (problem with plane change, Part 5) are discussed within the frame of three problems: minimization of the total characteristic velocity; minimization of the time integral of the square of the path inclination; and minimization of the peak heating rate. The solution of the second problem is called nearly-grazing solution, and its merits are pointed out as a useful engineering compromise between energy requirements and aerodynamics heating requirements.

Part 6 presents the conclusions. The references are given in Part 7.
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PART 1. GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

1.1. INTRODUCTION

In every branch of science, engineering, and economics, there exist systems which are controllable, that is, they can be made to behave in different ways depending on the will of the operator. Every time the operator of a system exerts an option, a choice in the distribution of the controls governing the system, he produces a change in the distribution of the states occupied by the system and, hence, a change in the final state. Therefore, it is natural to pose the following question: Among all the admissible options, what is the particular option which renders the system optimum? As an example, what is the option which minimizes the difference between the final value and the initial value of an arbitrarily specified function of the state of the system? The body of knowledge covering problems of this type is called calculus of variations or optimal control theory (Refs. 1-8). As stated before, applications occur in every field of science, engineering, and economics.

It must be noted that only a minority of current problems can be solved by purely analytical methods. Hence, it is important to develop numerical techniques enabling one to solve optimal control problems on a digital computer. These numerical techniques can be classified into two groups: first-order methods and second-order methods. First-order methods (or gradient methods) are those techniques which employ at most the first derivatives of the functions under consideration. Second-order methods (or quasilinearization methods) are those techniques which employ at most the second derivatives of the functions under consideration.

Both gradient methods and quasilinearization methods require the solution of a linear, two-point or multi-point boundary-value problem at every iteration. This being the case, progress in the area of numerical methods for differential equations is essential to the efficient solution of optimal control problems on a digital computer.

1.2. GRADIENT METHODS

In Part 2 of this paper, we review recent advances in the area of gradient methods for optimal control problems (Refs. 9-28). Because of space limitations, we make no attempt to cover every possible technique and every possible approach, a material impossibility in view of the large number of publications available. Thus, except for noting the early work performed by Kelley (Refs. g-lO) and Bryson (Refs. 11-14), we devote Part 2 of the paper to a review of the work performed in recent years by the Aero-Astronautics Group of Rice University (Refs. 15-28).

Also because of space limitations, we treat only single-subarc problems. More specifically, we consider the following Bolza problem of optimal control, called Problem (P) for easy identification. Problem (P) consists of minimizing a functional I which depends on the state vector x(t), the control vector u(t), and the parameter vector \( \eta \). At the initial point, the state and the parameter are required to satisfy a vector relation. At the final point, the state and the parameter are required to satisfy another vector relation. Along the interval of integration, the state, the control, and the parameter are required to satisfy a vector differential equation.

Problem (P) can be further complicated via the addition of a vector nondifferential equation to be satisfied everywhere along the interval of integration. The resulting generalized Bolza problem is called Problem (S); see, for example, Ref. 17.
In technical applications, there exist problems of optimal control whose format is different from, but is reducible to, the format of Problem (P) or that of Problem (S). In particular, this is the case with the Chebyshev problem or minimax problem (Problem (Q)). For a particular transformation technique converting the Chebyshev problem into the Bolza problem, see Ref. 29.

1.3. SEQUENTIAL GRADIENT-RESTORATION ALGORITHM

One of the most effective first-order algorithms for solving trajectory optimization problems is the sequential gradient-restoration algorithm (SGRA, Refs. 15-24). Originally developed in the primal formulation (PSGRA, Refs. 15-21), this algorithm has been extended to incorporate a dual formulation (DSGRA, Refs. 22-24).

Both the primal formulation and the dual formulation involve a sequence of two-phase cycles, each cycle including a gradient phase and a restoration phase. The gradient phase involves one iteration and is designed to decrease the value of the functional, while the constraints are satisfied to first order. The restoration phase involves one or more iterations and is designed to force constraint satisfaction to a predetermined accuracy, while the norm squared of the variations of the control, the parameter, and the initial state is minimized. In turn, each iteration of the gradient phase and the restoration phase requires the solution of an auxiliary minimization problem (AMP).

In the primal formulation, the AMP is solved with respect to the variations of the state, the control, and the parameter. This leads to a linear, two-point boundary-value problem, which can be solved with the method of particular solutions (Refs. 25-28) or the method of complementary functions, employed in conjunction with some available integration scheme, for instance, Hamming's modified predictor-corrector method (Ref. 30).

In the dual formulation, the AMP is solved with respect to the Lagrange multipliers. Once more, advantageous use can be made of the method of particular solutions or the method of complementary functions.

A characteristic of the dual formulation is that the AMP's associated with the gradient phase and the restoration phase of SGRA can be reduced to mathematical programming problems involving a finite number of parameters as unknowns. This leads to particularly efficient versions of the sequential gradient-restoration algorithm (Refs. 22-24).

The principal property of the algorithms presented here is that a sequence of feasible suboptimal solutions is produced. In other words, at the end of each gradient-restoration cycle, the constraints are satisfied to a predetermined accuracy. Therefore, the values of the functional I corresponding to any two elements of the sequence are comparable.

1.4. AEROSPACE APPLICATIONS

Applications of the sequential gradient-restoration algorithm occur in various branches of science, engineering, and economics. With particular regard to aerospace engineering, various problems of atmospheric flight mechanics and suborbital flight mechanics can be solved by means of PSGRA and DSGRA. Generally speaking, PSGRA has proven to be more efficient in problems of suborbital flight and atmospheric flight mechanics, while DSGRA has proven to be more efficient in problems of atmospheric flight mechanics (Ref. 24).

Part 3 of this paper deals with aircraft trajectories: the application of the dual sequential gradient-restoration algorithm (DSGRA) to the determination of optimal flight trajectories in the presence
of windshear is shown (Refs. 31-60). Both take-off trajectories and abort landing trajectories are discussed. Take-off trajectories are optimized by minimizing the peak deviation of the absolute path inclination from a reference value. Abort landing trajectories are optimized by minimizing the peak drop of altitude from a reference value. The survival capability of an aircraft in a severe windshear is discussed, and the optimal trajectories are found to be superior to both constant pitch trajectories and maximum angle of attack trajectories.

Parts 4 and 5 deal with spacecraft trajectories: the application of the primal sequential gradient-restoration algorithm (PSGRA) to the determination of optimal trajectories for hypervelocity flight is shown (Refs. 61-95). Both coplanar aeroassisted orbital transfer (problem without plane change, Part 4) and noncoplanar aeroassisted orbital transfer (problem with plane change, Part 5) from high Earth orbit (HEO) to low Earth orbit (LEO) are discussed within the frame of three problems: minimization of the total characteristic velocity; minimization of the time integral of the square of the path inclination; and minimization of the peak heating rate. The solution of the second problem is called nearly-grazing solution, and its merits are pointed out as a useful engineering compromise between energy requirements and aerodynamic heating requirements (Refs. 83 and 92).

1.5. REMARK

For spacecraft trajectories, the procedure employed to optimize HEO-to-LEO transfers can be extended to include GEO-to-LEO transfers and LEO-to-LEO transfers (Ref. 92). Here, GEO denotes geosynchronous Earth orbit and LEO denotes low Earth orbit. Note that LEO-to-LEO transfers are of interest for the National Aero-Space Plane (NASP).

To sum up, the sequential gradient-restoration algorithm is a powerful and versatile algorithm for solving optimal trajectory problems of atmospheric flight mechanics, suborbital flight mechanics, and orbital flight mechanics. While the examples provided belong to the extreme regions of the velocity spectrum (low subsonic flight and hypervelocity flight), the sequential gradient-restoration algorithm can handle equally well optimal trajectory problems of supersonic and hypersonic aircraft as well as optimal trajectory problems for vehicles of the space shuttle type and the Hermes type.
PART 2. SEQUENTIAL GRADIENT-RESTORATION ALGORITHM

2.1. OUTLINE

In Part 2, we present the algorithms useful for solving Bolza problems on a digital computer, specifically, sequential gradient-restoration algorithms. Both the primal formulation and the dual formulation are discussed.

Section 2.2 contains the notations, and Section 2.3 presents the Bolza problem of optimal control (Problem (P)). The sequential gradient-restoration algorithm (SGRA) is introduced in Section 2.4 and is discussed in Section 2.5 (primal formulation, PSGRA) and Section 2.6 (dual formulation, DSGRA). The solution of the linear, two-point boundary-value problem is discussed in Section 2.7 (primal formulation, PSGRA) and Section 2.8 (dual formulation, DSGRA). The determination of the step size is discussed in Section 2.9, and a summary of the sequential gradient-restoration algorithm is given in Section 2.10. Primal-dual properties are presented in Section 2.11. Finally, the order of magnitude of the variations produced by SGRA is discussed in Section 2.12.

2.2. NOTATIONS

Throughout Part 2, vector-matrix notation is used for conciseness. All vectors are column vectors.

Let t denote the independent variable, and let x(t), u(t), ξ denote the dependent variables. The time t is a scalar; the state x(t) is an n-vector; the control u(t) is an m-vector; and the parameter ξ is a p-vector.

Let f(x,u,ξ,t) denote a scalar function of the arguments x,u,ξ,t. The symbol \( f_u \) denotes the m-vector function whose components are the partial derivatives of the scalar function f with respect to the components of the vector u. Analogous definitions hold for the symbols \( f_x \), \( f_ξ \).

Similar definitions are employed for the partial derivatives \( h_x \), \( h_ξ \) of the scalar function \( h(x,ξ) \) and the partial derivatives \( g_x \), \( g_ξ \) of the scalar function \( g(x,ξ) \).

Let \( g(x,u,ξ,t) \) denote an n-vector function of the arguments x,u,ξ,t. The symbol \( g_u \) denotes the m×n matrix function whose elements are the partial derivatives of the components of the vector function \( g \) with respect to the components of the vector u. Analogous definitions hold for the symbols \( g_x \), \( g_ξ \).

Similar definitions are employed for the partial derivatives \( w_u \), \( w_ξ \) of the vector function \( w(x,ξ) \) and the partial derivatives \( w_x \), \( w_ξ \) of the vector function \( w(x,ξ) \).

The dot sign denotes derivative with respect to the time, that is, \( \dot{x} = dx/dt \). The symbol T denotes transposition of vector or matrix. The subscript 0 denotes the initial point, and the subscript 1 denotes the final point.

The symbol \( ||y||_2 = y^T y \) denotes the quadratic norm of a vector y.

Throughout Part 2, it is assumed that the interval of integration has been normalized to unity, using a suitable transformation. The actual final time \( T_f \) is free, being optimized.

2.3. OPTIMAL CONTROL PROBLEM

Problem (P). We consider the problem of minimizing the functional

\[
I = \int_0^1 f(x,u,ξ,t) dt + [h(x,ξ)]_0^1 + [g(x,ξ)]_0^1,
\]

(1)
with respect to the n-vector state x(t), the m-vector control u(t), and the p-vector parameter \( \nu \) which satisfy the constraints

\[
\begin{align*}
\dot{x} + g(x,u,\nu,t) &= 0, & 0 \leq t \leq 1, \\
\omega(x) &= 0, & 0 < t < 1, \\
0 &= 0.
\end{align*}
\]

In the above equations, \( f \) is a scalar; \( h \) is a scalar; \( g \) is a n-vector; \( \omega \) is an m-vector, \( a \leq n \); and \( \psi \) is a b-vector, \( b \leq n \). We assume that the first and second derivatives of the functions \( f, h, g, \omega, \psi \) with respect to the vectors \( x, u, \nu \) exist and are continuous. We also assume that the nxa matrix \( \omega_x \) has rank \( a \) at initial point, that the nxb matrix \( \psi_x \) has rank \( b \) at final point, and that the constrained minimum exists.

From calculus of variations, it is known that Problem (P) is of the Bolza type. It can be recast as that of minimizing the augmented functional

\[ J = I + L, \]

subject to (2), where \( L \) denotes the Lagrangian functional

\[ L = \int_0^1 \lambda^T (x + \rho) dt + (\sigma^T \omega)_0 + (\mu^T \psi)_1, \]

In Eq. (4), \( \lambda(t) \) denotes an n-vector Lagrange multiplier, \( \rho \) denotes an a-vector Lagrange multiplier, and \( \mu \) denotes a b-vector Lagrange multiplier.

Optimality Conditions. The first-order optimality conditions for Problem (P) take the form

\[
\begin{align*}
\dot{\lambda} &= f_x - g_x \lambda = 0, & 0 \leq t \leq 1, \\
f_u + g_u \mu &= 0, & 0 \leq t \leq 1, \\
\int_0^1 (f_u + g_u \lambda) dt + (h_x + \omega_x \rho)_0 + (g_x + \psi_x \mu)_1 &= 0, \\
(-\lambda + h_x + \omega_x \rho)_0 &= 0, \\
(\lambda + g_x + \psi_x \mu)_1 &= 0.
\end{align*}
\]

Summarizing, we seek the functions \( x(t), u(t), \nu \) and the multipliers \( \lambda(t), \rho, \mu \) such that the feasibility equations (2) and the optimality conditions (5) are satisfied.

Performance Indexes. The form of Eqs. (2) and (5) suggests that the following scalar performance indexes are useful in computational work:

\[
\begin{align*}
P &= \int_0^1 \lambda^T (x + \rho) dt + N(\omega)_0 + N(\psi)_1, \\
Q &= \int_0^1 \lambda^T (f_x - g_x \lambda) dt + \int_0^1 N(f_u + g_u \lambda) dt \\
&\quad + N(\int_0^1 (f_u + g_u \lambda) dt + (h_x + \omega_x \rho)_0 + (g_x + \psi_x \mu)_1) \\
&\quad + N(-\lambda + h_x + \omega_x \rho)_0 + N(\lambda + g_x + \psi_x \mu)_1.
\end{align*}
\]
Here, $P$ denotes the error in the constraints and $Q$ denotes the error in the optimality conditions.

**Convergence Conditions.** Numerical convergence can be characterized by the relations

\[
P < c_1, \quad Q < c_2,
\]

where $c_1$, $c_2$ are preselected, small positive numbers.

### 2.4. SEQUENTIAL GRADIENT-RESTORATION ALGORITHM

The sequential gradient-restoration algorithm (SGRA) is an iterative technique which includes a sequence of two-phase cycles, each cycle including a gradient phase and a restoration phase. This technique is designed to achieve the decrease in the functional $J$ between the endpoints of each cycle, while the constraints are satisfied to a predetermined accuracy. The two phases of a cycle are called the gradient phase and the restoration phase.

The gradient phase is started only when Ineq. $(7a)$ is satisfied; it involves one iteration and is designed to decrease the value of the augmented functional $J$, while the constraints are satisfied to first order.

The restoration phase is started only when Ineq. $(7a)$ is violated; it involves one or more iterations, each designed to decrease the constraint error $P$, while the constraints are satisfied to first order and the norm squared of the variations of the control vector, the parameter vector, and the initial state vector is minimized. The restoration phase is terminated whenever Ineq. $(7a)$ is satisfied.

The algorithm as a whole is terminated whenever Ineqs. $(7)$ are both satisfied.

Let $x(t), u(t), n$ denote the nominal functions; let $\Delta x(t), \Delta u(t), \Delta n$ denote the varied functions; and let $\Delta x(t), \Delta u(t), \Delta n$ denote the perturbations of $x(t), u(t), n$ about the nominal values. Assume that the perturbations $\Delta x(t), \Delta u(t), \Delta n$ are linear in the stepsize $\alpha$, where $\alpha > 0$; and let $A(t), B(t), C$ denote the perturbations per unit stepsize. Then, the following relations hold:

\[
x(t) + x(t) + \Delta x(t) = x(t) + \alpha A(t),
\]

\[
U(t) = u(t) + \Delta u(t) = u(t) + \alpha B(t),
\]

\[
n(t) = n + \Delta n = n + \alpha C.
\]

Therefore, each iteration of the gradient phase and the restoration phase includes two distinct operations: (i) the determination of the basic functions $A(t), B(t), C$; and (ii) the determination of the stepsize $\alpha$.

In the following sections, we describe the gradient phase and the restoration phase of the sequential gradient-restoration algorithm in both the primal formulation and the dual formulation.

### 2.5. PRIMAL FORMULATION

In the primal formulation, the basic functions $A(t), B(t), C$ are determined through the formulation of two auxiliary minimization problems, one for the gradient phase and one for the restoration phase.

**Gradient Phase: Problem (GP).** Minimize the quadratic functional

\[
I_{gp} = \int_0^1 (P^2 x^2 + P^2 n^2 + P^2 c^2)dt + (n^2 A + n^2 C) + (\Delta u^2 A + \Delta u^2 C) + (\Delta n^2 A + \Delta n^2 C)_0 + (\Delta x^2 A + \Delta x^2 C) + (\Delta n^2 A)_0,
\]

\[
+ (1/2) \int_0^1 B^2 \Delta u dt + C^2 \Delta n + (\Delta x^2 A)_0.
\]
with respect to the vectors $A(t)$, $B(t)$, $C$ which satisfy the linearized constraints

\begin{align*}
\dot{X} + T_A X + T_B A + T_C C &= 0, \quad 0 \leq t \leq 1, \quad (10a) \\
T_A A + T_B B + T_C C &= 0, \quad (10b) \\
(T_A A + T_B B + T_C C)_0 &= 0. \quad (10c)
\end{align*}

From calculus of variations, it is known that Problem (GP) is of the Bolza type. It can be recast as that of minimizing the augmented functional

\begin{align*}
J_{GP} &= J_{GP}^0 + L_{GP}, \quad (11)
\end{align*}

subject to (10), where $L_{GP}$ denotes the Lagrangian functional

\begin{align*}
L_{GP} &= \int_0^1 \left( \dot{X}^T (T_A A + T_B B + T_C C) + \sigma^T (T_A A + T_B B + T_C C)_0 + u^T (T_A A + T_B B + T_C C)_0 \right) \, dt. \quad (12)
\end{align*}

In Eq. (12), $\lambda(t)$ denotes an $n$-vector Lagrange multiplier, $\sigma$ an $a$-vector Lagrange multiplier, and $u$ a $b$-vector Lagrange multiplier.

The first-order optimality conditions for Problem (GP) take the form

\begin{align*}
\dot{X} - T_A X - \sigma^T A &= 0, \quad 0 \leq t \leq 1, \quad (13a) \\
T_A A + T_B B + T_C C &= 0, \quad (13b) \\
\int_0^1 (\dot{T}_A A + T_B B + T_C C) \, dt + (\dot{\sigma}^T A + \dot{\sigma}^T B + \dot{\sigma}^T C)_{0,0} + (\dot{u}^T A + \dot{u}^T B + \dot{u}^T C)_{0,0} + C &= 0, \quad (13c) \\
(\lambda + T_A A + T_B B + T_C C)_0 &= 0, \quad (13d) \\
(\lambda + T_A A + T_B B + T_C C)_{0,0} &= 0. \quad (13e)
\end{align*}

Summarizing, we seek the functions $A(t)$, $B(t)$, $C$ and the multipliers $\lambda(t)$, $\sigma$, $u$ such that the feasibility equations (10) and the optimality conditions (13) are satisfied.

Restoration Phase: Problem (RP). Minimize the quadratic functional

\begin{align*}
J_{RP} &= \frac{1}{2} \int_0^1 \left( B^T B + C^T C + (A^T A)_0 \right) \, dt. \quad (14)
\end{align*}

with respect to the vectors $A(t)$, $B(t)$, $C$ which satisfy the linearized constraints

\begin{align*}
\dot{X} + T_A A + T_B B + T_C C + (\dot{X} + \phi) &= 0, \quad 0 \leq t \leq 1, \quad (15a) \\
T_A A + T_B B + T_C C &= 0, \quad (15b) \\
(T_A A + T_B B + T_C C)_0 &= 0. \quad (15c)
\end{align*}

From calculus of variations, it is known that Problem (RP) is of the Bolza type. It can be recast as that of minimizing the augmented functional

\begin{align*}
J_{RP} &= J_{RP}^0 + L_{RP}, \quad (16)
\end{align*}

subject to (15), where $L_{RP}$ denotes the Lagrangian functional
In Eq. (17), $\lambda(t)$ denotes an n-vector Lagrange multiplier, $c$ an a-vector Lagrange multiplier, and $\mu$ a b-vector Lagrange multiplier.

The first-order optimality conditions for Problem (RP) take the form

\[ \dot{\lambda} - \phi A = 0, \quad 0 \leq t < 1, \quad (18a) \]
\[ \phi A + B = 0, \quad 0 \leq t < 1, \quad (18b) \]
\[ \int_0^1 \phi A dt + (\omega \sigma)_0 + (\psi u)_1 + C = 0, \quad (18c) \]
\[ (-\lambda + \omega \sigma + A)_0 = 0, \quad (18d) \]
\[ (\lambda + \psi u)_1 = 0. \quad (18e) \]

Summarizing, we seek the functions $A(t)$, $B(t)$, $C$ and the multipliers $\lambda(t)$, $c$, $\mu$ such that the feasibility equations (15) and the optimality conditions (18) are satisfied.

**First Variation Properties.** The basic functions $A(t)$, $B(t)$, $C$ solving Problems (GP) and (RP) are endowed with some first variation properties, shown here without proof. These properties are important, because they dictate the choice of the functions to be considered in the determination of the stepsize.

For the gradient phase, it can be shown that

\[ \delta I = \delta J = -\delta Q, \quad (19a) \]
\[ \delta P = 0, \quad (19b) \]

where $I$ is the functional (1), $J$ is the augmented functional (3), $P$ is the constraint error (6a), and $Q$ is the error in the optimality conditions (6b). Clearly, the decrease of the functionals $I$ and $J$ is guaranteed for a gradient stepsize $\alpha$ sufficiently small.

For the restoration phase, it can be shown that

\[ \delta P = -2\delta P, \quad (20) \]

where $P$ is the constraint error (6a). Clearly, the decrease of the constraint error $P$ is guaranteed for a restoration stepsize $\alpha$ sufficiently small.

2.6. **DUAL FORMULATION**

In the dual formulation, the multipliers $\lambda(t)$, $c$, $\mu$ are determined through the formulation of two auxiliary minimization problems, one for the gradient phase and one for the restoration phase.

**Gradient Phase: Problem (GD).** Minimize the quadratic functional

\[ I_{GD} = (1/2) \int_0^1 (B' dt + C'E + E'T), \quad (21) \]

with respect to the vectors $\lambda(t)$, $c$, $\mu$ and $B(t)$, $C$, $E$ which satisfy the linear constraints
\[ \dot{x} - f_x - x\lambda = 0, \quad 0 \leq t \leq 1, \quad (22a) \]
\[ f_u + x\lambda + B = 0, \quad 0 \leq t \leq 1, \quad (22b) \]
\[ \int_0^1 (f_x + x\lambda)dt + (h_x + u\lambda)_0 + (g_u + \psi_u)_1 + C = 0, \quad (22c) \]
\[ (-\lambda + h_x + u\lambda)_0 + E = 0, \quad (22d) \]
\[ (\lambda + g_x + \psi_u)_1 = 0. \quad (22e) \]

From calculus of variations, it is known that Problem (GD) is of the Bolza type. It can be recast as that of minimizing the augmented functional

\[ J^*_{GD} = J_{GD} + L_{GD}, \quad (23) \]

subject to (22), where \( L_{GD} \) denotes the Lagrangian functional

\[ L_{GD} = \int_0^1 \left[ \dot{x}^T (\lambda - f_x - x\lambda)dt - \int_0^1 B^T (f_u + x\lambda + B)dt \right. \]
\[ - \int_0^1 (f_x + x\lambda)dt + (h_x + u\lambda)_0 + (g_u + \psi_u)_1 + C \]
\[ \left. - E (\lambda + g_x + \psi_u)_1 \right]. \quad (24) \]

In Eq. (24), \( A_u(t) \) denotes an \( n \)-vector Lagrange multiplier, \( B_u(t) \) an \( m \)-vector Lagrange multiplier, \( C_u \) a \( p \)-vector Lagrange multiplier, \( E_u \) an \( n \)-vector Lagrange multiplier, and \( F_u \) an \( n \)-vector Lagrange multiplier.

The first-order optimality conditions for Problem (GD) take the form

\[ \dot{A}_u + x^T A_u + \dot{x}^T B_u + x^T C_u = 0, \quad 0 \leq t \leq 1, \quad (25a) \]
\[ B - B_u = 0, \quad 0 \leq t \leq 1, \quad (25b) \]
\[ (\dot{u}^T E_u + u^T C_u)_0 = 0, \quad (25c) \]
\[ (\dot{u}^T F_u + u^T C_u)_1 = 0, \quad (25d) \]
\[ C - C_u = 0, \quad (25e) \]
\[ E - E_u = 0, \quad (25f) \]
\[ (A_u - E_u)_0 = 0, \quad (25g) \]
\[ (A_u - F_u)_1 = 0. \quad (25h) \]

Let the following substitutions be employed:

\[ A_u(t) = A(t), \quad 0 \leq t \leq 1, \quad (26a) \]
\[ B_u(t) = B(t), \quad 0 \leq t \leq 1, \quad (26b) \]
\[ C_u = C. \quad (26c) \]
Then, one can readily verify that the feasibility equations and the optimality conditions of Problem (GD) reduce to the optimality conditions and the feasibility equations of Problem (GP), respectively. Clearly, after the transformation (26) is applied, the solution of Problem (GD) yields the solution of Problem (GP) and vice versa. This means that the multipliers $\lambda(t), \sigma, \mu$ associated with the gradient phase of SGRA are endowed with a duality property: They also minimize the quadratic functional (21), subject to (22), for given state, control, and parameter.

Restoration Phase: Problem (RD). Minimize the quadratic functional

$$I_{RD} = \frac{1}{2} \int_0^T (\dot{x}^T \dot{x} + x^T C + \dot{E}^T E) + \int_0^T \lambda^T (\dot{x} + \phi) dt + (\sigma^T \omega)_0 + (\mu^T v)_1,$$

with respect to the vectors $\lambda(t), \sigma, \mu$ and $B(t), C, E$ which satisfy the linear constraints

$$\dot{x} - \phi \lambda = 0, \quad 0 \leq t \leq 1, \quad (28a)$$
$$\phi \lambda + B = 0, \quad 0 < t < 1, \quad (28b)$$
$$\int_0^1 \phi^T \lambda dt + (\omega^T \sigma)_0 + (\mu^T \mu)_1 + C = 0, \quad (28c)$$
$$(-\lambda + \omega \phi)_0 + E = 0, \quad (28d)$$
$$(-\lambda + \omega \phi)_1 = 0. \quad (28e)$$

From calculus of variations, it is known that Problem (RD) is of the Bolza type. It can be recast as that of minimizing the augmented functional

$$J_{RD} = I_{RD} + L_{RD},$$

subject to (28), where $L_{RD}$ denotes the Lagrangian functional

$$L_{RD} = \int_0^1 \left( \dot{x}^T \dot{x} + x^T C + \dot{E}^T E \right) + \int_0^1 \lambda^T (\dot{x} + \phi) dt + (\sigma^T \omega)_0 + (\mu^T v)_1,$$

where $A_0(t)$ denotes an $n$-vector Lagrange multiplier, $B_0(t)$ an $n$-vector Lagrange multiplier, $C_0$ a $p$-vector Lagrange multiplier, $E_0$ an $n$-vector Lagrange multiplier, and $F_0$ an $n$-vector Lagrange multiplier.

The first-order optimality conditions for Problem (RD) take the form

$$\dot{\lambda}_0 + \phi^T A_0 + \dot{x}^T B_0 + x^T C_0 + (\dot{x} + \phi) = 0, \quad 0 \leq t \leq 1, \quad (31a)$$
$$B - B_0 = 0, \quad 0 \leq t \leq 1, \quad (31b)$$
$$(\omega^T E_0 + \mu^T C_0 + \omega)_0 = 0. \quad (31c)$$
(\phi_0^T \phi + \phi_0^T C_0 + \phi_0)_{-1} = 0, \quad (31d)
C - C_0 = 0, \quad (31e)
E - E_0 = 0, \quad (31f)
(A_n - E_n)_0 = 0, \quad (31g)
(A_n - F_n)_{-1} = 0. \quad (31h)

Let the following substitutions be employed:

\[ A_n(t) = A(t), \quad 0 \leq t \leq 1, \quad (32a) \]
\[ B_n(t) = B(t), \quad 0 \leq t \leq 1, \quad (32b) \]
\[ C_0 = C, \quad (32c) \]
\[ E_n = A(0), \quad (32d) \]
\[ F_n = A(1). \quad (32e) \]

Then, one can readily verify that the feasibility equations and the optimality conditions of Problem (RD) reduce to the optimality conditions and the feasibility equations of Problem (RP), respectively. Clearly, after the transformation (32) is applied, the solution of Problem (RD) yields the solution of Problem (RP) and vice versa. This means that the multipliers \( \lambda(t), \sigma, \mu \) associated with the restoration phase of SGRA are endowed with a duality property: They also minimize the quadratic functional (27), subject to (28), for given state, control, and parameter.

2.7. LTP-BVP FOR THE PRIMAL FORMULATION

We return to the primal formulation and present a procedure for solving the linear, two-point boundary-value problems (LTP-BVP) associated with both the gradient phase [Eqs. (10) and (13)] and the restoration phase [Eqs. (15) and (18)].

**Gradient Phase.** We employ a backward-forward integration technique in combination with the method of particular solutions (Refs. 25-28). The technique requires the execution of \( b+1 \) independent sweeps of the differential system (10) and (13), each characterized by a different value of the multiplier \( \mu \). Here, \( b \) denotes the number of final conditions.

The generic sweep is started by assigning particular values to the components of the multiplier \( \mu \). Then, the multiplier \( \lambda(1) \) is obtained from Eq. (13e). Next, Eq. (13a) is integrated backward to obtain the function \( \lambda(t) \). With \( \lambda(t) \) known, Eq. (13b) is employed to obtain the function \( B(t) \). The multiplier \( \sigma \) is obtained from the relation

\[ \left( w_0^T X + w_0^T \gamma_0 \right) \sigma + \left( w_0^T f \right) (f_n^T + \phi_n^T) \left[ f_n + (g_n + \varphi_n \gamma) \right] dt + (h_n^T) \sigma + (g_n + \varphi_n \gamma) \right] + w_0^2 (\gamma - \mu) \right) = 0, \quad (33) \]

which arises by combining (10b), (13c), (13d). With \( \sigma \) known, Eq. (13c) is employed to compute \( C \) and Eq. (13d) is employed to compute \( A(0) \). Then, the function \( A(t) \) is obtained by forward integration of Eq. (10a), subject to the computed values for \( C \) and \( A(0) \). In this way, the sweep is completed. It leads to satisfaction of all the equations of the system (10) and (13), except Eq. (10c). This is because the values assigned to the components of the multiplier \( \mu \) are arbitrary.
In order to satisfy Eq. (10c), and because the system (10) and (13) is nonhomogeneous, \( b+1 \) independent sweeps must be executed employing \( b+1 \) different multiplier vectors \( u_{1}, u_{2}, \ldots, u_{b} \). The first \( b \) sweeps are executed by choosing the vectors \( u_{1}, u_{2}, \ldots, u_{b} \) to be the columns of the identity matrix of order \( b \). The last sweep is executed by choosing \( u_{b+1} \) to be the null vector. As a result, one generates the functions and multipliers

\[
A_i(t), B_i(t), C_j, \lambda_i(t), \sigma_i, u_i, \quad i = 1, 2, \ldots, b, b+1.
\]

Next, we form the following matrices, each having \( b+1 \) columns:

\[
\tilde{A}(t) = [A_1(t), A_2(t), \ldots, A_b(t), A_{b+1}(t)],
\]

\[
\tilde{B}(t) = [B_1(t), B_2(t), \ldots, B_b(t), B_{b+1}(t)],
\]

\[
\tilde{C} = [C_1, C_2, \ldots, C_b, C_{b+1}],
\]

\[
\tilde{\lambda}(t) = [\lambda_1(t), \lambda_2(t), \ldots, \lambda_b(t), \lambda_{b+1}(t)],
\]

\[
\delta = [\sigma_1, \sigma_2, \ldots, \sigma_b, \sigma_{b+1}],
\]

\[
\tilde{u} = [u_1, u_2, \ldots, u_b, u_{b+1}].
\]

Note that \( \tilde{u} = [1, 0] \), where \( I \) is the identity matrix of order \( b \) and \( 0 \) is the null vector of dimension \( b \).

Also, we introduce the vectors

\[
k = [k_1, k_2, \ldots, k_b, k_{b+1}]^T,
\]

\[
u = [1, 1, \ldots, 1, 1]^T,
\]

each having \( b+1 \) elements.

If the method of particular solutions is employed (Refs. 25-28), the general solution of the system (10) and (13) can be written in the form

\[
A(t) = \tilde{A}(t)k, \quad B(t) = \tilde{B}(t)k, \quad C = \tilde{C}k,
\]

\[
\lambda(t) = \tilde{\lambda}(t)k, \quad \sigma = \tilde{\sigma}k, \quad \mu = \tilde{\mu}k,
\]

with the following understanding: the components of the vector \( k \) must satisfy the scalar normalization condition

\[
u^T k = 1,
\]

as well as the vector relation

\[
(k^T \tilde{A} + \tilde{C} \tilde{C}) k = 0,
\]

which forces the satisfaction of Eq. (10c). Since the system (38) has dimension \( b+1 \), the components of the vector \( k \) can be computed. With \( k \) known, Eqs. (37) yield the solution of the LTP-BVP (10) and (13).

Restoration Phase. We employ a backward-forward integration technique in combination with the method of particular solutions (Refs. 25-28). The technique requires the execution of \( b+1 \) independent sweeps of the differential system (15) and (18), each characterized by a different value of the...
multiplier \( \mu \). Here, \( b \) denotes the number of final conditions.

The generic sweep is started by assigning particular values to the components of the multiplier \( \mu \). Then, the multiplier \( \lambda(t) \) is obtained from Eq. (18a). Next, Eq. (18a) is integrated backward to obtain the function \( \lambda(t) \). With \( \lambda(t) \) known, Eq. (18b) is employed to obtain the function \( \beta(t) \). The multiplier \( \sigma \) is obtained from the relation

\[
(w_0^T \mu_x + w_0^T \mu_y) \theta + (w_0^T \mu_y) \int_0^t \phi_0 \lambda \, dt + (w_0^T \mu_y) = (w_0^T \mu_x + \omega) \theta = 0,
\]

which arises by combining (15b), (18c), (18d). With \( \sigma \) known, Eq. (18c) is employed to compute \( C \) and Eq. (18d) is employed to compute \( A(0) \). Then, the function \( A(t) \) is obtained by forward integration of Eq. (15a), subject to the computed values for \( C \) and \( A(0) \). In this way, the sweep is completed. It leads to satisfaction of all the equations of the system (15) and (18), except Eq. (15c). This is because the values assigned to the components of the multiplier \( \mu \) are arbitrary.

In order to satisfy Eq. (15c), and because the system (15) and (18) is nonhomogeneous, \( b+1 \) independent sweeps must be executed employing \( b+1 \) different multiplier vectors \( \mu_i \), \( i = 1, 2, \ldots, b, b+1 \). The first \( b \) sweeps are executed by choosing the vectors \( \mu_1, \mu_2, \ldots, \mu_b \) to be the columns of the identity matrix of order \( b \). The last sweep is executed by choosing \( \mu_{b+1} \) to be the null vector. As a result, one generates the functions and multipliers

\[
\begin{align*}
A_i(t), & \quad B_i(t), \quad C_i, \quad \lambda_i(t), \quad \mu_i, \quad i = 1, 2, \ldots, b, b+1. \\
\end{align*}
\]

Next, we form the following matrices, each having \( b+1 \) columns:

\[
\begin{align*}
\tilde{\lambda}(t) &= [\lambda_1(t), \lambda_2(t), \ldots, \lambda_b(t), \lambda_{b+1}(t)], \\
\tilde{\beta}(t) &= [\beta_1(t), \beta_2(t), \ldots, \beta_b(t), \beta_{b+1}(t)], \\
\tilde{C} &= [C_1, C_2, \ldots, C_b, C_{b+1}], \\
\tilde{\lambda}(t) &= [\lambda_1(t), \lambda_2(t), \ldots, \lambda_b(t), \lambda_{b+1}(t)], \\
\tilde{\beta} &= [\beta_1, \beta_2, \ldots, \beta_b, \beta_{b+1}], \\
\tilde{\mu} &= [\mu_1, \mu_2, \ldots, \mu_b, \mu_{b+1}].
\end{align*}
\]

Also, we introduce the vectors

\[
\begin{align*}
k &= [k_1, k_2, \ldots, k_b, k_{b+1}]^T, \\
U &= [1, 1, \ldots, 1, 1]^T.
\end{align*}
\]

If the method of particular solutions is employed (Refs. 25-28), the general solution of the system (15) and (18) can be written in the form

\[
\begin{align*}
A(t) &= \tilde{\lambda}(t)k, \\
B(t) &= \tilde{\beta}(t)k, \\
C &= \tilde{C}k, \\
A(0) &= \tilde{\lambda}(0)k, \\
\lambda(t) &= \tilde{\lambda}(t)k, \\
\sigma &= \tilde{\sigma}k, \\
\mu &= \tilde{\mu}k,
\end{align*}
\]

with the following understanding: the components of the vector \( k \) must satisfy the scalar normalization
condition

\[ u^Tk = 1, \]

(44a)
as well as the vector relation

\[ (q^TA + q^TC)k + v = 0, \]

(44b)

which forces the satisfaction of Eq. (15c). Since the system (44) has dimension \( b+l \), the components of the vector \( k \) can be computed. With \( k \) known, Eqs. (43) yield the solution of the LTP-BVP (15) and (18).

2.8. LTP-BVP FOR THE DUAL FORMULATION

We return to the dual formulation and present a procedure for solving the linear, two-point boundary-value problems (LTP-BVP) associated with both the gradient phase [Eqs. (10) and (22)] and the restoration phase [Eqs. (15) and (28)]. In Section 2.7, these equations were solved directly. Here, these equations are solved indirectly by exploiting the duality properties established in Section 2.6. Indeed, it can be shown that the execution of an iteration of SGRA can be reduced to solving a mathematical programming problem involving a finite number of parameters as unknowns. Hence, the algorithmic efficiency of both the gradient phase and the restoration phase of SGRA can be enhanced.

Gradient Phase. First, we consider Eqs. (22a) and (22e). We observe that, if \( j \) is assigned, \( \lambda(t) \) can be computed with (22e) and \( \lambda(t) \) can be computed by backward integration of (22a). Next, we execute \( b+l \) backward integrations, using Eqs. (22a) and (22e) in combination with \( b+l \) different multiplier vectors \( u_1, u_2, \ldots, u_b, u_{b+l} \). The first \( b \) integrations are executed by choosing the vectors \( u_1, u_2, \ldots, u_b \) to be the columns of the identity matrix of order \( b \). The last integration is executed by choosing \( u_{b+1} \) to be the null vector. As a result, one generates the multipliers

\[ \lambda_1(t), u_1, 1 = 1,2, \ldots, b, b+1. \]

(45)

Next, we form the following matrices, each having \( b+l \) columns:

\[ \lambda(t) = [\lambda_1(t), \lambda_2(t), \ldots, \lambda_b(t), \lambda_{b+1}(t)], \]

(46a)

\[ \bar{u} = [u_1, u_2, \ldots, u_b, u_{b+1}]. \]

(46b)

Once more, we note that \( \bar{u} = [I, 0], \) where \( I \) is the identity matrix of order \( b \) and \( 0 \) is the null vector of dimension \( b \). Also, we introduce the vectors

\[ k = [k_1, k_2, \ldots, k_b, k_{b+1}]^T, \]

(47a)

\[ u = [1,1, \ldots, 1,1]^T, \]

(47b)

each having \( b+l \) elements.

If the method of particular solutions is employed (Refs. 25-28), the general solution of Eqs. (22a) and (22e) can be written in the form

\[ \lambda(t) = \tilde{\lambda}(t)k, \quad u = \tilde{u}k, \]

(48)

with the following understanding: the components of the vector \( k \) must satisfy the scalar normalization condition
Next, we combine Eqs. (22b), (22c), (22d) with Eqs. (48) and obtain the relations
\begin{align*}
B &= -f_u - \phi \tilde{x}_u, \\
0 \leq t \leq 1, \\
C &= -i \int_0^t f_u \, dt + (\tilde{u}_u)_0 + (\tilde{u}_u)_1 = -i \int_0^t \tilde{x}_u \, dt + (\tilde{u}_u)_0 \phi, \\
E &= (\tilde{u}_u)_0 + (\tilde{J})_0 = -(\tilde{u}_u)_0. \\
\end{align*}

These relations show that $B(t)$, $C$, $E$ depend only on the parameters $k$, $\phi$.

Finally, upon combining (21) and (50), we obtain the following quadratic function of $k$, $\phi$:
\[ IG = \frac{1}{2} \tilde{X}^T \tilde{X} + \frac{1}{2} \tilde{X}^T H_1 \tilde{X} + \tilde{X}^T H_2 \tilde{X} + H_3 \tilde{X} + H_4 + \frac{1}{2} \tilde{K}. \tag{51} \]

Here, the matrices $H_1$, $H_2$, $H_3$, the vectors $H_4$, $\tilde{X}$, and the scalar $L$ are known. They are defined by
\begin{align*}
H_1 &= \int_0^1 \tilde{x}_u \, dt + (\tilde{X})_0 = \int_0^1 \tilde{x}_u \, dt + (\tilde{u}_u)_0 + \int_0^1 \tilde{u}_u \, dt + (\tilde{u}_u)_0, \\
H_2 &= (\tilde{x}_u)_0 + (\tilde{u}_u)_0, \\
H_3 &= \int_0^1 \tilde{x}_u \, dt + (\tilde{X})_0 = \int_0^1 \tilde{x}_u \, dt + (\tilde{u}_u)_0 + \int_0^1 \tilde{u}_u \, dt + (\tilde{u}_u)_0, \\
H_4 &= \int_0^1 \tilde{x}_u \, dt + (\tilde{X})_0 = \int_0^1 \tilde{x}_u \, dt + (\tilde{u}_u)_0 + \int_0^1 \tilde{u}_u \, dt + (\tilde{u}_u)_0. \\
L &= \int_0^1 \tilde{x}_u \, dt + (\tilde{X})_0 = \int_0^1 \tilde{x}_u \, dt + (\tilde{u}_u)_0 + \int_0^1 \tilde{u}_u \, dt + (\tilde{u}_u)_0.
\end{align*}

Because of the duality property, the parameters $k$, $\phi$ can be obtained by minimizing (51), subject to (49). Clearly, this auxiliary minimization problem is a mathematical programming problem.

Let $\beta$ denote a scalar Lagrange multiplier associated with the constraint (49). Let $F_{GD}$ denote the augmented function
\[ F_{GD} = \frac{1}{2} \tilde{X}^T H_1 \tilde{X} + \frac{1}{2} \tilde{X}^T H_2 \tilde{X} + H_3 \tilde{X} + H_4 + \frac{1}{2} \tilde{K} + \gamma (U^T \tilde{X} - 1). \tag{53} \]

With this understanding, the first-order optimality conditions of the auxiliary minimization problem take the form
\[ (F_{GD})_k = 0, \quad (F_{GD})_{\phi} = 0. \tag{54} \]

Hence, the values of $k$, $\phi$, $\beta$ are determined by solving the following linear algebraic system:
\begin{align*}
H_1^T \beta + H_2^T \phi + U \beta + H_3 &= 0, \\
H_1^T \phi + H_2^T \beta + N_2 &= 0, \\
U^T \beta - 1 &= 0, \tag{55}
\end{align*}

whose dimension is $a+b+2$. Once $k$, $\phi$, $\beta$ are known, the multipliers $\lambda(t)$ and $\nu$ are determined with Eqs. (48). Then, $B(t)$, $C$, $E$ are obtained with Eqs. (22b), (22c), (22d). Finally, $A(t)$ is determined by
forward integration of (10a) subject to $A(0) = E$ and the computed value for $C$.

Restoration Phase. First, we consider Eqs. (28a) and (28e). We observe that, if $u$ is assigned, $\lambda(t)$ can be computed with (28e) and $A(t)$ can be computed by backward integration of (28a). Next, we execute $b$ backward integrations, using Eqs. (28a) and (28e) in combination with $b$ different multiplier vectors $u_i$, $i = 1, 2, \ldots, b$. Specifically, the vectors $u_1, u_2, \ldots, u_b$ are chosen to be the columns of the identity matrix of order $b$. As a result, one generates the multipliers

$$\lambda_i(t), u_i, \quad i = 1, 2, \ldots, b. \quad (56)$$

Next, we form the following matrices, each having $b$ columns:

$$\bar{\lambda}(t) = (\lambda_1(t), \lambda_2(t), \ldots, \lambda_b(t)), \quad (57a)$$
$$\bar{u} = (u_1, u_2, \ldots, u_b). \quad (57b)$$

We note that $\bar{u} = I$, where $I$ is the identity matrix of order $b$. Also, we introduce the vectors

$$k = (k_1, k_2, \ldots, k_b)^T, \quad (58a)$$
$$u = [1, 1, \ldots, 1], \quad (58b)$$

each having $b$ elements.

If the method of complementary functions is employed, the general solution of Eqs. (28a) and (28e) can be written in the form

$$\lambda(t) = \bar{\lambda}(t)k, \quad u = \bar{u}k. \quad (59)$$

Next, we combine Eqs. (28b), (28c), (28d) with Eqs. (59) and obtain the relations

$$B = -\bar{\lambda} \dot{k}, \quad 0 \leq t \leq 1, \quad (60a)$$
$$C = -\int_0^1 (\bar{\lambda} \dot{k} + (\bar{\lambda} \dot{k})^T) k - (u_1)\gamma \, \text{d}t, \quad (60b)$$
$$E = (\bar{\lambda}^T k - (u_1)) \gamma. \quad (60c)$$

These relations show that $B(t), C, E$ depend only on the parameters $k, \gamma$.

Finally, upon combining (27) and (60), we obtain the following quadratic function of $k, \gamma$:

$$\text{IRD} = (1/2)k^T M_1 k + \gamma^T M_2 \gamma + k^T M_3 k + M_4^T k + N_1^T \gamma + N_2^T \gamma. \quad (61)$$

Here, the matrices $M_1, M_2, M_3$ and the vectors $N_1, N_2$ are known. They are defined by

$$M_1 = \int_0^1 (\bar{\lambda} \dot{k})^T (\bar{\lambda} \dot{k}) \, \text{d}t + (\bar{\lambda} \dot{k})^T \Omega + \int_0^1 \bar{\lambda} \dot{k} \, \text{d}t + (\bar{\lambda} \dot{k})^T, \quad (62a)$$
$$M_2 = (\bar{u} \dot{u} + u \dot{u}) \Omega, \quad (62b)$$
$$M_3 = (\bar{\lambda} \dot{k} + (\bar{\lambda} \dot{k})^T) (\bar{\lambda} \dot{k} - (\bar{\lambda} \dot{k})^T), \quad (62c)$$
$$N_1 = -\int_0^1 \bar{\lambda} \dot{k} (\bar{\lambda} \dot{k} - (\bar{\lambda} \dot{k})) \, \text{d}t - (\bar{\lambda} \dot{k})^T \Omega, \quad (62d)$$
$$N_2 = -\int_0^1 \bar{\lambda} \dot{k} k \, \text{d}t. \quad (62e)$$
Because of the duality property, the parameters \( k, \sigma \) can be obtained by minimizing (61). Clearly, this auxiliary minimization problem is a mathematical programming problem, whose first-order optimality conditions take the form

\[
(I_{RD})_k = 0, \quad (I_{RD})_{\sigma} = 0.
\]

Hence, the values of \( k, \sigma \) are determined by solving the following linear algebraic system:

\[
egin{align*}
M_1 k + M_3 a + N_1 &= 0, \quad \text{(64a)} \\
N_2 k + N_2 a + N_2 &= 0, \quad \text{(64b)}
\end{align*}
\]

whose dimension is \( a+b \). Once \( k, \sigma \) are known, the multipliers \( \lambda(t) \) and \( \mu \) are determined with Eqs. (59).

Then, \( B(t), C, E \) are obtained with Eqs. (28b), (28c), (28d). Finally, \( A(t) \) is determined by forward integration of (15a), subject to \( A(0) = E \) and the computed value for \( C \).

2.9. STEPSIZE DETERMINATION

The procedure for determining the basic functions \( A(t), B(t), C \) is different, depending on whether the primal formulation or the dual formulation is employed. However, the basic functions \( A(t), B(t), C \) are the same, regardless of whether the primal formulation or the dual formulation is used. Hence, the rules for the determination of the stepsize are common to both the primal formulation and the dual formulation.

Gradient Stepsize. With the functions \( A(t), B(t), C \) known, the one-parameter family of varied functions (8) can be formed. For this family, the functionals \( I, J, P \) take the following form:

\[
\bar{I} = \bar{I}(a), \quad \bar{J} = \bar{J}(a), \quad \bar{P} = \bar{P}(a).
\]

Then, the gradient stepsize \( a \) is computed by a one-dimensional search on the function \( \bar{J}(a) \) until the following relations are satisfied:

\[
\begin{align*}
\bar{J}(a) &< \bar{J}(0), \quad \text{(66a)} \\
\bar{P}(a) &< P_* \quad \text{(66b)}
\end{align*}
\]

where \( P_* \) is a preselected number, not necessarily small.

The simplest way of ensuring satisfaction of (66) is to employ a bisection process, starting from the reference stepsize \( a = a_0 \). In turn, the reference stepsize \( a_0 \) can be obtained by the combination of a scanning process and a cubic interpolation process. With the scanning process, one brackets the minimum point of the function \( \bar{J}(a) \). With the cubic interpolation process, either single-step or multi-step, one obtains an approximation to the reference stepsize \( a_0 \). This is the stepsize which yields the minimum of the cubic approximation to \( \bar{J}(a) \).

The details of the one-dimensional search can be found in Refs. 15-24 and related publications. They are omitted here, for the sake of brevity.

Restoration Stepsize. With the functions \( A(t), B(t), C \) known, the one-parameter family of varied functions (8) can be formed. For this family, the functional \( P \) takes the following form:

\[
\bar{P} = \bar{P}(a).
\]

\[
\bar{P} = \bar{P}(a).
\]
Then, the restoration stepsize \( a \) is computed by a one-dimensional search on the function (67) until the following relation is satisfied:

\[
\tilde{P}(a) < \tilde{P}(0).
\]

The simplest way of ensuring satisfaction of (68) is to employ a bisection process, starting from the reference stepsize \( a = a_0 \). Here, the correct reference stepsize is \( a_0 = 1 \), in that it yields one-step restoration if the constraints (2) are linear.

2.10. SUMMARY OF THE SEQUENTIAL GRADIENT-RESTORATION ALGORITHM

The sequential-gradient restoration algorithm involves a sequence of two-phase cycles, each cycle including a gradient phase and a restoration phase. In a complete gradient-restoration cycle, the value of the functional is decreased, while the constraints are satisfied to a predetermined accuracy; in the gradient phase, the value of the augmented functional is decreased, while avoiding excessive constraint violation; in the restoration phase, the constraint error is decreased, while avoiding excessive change in the value of the functional.

It must be noted that, while the gradient phase involves a single iteration, the restoration phase might involve several iterations. The decision of whether to execute a gradient iteration or a restorative iteration is based on the measurement of a single scalar quantity, the constraint error \( P \), given by Eq. (6a). If the constraint error satisfies Ineq. (7a), a gradient iteration is executed; if the constraint error violates Ineq. (7a), a restorative iteration is executed.

For both gradient iterations and restorative iterations, the following terminology is employed: \( x(t), u(t), \pi \) denote the nominal functions; \( R(t), U(t), \Pi \) denote the varied functions; \( \Delta x(t), \Delta u(t), \Delta \pi \) denote the perturbations leading from the nominal functions to the varied functions; and \( A(t), B(t), C \) denote the perturbations per unit stepsize \( a \). Then, the following relations hold:

\[
\begin{align*}
R(t) &= x(t) + A(t) = x(t) + aA(t), \\
U(t) &= u(t) + B(t) = u(t) + oB(t), \\
\Pi &= \pi + C = \pi + oC.
\end{align*}
\]

Thus, each iteration involves two distinct operations: (i) the determination of the basic functions \( A(t), B(t), C \); and (ii) the determination of the stepsize \( a \).

Depending on whether the primal formulation is used or the dual formulation is used, one obtains a primal sequential gradient-restoration algorithm (PSGRA) or a dual sequential gradient-restoration algorithm (DSGRA).

Gradient iteration. Its objective is to reduce the augmented functional \( J \), while the constraints are satisfied to first order.

Step 1. Assume nominal functions \( x(t), u(t), \pi \) which satisfy the constraints (2) within the predetermined accuracy (7a).

Step 2. For the nominal functions, compute the basic functions \( A(t), B(t), C \) using either the procedure of Sections 2.5 and 2.7 (primal formulation) or the procedure of Sections 2.6 and 2.8 (dual formulation).
Step 3. With the functions \(A(t), B(t), C\) known, determine the gradient stepsize \(\alpha\) with the procedure of Section 2.9.

Step 4. Once the gradient stepsize \(\alpha\) is known, compute the varied functions \(X(t), U(t), \hat{X}\) with Eqs. (69). In this way, the gradient iteration is completed.

**Restorative Iteration.** Its objective is to reduce the constraint error \(P\), while the constraints are satisfied to first order and the norm squared of the variations of the control vector, the parameter vector, and the initial state vector is minimized.

Step 1. Assume nominal function \(x(t), u(t), \hat{X}\) which violate at least one of the constraints (2).

Step 2. For the nominal functions, compute the basic functions \(A(t), B(t), C\) using either the procedure of Sections 2.5 and 2.7 (primal formulation) or the procedure of Sections 2.6 and 2.8 (dual formulation).

Step 3. With the functions \(A(t), B(t), C\) known, determine the restoration stepsize \(\alpha\) with the procedure of Section 2.9.

Step 4. Once the restoration stepsize \(\alpha\) is known, compute the varied functions \(R(t), G(t), W\) with Eqs. (69). In this way, the restorative iteration is completed.

**Gradient Phase.** The gradient phase includes a single gradient iteration. Hence, the gradient phase is the same as the gradient iteration discussed previously.

**Restoration Phase.** The restoration phase might include several restorative iterations. In each restorative iteration, the constraint error is reduced in accordance with Ineq. (68). The restoration phase is terminated whenever the constraint error reaches a level compatible with Ineq. (7a).

**Gradient-Restoration Cycle.** As stated before, a complete gradient-restoration cycle includes a gradient phase and a restoration phase. After a restoration phase is completed, one must verify whether the following inequality is satisfied:

\[
I < \hat{I};
\]

(70)

here, \(I\) denotes the value of the functional (1) at the end of the present restoration phase and \(\hat{I}\) denotes the value of the functional (1) at the end of the previous restoration phase. If Ineq. (70) is satisfied, one starts the next cycle of the sequential gradient-restoration algorithm. If Ineq. (70) is violated, one returns to the previous gradient phase and reduces the gradient stepsize (using a bisection process) until, after restoration, the functional \(I\) finally decreases.

**Starting Condition.** The present algorithm can be started with nominal functions \(x(t), u(t), \hat{X}\) which either violate the constraints (2) or satisfy the constraints (2). If the nominal functions violate Ineq. (7a), the algorithm starts with a restorative phase; hence, the first cycle is a half cycle involving only a restoration phase. If the nominal functions satisfy Ineq. (7a), the algorithm starts with a gradient phase; hence, the first cycle is a complete cycle, involving both a gradient phase and a restoration phase.

**Stopping Conditions.** The present algorithm is terminated whenever Ineqs. (7a) and (7b) are satisfied simultaneously. Note that Ineq. (7a) is verified at the end of a restoration phase/beginning of a gradient phase. On the other hand, Ineq. (7b) must be verified at the beginning of a gradient phase, after the multipliers \(i(t), \alpha, \mu\) are computed and before the search for the gradient stepsize is executed.
2.11. PRIMAL-DUAL PROPERTIES

Some simple relations hold between the values of the functionals associated with the primal formulation and the values of the functionals associated with the dual formulation. These relations are stated below without proof.

For the gradient phase, the functionals $I_{GP}$ and $I_{GD}$, associated with Problems (GP) and (GD), satisfy the relation

$$I_{GP} + I_{GD} = 0.$$  \hspace{1cm} (71)

For the restoration phase, the functionals $I_{RP}$ and $I_{RD}$, associated with Problems (RP) and (RG), satisfy the relation

$$I_{RP} + I_{RD} = 0.$$  \hspace{1cm} (72)

2.12. REMARK

For a complete gradient-restoration cycle, the satisfaction of Ineq. (70) is guaranteed by the different order of magnitude of the variations of the gradient phase and those of the restoration phase. If $\alpha_G$ is the gradient stepsize and $\alpha_R$ is the restoration stepsize, it can be shown that the variations of the gradient phase are of $O(\alpha_G)$, while those of the restoration phase are of $O(\alpha_R^2)$. Hence, if the gradient stepsize $\alpha_G$ is sufficiently small, the restorative corrections are negligible by comparison with the gradient corrections. This means that the descent property for the gradient phase implies a descent property for a complete gradient-restoration cycle.
PART 3. OPTIMAL AIRCRAFT TRAJECTORIES FOR WINDSHEAR FLIGHT

3.1. OUTLINE

In Part 3, we present the application of the dual sequential gradient-restoration algorithm (DSGRA) to the determination of optimal flight trajectories in the presence of windshear. Both take-off trajectories and abort landing trajectories are discussed.

Section 3.2 contains the notations, and Section 3.3 contains some general considerations relative to flight in a windshear. The equations of motion are given in Section 3.4, and the system description is given in Section 3.5.

Optimal trajectories are discussed in Section 3.6 for the take-off problem and in Section 3.7 for the abort landing problem. A comparison between the optimal trajectories, the constant pitch trajectories, and the maximum angle of attack trajectories is presented in Section 3.8. Finally, the survival capability of an aircraft in a severe windshear is discussed in Section 3.9.

3.2. NOTATIONS

Throughout Part 3, the British engineering system is employed (the basic units are the pound (weight) and the second). The following scalar notations are employed:

- \( C_D \) = drag coefficient;
- \( \alpha \) = relative angle of attack (wing), rad;
- \( C_L \) = lift coefficient;
- \( \alpha_e \) = absolute angle of attack (wing), rad;
- \( D \) = drag force, lb;
- \( \beta \) = engine power setting;
- \( g \) = acceleration of gravity, \( \text{ft sec}^{-2} \);
- \( \gamma \) = relative path inclination, rad;
- \( h \) = altitude, ft;
- \( \gamma_e \) = absolute path inclination, rad;
- \( L \) = lift force, lb;
- \( \delta \) = thrust inclination, rad;
- \( m \) = mass, \( \text{lb ft}^{-1} \text{sec}^{2} \);
- \( \theta \) = pitch attitude angle (wing), rad;
- \( S \) = reference surface, \( \text{ft}^{2} \);
- \( \lambda \) = wind intensity parameter;
- \( t \) = time, sec;
- \( \rho \) = air density, \( \text{lb ft}^{-4} \text{sec}^{2} \);
- \( T \) = thrust force, lb;
- \( \tau \) = final time, sec;
- \( V \) = relative velocity, \( \text{ft sec}^{-1} \);
- \( V_e \) = absolute velocity, \( \text{ft sec}^{-1} \);
- \( ARL \) = aircraft reference line;
- \( \text{CPT} \) = constant pitch trajectory;
- \( W \) = weight, lb;
- \( LAC \) = landing configuration;
- \( W_h \) = \( \text{h-component of wind velocity, ft sec}^{-1} \);
- \( \text{MAAT} \) = maximum angle of attack trajectory;
- \( W_x \) = \( \text{x-component of wind velocity, ft sec}^{-1} \);
- \( \text{OT} \) = optimal trajectory;
- \( x \) = horizontal distance, ft;
- \( \text{TOC} \) = take-off configuration.

3.3. FLIGHT IN A WINDSHEAR

Low-altitude windshear is a threat to the safety of aircraft in take-off or landing (Refs. 31-60). Over the past 20 years, some 30 aircraft accidents have been attributed to windshear. The most notorious ones are the crash of PANAM Flight 759 on July 9, 1982 at New Orleans International Airport (Boeing B-727 in take-off, Ref. 33) and the crash of Delta Airlines Flight 191 on August 2, 1985 at Dallas-Fort Worth International Airport (Lockheed L-1011 in landing, Refs. 39-40).

Low-altitude windshear is usually associated with a severe meteorological phenomenon, called the downburst (Fig. 1). In turn, a downburst involves a descending column of air, which then spreads horizontally in the neighborhood of the ground. This condition is hazardous, because an aircraft in take-off or landing might encounter a headwind coupled with a downdraft, followed by a tailwind coupled...
with a downdraft. The transition from headwind to tailwind engenders a transport acceleration, and hence a windshear inertia force (the product of the transport acceleration and the mass of the aircraft). In turn, the windshear inertia force can be as large as the drag of the aircraft, and in some cases as large as the thrust of engines. Hence, an inadvertent encounter with a low-altitude windshear can be a serious problem for even a skilled pilot.

If the windshear can be predicted, the best way to deal with the problem is avoidance. Both the take-off and the landing should be delayed until the weather conditions improve. However, because windshear exists only for a short time and it happens locally and randomly, sometimes avoidance is not possible and an inadvertent encounter takes place.

Research on optimal trajectories is important for developing guidance schemes and piloting strategies for flight in a windshear. However, optimal trajectories are difficult to implement, for the following reasons: (i) for the computation of optimal trajectories, global information on the wind field is required, while global measurements are not available in today's technique; (ii) the rapid computation of optimal trajectories is beyond present onboard computer capability. Although the optimal trajectories are not implementable, they provide criteria for developing guidance trajectories which approximate the optimal trajectories. Thus, the windshear performance of an optimal trajectory sets up a benchmark; with this benchmark, the relative merits of different guidance schemes and piloting strategies can be evaluated.

3.4. EQUATIONS OF MOTION

We make use of the relative wind-axes system (Fig. 2) in connection with the following assumptions: (a) the aircraft is a particle of constant mass; (b) flight takes place in a vertical plane; (c) Newton's law is valid in an Earth-fixed system; and (d) the wind flow field is steady.

With above premises, the equations of motion include the kinematical equations

\[ \dot{x} = V \cos \gamma + \dot{x}_w, \]  
(73a)

\[ \dot{h} = V \sin \gamma + \dot{h}_w, \]  
(73b)

and the dynamical equations

\[ \ddot{V} = (T/m)(\cos(\alpha + \delta) - D/m - g \sin \gamma) - (\dot{\dot{x}}_w \cos \gamma + \dot{\dot{h}}_w \sin \gamma), \]  
(74a)

\[ \ddot{\gamma} = (T/mV)(\sin(\alpha + \delta) + L/mV - \dot{\dot{x}}_w \sin \gamma + \dot{\dot{h}}_w \cos \gamma), \]  
(74b)

Because of assumption (d), the total derivatives of the wind velocity components and the corresponding partial derivatives satisfy the relations

\[ \dot{\dot{x}}_w = (\partial^2 \dot{x}_w/\partial x)(V \cos \gamma + \dot{x}_w) + (\partial^2 \dot{x}_w/\partial h)(V \sin \gamma + \dot{h}_w), \]  
(75a)

\[ \dot{\dot{h}}_w = (\partial^2 \dot{h}_w/\partial x)(V \cos \gamma + \dot{x}_w) + (\partial^2 \dot{h}_w/\partial h)(V \sin \gamma + \dot{h}_w). \]  
(75b)

These relations must be supplemented by the functional relations

\[ T = T(h, V, \delta), \]  
(76a)

\[ D = D(h, V, \alpha), \]  
(76b)

\[ L = L(h, V, \alpha), \]  
(76c)
For a given value of the thrust inclination \( \delta \), the differential system (73)-(76) involves four state variables (the horizontal distance \( x(t) \), the altitude \( h(t) \), the velocity \( V(t) \), and the relative path inclination \( \gamma(t) \)) and two control variables (the angle of attack \( \alpha(t) \) and the power setting \( \beta(t) \)). However, the number of control variables reduces to one (the angle of attack), if the power setting is specified in advance. The quantities defined by the analytical relations (77) can be computed a posteriori, once the values of the state and the control are known.

**Angle of Attack Bounds.** The angle of attack \( \alpha \) and its time derivative \( \dot{\alpha} \) are subject to the inequalities

\[
\begin{align*}
\alpha & \leq \alpha_u, \\
-\alpha_u & \leq \dot{\alpha} \leq \dot{\alpha}_u,
\end{align*}
\]

where \( \alpha_u \) is a prescribed upper bound and \( \dot{\alpha}_u \) is a prescribed, positive constant.

Ineqs. (78) are enforced indirectly via the following transformation technique:

\[
\begin{align*}
\alpha &= \alpha_u - u^2, \\
\dot{u} &= -\left(\dot{\alpha}_u/2u\right)\sin w, & |u| &\geq \epsilon, \\
\ddot{u} &= -\left(\dot{\alpha}_u/2u\right)\sin^2(\epsilon u/2c)\sin w, & |u| &\leq \epsilon.
\end{align*}
\]

Here, \( u(t), w(t) \) are auxiliary variables and \( \epsilon \) is a small, positive constant, which is introduced to prevent the occurrence of boundary singularities. Note that the right-hand sides of Eqs. (79b)-(79c) are continuous and have continuous first derivatives at \( |u| = \epsilon \). Clearly, when using Eqs. (79) in conjunction with Eqs. (73)-(76), one must regard \( \alpha(t), u(t) \) as state variables and \( w(t) \) as control variable.

### 3.5. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

In this section, we supply an analytical specification of the system functions (76).

**Thrust.** The thrust \( T \) is written in the form

\[
\begin{align*}
T &= B \beta, \\
T_a &= A_0 + A_1 V + A_2 V^2,
\end{align*}
\]

where \( B \) is the power setting and \( T_a \) is a reference thrust, specifically, the thrust corresponding to the power setting \( B = 1 \).

In the take-off problem (Section 3.6), it is assumed that maximum power setting is employed, that is,
In the abort landing problem (Section 3.7), it is assumed that the power setting is increased at a constant time rate until maximum power setting is reached; afterward, the power setting is held constant. This yields the relations

\[ \theta = \theta_0 + \dot{\theta}_0 t, \quad 0 \leq t \leq \sigma, \]  
\[ \theta = 1, \quad \sigma \leq t \leq \tau. \]  

Here, \( \theta_0 \) is the initial power setting, \( \dot{\theta}_0 \) is the constant rate of increase of the power setting, \( \sigma = (1 - \theta_0)/\dot{\theta}_0 \) is the time at which maximum power setting is reached, and \( \tau \) is the final time.

**Drag.** The drag \( D \) is written in the form

\[ D = \frac{1}{2} C_D S \rho V^2, \]  
\[ C_D = \beta_0 + \beta_1 \alpha + \beta_2 \alpha^2, \quad \alpha \leq \alpha_s, \]  

where \( \rho \) is the air density (assumed constant), \( S \) is a reference surface, \( V \) is the relative velocity, and \( C_D \) is the drag coefficient.

**Lift.** The lift \( L \) is written in the form

\[ L = \frac{1}{2} C_L S \rho V^2, \]  
\[ C_L = C_\alpha + C_1 \alpha, \quad \alpha \leq \alpha_s, \]  
\[ C_L = C_\alpha + C_1 \alpha + C_2 (\alpha - \alpha_s)^2, \quad \alpha_s \leq \alpha \leq \alpha_a, \]  

where \( \rho \) is the air density (assumed constant), \( S \) is a reference surface, \( V \) is the relative velocity, and \( C_L \) is the lift coefficient.

**Weight.** The mass \( m \) of the aircraft is regarded to be constant. Hence, the weight

\[ W = mg \]  

is regarded to be constant.

**Aircraft Data.** The numerical examples of the subsequent sections refer to a Boeing B-727 aircraft powered by three JT8D-17 turbofan engines. It is assumed that the runway is located at sea-level altitude and that the ambient temperature is 100 deg F.

Two different configurations are considered, a take-off configuration (TOC) and a landing configuration (LAC). For the TOC, it is assumed that the gear is up, the flap setting is \( \delta_F = 15 \) deg, and the weight is \( W = 180,000 \) lb. For the LAC, it is assumed that the gear is down, the flap setting is \( \delta_F = 30 \) deg, and the weight is \( W = 150,000 \) lb.

Figure 3 shows the thrust function \( T_e(V) \); Fig. 4 shows the drag coefficient function \( C_D(\alpha) \) for both the take-off configuration and the landing configuration; and Fig. 5 shows the lift coefficient function \( C_L(\alpha) \) for both the take-off configuration and the landing configuration.

**Wind Model.** In this paper, the following particular wind model is assumed:

\[ W_x = \lambda A(x), \]  

(86a)
\[ U_h = \lambda (h/h_n) B(x), \quad (86b) \]

with
\[ \lambda = \frac{\Delta W_x}{\Delta W_x^*}. \quad (86c) \]

The function \( A(x) \) represents the distribution of the horizontal wind versus the horizontal distance (Fig. 6); the function \( B(x) \) represents the distribution of the vertical wind versus the horizontal distance (Fig. 6); the parameter \( \lambda \) characterizes the intensity of the shear/downdraft combination; \( \Delta W_x \) is the horizontal wind velocity difference (maximum tailwind minus maximum headwind); \( \Delta W_x^* = 100 \text{ ft sec}^{-1} \) is a reference value for the horizontal wind velocity difference; and \( h_n = 1000 \text{ ft} \) is a reference value for the altitude.

The one-parameter family of wind models (86) has the following properties: (a) it represents the transition from a uniform headwind to a uniform tailwind, with nearly constant shear in the core of the downburst; (b) the downdraft achieves maximum negative value at the center of the downburst; (c) the downdraft vanishes at \( h = 0 \); and (d) the functions \( W, \gamma \) nearly satisfy the continuity equation and the irrotationality condition in the core of the downburst.

Decreasing values of \( \lambda \) (hence, decreasing values of \( \Delta W_x \)) correspond to milder windshears; conversely, increasing values of \( \lambda \) (hence, increasing values of \( \Delta W_x \)) correspond to more severe windshears. If one excludes the 1983 windshear episode at Andrews AFB, the highest value of \( \lambda \) ever recorded is \( \lambda = 1.40 \), corresponding to \( \Delta W_x = 140 \text{ ft sec}^{-1} \). Hence, values of \( \lambda \) in the following range are considered:

\[ 0.8 < \lambda < 1.4, \quad (87a) \]

corresponding to values of \( \Delta W_x \) in the following range:
\[ 80 < \Delta W_x < 140 \text{ ft sec}^{-1}. \quad (87b) \]

3.6. TAKE-OFF PROBLEM

For the take-off problem, we assume that: (i) maximum power setting is employed; hence, the only control is the angle of attack; (ii) the constraints (73)-(79) must be satisfied; (iii) the initial conditions are given; and (iv) at the final point, \( \gamma \) recovery is required, that is,

\[ \gamma_f = \gamma_0 + \gamma_\infty \quad (88) \]

where \( \gamma_\infty \) is the path inclination for quasi-steady steepest climb (TOC).

The performance index being minimized is the peak value of the modulus of the difference between the absolute path inclination and a reference value,

\[ I = \max_t |\gamma_e - \gamma_{eR}|, \quad 0 \leq t \leq \tau; \quad (89) \]

here, \( \gamma_e \) is given by Eq. (77a) and \( \gamma_{eR} = \gamma_{e0} \) is a reference value.

This is a minimax problem or Chebyshev problem of optimal control. It can be reformulated as a Bolza problem of optimal control, in which one minimizes the integral performance index (Ref. 29).
\[ J = \int_0^T (\gamma_0 - \gamma_{\text{th}})^2 \text{d}t. \]  
(90)

for large values of the positive, even exponent \( q \).

**Numerical Data.** The computations presented here refer to the Boeing 727 aircraft powered by three JT8D-17 turbofan engines. It is assumed that: the runway is located at sea-level altitude; the ambient temperature is 100 deg F; the gear is up; the flap setting is \( \delta_F = 15 \) deg; the take-off weight is \( W = 180,000 \) lb.

The inequality constraints (78) on the angle of attack are enforced with

\[ \alpha_0 = 16.0 \text{ deg,} \]  
(91a)
\[ \dot{\alpha}_0 = 3.0 \text{ deg sec}^{-1}. \]  
(91b)

The following conditions are assumed at the initial point:

\[ x_0 = 0 \text{ ft,} \]  
(92a)
\[ h_0 = 50 \text{ ft,} \]  
(92b)
\[ V_0 = 164 \text{ knots} = 276.8 \text{ ft sec}^{-1}, \]  
(92c)
\[ \gamma_0 = 6.989 \text{ deg,} \]  
(92d)

and at the final point:

\[ \gamma_F = 6.989 \text{ deg;} \]  
(93a)

the final time is assumed to be

\[ \tau = 40 \text{ sec.} \]  
(93b)

For the windshear model assumed, this time is about twice the duration of the windshear encounter \( (at = 18 \text{ sec}) \).

**Numerical Results.** Numerical results were obtained using the dual sequential gradient-restoration algorithm (DSGRA) of Part 2. They are shown in Fig. 7, which contains three parts: the altitude \( h \) versus the time \( t \) (Fig. 7A); the velocity \( V \) versus the time \( t \) (Fig. 7B); and the angle of attack \( \alpha \) versus the time \( t \) (Fig. 7C). From Fig. 7, the following comments arise:

(a) the path inclination of the optimal trajectory decreases as the windshear intensity increases; for a severe windshear, \( \Delta H = 110 \text{ ft sec}^{-1} \), the optimal trajectory is nearly horizontal in the shear region; in the aftershear region, the optimal trajectory ascends;

(b) the velocity decreases in the shear region and increases in the aftershear region; the point of minimum velocity occurs at the end of the shear; the value of the minimum velocity is nearly independent of the windshear intensity;

(c) the angle of attack exhibits an initial decrease, followed by a gradual, sustained increase; the maximum value of the angle of attack is reached at about the end of the shear; then, the angle of attack decreases gradually in the aftershear region.
3.7. ABORT LANDING PROBLEM

For the abort landing problem, we assume that: (i) maximum power setting is employed; namely, the power setting is increased to the maximum value at a constant time rate; afterward, the maximum value is maintained; hence, the only control is the angle of attack; (ii) the constraints (73)-(79) must be satisfied; (iii) the initial conditions are given; and (iv) at the final point, gamma recovery is required, that is,

\[ \gamma_c = \gamma_* \]  

(94)

where \( \gamma_* \) is the path inclination for quasi-steady steepest climb (LAC).

The performance index being minimized is the peak value of the modulus of the difference between the instantaneous altitude and a reference value,

\[ I = \max_{t} |h_{R} - h|, \quad 0 \leq t \leq \tau; \]  

(95)

here, \( h_{R} = h_* = 1000 \) ft is a constant reference value.

This is a minimax problem or Chebyshev problem of optimal control. It can be reformulated as a Bolza problem of optimal control, in which one minimizes the integral performance index (Ref. 29)

\[ J = \int_{0}^{\tau} (h_{R} - h)^q dt, \]  

(96)

for large values of the positive, even exponent \( q \).

**Numerical Data.** The computations presented here refer to the Boeing B-727 aircraft powered by three JT8D-17 turbofan engines. It is assumed that: the runway is located at sea-level altitude; the ambient temperature is 100 deg F; the gear is down; the flap setting is \( \delta_f = 30 \) deg; the landing weight is \( W = 150,000 \) lb.

The inequality constraints (78) on the angle of attack are enforced with

\[ \alpha = 17.2 \text{ deg}, \]  

(97a)

\[ \dot{\alpha} = 3.0 \text{ deg sec}^{-1}. \]  

(97b)

The following conditions are assumed at the initial point:

\[ x_0 = 0 \text{ ft}, \]  

(98a)

\[ h_0 = 600 \text{ ft}, \]  

(98b)

\[ V_0 = 142 \text{ knots} = 239.7 \text{ ft sec}^{-1}, \]  

(98c)

\[ \gamma_0 = 3.0 \text{ deg}, \]  

(98d)

and at the final point:

\[ \gamma_c = 7.431 \text{ deg}; \]  

(99a)

the final time is assumed to be

\[ \tau = 40 \text{ sec}. \]  

(99b)
For the windshear model assumed, this time is about twice the duration of the windshear encounter 
\((\Delta t = 22 \text{ sec})\).

**Numerical Results.** Numerical results were obtained using the dual sequential gradient-restoration 
algorithm (DSGRA) of Part 2. They are shown in Fig. 8, which contains three parts: the altitude \(h\) versus 
the time \(t\) (Fig. 8A); the velocity \(V\) versus the time \(t\) (Fig. 8B); and the angle of attack \(\alpha\) versus the time \(t\) 
(Fig. 8C). From Fig. 8, the following comments arise:

(a) the optimal trajectory includes three branches: a descending flight branch, followed by 
a nearly horizontal flight branch, followed by an ascending flight branch after the aircraft has passed 
through the shear region; the maximum altitude drop increases with the windshear intensity and the 
initial altitude;

(b) the velocity decreases in the shear region and increases in the aftershear region; the 
point of minimum velocity occurs at the end of the shear; the value of the minimum velocity is nearly 
independent of the windshear intensity;

(c) the angle of attack exhibits an initial decrease, followed by a gradual, sustained 
increase; the maximum value of the angle of attack is reached at about the end of the shear; then, 
the angle of attack decreases gradually in the aftershear region.

3.8. COMPARISON OF TRAJECTORIES

In this section, we compare three trajectories: the optimal trajectory (OT), the constant pitch 
trajectory (CPT), and the maximum angle of attack trajectory (MAAT). The comparison is done for both the 
take-off problem and the abort landing problem.

For the take-off problem, the comparison is shown in Fig. 9 for the windshear intensity \(\Delta h_x = 100 \text{ ft sec}^{-1}\). Clearly, the OT exhibits a monotonic climb behavior, while the CPT nearly touches the 
ground, and the MAAT crashes.

For the abort landing problem, the comparison is shown in Fig. 10 for the windshear intensity \(\Delta h_x = 120 \text{ ft sec}^{-1}\). Clearly, the minimum altitude of the OT is higher than the minimum altitude of the 
CPT, which in turn is higher than the minimum altitude of the MAAT. While both the OT and the CPT avoid 
the ground, the MAAT crashes.

3.9. SURVIVAL CAPABILITY

In this section, we analyze the survival capability of an aircraft in a severe windshear. 
Indicative of this survival capability is the windshear/downdraft combination which results in the 
minimum altitude being equal to the ground altitude.

To analyze this important problem, we recall the windshear model (86), where \(\lambda\) is a parameter 
characterizing the intensity of the windshear/downdraft combination. By increasing the value of \(\lambda\), 
more intense windshear/downdraft combinations are generated until a critical value \(\lambda_c\) is found such that 
\(h_{\text{min}} = 0\) for a particular trajectory type.

More precisely, we consider the optimal trajectory (OT), the constant pitch trajectory (CPT), 
and the maximum angle of attack trajectory (MAAT) in connection with both the take-off problem and the 
abort landing problem. The results are shown in Tables 1-2, which display the following information: the 
initial altitude \(h_0\); the critical value of the wind intensity parameter \(\lambda_c\); the critical value of the wind 
velocity difference \(\Delta h_x\); and the windshear efficiency ratio \(W_e\), defined to be
Here, the subscript PT denotes a particular trajectory and the subscript OT denotes the optimal trajectory. It appears that, for both the take-off problem and the abort landing problem, the survival capability of the OT is superior to that of the CPT, which in turn is superior to that of the MAAT.

Table 1. Survival capability in take-off.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trajectory</th>
<th>( h_0 ) (ft)</th>
<th>( \lambda_c )</th>
<th>( \Delta h_{xc} ) (fps)</th>
<th>WER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OT</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>1.195</td>
<td>119.5</td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPT</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>1.018</td>
<td>101.8</td>
<td>0.852</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAAT</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.577</td>
<td>57.7</td>
<td>0.483</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Survival capability in abort landing.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trajectory</th>
<th>( h_0 ) (ft)</th>
<th>( \lambda_c )</th>
<th>( \Delta h_{xc} ) (fps)</th>
<th>WER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OT</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>1.871</td>
<td>187.1</td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPT</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>1.394</td>
<td>139.4</td>
<td>0.745</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAAT</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>0.817</td>
<td>81.7</td>
<td>0.437</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 1. Downburst configuration.

Fig. 2. Coordinate system and force diagram.

Fig. 3. Thrust $T_e$ versus velocity $V$ for the Boeing B-727 aircraft (maximum power setting, sea-level altitude, ambient temperature = 100 deg F).
Fig. 4. Drag coefficient $C_D$ versus angle of attack $\alpha$ for the Boeing B-727 aircraft (TOC = take-off configuration, LAC = landing configuration).

Fig. 5. Lift coefficient $C_L$ versus angle of attack $\alpha$ for the Boeing B-727 aircraft (TOC = take-off configuration, LAC = landing configuration).

Fig. 6. Wind functions $A(x)$ and $B(x)$. 
Fig. 7A. Optimal take-off trajectories, altitude h versus time t.

Fig. 7B. Optimal take-off trajectories, velocity V versus time t.

Fig. 7C. Optimal take-off trajectories, angle of attack α versus time t.
Fig. 8A. Optimal abort landing trajectories, altitude h versus time t.

Fig. 8B. Optimal abort landing trajectories, velocity V versus time t.

Fig. 8C. Optimal abort landing trajectories, angle of attack α versus time t.
Fig. 9. Comparison of take-off trajectories, altitude \( h \) versus time \( t \) (\( \Delta \omega_x = 100 \text{ ft/sec} \)).

Fig. 10. Comparison of abort landing trajectories, altitude \( h \) versus time \( t \) (\( \Delta \omega_x = 120 \text{ ft/sec} \)).
PART 4. OPTIMAL SPACECRAFT TRAJECTORIES FOR COPLANAR AEROASSISTED ORBITAL TRANSFER

4.1. OUTLINE

In Part 4, we present the application of the primal sequential gradient-restoration algorithm (PSGRA) to the determination of optimal trajectories for coplanar aeroassisted orbital transfer (AOT).

Section 4.2 contains the notations, and Section 4.3 contains some general considerations relative to aeroassisted orbital transfer. The equations of motion are given in Section 4.4, and the system description is given in Section 4.5.

The performance indexes of interest for AOT maneuvers are discussed in Section 4.6 within the frame of three problems: minimization of the total characteristic velocity; minimization of the time integral of the square of the path inclination; and minimization of the peak heating rate. The solutions of these problems are presented in Section 4.7. It is shown that these solutions are nearly indistinguishable from one another from the point of view of the total characteristic velocity and the peak heating rate.

4.2. NOTATIONS

Throughout Part 4, the metric system of physics is employed (the basic units are the meter, the kilogram, and the second). The following scalar notations are employed:

- $C_0$ = drag coefficient;
- $C_{DD}$ = zero-lift drag coefficient;
- $C_L$ = lift coefficient;
- $D$ = drag, N;
- $g$ = local acceleration of gravity, m sec$^{-2}$;
- $h$ = altitude, m;
- $H$ = height of the atmosphere, m;
- $K$ = induced drag factor;
- $L$ = lift, N;
- $m$ = mass, Kg;
- $r$ = radial distance from the center of the Earth, m;
- $r_e$ = radius of the Earth, m;
- $r_a$ = radius of the outer edge of the atmosphere, m;
- $S$ = reference surface, m$^2$;
- $t$ = dimensionless time, $0 \leq t \leq 1$;
- $V$ = velocity, m sec$^{-1}$;
- $\gamma$ = path inclination, rad;
- $\nu$ = Earth's gravitational constant, m$^3$sec$^{-2}$;
- $\rho$ = air density, Kg m$^{-3}$;
- $T_w$ = flight time, sec;
- $\Delta V$ = characteristic velocity, m sec$^{-1}$.

4.3. AEROAASSISTED ORBITAL TRANSFER

Since the initial paper by London (Ref. 71), considerable research has been done on aeroassisted orbital transfer (AOT), especially on the optimization and guidance of flight trajectories. For surveys of the state of the art, see the papers by Walberg (Ref. 69) and Hesse (Ref. 86). See also the Special Issue on Hypervelocity Flight of the Journal of the Astronautical Sciences (Ref. 70) and the papers therein (Refs. 86-94).

While most of the work on optimal trajectories has dealt with minimum-fuel transfers (namely, transfers minimizing the total characteristic velocity), the work performed at Rice University under JPL sponsorship has dealt with transfers minimizing alternative performance indexes (for instance, the peak heating rate, the peak dynamic pressure, and the peak altitude drop during the atmospheric part of the AOT maneuver). See Refs. 80-85.
In the following sections, we summarize some of the research done at Rice University on coplanar, aeroassisted orbital transfer from high Earth orbit (HEO) to low Earth orbit (LEO). We employ the following assumptions: (i) the initial and final orbits are circular; (ii) two tangential impulses are employed, one at HEO and one at LEO; (iii) the gravitational field is central and is governed by the inverse square law.

The four key points of the maneuver are these: 0 (HEO exit); O (atmospheric entry); 1 (atmospheric exit); 11 (LEO entry). The maneuver starts with a tangential propulsive burn, having characteristic velocity $\Delta V_0$, at point 0; here, the spacecraft enters into an elliptical transfer orbit, connecting the points 0 and O. At point O, the spacecraft enters into the atmosphere; during the atmospheric pass, the velocity of the spacecraft is reduced, due to the aerodynamic drag. At point 1, the spacecraft exits from the atmosphere; then, the spacecraft enters into an elliptical transfer orbit connecting the points 1 and 11. The maneuver ends with a tangential propulsive burn, having characteristic velocity $\Delta V_{11}$, at point 11; here, the spacecraft enters into the low Earth orbit, in that the magnitude of $\Delta V_{11}$ is such that the desired circularization into LEO is achieved.

4.4. EQUATIONS OF MOTION

With reference to the atmospheric portion of the trajectory of an AOT vehicle, the following hypotheses are employed: (a) the flight is made with engine shut-off; hence, the AOT vehicle behaves as a particle of constant mass; (b) Coriolis acceleration terms and transport acceleration terms are neglected; (c) the aerodynamic forces are evaluated using the inertial velocity, rather than the relative velocity; (d) under extreme hypersonic conditions, the dependence of the aerodynamic coefficients on the Mach number and the Reynolds number is disregarded.

**Differential System.** With the above assumptions, and upon normalizing the flight time to unity, the equations of motion are given by

\begin{align}
\dot{h} &= \frac{1}{V_0} V \sin \gamma, \\
\dot{V} &= \tau \left[-D/m - g \sin \gamma \right], \\
\dot{\gamma} &= \tau \left[ V/\rho + (V/r - gV) \cos \gamma \right].
\end{align}

In the above equations,

\begin{align}
\tau &= \frac{1}{V_0} V \sin \gamma, \\
g &= \frac{1}{\pi^2}, \\
D &= \frac{1}{2} C_D \rho S V^2, \\
L &= \frac{1}{2} C_L \rho S V^2.
\end{align}

The density function $\rho = \rho(h)$ can be found in Ref. 95. In particular, if a parabolic polar is postulated, the relation between the drag coefficient and the lift coefficient is given by

\begin{align}
C_D &= C_{D0} + K C_L^2.
\end{align}

**Boundary Conditions.** At the entry into the atmosphere ($t = 0$) and at the exit from the atmosphere ($t = 1$), certain static and dynamic boundary conditions must be satisfied. Specifically, at atmospheric entry, we have

\begin{align}
V_0 &= \frac{1}{\rho_0} V_0.
\end{align}
where \( V_s \) is the circular velocity at \( r = r_s \). In addition, at atmospheric exit, we have

\[
\begin{align*}
V^2_{11} (2V^2_s - V^2_1) - 2V^2_{11}V^2_s r_s^2 + \frac{2r^2_{11}}{h_s^2} \cos^2 \gamma_1 &= 0, \\
V^2_{11} (2V^2_s - V^2_1) - 2V^2_{11}V^2_s r_s^2 + \frac{2r^2_{11}}{h_s^2} \cos^2 \gamma_1 &= 0.
\end{align*}
\]

Equations (105a) and (106a) reflect the definition of thickness of the atmosphere; Eq. (105b) arises from energy conservation and angular momentum conservation applied to the HEO-to-entry transfer orbit; and Eq. (106b) arises from energy conservation and angular momentum conservation applied to the exit-to-LEO transfer orbit.

**Inequality Constraints.** To ensure that the vehicle enters into the atmosphere at point 0 and exits from the atmosphere at point 1, the terminal path inclinations \( \gamma_0, \gamma_1 \) must satisfy the inequality constraints

\[
\begin{align*}
\gamma_0 &\leq 0, \\
\gamma_1 &\geq 0.
\end{align*}
\]

These inequality constraints can be converted into equality constraints by means of the Valentine transformations

\[
\begin{align*}
\gamma_0 + \eta^2 &= 0, \\
\gamma_1 - \zeta^2 &= 0,
\end{align*}
\]

where \( \eta, \zeta \) denote parameters to be determined.

In addition, to obtain realistic solutions, the presence of upper and lower bounds on the lift coefficient is necessary. Therefore, the two-sided inequality constraint

\[
C_{L_a} \leq C_L \leq C_{L_b}
\]

must be satisfied everywhere along the interval of integration. The above inequality constraint can be converted into an equality constraint by means of the trigonometric transformation

\[
C_L = \frac{1}{2}(C_{L_a} + C_{L_b}) + \frac{1}{2}(C_{L_b} - C_{L_a}) \sin \delta,
\]

in which \( \delta(t) \) denotes an auxiliary control variable.

**Summary.** To sum up, the equations governing the atmospheric pass include the differential system (101)-(104), the boundary conditions (105)-(106), and the inequality constraints (107) and (109), converted into equality constraints by means of the transformations (108) and (110). In this formulation, the independent variable is the dimensionless time \( t, 0 \leq t \leq 1 \). The dependent variables include three state variables \( [h(t), V(t), \gamma(t)] \), one control variable \( \delta(t) \), and three parameters \( \eta, \zeta, \xi \). After a solution is found for the auxiliary control \( \delta(t) \), the original control \( C_L(t) \) is recovered via Eq. (110).

4.5. **SYSTEM DESCRIPTION**

The numerical examples of the subsequent sections refer to a spacecraft characterized as follows: the mass per unit reference surface is \( m/S = 300 \) Kg/m\(^2\); the zero-lift drag coefficient is \( C_{D_0} = 0.21 \);
the induced drag factor is \( K = 1.67 \); the maximum lift-to-drag ratio is \( \mu_{\text{max}} = 0.8443 \); the bounds on the lift coefficient are \( C_{\text{L}a} = -0.9 \) and \( C_{\text{L}b} = +0.9 \).

For the transfer maneuver, the HEO radius is \( r_{00} = 2r_a = 12996 \) Km, and the LEO radius is \( r_{11} = r_a + 60 \) Km = 6558 Km.

The following physical constants are used in the computation: the radius of the Earth is \( r_e = 6378 \) Km; the radius of the outer edge of the atmosphere is \( r_a = 6498 \) Km; the height of the atmosphere is \( H = r_a - r_e = 120 \) Km; and the Earth's gravitational constant is \( G = 398600 \) Km/see^2.

The atmospheric model assumed is that of the US Standard Atmosphere, 1976 (see Ref. 95). In this model, the values of the density are tabulated at discrete altitudes. For intermediate altitudes, the density is computed by assuming an exponential fit for the function \( \rho(h) \).

4.6. PERFORMANCE INDEXES

Subject to the previous constraints, different AOT optimization problems can be formulated, depending on the performance index chosen. The resulting optimal control problems are either of the Bolza type (see Problems (P1) and (P2) below) or of the Chebyshev type (see Problem (P3) below).

Problem (P1). It is required to minimize the energy needed for orbital transfer. A measure of this energy is the total characteristic velocity \( AV \), the sum of the initial characteristic velocity \( AV_0 \) associated with the propulsive burn from HEO and the final characteristic velocity \( AV_{11} \) associated with the propulsive burn into LEO. Clearly,

\[
I = AV = AV_0 + AV_{11},
\]

with

\[
AV_0 = V_A/(r_a/r_{00}) - V_0r_a/r_{00} \cos \gamma_0,
\]

\[
AV_{11} = V_A/(r_a/r_{11}) - V_1r_a/r_{11} \cos \gamma_1.
\]

Problem (P2). It is required to minimize the time integral of the square of the path inclination. Here, the performance index is given by

\[
I = \int_0^1 \tau^2 dt.
\]

The trajectory obtained by minimizing the performance index (112) is called nearly-grazing trajectory.

Problem (P3). It is required to minimize the peak value of the heating rate at a particular point of the spacecraft, for instance, the stagnation point. The performance index is given by

\[
I = \text{PHR} = \max (C/\tau^{3.08}),
\]

where \( C \) is a dimensional constant.

This is a minimax problem or Chebyshev problem of optimal control. It can be reformulated as a Bolza problem of optimal control, in which one minimizes the integral performance index (Ref. 29)

\[
J = \int_0^1 C/\tau^{3.08} \tau^q dt,
\]

for large values of the positive exponent \( q \).
4.7. NUMERICAL SOLUTIONS

Problems (P1)-(P3) were solved employing the primal sequential-gradient restoration algorithm (PSGRA) of Part 2 in conjunction with the equations of motion of Section 4.4 and the system data of Section 4.5. Summary results are shown in Tables 3-4. Table 3 presents the values of the performance indexes (111), (112), (113) for all of the solutions of Problems (P1), (P2), (P3). Table 4 presents the components of the total characteristic velocity and the flight time. The following comments are pertinent:

(i) The solutions (P1), (P2), (P3) are nearly indistinguishable from one another from the point of view of the total characteristic velocity and the peak heating rate.

(ii) The total characteristic velocity of the solutions (P1), (P2), (P3) is less than half that of the two-impulse Hohmann transfer, \( \Delta V = 2.194 \text{ Km/sec} \).

For the nearly-grazing solution (P2), the time history of the state variables and the control variable is shown in Fig. 11, which contains four parts: the altitude h versus the time t (Fig. 11A); the velocity V versus the time t (Fig. 11B); the path inclination \( \gamma \) versus the time t (Fig. 11C); and the lift coefficient \( C_L \) versus the time t (Fig. 11D).

Table 3. Results for coplanar transfer.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(P1)</th>
<th>(P2)</th>
<th>(P3)</th>
<th>Units</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \Delta V )</td>
<td>1.050</td>
<td>1.050</td>
<td>1.050</td>
<td>Km/sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \int_0^1 \gamma^2 dt )</td>
<td>0.1593</td>
<td>0.1591</td>
<td>0.1606</td>
<td>(rad)^2 sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHR</td>
<td>31.66</td>
<td>31.66</td>
<td>31.64</td>
<td>W/cm^2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PHR = Peak heating rate. Note that PHR values are based on a reference heating rate (heating rate at \( h = 40 \text{ Km} \) and \( V = V_a \)) of 348.7 W/cm^2. Also note that, should the reference heating rate change, PHR values would change proportionally.

Table 4. Results for coplanar transfer.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(P1)</th>
<th>(P2)</th>
<th>(P3)</th>
<th>Units</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \Delta V_{00} )</td>
<td>1.024</td>
<td>1.024</td>
<td>1.024</td>
<td>Km/sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \Delta V_{11} )</td>
<td>0.026</td>
<td>0.026</td>
<td>0.026</td>
<td>Km/sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \Delta V )</td>
<td>1.050</td>
<td>1.050</td>
<td>1.050</td>
<td>Km/sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \tau )</td>
<td>1657</td>
<td>1696</td>
<td>1550</td>
<td>sec</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 11A. Nearly-grazing trajectory, altitude $h$(Km) versus time $t$.

Fig. 11B. Nearly-grazing trajectory, velocity $V$(Km/sec) versus time $t$.

Fig. 11C. Nearly-grazing trajectory, path inclination $\gamma$(deg) versus time $t$.

Fig. 11D. Nearly-grazing trajectory, lift coefficient $C_L$ versus time $t$. 


PART 5. OPTIMAL SPACECRAFT TRAJECTORIES FOR NONCOPLANAR AEROASSISTED ORBITAL TRANSFER

5.1. OUTLINE

In Part 5, we present the application of the primal sequential gradient-restoration algorithm (PSGRA) to the determination of optimal trajectories for noncoplanar aeroassisted orbital transfer (AOT).

Section 5.2 contains the notations, and Section 5.3 contains some general considerations relative to aeroassisted orbital transfer. The equations of motion are given in Section 5.4, and the system description is given in Section 5.5.

The performance indexes of interest for AOT maneuvers are discussed in Section 5.6 within the frame of three problems: minimization of the total characteristic velocity; minimization of the time integral of the square of the path inclination; and minimization of the peak heating rate. The solutions of these problems are presented in Section 5.7. In particular, it is shown that the nearly-grazing solution (namely, the solution minimizing the time integral of the square of the path inclination) constitutes a useful engineering compromise between energy requirements and aerodynamic heating requirements.

5.2. NOTATIONS

Throughout Part 5, the metric system of physics is employed (the basic units are the meter, the kilogram (mass), and the second). The following scalar notations are employed:

- \( C_D \) = drag coefficient;
- \( S \) = reference surface, m\(^2\);
- \( C_{D0} \) = zero-lift drag coefficient;
- \( t \) = dimensionless time, \( 0 \leq t \leq 1 \);
- \( C_L \) = lift coefficient;
- \( V \) = velocity, m sec\(^{-1}\);
- \( D \) = drag, N;
- \( g \) = local acceleration of gravity, m sec\(^{-2}\);
- \( \gamma \) = path inclination, rad;
- \( h \) = altitude, m;
- \( m \) = mass, Kg;
- \( H \) = height of the atmosphere, m;
- \( \rho \) = air density, Kg m\(^{-3}\);
- \( i \) = total plane change, rad;
- \( \phi \) = heading angle, rad;
- \( K \) = induced drag factor;
- \( L \) = lift, N;
- \( \alpha \) = angle of bank, rad;
- \( \delta \) = longitude, rad;
- \( \ell \) = flight time, sec;
- \( \theta \) = latitude, rad;
- \( \Omega \) = entry into the atmosphere;
- \( \phi_0 \) = exit from atmosphere;
- \( \phi_{e} \) = radius of the Earth, m;
- \( \phi_{a} \) = radius of the outer edge of the atmosphere, m;
- \( \phi_{L} \) = entry into LEO (low Earth orbit);
- \( \phi_{H} \) = exit from HEO (high Earth orbit).

5.3. AEROASSISTED ORBITAL TRANSFER

Noncoplanar orbital transfer is considerably more important than coplanar orbital transfer. Not only the initial motivation for AOT maneuvers was supplied by the plane change problem (Ref. 71), but a large number of the references listed at the end of this paper (Refs. 61-95) deal with the plane change problem.

In the following sections, we summarize some of the research done at Rice University on noncoplanar, aeroassisted orbital transfer from high Earth orbit (HEO) to low Earth orbit (LEO). We employ
the following assumptions: (i) the initial and final orbits are circular; (ii) three impulses are employed: a nontangential impulse at HEO, a tangential impulse at atmospheric exit, and a tangential impulse at LEO; (iii) the plane change is performed partly in space and partly in the atmosphere; and (iv) the gravitational field is central and is governed by the inverse square law.

The four key points of the maneuver are these: 00 (HEO exit); 0 (atmospheric entry); I (atmospheric exit); 11 (LEO entry). The maneuver starts with a nontangential propulsive burn, having characteristic velocity \( \Delta V_{00} \), at point 00. Here, the spacecraft performs the plane change \( I_6 \) and enters into an elliptical transfer orbit, connecting the points 00 and 0. At point 0, the spacecraft enters into the atmosphere; after traversing the upper layers of the atmosphere, it exits from the atmosphere at point I. During the atmospheric pass, the velocity of the spacecraft is reduced, due to the aerodynamic drag; in addition, the plane change \( I_6 \) is performed gradually. At point I, the spacecraft exits from the atmosphere; right at the exit, a tangential propulsive burn takes place, having characteristic velocity \( \Delta V_I \). Here, the spacecraft enters into an elliptical transfer orbit connecting the points I and 11. The maneuver ends with a tangential propulsive burn, having characteristic velocity \( \Delta V_{11} \), at point 11. Here, the spacecraft enters into the low Earth orbit, in that the magnitude of \( \Delta V_{11} \) is such that the desired circularization into LEO is achieved.

5.4. EQUATIONS OF MOTION

With reference to the atmospheric portion of the trajectory of an AOT vehicle, the following hypotheses are employed: (a) the flight is made with engine shut-off; hence, the AOT vehicle behaves as a particle of constant mass; (b) Coriolis acceleration terms and transport acceleration terms are neglected; (c) the aerodynamic forces are evaluated using the inertial velocity, rather than the relative velocity; (d) under extreme hypersonic conditions, the dependence of the aerodynamic coefficients on the Mach number and the Reynolds number is disregarded.

Differential System. With the above assumptions, and upon normalizing the flight time to unity, the equations of motion are given by

\[
\begin{align*}
\dot{h} &= \tau(V \sin \psi), \\
\dot{V} &= \tau(-D/m - g \sin \psi), \\
\dot{\psi} &= \tau(L/mV) \cos \alpha + (V/r - g/V) \cos \psi, \\
\dot{\phi} &= \tau(C \cos \psi \cos \phi/r), \\
\dot{\epsilon} &= \tau(C \cos \psi \sin \phi/r), \\
\dot{\psi} &= \tau(L/mV) \sin \psi \cos \phi - (V/r) \cos \psi \cos \psi \tan \phi.
\end{align*}
\]

In the above equations,

\[
\begin{align*}
r &= r_e + h, \\
g &= u/r^2, \\
D &= (1/2)C_D \rho S V^2, \\
L &= (1/2)C_L \rho S V^2.
\end{align*}
\]

The density function \( \rho = \rho(h) \) can be found in Ref. 95. In particular, if a parabolic polar is postulated, the relation between the drag coefficient and the lift coefficient is given by...
Boundary Conditions. At the entry into the atmosphere \((t = 0)\) and at the exit from the atmosphere \((t = 1)\), certain static and dynamic boundary conditions must be satisfied. Specifically, at atmospheric entry, we have

\[
\begin{align*}
    h_0 &= H, \\
    r_0^2 (2v_a^2 - v_0^2) - 2rr_0v_a^2 + r_a^2 v_0^2 \cos^2 \gamma_0 &= 0, \\
    \theta_0 &= 0, \\
    \theta_0 &= 0, \\
    \psi_0 &= 0,
\end{align*}
\]

where \(v_a\) is the circular velocity at \(r = r_a\). In addition, at atmospheric exit, we have

\[
\begin{align*}
    h_1 &= H, \\
    r_1^2 (2v_a^2 - (v_1 + \xi)^2) - 2rr_1v_a^2 + r_a^2 (v_1 + \xi)^2 \cos^2 \gamma_1 &= 0, \\
    \cos \gamma_1 \cos \psi_1 - \cos \gamma_0 &= 0,
\end{align*}
\]

where \(\xi\) is the velocity impulse at point 1. Equations (119a) and (120a) reflect the definition of thickness of the atmosphere; Eq. (119b) arises from energy conservation and angular momentum conservation applied to the HEO-to-entry transfer orbit; Eq. (120b) arises from energy conservation and angular momentum conservation applied to the exit-to-LEO transfer orbit; Eqs. (119c), (119d), (119e) assume a particular type of entry, with the entry velocity contained in the equatorial plane; and Eq. (120c) constitutes a relation between the exit latitude, the exit heading angle, and the atmospheric plane change.

Plane Change Condition. For noncoplanar orbital transfer, the following approximate relation holds between the total plane change, the space plane change, and the atmospheric plane change:

\[
i = i_s + i_a,
\]

where \(i_s, i_a\) are parameters. It must be emphasized that the linear relation (121) is only an approximation. For more precise calculations, Eq. (121) must be replaced by nonlinear equations (Refs. 77 and 85). However, for feasibility studies directed at assessing the relative merits of various optimal trajectories, the simpler linear relation (121) is sufficiently accurate: it predicts the total plane change \(i\) with a precision of the order of 0.5% or better.

Inequality Constraints. To ensure that the vehicle enters into the atmosphere at point 0 and exits from the atmosphere at point 1, the terminal path inclinations \(\gamma_0, \gamma_1\) must satisfy the inequality constraints

\[
\begin{align*}
    \gamma_0 &\leq 0, \\
    \gamma_1 &\geq 0.
\end{align*}
\]
These inequality constraints can be converted into equality constraints by means of the Valentine transformations

\begin{align*}
\gamma_0 + \eta^2 &= 0, \\
(123a) \\
\gamma_1 - \zeta^2 &= 0, \\
(123b)
\end{align*}

where \(\eta, \zeta\) denote parameters to be determined.

In addition, to obtain realistic solutions, the presence of upper and lower bounds on the lift coefficient is necessary. Therefore, the two-sided inequality constraint

\[ C_{LA} \leq C_L \leq C_{LB} \]  

must be satisfied everywhere along the interval of integration. The above inequality constraint can be converted into an equality constraint by means of the trigonometric transformation

\[
C_L = \frac{1}{2}(C_{LA} + C_{LB}) + \frac{1}{2}(C_{LB} - C_{LA}) \sin \theta,
\]

in which \(\theta(t)\) denotes an auxiliary control variable.

**Summary.** To sum up, the equations governing the atmospheric pass include the differential system (115)-(118), the boundary conditions (119)-(120), the plane change condition (121), and the inequality constraints (122) and (124), converted into equality constraints by means of the transformations (123) and (125). In this formulation, the independent variable is the dimensionless time \(t, 0 \leq t \leq 1\). The dependent variables include six state variables \([h(t), V(t), y(t), e(t), \theta(t), \phi(t)]\), two control variables \([\theta(t), \phi(t)]\), and six parameters \([T, E, \eta, \zeta, \lambda, \gamma]\). After a solution is found for the auxiliary control \(\theta(t)\), the original control \(C_L(t)\) is recovered via Eq. (125).

### 5.5. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The numerical examples of the subsequent sections refer to a spacecraft characterized as follows:

- The mass per unit reference surface is \(m/S = 300 \text{ Kg/m}^2\);
- The zero-lift drag coefficient is \(C_{D0} = 0.10\);
- The induced drag factor is \(K = 1.11\);
- The maximum lift-to-drag ratio is \(E_{\text{max}} = 1.50\);
- The bounds on the lift coefficient are \(C_{LA} = -0.9\) and \(C_{LB} = +0.9\).

For the transfer maneuver, the HEO radius is \(r_D = 2r_e = 12996 \text{ Km}\), the LEO radius is \(r_{L1} = r_e + 60 \text{ Km} = 6556 \text{ Km}\), and the prescribed plane change is \(\psi = 30 \text{ deg}\).

The following physical constants are used in the computation: the radius of the Earth is \(r_e = 6378 \text{ Km}\); the radius of the outer edge of the atmosphere is \(r_o = 6498 \text{ Km}\); the height of the atmosphere is \(H = r_o - r_e = 120 \text{ Km}\); and the Earth's gravitational constant is \(\mu = 398600 \text{ Km}^3/\text{sec}^2\).

The atmospheric model assumed is that of the US Standard Atmosphere, 1976 (see Ref. 95). In this model, the values of the density are tabulated at discrete altitudes. For intermediate altitudes, the density is computed by assuming an exponential fit for the function \(\rho(h)\).

### 5.6. PERFORMANCE INDEXES

Subject to the previous constraints, different AGT optimization problems can be formulated, depending on the performance index chosen. The resulting optimal control problems are either of the Bolza type [see Problems (P1) and (P2) below] or of the Chebyshev type [see Problem (P3) below].

**Problem (P1).** It is required to minimize the energy needed for orbital transfer. A measure of this energy is the total characteristic velocity \(\Delta V\), the sum of the initial characteristic velocity \(\Delta V_{00}\)
associated with the propulsive burn from HEO, the final characteristic velocity \( \Delta V_{1f} \) associated with the propulsive burn into LEO, and the intermediate characteristic velocity \( \Delta V_1 \) associated with the propulsive burn at atmospheric exit. Clearly,

\[
I = I_0^F = \Delta V_{00} + \Delta V_{11} + \Delta V_1,
\]

with

\[
\Delta V_{00} = \sqrt{\left( V_a^2 \frac{r_0}{r_a} \right)} + \sqrt{\frac{V_a^2}{V_0^2} \left( R_a^2 - R_0^2 \right)} \cos^2 \theta_0 - 2V_a V_0 \left( \frac{r_a}{r_0} \right)^{3/2} \cos \theta \cos \theta_0,
\]

\[
\Delta V_{11} = V_a \left( \frac{r_0}{r_1} \right) - \left( V_1 + \xi \right) \left( \frac{r_0}{r_1} \right) \cos \theta_1,
\]

\[
\Delta V_1 = \xi.
\]

**Problem (P2)** It is required to minimize the time integral of the square of the path inclination. Here, the performance index is given by

\[
I = \int_0^T y^2 \, dt.
\]

The trajectory obtained by minimizing the performance index (127) is called nearly-grazing trajectory.

**Problem (P3)** It is required to minimize the peak value of the heating rate at a particular point of the spacecraft, for instance, the stagnation point. The performance index is given by

\[
I = PHR = \max_{t} \left( C V^3 \right),
\]

where \( C \) is a dimensional constant.

This is a minimax problem or Chebyshev problem of optimal control. It can be reformulated as a Bolza problem of optimal control, in which one minimizes the integral performance index (Ref. 29)

\[
J = \int_0^T \left( C V^3 \right) dt,
\]

for large values of the positive exponent \( q \).

### 5.7. NUMERICAL SOLUTIONS

Problems (P1)-(P3) were solved employing the primal sequential-gradient restoration algorithm (PSGRA) of Part 2 in conjunction with the equations of motion of Section 5.4 and the system data of Section 5.5. In computing numerical solutions to Problems (P1), (P2), (P3), the following procedure was adopted: for Problem (P1), the space component \( I_s \) and the atmospheric component \( I_a \) of the prescribed plane change were optimized; for Problems (P2) and (P3), the components of the plane change were kept at the same levels determined for Problem (P1). This was done in order to impart good energy characteristics to the solutions of Problems (P2) and (P3).

Summary results are shown in Tables 5-6. Table 5 presents the values of the performance indexes (126), (127), (128) for all of the solutions of Problems (P1), (P2), (P3). Table 6 presents the components of the total characteristic velocity, the components of the plane change, and the flight time. The following comments are pertinent:

1. The total characteristic velocities of the solutions (P1), (P2), (P3) are below the total characteristic velocity of the two-impulse Hohmann transfer, \( \Delta V = 3.788 \) km/sec.
While the solution (P2) requires 2.5% more characteristic velocity than the solution (P1), at the same time it involves less peak heating rate (25%).

Clearly, the nearly-grazing solution (P2) is an interesting engineering compromise between energy requirements and heating requirements. For the solution (P2), the time history of the state variables and the control variables is shown in Fig. 12, which contains eight parts: the altitude h versus the time t (Fig. 12A); the velocity V versus the time t (Fig. 12B); the path inclination γ versus the time t (Fig. 12C); the longitude φ versus the time t (Fig. 12D); the latitude δ versus the time t (Fig. 12E); the heading angle θ versus the time t (Fig. 12F); the lift coefficient C_L versus the time t (Fig. 12G); and the bank angle α versus the time t (Fig. 12H).

Table 5. Results for noncoplanar transfer.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(P1)</th>
<th>(P2)</th>
<th>(P3)</th>
<th>Units</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ΔV</td>
<td>1.919</td>
<td>1.966</td>
<td>2.143</td>
<td>Km/sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>∫₀¹V²dt</td>
<td>0.3471</td>
<td>0.2919</td>
<td>0.3685</td>
<td>(rad)²/sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHR</td>
<td>125.6</td>
<td>94.7</td>
<td>71.4</td>
<td>W/cm²</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PHR = Peak heating rate. Note that PHR values are based on a reference heating rate (heating rate at h = 40 Km and V = V₀ Preliminary of 348.7 W/cm². Also note that, should the reference heating rate change, PHR values would change proportionally.

Table 6. Results for noncoplanar transfer.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(P1)</th>
<th>(P2)</th>
<th>(P3)</th>
<th>Units</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ΔV₀₀</td>
<td>1.837</td>
<td>1.836</td>
<td>1.836</td>
<td>Km/sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ΔV₁</td>
<td>0.064</td>
<td>0.112</td>
<td>0.269</td>
<td>Km/sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ΔV₁₁</td>
<td>0.018</td>
<td>0.018</td>
<td>0.018</td>
<td>Km/sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ΔV₂</td>
<td>1.919</td>
<td>1.966</td>
<td>2.143</td>
<td>Km/sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>θ₀</td>
<td>17.51</td>
<td>17.51</td>
<td>17.51</td>
<td>deg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>θ₁</td>
<td>12.49</td>
<td>12.49</td>
<td>12.49</td>
<td>deg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>θ₂</td>
<td>30.00</td>
<td>30.00</td>
<td>30.00</td>
<td>deg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>τ</td>
<td>1379</td>
<td>1187</td>
<td>875</td>
<td>sec</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 12A. Nearly-grazing trajectory, altitude $h$(Km) versus time $t$.

Fig. 12B. Nearly-grazing trajectory, velocity $V$(Km/sec) versus time $t$.

Fig. 12C. Nearly-grazing trajectory, path inclination $\gamma$(deg) versus time $t$.

Fig. 12D. Nearly-grazing trajectory, longitude $\theta$(deg) versus time $t$. 
Fig. 12E. Nearly-grazing trajectory, 
latitude $\phi$(deg) versus time $t$.

Fig. 12F. Nearly-grazing trajectory, 
heading angle $\psi$(deg) versus time $t$.

Fig. 12G. Nearly-grazing trajectory, 
lift coefficient $C_L$ versus time $t$.

Fig. 12H. Nearly-grazing trajectory, 
bank angle $\sigma$(deg) versus time $t$. 
PART 6. CONCLUSIONS

One of the most effective first-order algorithms for solving trajectory optimization problems is the sequential gradient-restoration algorithm (SGRA, Refs. 15-24). Originally developed in the primal formulation (PSGRA, Refs. 15-21), this algorithm has been extended to incorporate a dual formulation (DSGRA, Refs. 22-24).

Both the primal formulation and the dual formulation involve a sequence of two-phase cycles, each cycle including a gradient phase and a restoration phase. In turn, each iteration of the gradient phase and the restoration phase requires the solution of an auxiliary minimization problem (AMP). In the primal formulation, the AMP is solved with respect to the variations of the state, the control, and the parameter. In the dual formulation, the AMP is solved with respect to the Lagrange multipliers. A characteristic of the dual formulation is that the AMP's associated with the gradient phase and the restoration phase of SGRA can be reduced to mathematical programming problems involving a finite number of parameters as unknowns. Hence, the algorithmic efficiency of SGRA can be enhanced.

Numerical experience with SGRA has shown that, for nonstiff problems of flight mechanics, the dual formulation is superior to the primal formulation in terms of CPU time and is about equal in accuracy. On the other hand, for stiff problems of flight mechanics, the primal formulation is superior to the dual formulation in both CPU time and accuracy.

In this paper, a complete description of SGRA is given in both its primal form (PSGRA) and its dual form (DSGRA). Then, the application of SGRA to flight mechanics problems is shown via a variety of examples concerning aircraft and spacecraft.

For aircraft trajectories, the dual sequential gradient-restoration algorithm (DSGRA) is applied to compute optimal trajectories in the presence of windshear. Take-off trajectories are optimized by minimizing the peak deviation of the absolute path inclination from a reference value. Abort landing trajectories are optimized by minimizing the peak drop of altitude from a reference value.

For spacecraft trajectories, the primal sequential gradient-restoration algorithm (PSGRA) is applied to compute optimal trajectories for aeroassisted orbital transfer from high Earth orbit (HEO) to low Earth orbit (LEO). Both the coplanar case (problem without plane change) and the noncoplanar case (problem with plane change) are discussed within the frame of three problems: minimization of the total characteristic velocity; minimization of the time integral of the square of the path inclination; and minimization of the peak heating rate.

For spacecraft trajectories, the procedure employed to optimize HEO-to-LLO transfers can be extended to include GEO-to-LEO transfers and LEO-to-LEO transfers (Ref. 92). Here, GEO denotes geosynchronous Earth orbit and LEO denotes low Earth orbit. Note that LEO-to-LEO transfers are of interest for the National Aero-Space Plane (NASP).

To sum up, the sequential gradient-restoration algorithm has shown to be a powerful and versatile algorithm to solve optimal trajectory problems of atmospheric flight mechanics, suborbital flight mechanics, and orbital flight mechanics. While the examples provided belong to the extreme regions of the velocity spectrum (low subsonic flight and hypervelocity flight), the sequential gradient-restoration algorithm can handle equally well optimal trajectory problems of supersonic and hypersonic aircraft as well as optimal trajectory problems for vehicles of the space shuttle type and the Hermes type.
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Summary

The steadily growing capacity of computers favours increasingly exact simulation of even complex processes. On the other hand, parameter identification and state estimation require much more precise models than are generally used for the design of feedback systems. In this paper, therefore, a multi-point model of the aircraft motion is proposed in which the different coupling effects between the two sub-processes, "aircraft" and "air flow", can be modelled with much higher accuracy than is obtained by using the ordinary one-point model, where all the force, moment and velocity vectors are referred to the aircraft center of gravity. The modelling of the effects of aircraft rotation, wing down-wash, wind gradients and other unstationary effects should be greatly improved by a multi-point approach, provided that the aerodynamic effects on the aircraft components (wing, fuselage, tail) can be described appropriately. The nonlinear equations of the total process are set up for the one-point and multi-point models and compiled into block-diagrams, from which the physical background of the interrelations between air and aircraft motion can be seen very clearly. The possible improvement in model quality and the additional computer capacity needed are estimated by comparing the two approaches.

List of Symbols

All the symbols used are from the ISO-standards /1/ and /2/ with the following additional symbols:

\[ u_{Wx} = \frac{\partial u_W}{\partial x} \quad \text{wind gradient component} \]
\[ V_A \quad \text{vector of relative velocity between aircraft and air (airspeed)} \]
\[ \Omega_A \quad \text{vector of relative rotational velocity between aircraft and air} \]
\[ p_A, q_A, r_A \quad \text{components of } \Omega_A \]
\[ \Omega_K = \Omega_E \quad \text{vector of aircraft rotational velocity relative to the Earth} \]
\[ p_K, q_K, r_K \quad \text{components of } \Omega_K \]
\[ \Omega_W \quad \text{vector of air rotational velocity relative to the Earth} \]
\[ p_W, q_W, r_W \quad \text{components of } \Omega_W \]
\[ r \quad \text{vector of aircraft position relative to a point fixed relative to Earth} \]
\[ X_p \quad \text{vector of coordinates of point } P \text{ in aircraft body fixed axes} \]
\[ Q \quad \text{resulting moment vector} \]

*) This article has first been published in the Zeitschrift für Flugwissenschaften und Weltraumforschung II (1987) p. 174 - 184 under the title "A mathematical multi-point model for aircraft motion in moving air". It is reproduced here with slight modifications.
1. Introduction

The complete mathematical model of the aircraft motion is very complex, because it has to describe the reciprocal action of different physical processes, the main ones being:
- the motion of the surrounding air mass,
- the motion of the rigid aircraft,
- the degrees of freedom of the flexible aircraft and their interactions with the airflow,
- unsteady aerodynamic effects,
- the engines.

It is therefore impossible to describe the "aircraft motion" process completely. The model has to be simplified and reduced to a partial one to suit the specific problem. The models used, up to now, for control system design or real-time simulation, have usually treated the aircraft as a one-point mass and referred all the forces and moments to the center of gravity. This approach demands simplifications which are sometimes quite serious, especially with respect to aircraft rotation, wind gradients, downwash flow, engine airstream, ground effect and other unsteady effects on the generation of forces and moments. Since it was mainly linearized equations which were used, the approximations were adequate and remain so for analytical calculations in the future. Linear or non-linear equations based on these assumptions are also still quite suitable for the design of flight control systems because of their inherent insensitivity to parameter uncertainties.

However, this is not true in the case of parameter identification or state estimation and filtering. These methods react very sensitively to model errors and may then produce totally wrong results. The shortcomings of the one-point model appear first in the longitudinal equations, where the modelling of the downwash is very much simplified by the use of time derivative of the state variable (which is most awkward in numerical simulation). Secondly, the modelling of the wind gradient effects in the lateral equations is quite difficult and can only be represented very roughly by rotary derivatives. Thirdly, the model of engine flow effects and of the aerodynamic coupling between longitudinal and lateral equations should be improved.

All these problems can be alleviated if the equations of aircraft motion are based on a multi-point approach where the forces and moments are calculated separately for different points of the aircraft, e.g. wing, tailplane and fin, as a function of the local air flow. Such a model is derived in this paper, assuming that adequate models for the aerodynamic effects on the separate aircraft components as wing, fuselage and tailplane, can be found, and it is compared to the one-point approach. Both models show the strong low-frequency coupling between air and aircraft motions. The higher frequency coupling, however, which primarily affects the rotational degrees of freedom, is expressed much more precisely and clearly in the multi-point approach. For simplicity, the aircraft is here considered to be a rigid body and unsteady aerodynamic effects (such as the time delay in flow circulation changes) are neglected. The multi-point approach could, however, be extended to elastic and unsteady effects if needed. To simplify the equations, only two different coordinate systems are used: (local) velocity, force and moment vectors are calculated in the aircraft body axes system, whereas the aircraft flight path, the local wind velocity and the wind gradients are calculated in the aircraft carried Earth axes (inertial) system.

The equations of both models are assembled into a block diagram, from which the physical interrelations of the two subprocesses, "air motion" and "aircraft motion", can be seen very clearly. These block-diagrams permit estimation of the amount of additional computing capacity and they may also be used to set up a modular simulation program.

2. Modelling the wind effects on the aircraft (one-point model)

The wind process can be represented by a three-dimensional wind vector field which is changing in space and time according to statistical and deterministic laws. The effects of this wind-field on the aircraft flying through it are primarily generated by the stationary wind and the components of the wind gradient at the instantaneous location of the aircraft. These wind gradients are shown to represent the primary disturbing inputs to the aircraft motion while the coupling between the air and aircraft motions are represented by additional states of the overall process.

2.1 Translational effects

The aerodynamic forces acting on the aircraft depend on the aircraft shape, the air density and the relative motion between the aircraft and the surrounding air mass, i.e. on the vector

\[ \mathbf{V}_A = \mathbf{V}_K - \mathbf{V}_W \]

of the relative velocity between the aircraft \( \mathbf{V}_K \) and the air \( \mathbf{V}_W \) and
The vector of the relative rotational velocity between the aircraft \( \Omega_W \) and the air \( \Omega_W \). To model the aircraft dynamics exactly, the "air motion" process has to be described in addition to the "aircraft motion" process. Figure 1 shows a simplified wind field where the z-component \( W_{wz} \) is a two-dimensional sinusoidal function of space. The air velocity change "seen" by the aircraft can be described by the following equation:

\[
\frac{dW_w}{dt} = \frac{\partial W_w}{\partial t} + \frac{\partial W_w}{\partial r} \frac{dr}{dt}
\]

The first term \( \frac{\partial W_w}{\partial t} \) is usually neglected because the wind-field can be considered as approximately "frozen" (steady state) as long as the aircraft velocity is high compared to the change of air velocity with time /5/. This assumption is valid, except in extremely low speed flight, because on one hand, the effect of higher frequency wind motion (with frequencies above the aircraft short period modes) cannot be modelled exactly by quasi-steady aerodynamics and, on the other hand, the low frequency wind effects are homogenous over a large area and change quite slowly with time. This is especially true for quasi-steady air streams and wind shear conditions. Equation (2.3), in Earth axes, is written:

\[
\left( \begin{array}{c}
W_{w1} \\
W_{w2} \\
W_{w3}
\end{array} \right) = \frac{\partial}{\partial t} \left( \begin{array}{c}
W_{w1} \\
W_{w2} \\
W_{w3}
\end{array} \right) + \left( \begin{array}{c}
\frac{\partial W_{w1}}{\partial x} \\
\frac{\partial W_{w2}}{\partial y} \\
\frac{\partial W_{w3}}{\partial z}
\end{array} \right) \frac{dx}{dt}
\]

This differential equation describes the wind components at the actual aircraft position. The matrix elements

\[
w_{w1} = \frac{\partial w_{w1}}{\partial x} \text{ etc.}
\]

are the local wind gradient components. These are the real disturbance input variables to the aircraft. This model eliminates the error usually made by introducing "Taylor's hypothesis", in which the space-distribution of wind velocity is converted into a function of time without considering the flight path vector variations. The components of the wind velocity at the aircraft position result from the integration of Equation (2.3).

The wind gradient components are a function of the local meteorological situation and contain low frequency deterministic and higher frequency stochastic elements. The model of this wind process cannot be derived here, it has been considered elsewhere, e.g. in /7, 11, 13/. Figure 2 shows the results of wind measurements as a function of frequency [from the ground. It can be seen that the wind velocity can be separated into a lower frequency part (wind shear) with gradients up to 0.2 m/s/m and a higher frequency part, which can be described by statistical models, such as the Dryden spectrum /7/.

Figure 3 shows the wind vector distribution in the x-z plane of a typical thunderstorm situation where the aircraft encounters rapid changes of wind vector in amplitude and direction. The wind vector acts on the aircraft forces and moments through Equations (2.1) and (2.2) because the latter depend directly on \( V_A \) and \( \Omega_A \). These are complex, nonlinear functions of air density \( \rho \), airspeed \( V_A \), Mach number \( M \), angle of attack \( \alpha \), sideslip angle \( \beta \) and other variables; for example the aerodynamic \( X \)-force is given by the equation

\[
X_A = \frac{3}{2} V_A^2 C_W (M, \alpha, \beta, q_A, \eta, \kappa, \ldots)
\]

2.2 Rotational effects

The wind effect, as described so far, is due to the influence of the local wind vector at the center of gravity of the aircraft, considered as a one point mass, resulting in a variation of \( V_A \) and \( \beta \). This can be considered to be the zero order term of a Taylor series of the wind effect. The first order term of this Taylor series turns out to be the effect of a linear wind distribution on the aircraft body, as is shown in Figure 4 for a sinusoidal vertical wind-field. These linear terms, which are described by the local components of the wind gradient, may be introduced into the usual aircraft equations as the effects of a rotating air mass. This leads to a relatively simple model, because the way in which the aerodynamic derivatives depend on the aircraft rates \( p, q \) and \( r \) is known. The local air rotational velocity vector can be represented by a vector function as follows, where \( \mathbf{M}_{\text{art}} \) is the transformation matrix between Earth-fixed and body-fixed coordinates:

\[
\Omega_{w b} = \begin{bmatrix}
\Omega_{w1} \\
\Omega_{w2} \\
\Omega_{w3}
\end{bmatrix} = \mathbf{M}_{\text{art}} \begin{bmatrix}
W_{w1} \\
W_{w2} \\
W_{w3}
\end{barray} = \begin{bmatrix}
\mathbf{M}_{\text{art}} & 0 \\
0 & \mathbf{M}_{\text{art}}
\end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix}
W_{w1} \\
W_{w2} \\
W_{w3}
\end{barray}
\]

(2.7)
This is illustrated by Figure 5, where all the gradients are introduced with positive sign and are defined in aircraft coordinates. Because of the law of continuity, the gradients are not independent of each other. Figure 6 shows two extreme situations; in general, any intermediate state, whose relative amplitude varies with time, may exist. Figure 6 makes clear that a representation of these effects by rate derivatives is an approximation which is only valid in cases corresponding to Figure 6b. A better model will be introduced in Sect. 4.

The three wind gradient components which are not incorporated in Eq. (2.7), the diagonal elements \( u_{Wx}, v_{Wy}, \) and \( w_{Wz}, \) result in an inhomogeneous distribution of the airflow in the directions of the aircraft axes, as illustrated in Figure 7. As these effects are probably small and cannot be measured in flight, they are usually neglected.

From the reconstruction of down-draughts in thunderstorms /9/ and from extended flight measurements /13, 14/ maximum wind shear gradients have been calculated and are summarized in Table 1. The differential wind values in Table 1, calculated for an Airbus (length 52 m, overall-height 16 m, minimum speed 70 m/s), give a rough idea of the possible influence of these gradients. Additional estimations should be made for the higher frequency case. Additional estimations should be made for the higher frequency case.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>wind gradient differential wind</th>
<th>( \Delta V_w )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( u_{Wx} )</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( u_{Wy} )</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( w_{Wz} )</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 Effect of wind gradients on differential velocities at aircraft extremities

For more exact models, the Taylor series of wind effects (Figure 4) should be continued with higher order terms, thus further approximating a sinusoidal distribution. This would call for the introduction of the local derivatives of wind gradients and would greatly complicate the model. However, since the corresponding wind model and the effects of nonlinear wind distributions on the aerodynamic forces are hardly known and the elastic modes have been neglected here, the higher order terms are also neglected. The linear model is valid as long as the wavelengths of the air motion is 8-12 times larger than the aircraft dimensions. This is true for both the approximation of sinusoidal distribution and the quasi-steady model of aerodynamic force generation /11/. This also means that the wind model must be restricted to frequencies not higher than those of the short period modes of the aircraft.

2.3 Block diagram of the wind equations

From the block diagram of Figure 8, it may be seen that the wind equations are characterized by three dynamical states, the three components of the wind vector \( V_{W_{0}}. \) The wind-field, as a physical process, does, of course, contain additional states but no detailed model can be given here (see e.g. /7/). It can also be seen that there is a strong coupling between the two processes (wind and aircraft), given by the feedback of \( V_{K_{0}} \) and \( r, \) which determine the wind vector and its gradients at the aircraft's momentary position /15/.

3. The equations of the coupled process (one point model)

3.1 The force and moment equations

The most practicable way of writing down the non-linear equations of aircraft motion in moving air, especially for the purpose of numerical simulation, is to write down the forces and moment equations in body axes. For transport aircraft, the earth rotation can be neglected and the earth surface considered as flat, the Earth axes system thus being identical to the inertial space. The force and moment vector equations in body axes are as follows:

\[
(3.1) \quad m \left[ \frac{\partial V_K}{\partial t} + \Omega_{b} \times V_K \right]_b = R_K^F + R_b^F - M_{b_{0}}G \\
(3.2) \quad \left[ \frac{\partial \Omega_{b}}{\partial t} + \Omega_{b} \times \Omega_{b} \right]_b = Q_b - Q_b^F 
\]

Equations (3.1) and (3.2) both represent the equilibrium at the aircraft center of gravity. Here \( R_K^F \) and \( Q_b^F \) are the resulting vectors of aerodynamic forces and moments in body coordinates and \( R_b^F \) and \( Q_b^F \) are the resulting force and moment vectors of engine thrust. \( \Omega \) is the inertia tensor of the aircraft.

\[
(3.3) \quad \Omega = \begin{bmatrix} l_x & -l_y & -l_z \\ -l_y & l_x & -l_z \\ -l_z & -l_x & l_y \end{bmatrix}
\]
where $I_{xy}$ and $I_{yz}$ are zero for symmetrical aircraft. $\Omega^{E}$ is the vector of aircraft rotation relative to the Earth expressed in body axes

\begin{equation}
\Omega^{E} = \Omega_{Kb} = \begin{bmatrix} p_{K} \\ q_{K} \\ r_{K} \end{bmatrix}_{b}
\end{equation}

and $M_{E b}$ represents the transformation matrix from Earth axes into body axes /2/

\begin{equation}
M_{E b} = M_{b E}^{T} = \begin{bmatrix}
\cos \theta \cos \gamma & \cos \theta \sin \gamma & -\sin \theta \\
\sin \theta \cos \gamma & \sin \theta \sin \gamma & \cos \theta \\
\sin \gamma & -\cos \gamma & 0
\end{bmatrix}
\end{equation}

The angular relationships between the two coordinate systems and the velocity vectors are shown in Figure 9.

Equation (3.3) reads in detail, after dividing by the aircraft mass

\begin{equation}
\begin{bmatrix}
\dot{u}_{K} \\
\dot{v}_{K} \\
\dot{w}_{K}
\end{bmatrix}_{b} = \frac{1}{m} \begin{bmatrix}
x^{A} + x^{P} \\
y^{A} + y^{P} \\
z^{A} + z^{P}
\end{bmatrix}_{b} + M_{E b} \begin{bmatrix}
0 \\
0 \\
0
\end{bmatrix}_{b} - \begin{bmatrix}
q_{K} w_{K} - r_{K} y_{K} \\
r_{K} v_{K} - p_{K} w_{K} \\
p_{K} v_{K} - q_{K} x_{K}
\end{bmatrix}_{b}
\end{equation}

Integrating this equation gives the three components of the aircraft translational velocity in body coordinates. From these, the polar components of aircraft velocity ($v_{K}$, flight path azimuth $\chi$ and flight path angle $\gamma$) can be calculated by using the following transformation

\begin{equation}
V_{K} = \begin{bmatrix} u_{K} \\ v_{K} \\ w_{K} \end{bmatrix} = M_{E b}^{-1} V_{K} = \begin{bmatrix} \cos \gamma \cos \theta \\ \cos \gamma \sin \theta \\ -\sin \gamma \end{bmatrix} V_{K}.
\end{equation}

The polar components are found to be

\begin{equation}
\chi = \arctan \frac{v_{K}}{u_{K}}
\end{equation}

\begin{equation}
\gamma = -\arcsin \frac{w_{K}}{V_{K}}
\end{equation}

The detailed moment equation (3.2) for a symmetrical aircraft is

\begin{equation}
\begin{bmatrix}
p_{K} \\
q_{K} \\
r_{K}
\end{bmatrix}_{b} = \dot{r}^{T} \begin{bmatrix} I_{xx} & I_{yx} & I_{zx} \end{bmatrix} - \dot{r}^{T} \begin{bmatrix} I_{xx} & I_{yx} & I_{zx} \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix}
q_{K} \Omega_{Kb} l_{K} - l_{K} \\
r_{K} \Omega_{Kb} l_{K} - l_{K} \\
p_{K} \Omega_{Kb} l_{K} - l_{K}
\end{bmatrix}
\end{equation}

which gives the three components of the aircraft rotation. If the aerodynamic derivatives are given in aerodynamic or experimental coordinates, they have first to be transformed into body coordinates /4/.

### 3.2 The equations for angular and translational position

The differential equation for the Euler angles /1/

\begin{equation}
\frac{d}{dt} \begin{bmatrix} \phi \\ \theta \\ \psi \end{bmatrix} = M_{E b} \Omega_{Kb} = \begin{bmatrix}
\sin \theta \tan \phi & \cos \phi \tan \theta & \sin \theta \cos \phi \\
0 & \cos \theta & -\sin \theta \\
0 & 0 & \cos \phi
\end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} p_{K} \\ q_{K} \\ r_{K} \end{bmatrix}_{b}
\end{equation}

and the integration of the velocity vector

\begin{equation}
\begin{bmatrix}
\frac{d}{dt} \chi \\
\frac{d}{dt} \gamma \\
\frac{d}{dt} \phi
\end{bmatrix} = V_{K} = \begin{bmatrix} u_{K} \\ v_{K} \\ w_{K} \end{bmatrix}_{b}
\end{equation}

give the six additional components of the angular ($\theta$) and translational position ($\phi$) relative to the Earth.
3.3 The wind equations

The fifth differential vector equation is given by Equation (2.3), for which the local wind gradient components are the input variables (they should be stored as disturbances in a numerical simulation program). A constant wind velocity has to be taken into account by the initial condition $V_{Wt}(0)$.

\[
\frac{dV_{W}}{dt} = \frac{\partial V_{W}}{\partial t} + \frac{\partial V_{W}}{\partial r} \mathbf{r}
\]

As derived in Sect. 2, the wind effects are described by three additional algebraic equations for the airspeed vector (see Eq. 2.1) in body axes

\[
V_{AB} = -MB_{g} \left( V_{K} - V_{W} \right)
\]

for the vector of relative rotation

\[
O_{AB} = O_{K_{g}} - MB_{g} \mathbf{O}_{W}
\]

...for the wind rotation

\[
O_{W} = MB_{g} \left[ \begin{array}{c} w_{WF} - w_{WS} \\ u_{WF} - w_{WS} \\ v_{WF} - w_{WS} \end{array} \right]
\]

3.4 The equations for the vector of the resultant forces and moments

The aircraft motion finally is generated by the aerodynamic and engine forces which can only be written down here in a global way. The vector of resultant aerodynamic forces is

\[
\mathbf{R}^{A} = f \left( p, M, V_{A}, \alpha, \beta, \dot{\alpha}, \dot{\beta}, p_{A}, q_{A}, r_{A}, \xi, \eta, \eta_{K}, ... \right)
\]

the vector of the resultant aerodynamic moment is

\[
\mathbf{Q}^{A} = g \left( p, M, V_{A}, \beta, \dot{p}, \dot{\beta}, p_{A}, q_{A}, r_{A}, \xi, \eta, \eta_{K}, ... \right)
\]

the vector of the engine thrust force is

\[
\mathbf{F}^{E} = h \left( p, M, f, a, ... \right)
\]

and the moment resulting from the engine thrust is

\[
\mathbf{M}^{E} = k \left( p, M, f, a, ... \right)
\]

where $f$ is the throttle input and $x_{T}$ is the radius vector of the thrust relative to the center of gravity. The first two equations are highly non-linear, multi-dimensional functions which follow from wind-tunnel measurements and aerodynamic calculations; they are usually simplified, especially with respect to unsteady and aeroelastic effects and multi-variable functions. The thrust equations are also quite complex functions which have to be simplified. Time derivatives of $V_{A}, \alpha$ and $\beta$ also have to be introduced into Eqs. (3.15) and (3.16). The time-derivative of $V_{A}$ in body axes is given by the Euler equation

\[
\frac{dV_{AB}}{dt} = \frac{dV_{AB}}{dt} - \mathbf{O}_{b}^{A} \times V_{AB}
\]

To calculate the right hand term, Equation (2.3) should not itself be integrated, but should be introduced into the differentiated Equation (2.3) as follows:

\[
\frac{dV_{K_{g}}}{dt} = \frac{dV_{K_{g}}}{dt} - \frac{dV_{W}}{dt} = MB_{g} \left( \mathbf{R}^{A} \cdot \mathbf{O}_{b}^{A} \right) + \mathbf{G}_{g} - \frac{\partial V_{W}}{\partial t} V_{W}
\]

The variables $V_{A}, \beta$ and $\dot{\alpha}$ can be calculated from the time derivative $dV_{A}/dt$ in body coordinates, using Equation (3.21) and inverting the matrix on the right hand side:

\[
\left[ \begin{array}{c} \dot{V} \\ \dot{\beta} \\ \dot{\alpha} \end{array} \right] = \left[ \begin{array}{c} \text{cos} \alpha \cos \theta \\ \text{sin} \alpha \\ \text{sin} \alpha \sin \theta \end{array} \right] \left[ \begin{array}{c} \text{cos} \alpha \text{cos} \theta \\ \text{sin} \alpha \text{cos} \theta \\ \text{cos} \alpha \sin \theta \end{array} \right] \left[ \begin{array}{c} \dot{V} \\ \dot{\beta} \\ \dot{\alpha} \end{array} \right]
\]
Equations (3.19) to (3.22) represent a tremendous computational task to model a small effect. In most cases, only the time derivative of the angle of attack \( \dot{\alpha} \) is needed because the effects of \( \dot{\beta} \) and \( \dot{\gamma} \) are not well known. The equations should therefore be simplified considerably. In numerical simulations, however, \( \dot{\alpha} \) is usually calculated by numerical differentiation.

3.5 The range of validity of the equations

The validity of the equations which have been derived so far is restricted by the simplifications introduced in Sects. 2 and 3:
- aircraft considered as rigid body,
- quasi-steady aerodynamic effects,
- one point model.
and by the simplifications of the wind model introduced in Sect. 2, especially by replacing the gradient effects by wind rotation. The equations may be further simplified by the following assumptions:
- excluding high turn rates (\( \dot{\psi}, \dot{\theta} \) and \( \dot{\phi} \) small)
- airspeed vector almost along the aircraft longitudinal axes (\( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) small),
and by simplifying the aerodynamic functions in Eqs. (3.15) and (3.16). Again, the transformation matrices may be further simplified by assuming that the flight path velocity vector \( V_K \) is almost along the aircraft longitudinal axes, i.e. assuming that the angles \( \Theta - \gamma \) and \( \chi - \psi \) are small too /10/.

3.6 Discussion of the coupling between air and aircraft motion

The relationships between the whole set of equations are illustrated by the diagrams which follow. They contain all the transformations and feedback effects. Figure 10 contains the force and moment equations - the numbers refer to the equations given in the text. Their inputs are given by the vectors \( \Omega_{Wg} \) and \( V_{Wg} \), which are the output vectors of the wind process shown in Figure 8. This part of the overall model will be modified in Sect. 4. Figure 11 shows the four state equations of the aircraft motion with the resultant forces and moments as input vectors and from which the twelve states of translational and rotational motion are integrated. This part of the model remains unchanged in Sect. 4 in which a multi point model is introduced.

(1.) The rigid body motion of the aircraft is governed by twelve state variables (which define the translational and rotational velocity and position components). Three additional state variables (components of the wind velocity) describe the coupling between air and aircraft motions. In the case where \( dV_W/dt = 0 \), the vectors \( V_A \) and \( V_K \) differ only by the constant vector \( V_W(0) \), and \( \Omega_W \) is zero.

(2.) The choice of state variables in the present paper leads to a very clear modelling of the physical coupling between the two processes and uses a minimum number of transformation matrices. It therefore seems to be advantageous for the analysis of non-linear equations and for numerical simulation purposes.

(3.) The aerodynamic effects on the aircraft are generated exclusively by the air density, by the relative motion between the aircraft and the air, and by the aerodynamic control surfaces. These include the main disturbance and control inputs (in addition to engine thrust and variations of mass distribution). The well-known feedback effects of aircraft motion on the aerodynamic forces are represented by inner feedback loops of the aircraft sub-process.

(4.) If the wind process is modelled by a vector field in space, its effect on the aircraft flying through this field can be described by mathematical vector functions. The wind effect on the airspeed vector is thus represented exactly, eliminating the errors resulting from the use of "Taylor's hypothesis". The wind effect on the non-uniform distribution of forces and moments over the aircraft dimensions is only represented approximately. This, however, has the advantage, that the well-known rotary aerodynamic derivatives can be retained to provide a rough approximation for the wind effects.

(5.) It is shown that the wind does not act as an independent disturbance process on the aircraft but that the two processes are coupled. There are three different feedback effects, which are represented by three external feedback loops connecting the two sub-processes:

(a) The momentary aircraft position \( r(t) \) determines the local wind vector and wind gradient acting on the aircraft.

(b) The flight path velocity vector \( V_K(t) \) influences the instantaneous variation of the wind vector [Eq. (2.3)] and , together with the wind vector, generates the airspeed vector [Eq. (2.2)]. These feedback loops represent the most critical coupling effects between the two sub-processes because both affect the phugoid stability /9/.
(c) The Euler angles \( \Phi(t) \) determine the transformation from Earth axes into aircraft body axes, and thus affect the unsteady wind effects, especially on the moment equations. As there are very few measurements of wind gradients in Earth coordinates (the gust models are mostly derived from flight tests i.e. from measurements in body axes), practically nothing is known about the importance of this feedback.

6. Presentation of a multi-point model

The previous sections have shown that the quasi-steady concept, where all the force and velocity vectors are referred to the center of gravity (one point model), involves extensive simplifications with respect to the aerodynamic effects of

- the aircraft rotation,
- the downwash from the wing,
- the engine flow,
- the wind gradients,
- the aircraft elastic modes.

A really new way of improving the mathematical model is to calculate the local air velocity vector separately for the different parts of the aircraft (e.g. wing, body, tailplane and fin), and to determine the local forces and moments from the results. Given the capacity of existing large computers, even a calculation with distributed parameters seems to be possible (e.g. using finite element methods), but this would call for a tremendous amount of calculations and would not be practicable for real time simulations. In this paper, therefore, the force and velocity vectors are concentrated in a few distinct points, thus limiting the computation effort. However, the basic concept of the multi-point model could, if necessary, be generalized later. The velocity vector at a given point on the aircraft is composed of its average value (at the center of gravity) \( V_{cg} \) and the supplementary values \( \Delta V \) generated by the various local effects. It is therefore crucial to distinguish clearly between velocity components of the aircraft \( (V_{cg}) \) and those of the surrounding airflow \( (V_{vw}) \), the local airspeed vector \( V_{A} \) then resulting from the application of Eq. (2.1) to each point. The local forces and moments are calculated separately and are then combined to give the overall force and moment components with respect to the centre of gravity. To facilitate this compilation, all local force, moment and velocity vectors are defined in aircraft body axes.

4.1 The effect of aircraft rotation

First, the supplementary value of airspeed, generated by aircraft rotation alone, is calculated. Figure 12 illustrates the motion of a point \( P \) (e.g. the right wing neutral point) with respect to the center of gravity in case of a yawing velocity \( r_{K} \). The relative velocity of \( P \) in body coordinates is given by:

\[
\Delta V_{K}(P, r_{K}) = \begin{bmatrix}
-r_{K}y_{P} \\
+ r_{K}x_{P} \\
0
\end{bmatrix}
\]

where \( x_{P} \) and \( y_{P} \) are the coordinates of \( P \) in body axes, taken as positive in the coordinate directions. Under a generalized rotation \( Q_{K} \) of the aircraft, the local velocity increment is found to be

\[
\Delta V_{K}(P, Q_{K}) = Q_{K} \cdot x_{P} = \begin{bmatrix}
Q_{x}y_{P} - r_{K}y_{P} \\
Q_{x}x_{P} - r_{K}x_{P} \\
Q_{y}y_{P}
\end{bmatrix}
\]

The local airspeed vector at point \( P \) with aircraft rotation is then

\[
V_{A}(P) = V_{cg} + \Delta V_{K}(P, Q_{K})
\]

The effect of elastic modes on the relative velocities could be similarly modelled. From these, the local forces and moments can be calculated, as is shown in Section 4.4.

4.3 The effect of wind gradients

Taking the \( x - y \) plane as an example, Figure 13 shows how the wind velocity at a point \( P \) is influenced by the wind gradients in body coordinates \( v_{w,x} \) and \( w_{w,y} \). This is represented by the following expression:

\[
\Delta V_{w}(P, v_{w,x}, w_{w,y}) = \begin{bmatrix}
0 \\
+ v_{w,x}x_{P} \\
+ w_{w,y}y_{P}
\end{bmatrix}
\]
The general three-dimensional case is given by

\[ \Delta V_W (P) = \frac{\partial V_W}{\partial \tau} \mid_\beta x_p = \begin{bmatrix} U_{Wx} & U_{Wy} & U_{Wz} \\ V_{Wx} & V_{Wy} & V_{Wz} \\ W_{Wx} & W_{Wy} & W_{Wz} \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} x_p \\ y_p \\ z_p \end{bmatrix} \]

where the wind gradient matrix has to be transformed into body coordinates

\[ \frac{\partial V_W}{\partial \tau} = M_{gb} \frac{\partial V_W}{\partial \tau} \]

The local airspeed vector at point \( P \) in a general homogeneous wind field is, from Eq.(2.1):

\[ V_A(P) = V_{Acg} - \Delta V_W(P) \]

4.3 The effect of wing downwash and engine flow

Figure 14 illustrates the generation of a supplementary air velocity vector at the tailplane position due to an airflow caused by wing downwash and by the engine or airscrew. The downwash roughly induces a positive \( z \)-component of \( \Delta V_W \), whereas the engine flow results in a velocity increment \( V_T \) and e.g. in a negative \( y \)-component in positive sideslip conditions. As the calculation of the induced flow is very complex and is highly dependent on the aerodynamic state of the wing (lift, sideslip-angle etc) and the aircraft configuration (relative position of wing and tailplane, flap position etc), no specific equation can be given here. This effect of reciprocal coupling between aircraft and airflow can only be expressed generally, as follows:

\[ \Delta V_D (P) = f (P, V_A, Cl, \beta, \gamma, ... F ... t) \]

It has to be modelled individually for each aircraft. A downwash change, following a lift, a configuration or wind velocity change moves at the local airspeed \( V_A \) towards the tail. Its effect on the tailplane is therefore subject to a delay time

\[ \tau = \left| \frac{x_{TP}}{V_A} \right| \]

where \( x_{TP} \) is the distance between the wing and tailplane neutral points. The same is true for the effect of \( \beta \)-changes on the fin. This delay has to be greatly simplified in one point models where it is generally represented by the "quasi-steady" derivatives:

\[ Cl_, C_D, C_m, C_n, \ldots \]

where e.g. (see /3/)

\[ C_{m_{\alpha}} = \frac{\delta C_m}{\delta (\alpha)} = \frac{\delta T}{S} \begin{bmatrix} V_{AT}^2 \\ V_A^2 \\ 1_p \end{bmatrix}^2 \]

with \( V_{AT} \) airspeed at tailplane position

\( \alpha \) downwash-angle

It is obvious, that this can be modelled much more precisely in multi-point models, thus making the derivatives mentioned unnecessary.

A second time-dependent effect is due to the fact that the circulation around the wing cannot change abruptly after flow changes but builds up with an approximately first order time lag (Wagner- and Kitaenner-effect). This too, can be modelled more precisely in a multi-point model, where a new differential equation can be introduced to represent the dependency on time /12/.

Finally, the ground effect can be much better represented by the present model than by the one-point model. The change in the local air velocity vector induced by the aircraft approaching the ground can be calculated for different points of the aircraft. All these effects are examples of the very tight feedback coupling between the aircraft and the surrounding airflow; these cannot be neglected in realistic models of aircraft motion.
4.4 The complete local airspeed vector

All the partial velocity vectors can now be summed according to Eq. (1) to give the complete airspeed vector at the point considered.

\[ \mathbf{V}_A(P) = \mathbf{V}_{KB}^P - \mathbf{V}_{WD}^P + \mathbf{V}_W(P) - \mathbf{V}_{K}(P) \]

The aerodynamic effects at the point P are calculated from this vector.

4.5 The calculation of local forces and moments

From Eqs. (3.15) and (3.16), the aerodynamic forces and moments are functions of airspeed, angle of attack and angle of sideslip. The local values of these three variables can be calculated from the local airspeed vector \( \mathbf{V}_A(P) \) by using the transformation

\[ \begin{bmatrix} \mathbf{V}_{AB} \\ \mathbf{m}_{BA} \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} u_A \\ v_A \\ w_A \\ \alpha & \beta \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} \cos \alpha & \sin \alpha \\ -\sin \alpha & \cos \alpha \end{bmatrix} \]

from which the polar coordinates of \( \mathbf{V}_A \) are found to be

\[ \mathbf{V}_A(P) = \sqrt{u_A^2(P) + v_A^2(P) + w_A^2(P)} \]

\[ \alpha(P) = \arctan \left( \frac{w_A(P)}{u_A(P)} \right) \]

\[ \beta(P) = \arcsin \left( \frac{v_A(P)}{\mathbf{V}_A(P)} \right) \]

These are the input variables to the aerodynamic forces and moment relationships

\[ \mathbf{R}(P) = \rho/2 \mathbf{S} \mathbf{V}_A^2(P) \mathbf{C}_R \begin{bmatrix} M(P), \xi(P), \eta(P) \end{bmatrix} \]

\[ \mathbf{Q}(P) = \rho/2 \mathbf{S} \mathbf{V}_A^2(P) \mathbf{1} \mathbf{C}_Q \begin{bmatrix} M(P), \xi(P), \eta(P) \end{bmatrix} \]

where \( \mathbf{C} \) and \( \mathbf{C} \) are the vectors of the local aerodynamic derivatives (in body coordinates)

\[ \mathbf{C}_R(P) = \begin{bmatrix} C_{1R} \\ C_{2R} \\ C_{3R} \end{bmatrix} \]

\[ \mathbf{C}_Q(P) = \begin{bmatrix} C_{1Q} \\ C_{2Q} \\ C_{3Q} \end{bmatrix} \]

They are functions of the local Mach number, angle of attack and angle of sideslip only, together with the respective aerodynamic control surface deflections of aileron, elevator, rudder and flaps, the function of the aircraft rates \( \mathbf{P}_A, \mathbf{Q}_A \) and \( \mathbf{R}_A \) and of the time derivatives \( \mathbf{V}_A \), \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) having been eliminated by the multi-point approach.

4.6 The overall forces and moments

The local forces and moments now have to be referred to the center of gravity so that they can be combined to give overall vectors. This will be illustrated by transforming the forces at the tailplane as shown in Figure 15. Referring to it the center of gravity has no influence on the force vector, so the general relation is:

\[ \begin{bmatrix} \mathbf{X}_R^A \\ \mathbf{Y}_R^A \\ \mathbf{Z}_R^A \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} \mathbf{X}_R^A \mathbf{X}_G^A \\ \mathbf{Y}_R^A \mathbf{Y}_G^A \\ \mathbf{Z}_R^A \mathbf{Z}_G^A \end{bmatrix} \]

On the other hand, changing the moment reference point gives, for Figure 15

\[ \begin{bmatrix} \mathbf{M}_R^A \\ \mathbf{Q}_R^A \end{bmatrix} = \mathbf{M}_{TP} + \mathbf{X}_P \mathbf{Z}_T^A - \mathbf{Z}_P \mathbf{X}_T^A \]

The general relationship for changing the moment vector reference point is

\[ \begin{bmatrix} \mathbf{M}_R^A \\ \mathbf{Q}_R^A \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} \mathbf{M}_R^A \\ \mathbf{Q}_R^A \end{bmatrix} + \mathbf{X}_P \begin{bmatrix} \mathbf{X}_P \mathbf{Z}_T^A - \mathbf{Z}_P \mathbf{X}_T^A \\ \mathbf{X}_P \mathbf{Y}_T^A - \mathbf{Y}_P \mathbf{X}_T^A \end{bmatrix} \]

\[ = \begin{bmatrix} \mathbf{M}_R^A \\ \mathbf{Q}_R^A \end{bmatrix} + \mathbf{X}_P \begin{bmatrix} \mathbf{X}_P \mathbf{Z}_T^A - \mathbf{Z}_P \mathbf{X}_T^A \\ \mathbf{X}_P \mathbf{Y}_T^A - \mathbf{Y}_P \mathbf{X}_T^A \end{bmatrix} \]
The central force and moment vectors are finally given by

\[ \mathbf{K}\alpha = \sum P \Delta \mathbf{R}^\alpha (P) \]
\[ \mathbf{Q}\alpha = \sum P \Delta \mathbf{Q}^\alpha (P) + \sum \mathbf{F} \times \Delta \mathbf{R}^\alpha (P) \]

4.7 Discussion of the multi-point model

The multi-point model situation is illustrated by the two following block diagrams, in which all the equations are combined with their relative couplings, including all transformations and multiplications. Figure 16 shows the wind equations. Relative to Figure 8 the output \( \Omega_W \) is replaced by the vector \( dV_W/d\sigma \). Apart from this, the structure of the equations stays the same including, of course, the feedback of \( V_c \) and \( r \).

Figure 17 replaces Figure 13 of the one-point model. Using the input vectors \( V_{\infty} \) and \( dV_W/d\sigma \), the resulting local airspeed \( V_A(P) \) is first calculated for each point. By use of the local aerodynamic relations, the local resultant forces and moments are then derived, introducing the local effects of the control surfaces \( \zeta, \gamma \) and \( V_c \) of the engine jetflow. This has to be done for every point considered. Finally, these forces and moments are expressed relative to the center of gravity and are summed to give the resultant central force and moment vectors. These are the inputs to the state equations shown in Figure 14, as is the case for the one-point model. The latter therefore remain unchanged. The overall multi-point model in Figure 18 is mainly characterized by the feedback couplings between the wind and aircraft process which have already been discussed in Section 3.

Compared with the one-point model, the amount of calculation involved in the aerodynamic equations has been multiplied by the number of points considered. On the other hand, the effects of aircraft rotation, wind gradients, downwash and wing vortex can be modelled much more precisely and the calculation of time derivatives of \( V_A, \alpha \) and \( \beta \) is eliminated. Finally, this approach can be easily extended to model further phenomena, such as ground effect or unstationary aerodynamic effects. In the parameter identification of a DO 28 aircraft, for example, the results could be greatly improved by taking the different positions of the instrumentation into consideration and calculating the local airspeed vectors /18/. The major unsolved problem in such a multi-point model is the definition of aerodynamic models for the different aircraft components, such as wing, fuselage, fin and tailplane. This is a quite difficult task, because of the various existing interference effects which exist, e.g. between wing and fuselage or between tailplane and fin. A further problem lies in the fact that these models have to be derived mostly from aerodynamic calculations because the aircraft components are rarely tested separately in wind tunnel experiments. The influence of engine flow as a function of angle of attack and angle of sideslip is also rather difficult to describe. The proposed multi-point model, therefore, can only be a stimulation to further investigations, the intention of the paper being mainly to show a promising approach from which more exact models of aircraft motion in moving air can be developed.

5. Conclusions

The non-linear equation of aircraft motion in moving air have been introduced and their interactions illustrated by block diagrams. This mathematical model reflects the fact that the two sub-processes (wind and aircraft motion) are strongly coupled, aircraft forces and moments being generated by the relative motion between the air and the aircraft. The usual one-point model is first considered, using the classical approach of overall quasi-steady derivatives. This is developed to provide a multi-point model, in which the effects of aircraft rotation, wind gradients, wing downwash and engine flow can be modelled more precisely by a generalized approach. In this the approximate quasi-steady terms are replaced by the calculation of local velocities and forces. This multi-point approach has great potential for improving the accuracy with which the aircraft motion is simulated - as has already been shown in parameter estimation calculations. It does, however, require the development of better models for generating the local aerodynamic forces and moments and the engine flow. This, and improvement to the modelling of higher frequency wind motion and its effects on the aircraft, calls for further research activities.
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DÉTERMINATION DES LOIS DE GUIDAGE QUASI-OPTIMALES EN TEMPS RÉEL POUR DES TRAJECTOIRES D'AVIONS DE COMBAT
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SUMMARY

This chapter presents an application of singular perturbation theory (SPT) for the computation of real-time control laws for combat aircraft trajectories.

The principle of SPT is first briefly reviewed for solving a multiple-time scale differential equations, then its application to optimization of non-linear systems is presented. The main drawbacks and difficulties which have been encountered in the computation of real-time control laws for aircraft trajectories are described, then various techniques are also pointed out in order to overcome with these problems.

Basing of this SPT, real-time guidance laws, of closed-loop type, have been developed for minimum time to climb in a vertical plane and three-dimensional interception for a combat aircraft. The performances of these sub-optimal guidance laws have been then compared, in numerical simulation using a typical trajectory: ascent in a plan vertical, in an envelope domain. They are provided by an iterative numerical algorithm, using a generalized projected gradient technique.

A better than 1 % accuracy has been obtained for the performance index (time-to-climb) for vertical climb trajectories. The real-time guidance laws are slightly less accurate for interception trajectories.

The sub-optimal guidance laws can fulfill final conditions on altitude or/and flight path angle and remain valid for a large flight envelope domain. Their computation times are very small and are compatible with real-time on board computer applications.

RESUME

Ce chapitre présente une application de la théorie des systèmes multi-échelles de temps au contrôle en temps réel des trajectoires d'aviions de combat.

Après avoir rappelé les principes de la théorie des perturbations singulières dans la résolution des systèmes différentiels multi-échelles de temps, son application à l'optimisation des systèmes non-linéaires est présentée. Les principales difficultés rencontrées dans la détermination des lois de guidage "temps réel" sont ensuite mentionnées, puis différentes techniques utilisées pour les résoudre sont indiquées.

Des lois de guidage "temps réel" en boucle fermée sont ensuite développées pour différents types de trajectoires d'aviions de combat : ascension en temps minimum, interception dans un plan horizontal, dans un plan vertical et dans l'espace tridimensionnel. Les performances fournies par ces lois sont ensuite évaluées en simulation numériques sur un modèle d'aviion type, par comparaison avec les lois optimales en boucle ouvertes obtenues par un algorithme numérique de gradient projeté, sans approximation de type multi-échelles de temps.

1 - INTRODUCTION

L'emploi de lois de guidage optimales de trajectoires pour un avion de transport civil ou pour un avion de combat présente un intérêt certain. En effet, l'intégration de ces lois sur un calculateur embarqué fonctionnant en temps réel devra permettre d'une part, de soulager la charge de travail du pilote, dont le rôle se bornera alors à désigner les objectifs à atteindre, et d'autre part d'utiliser au mieux les capacités de manœuvre de l'aviion.

Néanmoins la détermination des lois optimales est complexe car elle fait intervier la résolution de systèmes différentiels non-linéaires avec des conditions aux extrémités (Bryson, Bo. 1975). De ce fait, les solutions exactes sont obtenues numériquement par des techniques numériques de programmation non linéaire, de type itératif (gradient par exemple), qui demandent des encombrements mémoire importants et des temps de calcul actuellement incompatibles avec une utilisation en "temps réel".

Pour cette raison, la recherche de lois de guidage sous-optimales mais avec des temps de calcul modérés, devient un thème d'investigation intéressant. Parmi les différentes méthodes d'approximation étudiées pour la théorie des perturbations singulières (Nehorod, 1965) semble être la plus prometteuse, elle permet d'obtenir des lois de guidage en boucle fermée, de mise en œuvre numérique relativement simple et de temps de calcul numérique négligeable en comparaison avec les solutions optimales fournies par les algorithmes numériques d'optimisation.
L'objet de ce chapitre est de décrire l'application de cette théorie à la détermination des lois de guidage pour des trajectoires optimales en temps minimum pour un avion de combat.

Il convient de rappeler au préalable le principe, les possibilités et les limites de l'application de la théorie des perturbations singulières à l'optimisation des trajectoires.

Ce chapitre est organisé de la façon suivante.

Le principe et les principaux résultats relatifs à la théorie des perturbations singulières (P.S.) sont d'abord rappelés brièvement. Ensuite l'apport de cette théorie à la résolution d'un problème d'optimisation non linéaire est indiqué, de même que les difficultés rencontrées et les limitations de la méthode.

La détermination de lois de guidage sous-optimales pour des trajectoires de montée et d'interception utilisant cette théorie des P.S., est ensuite décrite, ainsi que les modifications apportées pour pallier aux inconvénients de la méthode. Des résultats de simulation numériques sont ensuite présentés où les performances obtenues par ces lois sous-optimales sont comparées aux solutions optimales fournies par un code numérique d'optimisation de trajectoires utilisant une méthode de gradient projeté.

Les perspectives de l'intérêt de la théorie des P.S. et des lois de guidage ainsi développées sont indiquées en conclusion.

2 - PRINCIPES DE LA THÉORIE DES PERTURBATIONS SINGULIÈRES (Vasov, 1965 ; Smith, 1965)

La théorie des perturbations singulières consiste à résoudre de façon approchée un système non-linéaire mettant en évidence des dynamiques distinctes. Le principe de la méthode est illustré sur un exemple scalaire. Les conditions de validité sont ensuite rappelées, puis le lien avec la théorie des développements asymptotiques est également établi.

2.1 - Résolution d’un système non-linéaire à condition initiale

Soit le système différentiel autonome non-linéaire suivant à résoudre :

\[ \begin{align*}
\dot{x} &= f(x,y) \\
\dot{y} &= g(x,y)
\end{align*} \]

où les variables \( x(t), y(t) \) sont des scalaires, \( x_0, y_0 \) des constantes initiales. \( \varepsilon \) est un nombre positif infiniment petit comparativement aux autres paramètres du système. Cette formulation fait intervenir de façon explicite deux échelles de temps au système, car la dynamique de la variable \( y \), donnée par la dérivée \( (1)g(x,y) \), est plus grande que celle relative à la variable \( x \).

La forme (1) est encore dite "singulièrement perturbée" car la dimension du système différentiel est réduite lorsque l'on fait tendre \( \varepsilon \) vers zéro.

2.1.1 - Problème réduit ou extérieur

Pour chercher une solution au problème (1), il est naturel de poser \( \varepsilon = 0 \), de résoudre le nouveau système ainsi obtenu et d'espérer trouver ainsi une approximation raisonnable de la solution du système (1) moyennant certaines conditions.

Le problème obtenu en faisant \( \varepsilon = 0 \) est dit problème réduit ou bien encore problème extérieur : on notera \( (\tilde{x}, \tilde{y}) \) la solution extérieure de ce problème (2).

\[ \begin{align*}
\dot{\tilde{x}} &= f(\tilde{x},\tilde{y}) \\
\dot{\tilde{y}} &= g(\tilde{x},\tilde{y})
\end{align*} \]

Comme le système est du premier ordre, il est naturel de ne conserver qu'une seule condition initiale, celle de la variable rapide pour laquelle on a conservé la loi d'évolution. Ainsi, on admet une discontinuité sur la variable rapide en \( t = 0 \) (fig. 1). Le mieux que nous pouvons espérer est donc que \( \tilde{x} \) soit une bonne approximation de \( x \) et que \( \tilde{y} \) soit une bonne approximation de \( y \) au voisinage de l'origine (exception faite si \( g(x_0,y_0) = 0 \)).

![Fig. 1 - Comparaison de la solution réduite et de la solution réelle](image_url)

2.1.1.1 - Composante limite initiale

Il reste donc à étudier le comportement de la variable rapide \( y \) au voisinage de l'origine des temps, ce qui se réalise par une dilatation de l'échelle des temps : \( t = \varepsilon \). Il est à noter que l'on retrouve ici la première idée quant à la définition de paramètre \( \varepsilon \).

(continued...)
Le problème (3) ainsi obtenu est dit problème de la couche limite (initiale car on s’intéresse dans ce cas aux conditions initiales) et sa solution sera notee (x, y):

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{dx}{dt} &= f(x, y) \quad x(0, t) = x_0 \\
\frac{dy}{dt} &= g(x, y) \quad y(0, t) = y_0
\end{align*}
\]

Comme précédemment, une approximation raisonnable de ce problème (3) est obtenue en faisant \( t = 0 \).

Par suite, il vient:

\[
\begin{align*}
x(t) &= x_0 \\
\frac{dy}{dt} &= g(x_0, y) \quad y(0, t) = y_0
\end{align*}
\]

Le problème de couche limite initiale est, comme pour la solution extérieure, de dimension plus faible que le problème (1), car la solution est obtenue en résolvant l’équation différentielle scalaire relative à la variable rapide, la variable lente \( x \) étant ici fixée à sa valeur constante initiale.

Si l’on compare les systèmes (2) et (4), il apparaît que la solution réduite à l’origine \( t = 0 \) est un point d’équilibre pour la couche limite initiale. C’est ici que se trouve un point délicat de la méthode. En effet, pour que l’on puisse obtenir une approximation uniformément valable par la solution du problème (1), il faut être assuré de la stabilité de la couche limite initiale par rapport à ce point d’équilibre. Les conditions de validité de cette approche sont données au paragraphe suivant § 2.2.

2.1.3 - Solution composite

Pour obtenir une approximation pour \( x \) et \( y \), valable uniformément sur un large intervalle de temps \( y \) compris l’origine \( t = 0 \), la méthode la plus simple consiste à superposer la solution extérieure et de la couche limite, en rajoutant des constantes de façon à obtenir un raccordement convenable. On obtient ainsi :

\[
\begin{align*}
x(t) &= \bar{x}(t) \\
y(t) &= \bar{y}(t) + \bar{y}(0)
\end{align*}
\]

2.2 - Théorème de convergence de Tihonov

La validité de la décomposition présentée au précédent paragraphe § 2.1 est fournie par un théorème dû à Tihonov rappelé ci-après (Nason, 1965 ; Ardéna, 1983).

Soient les hypothèses suivantes :

i) les fonctions \( f \) et \( g \) du problème (1) sont continues sur un certain domaine ouvert \( \mathcal{D} \) de l’espace des variables \( x \) et \( y \);

ii) le problème réduit et le problème complet, définis par (2) et (1), ont une solution unique sur l’intervalle de temps \([0, T]\);

iii) il existe une racine isolée \( \bar{y} = \mu(\bar{y}) \) au problème réduit dans \( \mathcal{D} \), c’est-à-dire telle que \( x(\bar{y}, \mu(\bar{y})) = 0 \);

iv) cette racine est un point d’équilibre asymptotiquement stable pour la couche limite initiale à l’ordre 0, définie par (4);

v) le point initial \( (x_0, y_0) \) appartient au domaine d’attraction \( \mathcal{D}_x \) associé à la racine \( \bar{y} \).

Dans ces conditions, Tihonov démontre alors les résultats suivants lorsque que l’on fait tendre le paramètre \( \epsilon \) vers zéro :

1) la solution complète converge uniformément sur \([0, T]\) vers la solution réduite pour la variable lente

\[
\lim_{\epsilon \to 0} x(t, \epsilon) = \bar{x}(t)
\]

2) la solution complète converge uniformément sur tout intervalle \([0, T]\) contenu dans \([0, T]\) vers la solution réduite pour la variable rapide :

\[
\lim_{\epsilon \to 0} y(t, \epsilon) = \mu(\bar{y}(t))
\]

3) il y a convergence de la couche limite \( \bar{y}(t) \) vers la valeur d’équilibre \( \bar{y}_0 = \mu(\bar{y}_0) \):

\[
\lim_{\epsilon \to 0} \bar{y}(t, \epsilon) = \mu(\bar{y}_0)
\]

D’un point de vue pratique, il convient de noter que la vérification des hypothèses fondamentales iv) et v) de ce théorème n’est pas aisée, notamment dans le cas non-linéaire, car elle fait intervenir des méthodes d’analyse du comportement dynamique des systèmes non-linéaires. D’abord, il peut exister plusieurs racines à l’équation \( g(x, \bar{y}(t)) = 0 \) et il faut déterminer la racine la “plus” stable. Ensuite, il faudrait déterminer le domaine d’attraction de cette racine, ce qui peut se révéler délicat.
En pratique, on peut seulement donner une condition plus facile à vérifier, mais qui n'est que locale et nécessaire :

\[ \frac{\partial y}{\partial t} + \sum_{k=0}^{\infty} a_k x^k < 0 \]

Il convient de noter que le théorème de Fechinov est valable également pour des systèmes non autonomes et pour le cas général où \( x \) et \( y \) sont des vecteurs de dimension quelconque. Pour obtenir davantage de détails sur la démonstration, les discussions et les généralisations de ce théorème on peut consulter par exemple (Nason, 1965 ; Aréna 1965).

2.3 - Détermination d'une meilleure approximation à l'aide de développements asymptotiques

Si l'on désire une meilleure approximation de la solution que celle fournie par la résolution présentée au § 2.1, il est naturel de chercher une solution par développement asymptotique dans le paramètre \( \varepsilon \).

Rappelons qu'un développement asymptotique à l'ordre \( n \) d'une fonction \( f(u) \) par rapport à un paramètre \( \varepsilon \) est une expression de la forme :

\[ f(u) = \sum_{k=0}^{n} a_k (\varepsilon u)^k \]

telle que les conditions suivantes soient vérifiées :

\[ \lim_{\varepsilon \to 0} \left( f(u) - \sum_{k=0}^{n-1} a_k (\varepsilon u)^k \right) = a_n \]

et

\[ \lim_{\varepsilon \to 0} a_n(u) = 0. \]

La méthode de développement asymptotique est très utilisée en pratique, elle a permis de résoudre de façon approchée un grand nombre de problèmes physiques, dans des domaines divers comme en mécanique céleste, en mécanique des fluides, etc...

Son application aux systèmes dynamiques à échelles de temps multiples a été également effectuée par de nombreux auteurs. Il existe plusieurs façons d'appliquer la méthode de développement asymptotique aux systèmes à échelles de temps multiples. On peut distinguer, par exemple :

a) L'approche dite "des développements asymptotiques raccordés" (Aréna, 1983).

b) L'approche dite "multivariable" (Smith, 1985).

La première approche est la plus ancienne et aussi la plus connue. Elle procède, de façon analogue à la démarche précédente, en considérant d'abord deux développements asymptotiques indépendants entre eux : l'un pour la solution "externe" ou "réduite", l'autre pour la couche limite initiale. Une solution composée, valable uniformément pour tout l'intervalle \([0, T]\) est ensuite obtenue en superposant ces deux solutions et en ajoutant en termes d'ordre \( \varepsilon \) et en termes d'ordre \( \varepsilon^2 \) pour assurer la vérification des conditions aux limites. Cette approche présente néanmoins les inconvénients suivants :

- le calcul des termes de raccordement n'est toujours pas très simple à effectuer ;
- l'extension au cas multivariable est complexe.

La deuxième approche, dite "multivariable", est plus récente, elle n' présente pas les inconvénients rencontrés par l'approche précédente.

Rappelons brièvement le principe de cette approche "multivariable", due à O'Malley et à Hoppensteadt (Smith, 1985).

On cherche, pour chacune des variables \( x \) et \( y \), un développement asymptotique défini de la façon suivante :

\[ x(t, \varepsilon) = \tilde{x}(t, \varepsilon) \]
\[ y(t, \varepsilon) = \tilde{y}(t, \varepsilon) \]

avec

\[ \tilde{x}(0, \varepsilon) = \sum_{k=0}^{\infty} \tilde{x}_k \varepsilon^k, \quad \tilde{y}(0, \varepsilon) = \sum_{k=0}^{\infty} \tilde{y}_k \varepsilon^k \]

ou \( \varepsilon \) est l'échelle de temps dilatée au voisinage de l'origine \( t = 0 \).

Pour le développement de la variable \( x \), le terme \( \tilde{x}_k \varepsilon^k \) est multiplié par le paramètre \( \varepsilon \) pour tenir compte du fait que la solution d'ordre 0 pour la variable lente ne contient pas de terme relatif à la couche limite initiale.
Pour définir complètement le problème, on impose en outre les conditions suivantes :

- \( \mathcal{E}(t, \xi) \equiv \mathcal{F}(t, \xi) \)

qui caractérisent la solution "extérieure", doivent satisfaire le système (1) pour tout instant \( t > 0 \), c'est-à-dire :

\[ \begin{align*}
\frac{dx}{dt}(t, \xi) &= f(x(t, \xi), \mathcal{F}(t, \xi)) \\
\frac{dy}{dt}(t, \xi) &= g(x(t, \xi), \mathcal{F}(t, \xi))
\end{align*} \]

- les solutions \( x'(t, \xi) \) et \( y'(t, \xi) \), relatives à la couche limite doivent vérifier les conditions :

\[ \lim_{t \to +\infty} \left| x'(t, \xi) - \mathcal{F}(t, \xi) \right| = 0 \]

En tenant compte des relations (1), (7) et (8), on en déduit les équations différentielles qui doivent satisfaire les solutions \( x'(t, \xi) \) et \( y'(t, \xi) \), de la couche limite initiale :

\[ \begin{align*}
\frac{dx}{dt}(t, \xi) &= c \cdot (f(x, y) - f(G, \mathcal{F})) \\
\frac{dy}{dt}(t, \xi) &= c \cdot (g(x, y) - g(G, \mathcal{F}))
\end{align*} \]

A partir des Eq. (7) - (10), on peut déduire que le développement asymptotique à l'ordre \( j \) doit satisfaire les équations (2), (4) que la solution extérieure et la couche limite initiale du précédent paragraphe (2.1). La solution approchée donnée précédemment par (2), (4), (5), constitue ainsi l'approximation à l'ordre \( j \) du développement asymptotique défini par (7) - (10).

On peut noter que les équations différentielles relatives aux termes d'ordre supérieur du développement asymptotique (7) sont toutes linéaires. À coefficients fonction du temps. Ces termes peuvent être calculées de proche en proche à partir des formules de récurrence (Smith, 1985).

2.4 - Extension au cas de plusieurs échelles de temps

On peut également généraliser la méthode des perturbations singulières à des problèmes où apparaissent plusieurs échelles de temps :

\[ \begin{align*}
\frac{dx}{dt}(t, \xi) &= c \cdot f(x, \xi, t, \xi) \\
\frac{dy}{dt}(t, \xi) &= c \cdot g(x, \xi, t, \xi)
\end{align*} \]

avec \( c_i \to 0 \) lorsque \( i \to 0 \), \( i = 1, 2, \ldots, m \)

et où \( x, \xi, t, \xi \) sont des vecteurs de dimension \( n_0, n_1, \ldots, n_m \).

La procédure est identique à celle effectuée pour deux échelles de temps en prenant la couche limite d'ordre \( j \) comme solution extérieure de la couche limite d'ordre \( j + 1 \), à chaque couche limite étant affectée une nouvelle dilatation de l'échelle des temps \( \eta_j = \eta_{j+1} \).

Sous réserve des hypothèses de stabilité pour les équations relatives aux couches limites successives, Tikhonov a démontré également la convergence de la solution complète vers la solution extérieure, lorsque tous les \( c_i \) tendent vers zéro (Vasov, 1965).

3 - APPLICATION À LA DÉTERMINATION DE LA COMMANDE SOUS-OPÉRATETE DES SYSTÈMES DIFFÉRENTIELS NON-LINÉAIRES

L'apport de la théorie des perturbations singulières à la détermination de la commande sous-optimale des systèmes régis par des équations différentielles non-linéaires est d'abord décrit brièvement. Les problèmes rencontrés dans les applications, en se limitant à l'optimisation des trajectoires d'avions, sont ensuite présentés, de même que les solutions utilisées pour les résoudre.

3.1 - Définition du problème

Soit le système dynamique, régis par des équations différentielles non-linéaires présentées sous la forme singulièrement perturbée suivante :

\[ \begin{align*}
x' &= f(x, y, \omega) \\
y' &= g(x, y, \omega)
\end{align*} \]

avec \( x(0) = x_0 \)

\( y(0) = y_0 \)
où x, y sont des variables d'état à valeurs réelles, de dimensions respectives $n_x$ et $n_y$. u est le vecteur des commandes de dimension $n_u$, est un petit paramètre scalaire.

Il s'agit de trouver une loi de commande optimale $u^*(t)$ permettant de transférer l'état (x, y) du système (12), d'un état initial donné jusqu'à un certain état final (x_f, y_f) de façon à minimiser l'indice de coût intégral-final suivant :

$$ J = y(x, y, t_f, y_f) + \int_{t_0}^{t_f} L(x, y, u(t)) \, dt $$

L'instant final $t_f$ est libre, mais l'état final doit satisfaire à un vecteur de contraintes de dimension $r$ :

$$ a(x_f, y_f) = 0 $$

Pour simplifier, l'exposé suivant sera fait dans le cas particulier suivant des contraintes finales où l'état final est complètement fixé :

$$ \begin{cases} x_f = x_f' \\ y_f = y_f' \end{cases} $$

Pour le cas général des contraintes de la forme (14), le principe de la méthode des erreurs valable, mais la détermination des constantes d'intégration est plus complexe.

Soullignons enfin que, dans le but de recherche de lois de guidage "temps réel", le problème principal consiste à exprimer, si possible, le commande optimale $u^*$ sous la forme d'une fonction de l'état courant $(x, y)$ du système :

$$ u^* = \phi(x, y) $$

Seule cette formulation permet d'adapter efficacement la commande pour tenir compte des écarts par rapport à la trajectoire optimale due à des perturbations de natures diverses.

1.2 - Commande optimale

La solution exacte du problème d'optimisation défini par les Eq. (12), (13), (15) peut être obtenue en utilisant les conditions nécessaires du principe de Pontryagin (Bryson, Bo. 1975).

On définit d'abord le Hamiltonien du système (12), (13) :

$$ H = L(x, y, u) + \lambda_x^T f(x, y, u) + \lambda_y^T g(x, y, u) $$

où $\lambda_x$, $\lambda_y$ sont les vecteurs adjoints, solutions du système différentiel :

$$ \frac{d\lambda}{dt} = - \Delta = - \frac{\partial L}{\partial x} - \frac{\partial f}{\partial x} - \lambda_x^T \frac{\partial f}{\partial x} - \lambda_y^T \frac{\partial g}{\partial u} $$

avec $\lambda_x(t_f) = 0$,

où $\lambda_x$, $\lambda_y$ sont des constantes arbitraires à déterminer de façon à obtenir les conditions finales désirées (15) sur l'état.

La commande optimale $u^*$ doit assurer la minimisation du Hamiltonien dans le sous-espace $U$ des commandes admissibles (supposé indépendant du temps) :

$$ u^* = \text{Arg Min}_U H(x, y, \lambda_x, \lambda_y, u) $$

Il est à noter que le Hamiltonien défini par Eq. (17), (18) est légèrement différent de celui habituellement adopté pour le principe de Pontryagin. On peut vérifier aisément que ces équations peuvent être déduites de la formulation classique de Pontryagin moyennant un changement de variable sur le vecteur adjoint associé à la variable rapide $y$ (Arsenne, 1983). Les équations (18) montrent ainsi que les vecteurs adjoints $\lambda_x, \lambda_y$ ont les mêmes équations que les variables d'état $(x, y)$ du système (12), c'est-à-dire qu'un vecteur de variable lente $x$ correspond à un vecteur adjoint "lent" $\lambda_x$ et qu'un vecteur de variable rapide $y$ correspond à un vecteur adjoint "rapide".

On suppose que la résolution de (19) permet de mettre la commande optimale sous la forme explicite suivante :

$$ u^* = \phi(x, y, \lambda_x, \lambda_y) $$
Rappelons également une propriété importante qui est souvent utilisée en pratique pour déterminer la commande optimale en "boucle fermée" par la technique des perturbations singulières (voir exemple plus loin § 3.4).

Comme les systèmes considérés sont autonomes, il est facile de montrer que la condition d'optimalité (19) entraîne que le Hamiltonien est constant tout long de la trajectoire optimale :

\[ H(x^*, y^*, h^*, b^*, c^*) = \text{Côte} \]

(21)

Par ailleurs, comme le temps final est libre, on montre qu'il doit être choisi de façon que le Hamiltonien final soit nul, c'est-à-dire :

\[ H(x^*, y^*, h^*, b^*, c^*) = 0 \]

(22)

Ceci implique alors que le Hamiltonien reste identiquement nul tout long de la trajectoire optimale.

3.3 - Application de la théorie des perturbations singulières

Le rappel du principe de Pontryagin met en évidence les difficultés rencontrées pour déterminer la commande optimale en "boucle fermée". D'abord, et surtout, il convient de résoudre un système d'équations différentielles non-linéaires de dimension \( 2(n_1 + n_2) \) couplées constituées par les équations d'état (12) et adjointes (18), compte-tenu de la commande optimale (20). Il s'agit là d'un problème aux deux bouts avec des conditions initiales et finales sur l'état. Ensuite l'expression (20) ne fournit pas une véritable commande en boucle fermée, puisqu'elle fait intervenir, outre l'état \( x, y \), les variables adjointes \( h, b \).

En remarquant que le système différentiel (12), (18), (20), à résoudre met en évidence l'existence de deux échelles de temps distinctes, de par sa forme singulièrement perturbée, une résolution approchée est obtenue en appliquant la méthode de développement asymptotique présentée au § 2 précédent.

Une approximation à l'ordre 0 peut être ainsi obtenue en résolvant d'abord le système réduit, en faisant \( \varepsilon = 0 \), puis en affectant une correction de couches limites, après dilatation du temps. Toutefois, comme les conditions aux limites sont données en partie à l'instant initial, et en partie à l'instant final, il sera nécessaire de considérer deux couches limites pour recoller les conditions initiales et finales sur le vecteur de variables rapides \( y \).

L'application de la théorie des perturbations singulières dans la résolution des équations (12), (18), (20) peut être représentée sous la forme équivalente suivante :

- la première est relative à la solution extérieure (ou réduite), obtenue en faisant \( \varepsilon = 0 \),
- la seconde est relative à la correction de couches limites initiale,
- la troisième est relative à la correction de couches limites finale.

La commande composite est ensuite obtenue par superposition des solutions obtenues dans les trois étapes précédentes.

3.3.1 - Solution extérieure (approximation d'ordre 0)

Le problème réduit est défini en faisant \( \varepsilon = 0 \) dans les équations d'état et adjointes, et les conditions d'optimalité.

On peut montrer que la commande optimale correspondante est donnée, de façon équivalente, par la réduction de problème d'optimisation de dimension moins élevée où s'interviennent plus que le vecteur limit \( y \), dont l'évolution est réglé par le système différentiel :

\[ \dot{y} = f(y, \bar{u}) \quad \bar{u}(0) = b_0 \]

(23)

 où le symbole (\( \bar{\cdot} \)) est relatif à la solution extérieure (ou réduite).

Dans cette équation, les variables \( f, \bar{u} \) sont ici les commandes, non indépendantes et reliées entre elles par la relation implicite :

\[ g(y, \bar{u}) = 0 \]

(24)
L'indice de performance à minimiser est identique à l'indice du problème complet, c'est-à-dire défini par (13). L'état final sur le vecteur lent x est fixé et donné par une partie de la condition (15) :

\[ y(t) = x_t \]

3.3.2 - Couche limite initiale (ordre 0)

La couche limite initiale permet de recoller la condition initiale sur le vecteur rapide y. Elle est obtenue en effectuant une dilatation du temps au voisinage de l'instant initial \( t = t_0 \), puis en faisant \( \varepsilon = 0 \). On peut encore montrer que le commandé optimale correspondant est donné, de façon équivalente, par la résolution d'un problème d'optimisation plus simple que le problème original où s'interviennent plus, cette fois-ci, que le vecteur rapide y. L'évolution de ce vecteur est alors régi par le système différentiel suivant, dans lequel le vecteur lent x est fixé à sa valeur initiale constante \( x_0 \) :

\[
\frac{d\hat{y}}{dt} = g(x_0, \hat{y}, 0) \quad \hat{y}(0) = \gamma_0
\]

où le symbole \( \gamma \) est relatif à la solution de couche limite initiale.

Néanmoins, l'indice de coût du problème simplifié comporte ici un terme de pondération supplémentaire portant sur la dynamique de la variable lente (Kelley, 1972) :

\[
\tilde{J} = \int_{t_0}^{t} \left[ \left( L(x, y, 0) + \lambda \right) y_t + f(x, y, 0) \right] dt
\]

Le coefficient de pondération \( \lambda \), est la valeur initiale du vecteur adjoint relatif au vecteur lent x, provenant de la résolution du problème extérieur. La présence de ce terme de pondération portant sur la variable lente, dans l'intégrande du coût (27), permet d'assurer le recoller de la couche limite initiale à la solution extérieure.

Il est encore à noter que les hypothèses relatives au théorème de Tihonov, présentées au § 2.2., permettent d'assurer l'existence de la solution de ce problème d'optimisation à horizon infini et de la convergence de la couche limite initiale vers la solution extérieure, c'est-à-dire :

\[
\lim_{\varepsilon \to 0} \hat{y}(t) = y^*(x_0), \quad \lim_{\varepsilon \to 0} w^*(t) = u^*(x_0)
\]

où \( y^*(x_0), u^*(x_0) \) sont les valeurs à l'instant \( t = 0 \) de la solution extérieure (voir §3.3).

3.3.3 - Couche limite finale

Dans le cas présent où l'on impose également une condition finale sur le vecteur rapide y, une couche limite finale est nécessaire pour recoller la condition finale sur la valeur finale \( y_f \). La démarche est analogue à celle de la couche limite initiale.

L'équation dynamique est obtenue en faisant une dilatation du temps au voisinage de l'instant final \( t = t_f \), puis en faisant \( \varepsilon = 0 \). Le problème d'optimisation "équivalent" est défini par les équations suivantes :

\[
\frac{d\hat{y}}{dt} = -g(x_0, \hat{y}, 0) \quad \text{avec} \quad \hat{y}(t_f) = y_f
\]

\[
J = -\int_{t_0}^{t_f} \left[ L(x, y, w) + \lambda \right] y_t + f(x, y, w) \right] dt
\]

Ce problème d'optimisation est strictement analogue à celui de la couche limite initiale. Il convient de noter, néanmoins, une différence qui se révèle importante dans la pratique : la convergence vers la solution extérieure est obtenue en intégrant l'équation de la couche limite dans le sens rétrograde, c'est-à-dire en temps inverse, à partir d'un temps final qui n'est pas connu a priori.

Comme pour la couche limite initiale, le théorème de Tihonov fournit les conditions de convergence suivantes pour les quantités relatives à cette couche limite finale :

\[
\lim_{\varepsilon \to 0} \hat{y}(t) = y^*(x_0), \quad \lim_{\varepsilon \to 0} w^*(t) = u^*(x_0)
\]

où \( y^*(x_0), u^*(x_0) \) sont les valeurs finales de la solution extérieure (§ 3.3.3).
3.4. Cas scalaire

Dans le cas où les variables \( x \) et \( y \) du problème complet (12) sont scalaires, l'approximation d'ordre de la théorie des perturbations singulières permet de fournir une solution analytique complète pour le calcul de la commande optimale.

### 3.4.1 - Solution extérieure

Il est à noter que la résolution du problème réduit (13) fait intervenir le Hamiltonien suivant, où la contrainte courante (24) est prise en compte par l'introduction d'un multiplicateur de Lagrange \( \lambda_p \) :

\[
H(x, y, \lambda_p, u) = L(x, y, u) + \lambda_p f(x, y, u) + \lambda_p g(x, y, u)
\]

et que l'équation adjointe qui régit \( \lambda_p \) s'écrit :

\[
\frac{d\lambda_p}{dt} = \frac{df}{dt} - \frac{dg}{dt} + \lambda_p
\]

avec \( \lambda_p(t_0) = v_x \).

Les commandes optimales doivent minimiser le Hamiltonien.

Si l'on tient compte de la nullité de la contrainte (24) et de la nullité du Hamiltonien optimal (23), il est possible d'obtenir, dans le scalaire, la variable adjointe \( \lambda_x \) de (31) et le multiplicateur \( \lambda_p \), et de se ramener au problème :

\[
\mathcal{V}^* = \operatorname{Arg Min}_{y, u} \left\{ L(x, y, u) - \frac{1}{2} (x^*)^T A (x^*) + f(x, y, u) \right\}
\]

avec la contrainte \( g(x, y, u) = 0 \).

On peut vérifier que les valeurs optimales de \( \mathcal{V}^* \) et de \( x^* \) sont alors données par :

\[
\begin{cases}
\mathcal{V}^* = \operatorname{Arg Min} \left\{ \mathcal{L} \right\} & \text{si} \ (f) > 0 \\
\mathcal{V}^* = \operatorname{Arg Max} \left\{ \mathcal{L} \right\} & \text{si} \ (f) < 0
\end{cases}
\]

avec \( \mathcal{L} = g(x, y, u) = 0 \).

### 3.4.2 - Couche limite initiale

Le Hamiltonien du problème (26), (27) s'écrit :

\[
\mathcal{H} = L(x_u, y_u, u) + \lambda_y \frac{f(x_u, y_u, u)}{g(x_u, y_u, u)} + \lambda_p g(x_u, y_u, u)
\]

La valeur initiale \( \lambda_y \) de la variable adjointe lente est donnée par la relation suivante, obtenue en tenant compte de la nullité du Hamiltonien optimal :

\[
\lambda_y(x_u) = \frac{L(x_u, y_u, u) + \lambda_y f(x_u, y_u, u)}{g(x_u, y_u, u)}
\]

En tenant compte de (36), cette variable est uniquement une fonction de la valeur initiale \( x_u \) :

\[
\lambda_y(x_u) = \lambda_y(x_u)
\]

La commande optimale du problème (26), (27) peut être encore obtenue de façon explicite.

\[
\begin{cases}
\operatorname{Arg Min} \left\{ \frac{L(x_u, y_u, u)}{g(x_u, y_u, u)} \right\} & \text{si} \ (f) > 0 \\
\operatorname{Arg Max} \left\{ \frac{L(x_u, y_u, u)}{g(x_u, y_u, u)} \right\} & \text{si} \ (f) < 0
\end{cases}
\]

### 3.4.3 - Couche limite finale

La démarche est analogue à celle de la couche limite initiale. On en déduit, de la même façon, une commande optimale \( x^* \) en fonction uniquement de la variable d'état à l'instant final \( x_r \) et de la variable rapide \( y \) .
3.5 - Commande réactualisée en boucle fermée en temps réel

La superposition des solutions obtenues dans la région "externe" et dans les couches limites initiale et finale permet d'en déduire une commande composite $u_{n+1}(t)$ uniformément valable tout le long de la trajectoire. En se limitant à l'approximation d'ordre 0, cette commande s'écrit :

\[
 u_{n+1}(t) = (u_0, y_1(t)) - E [u_0, y_1(x_0)] + E (u_1, y_1(t)) - E [u_1, y_1(x_1)]
\]

Cette commande comprend trois termes : un terme relatif à la solution externe et deux termes relatifs aux couches limites initiale et finale. Elle dépend de façon explicite de l'état initial $(x_0, y_0)$ et de l'état final $(x_f, y_f)$ et du temps courant $t$.

Une commande en "boucle fermée" est obtenue en tenant compte des remarques suivantes:

1) quand on est suffisamment éloigné de la couche limite finale, la commande relative à cette dernière est infiniment petite, on s en effet, d'après (28b) :

\[
 y(x, y(0)) - y(x_0, y) < e^{-x_0 - x}
\]

2) étant un nombre positif fini;

(i) à l'instant initial $t_0$, la commande $u_{n+1}(0)$ est uniquement une fonction de l'état initial $(x_0, y_0)$.

En effet, on suppose que l'on arrive à résoudre complètement de manière analytique les problèmes non et de couches limites, ce qui est le cas pour des variables scalaires. La commande (37), compte tenu de la remarque précédente et des Eq. (28c), (28d), est de la forme :

\[
 u_{n+1}(t) = 0 (x_0, y_0)
\]

(ii) la commande de couche limite initiale converge asymptotiquement vers la commande de solution externe (voir Eq. (28a)).

En considérant ensuite chaque instant courant $t$ comme instant initial, on obtient ainsi une commande en "boucle fermée", valable uniformément tout le long de la trajectoire, à l'exception du voisinage de l'état final (Mebra et Co-auteurs,... 1979) :

\[
 u_{n+1}(t) = 0 (x(t), y(t))
\]

La figure (2) illustre cette réactualisation de la commande dans le cas des variables $x$ et $y$ scalaires.

![Fig 2 - Commande composite.](image)
3.6.1 - Échelle de temps multiples, à séparation "complète"

Le vecteur rapide $x$ est elle-même décomposée en variables scalaires $y_i (i = 1, \ldots, n-1)$ de rapidité croissante.

Les équations sont écrites sous la forme suivante :

$$
\dot{y}_i = f(x, y_i, y_{i-1}, y_0, u)
$$
$$
\dot{y}_{i-1} = g(x, y_i, y_{i-1}, y_0, u)
$$
$$
\dot{y}_{i-1} = e(x, y_i, y_{i-1}, y_0, u)
$$

La démarche précédente (S 3.4) se généralise directement. Le problème d'optimisation initial d'un système de dimension $n$ est décomposé en $n$ problèmes d'optimisation statiques qui peuvent être résolus, de proche en proche, en partant de la variable la plus lente vers la variable la plus rapide.

Comme précédemment, une commande en "boucle fermée", valable uniformément tout le long de la trajectoire à l'exception du voisinage de l'état final, est donnée par la commande réactualisée fournie par la commande relative à la couche limite initiale la plus rapide.

L'inconvénient de cette démarche est l'hypothèse, pas toujours physiquement justifiée, de la séparation complète des échelles de temps du système. Le principal avantage réside dans l'obtention d'une commande non-linéaire par retour d'état.

3.6.2 - Linéarisation de la couche limite

Cette approche permet d'écrire l'hypothèse d'une séparation complète des échelles de temps multiples, et de traiter globalement le cas d'une couche limite comportant plusieurs variables.

Considérons d'abord le cas d'une couche limite initiale. Il est encore possible de recourir explicitement la détermination de la commande, au moins pour l'approximation à l'ordre $0$, en linéarisant les équations de la couche limite autour de la solution nominale définie par la solution extérieure.

La linéarisation de l'équation (24) et de l'indice de coût (27) autour des valeurs d'équilibre $(x_0, y_0)$ relatives à la solution extérieure, s'écrit (Bryson, No, 1975) :

$$
\frac{df}{dt} = A \frac{dy}{dt} + B o
$$

avec :

$$
A = \begin{bmatrix} A_1 \\ 0 \\ \vdots \\ 0 \end{bmatrix}, B = \begin{bmatrix} B_1 \\ 0 \\ \vdots \\ 0 \end{bmatrix}, Q = \frac{\partial H}{\partial y}, S = \frac{\partial H}{\partial y^T}, R = \frac{\partial H}{\partial u^T},
$$

$$
dy = f(x, y, \theta_0), o = \theta - \theta^0(x_0)
$$

Les quantités $A, B, Q, S, R$ interviennent dans (40) sont des constantes évaluées au point d'équilibre $(x_0, y_0)$ relatif à l'instant initial.

La commande optimale $\delta y^*$ pour la couche limite initiale est donnée par la solution classique du problème linéaire à coût quadratique en horizon infini :

$$
\delta y^* = -P^T(MP + ST)\delta y
$$

où $P$ est la solution semi-définie positive de l'équation algébrique de Riccati (Bryson, No, 1975) :

$$
\lambda P + \Lambda P + Q - 2PBR^T = 0
$$

avec :

$$
\lambda = \begin{bmatrix} 0 & B^T & S \\ S^T & 0 & \Lambda \\ 0 & 0 & 0 \end{bmatrix}, Q = \begin{bmatrix} 0 & B^T & S \\ S^T & 0 & \Lambda \\ 0 & 0 & 0 \end{bmatrix}
$$

L'existence de la solution $P$ de cette équation est liée directement aux conditions de stabilité asymptotique de la couche limite.

L'avantage de cette démarche, par rapport à la séparation complète des échelles de temps, est qu'elle permet de traiter simultanément plusieurs variables et par suite permet d'éviter les inconvénients dus à une séparation artificielle des dynamiques.

Les inconvénients sont de deux sortes :

- d'une part, l'hypothèse de linéarité impose que les conditions initiales se soient pas trop éloignées des valeurs d'équilibre de la solution extérieure,

- d'autre part, le calcul de la commande nécessite la résolution d'une équation matricielle algébrique de Riccati, dont le valeur dépend de l'état initial $x_0$. Dans le cas d'une réactualisation de la condition initiale, on doit ainsi résoudre cette équation à chaque instant courant $t$, ce qui peut conduire à des temps de calcul prohibitifs pour une utilisation en temps réel.
Ces d'une couche limite finale

La linearisation procédée de façon analogue à celle de la couche limite initiale ; elle en diffère cependant par les points suivants :
- le changement d'échelle de temps est $\sigma = \beta - 10c$ ;
- le point de linearisation est le point d'équilibre relatif à l'instant final $X = T(x,0)$ ;
- la convergence est obtenue en temps inverse, et il faut prendre la solution semi-définie négative $W$ de l'équation de Riccati (43).

On notera enfin qu'il est possible de combiner les deux "recettes" précédentes, en travaillant sur des échelles de temps multiples, correspondant, les unes à des couches limites scalaires, les autres à des couches limites multivariables linéarisables.

3.7 - Amélioration de la précision

Pour améliorer la précision de l'approximation d'ordre $O$, deux techniques ont été utilisées :
1) développement asymptotique à l'ordre 1,
2) prise en compte de "pseudo-solution extérieure".

La première méthode utilise la même démarche que la méthode des développements asymptotiques recourus dont le principe est exposé dans (Ardeae, 1983). L'inconvénient est qu'elle met en œuvre des calculs complexes et il est difficile d'obtenir des solutions analytiques, à l'exception de quelques exemples simples comme l'interception dans un plan horizontal (Visser, Hissar, 1986).

La seconde méthode consiste à remplacer la solution extérieure par une "pseudo-solution extérieure", obtenue en traitant simultanément les équations en $x$ et $\bar{y}$ du système (39), c'est-à-dire, en supposant que la variable $y$, est à la même échelle de temps que la variable lente $x$ (Calise, Moerder, 1982).

3.8 - Problèmes pratiques et solutions

Si l'application de la théorie des perturbations singulières (P.S) à la détermination des lois de commande sous-optimale ne nécessite pas de développements mathématiques complexes, au moins lorsque l'on se limite à l'approximation d'ordre $O$, de nombreuses difficultés ont été rencontrées en pratique et à l'heure actuelle, il n'existe pas encore de méthode "miracle" permettant de résoudre de façon satisfaisante tous les problèmes. Ce paragraphe résume les deux principaux obstacles rencontrés qui font que l'application de cette théorie des P.S à la commande optimale relève à l'heure actuelle, plus de l'art que la théorie.

3.8.1 - Détermination des échelles de temps

Un travail préliminaire consiste à mettre les équations de la dynamique d'un système différentiel non-linéaire sous la forme singulièrement perturbée, si possible du type (39), c'est-à-dire avec séparation complète des dynamiques.

1) Séparation des dynamiques

Dans le domaine linéaire, le problème est bien maîtrisé et l'on dispose d'un grand nombre de techniques, allant des plus simples (circles de Gerschgorin et ovalés de Cassini) aux plus sophistiquées (calculs des valeurs propres et des vecteurs propres). Une excellente revue de ces techniques est faite dans (Moreigne, 1984).

Par contre, dans le domaine non-linéaire, les solutions proposées sont souvent complexes et constituent souvent un problème en soi :
- le premier problème consiste à utiliser les techniques du domaine linéaire en linearisant les équations autour d'une trajectoire optimale nominale. La méthode a été utilisée dans (Moreigne, 1984). La démarche est complexe et fournit seulement des combinaisons linéaires de variables d'état du système envisagé.
- le deuxième approche consiste à rechercher des transformations non-linéaires permettant de séparer les variables lentes et les variables rapides. Le principe est séduisant mais on aboutit à une équation aux dérivées partielles dont la solution est inextricable (Kelley, 1972). À l'exception des cas particulièrement simples dont on connait déjà la solution a priori (Ardeae, Hajian, 1986).
- le troisième approche consiste à évaluer simplement la vitesse de variation des diverses variables, par exemple sous la forme (Ardeae, Hajian, 1986) :

$$
\dot{x}_f = \max_{u \in U} \frac{1}{\Delta x} f(u, x) ;
$$

3.8.2 - Perturbation singulière forcée

Pour mettre en évidence des $w^i$, une solution consiste à effectuer des changements de variables et un changement de l'échelle de temps de façon à faire apparaître ces petits paramètres au premier membre de (39). Il, dans certains cas simples, comme l'interception dans le plan horizontal, il est possible d'appliquer cette démarche (Visser, Hissar, 1986), le problème est en général non-trivial.
Par ailleurs, comme la dynamique est essentiellement non-linéaire, la mise en évidence de ce paramètre n'est pas évidente. C'est à la fois pour une certaine classe de trajectoires et il est à prévoir que la classification entre variables rapides et lentes risque d'être de long terme de manière traumatique.

Pour cette raison, il peut être préférable d'utiliser la démarche appelée "perturbation singulière forte" (Shinar, Heravi, 1980) qui consiste à introduire les paramètres de façon à faire l'artificiel. Cela revient à imposer, a priori, une hiérarchisation dans la dynamique de comportement du système, qui n'est pas pour autant réalisable, mais est justifiée a posteriori par la qualité des résultats numériques, cette hypothèse conduit.

3.4.3 - Conditions finales sur les variables rapides

La mise en œuvre de la commande optimale "composite" issue de la théorie des P.S. ne permet pas d'obtenir une précision acceptable lorsque les conditions finales portent aussi sur les variables rapides. En effet, la couche limite finale converge bien vers la solution extérieure, mais en temps réel, son utilisation en "temps réel", c'est-à-dire en temps direct, conduirait à une erreur importante.

Pour pallier à cet inconvénient, il convient d'ajouter les trois solutions suivantes :

1) la première consiste à changer la décomposition des variables au voisinage de l'instant final de façon à faire apparaître les conditions finales sur les variables lentes seulement.

2) la deuxième méthode consiste à adopter une démarche complètement différente. Le méthode des P.S. permet de déterminer la loi de commande de couche limite finale. L'arc de trajectoire final est ensuite intégré en temps réel jusqu'à la solution extérieure. Cette technique est enregistrée et utilisée comme profil de guidage à suivre en temps réel. Cette deuxième technique s'applique à toutes sortes de contraintes sur l'état final du type (14) voir l'application traitée plus loin § 4.2.

3) la troisième méthode consiste à compter sur d'autres lois de commande provenant d'autres décompositions de la dynamique selon une technique de multi-classement (Rossard, Freitas, 1986).

4 - APPLICATION AUX LOIS DE GUIDAGE EN "TEMPS RÉEL" POUR LES TRAJECTOIRES D'AVION À TEMPS RÉEL

4.1 - Post du problème

4.1.1 - Hypothèses

L'aviion est assimilé à un corps pointuel, de masse constante, évoluant dans un repère inertiel sur une plate-forme, de pesanteur constante.

La poussé de l'aviion est supposé dirigée le long du vecteur vitesse, sa valeur maximale est une fonction de l'altitude et du nombre de Mach et elle est fournie sous forme de table à deux dimensions $F_m(h, M)$

Le polaire est supposé parabolique :

$$C_l = C_{l_0}(M) + k(M)C_{l_1}$$

où les coefficients $C_{l_0}, k$ sont des fonctions du nombre de Mach. On suppose en outre que l'aviion évolue à dérives nul et les transitoires sur le mouvement d'altitude sont négligées.

De ce fait, les commandes de l'aviion sont le taux de poussé $a$, le facteur de charge normal $n$, et l'angle de piste $\psi$. Dans le cas de l'étude, on s'intéresse essentiellement aux trajectoires pour lesquelles le taux de poussé $a$ optimal est constamment égal à l'unité, ce qui est généralement le cas des manoeuvres d'interception.

4.1.2 - Équations du mouvement

La position et la vitesse de l'aviion sont caractérisées par l'altitude $h$, les coordonnées horizontales $x$ et $y$ de la position relative entre l'aviion et une cible (d'où le mot position et la vitesse sont supposées connues par ailleurs) le module de la vitesse $V$, ou encore de façon équivalente l'énergie spécifique définie par $E = V^2/2g$, sa pente $\gamma$ et son azimuth $\chi$ (voir Fig. 3).

Dans ce cas, on utilise les variables réduites de dimension définies par :

$$V = V/V_{ref}, \bar{S} = S/S_{ref}, \bar{n} = n/n_{ref}, U = V/A, \bar{F}_m = F_m/m, \bar{E} = gE/E_{ref}$$

où $\bar{V}$ est une vitesse de référence et $g$ l'accélération de pesanteur.

Les équations réduites de dimension du mouvement de l'aviion sont données par le système différentiel suivant, en mettant le symbole (V) pour simplifier l'écriture :

$$(44a) \begin{cases} \dot{V} = \bar{V}
\cos \gamma \cos \chi - V_x \\
\dot{\gamma} = \bar{V}
\cos \gamma \sin \chi \\
\dot{h} = \bar{V}
\sin \gamma \\
\dot{\chi} = \bar{V}
\sin \chi \\
\dot{\gamma} = \bar{V}
\sin \chi \\
\dot{\chi} = (1/(\bar{V}
\cos \gamma)) \end{cases} \quad \begin{array}{l}
\bar{V} = V /V_{ref} \\
\bar{g} = g /g_{ref} \\
\bar{E} = E /E_{ref} \\
\bar{F}_m = F_m /m \\
\bar{n} = n /n_{ref} \\
\bar{\gamma} = \gamma /\gamma_{ref}
\end{array}$$

avec

$$D_s = \frac{2k mg}{\rho V^2 \bar{S}^2}$$

et

$$n_s = \frac{2k mg}{\rho V^2 \bar{S}^2}$$

pour $\bar{V} > V_{ref}$ (voir Fig. 3).
Dans cette équation \( \vec{v} \) désigne la vitesse de la cible, supposée animée d'un mouvement rectiligne uniforme à altitude constante selon l'axe des \( x \).

En utilisant la vitesse \( \vec{v} \), au lieu de l'énergie spécifique \( E \), on obtient le même système d'équations, mais où l'équation en \( E \) est remplacée par l'équation suivante :

\[
\vec{v} = \vec{v}_0 - D_e - D_f - q \sin \gamma
\]

Dans le suite, on considérera uniquement des trajectoires telles que la poussée soit toujours maximale, c'est-à-dire : \( \delta_0 = 1 \).

![Diagramme](image)

**Fig. 3 - Définition des angles \( \gamma, \chi, \mu \).**

### 4.1.3 - Définition du problème d'optimisation

Le problème consiste à trouver des lois de commande \( \chi \) et \( \mu \) de façon à rejoindre un ensemble de conditions finales spécifiées, à partir d'un état initial complètement défini, en un temps minimum.

La nature du problème dépend des conditions finales imposées. Dans la suite, on s'intéresse aux trajectoires suivantes :

1) montée en temps minimal dans un plan vertical : les conditions finales portent uniquement sur les variables \( E, h \) et \( \gamma \);

2) interception tridimensionnelle : les conditions finales portent uniquement sur la position relative à la cible, c'est-à-dire :

\[
\begin{align*}
\chi &= 0, \\
\gamma &= 0, \\
h &= h_c,
\end{align*}
\]

où \( h_c \) est l'altitude de vol de la cible.

La résolution du problème d'optimisation doit prendre en compte des limitations physiques sur les commandes et sur l'état de l'avion :

\[
\begin{align*}
C_{1\min} &\leq C_1 \leq C_{1\max} \\
\mu_{\min} &\leq \mu_{\max} \\
q &= \sigma V^2 / 2, \\
M &\leq M_{\max}
\end{align*}
\]

Un modèle d'avion de combat typique est utilisé pour les applications numériques. Le domaine de vol de cet avion est présenté sur la figure 4.

![Diagramme](image)

**Fig. 4 - Profil continu de montée énergétique.**
4.2 - Montée en temps minimum dans un plan vertical

4.2.1 - Équations singulièrement perturbées

Comme la position n'intervient pas dans les conditions finales, et en se limitant au mouvement dans le plan vertical, l'état de l'avion peut être ramené à trois variables : \( x, y, \) et \( t \).

L'étape préliminaire consiste à mettre les équations du mouvement sous la forme singulièrement perturbée, permettant de mettre en évidence la séparation entre différentes échelles de temps du système. La démarche utilisée ici est la méthode des perturbations singulièrement forcées, déjà mentionnée précédemment. Une étude préliminaire, effectuée avec un modèle linéarisé, utilisant une méthode présentée précédemment (§3.8.1), montre que la dynamique de l'avion peut être décomposée en deux échelles de temps, dans l'ordre de rapidité croissante suivante : énergie \( E \), altitude \( h \) et pente \( \gamma \).

Les équations sont mises sous la forme singulièrement perturbée suivante :

\[
\begin{align*}
\dot{E} &= V(w_o^2 - D_x - D_f) \\
\dot{h} &= V \sin \gamma \\
\dot{\gamma} &= V \cos \gamma
\end{align*}
\]

\( \alpha \) est un "petit" paramètre introduit artificiellement pour séparer les échelles de temps entre \( E \) et \( (h, \gamma) \).

4.2.2 - Approximation d'ordre 0

Solution extérieure

Rappelons qu'elle est obtenue en faisant \( \alpha = 0 \) dans les équations (47). En s'intéressant uniquement aux trajectoires de montée \( (E \geq E_0) \), on obtient les résultats suivants, désignant par le symbole la solution obtenue :

\[
\begin{align*}
\tilde{h}_0 &= 1, \tilde{y}_0 = 0 \\
\tilde{h}(E) &= \text{Arg Max} [V(P + D_x - D_f)] \\
\tilde{E}_0 &= \frac{1}{V(P + D_x - D_f)}, \tilde{y}_0 = 0, \tilde{\gamma}_0 = 2 \tilde{E}_0 \tilde{V} \tilde{D}_f
\end{align*}
\]

Les valeurs de \( \tilde{h}(E) \) peuvent être calculées préalablement hors ligne, et enregistrées en fonction de \( E \) sous forme de table. Pour le modèle d'avion utilisé, le profil de montée énergétique \( h(E) \) est illustré sur le figure (4), avec un modèle d'atmosphère standard.

Une discontinuité apparaît sur ce profil au voisinage de la vitesse du son, c'est une caractéristique bien connue des avions de combat aux performances élevées. Elle est causée par des non-linéarités des coefficients aérodynamiques dans la zone transsonique. Cette discontinuité sera éliminée ultérieurement (voir plus loin § 4.2.4).

Couche limite sur \( h \) et \( y \)

On traite ici seulement le cas de la couche limite initiale, celui de la couche limite finale s'en déduit de façon similaire (voir § 3.3.3).

Les équations de la couche limite initiale sont obtenues en faisant la dilatation de l'échelle de temps à l'origine (49), puis en faisant \( \alpha = 0 \):

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{d\tilde{h}}{d\xi} &= \tilde{V} \sin \tilde{\gamma} \\
\frac{d\tilde{y}}{d\xi} &= \frac{1}{\tilde{V}} (\tilde{\gamma} - \cos \tilde{\gamma})
\end{align*}
\]

où le symbole \( (\cdot) \) est relatif à la couche limite initiale.

Pour obtenir la commande \( \tilde{h} \) en boucle fermée, on applique la technique de linéarisation décrite précédemment (§3.8.2). le point de linéarisation étant défini par les valeurs de la solution extérieure à l'instant initial \( h_0 = 0 \).

Les éléments des matrices \( A, B, Q, R, S \) correspondant au système linéarisé (40) s'écrivent :

\[
A = \begin{bmatrix} 0 & \tilde{V} \\ \tilde{V} & 0 \end{bmatrix}, B = \begin{bmatrix} 0 \\ 0 \end{bmatrix}, Q = \begin{bmatrix} \tilde{V}_1 \\ 0 \end{bmatrix}, S = \begin{bmatrix} 0 \\ 0 \end{bmatrix}, R = -2 \tilde{E}_0 \tilde{V} \tilde{D}_f
\]

avec

\[
q_1 = -\frac{\tilde{E}_0 \tilde{D}_f}{\tilde{V}_1}, q_2 = 2 \tilde{E}_0 \tilde{V} \tilde{D}_f, s_1 = \frac{4 \tilde{E}_0 \tilde{D}_f}{\tilde{V}_1}, s_2 = -2 \tilde{E}_0 \tilde{V} \left( \frac{d\tilde{E}_0}{d\tilde{V}} \right) \tilde{D}_f
\]
Compte tenu de la forme particulière de ces matrices, la solution algébrique \( \Phi \) de l'équation de Riccati (43) peut être obtenue analytiquement. L'expression de la commande \( n_e \) dans la couche limite est, en définitive, donnée par :

\[
\dot{n}_e = \frac{1}{R} \left( B^T \Phi + B \right) \left[ h - h_k (\Phi) \right] + \frac{1}{R} \left( p_x \left( \frac{V}{V_e} \right)^2 + p_y \right) \left( p_x \left( \frac{V}{V_e} \right)^2 + p_y \right)
\]

avec \( V_e = 0 \) (ordre 0), \( p_x = q_k \), \( p_y = \sqrt{q_k} V_e \), \( \left( p_x \left( \frac{V}{V_e} \right)^2 + p_y \right) = R(q_k + p_x V_e) = R(q_k + p_x V_e) \sqrt{q_k} V_e - 2 V_e^2 \).

4.2.3 - Commande en temps réel à l'ordre 0

Pour obtenir une loi de commande en temps réel, valable tout le long de la trajectoire de montée, on procède de la façon indiquée au paragraphe précédent (§ 3.5). La commande comprend deux parties :

1) la première partie est valable tout au long de la trajectoire, sauf au voisinage de l'instant final ;

2) la deuxième partie permet d'assurer l'obtention des conditions finales désirées sur les variables rapides, c'est-à-dire l'altitude et/ou la pente.

Commande en couche limite initiale et en solution extérieure

En utilisant la technique de réactualisation décrite plus haut (§ 3.5), la commande est donnée par la loi de couche limite initiale (51), dans laquelle on convient de remplacer la valeur initiale \( q_k \) et par sa valeur courante \( E \). Il est à noter que la mise en œuvre de cette loi (51) est relativement simple.

Commande de couche limite finale

Pour tenir compte des conditions finales portant sur l'altitude et/ou sur la pente, en plus de l'énergie finale, la solution adoptée comprend deux étapes :

1) la première consiste à calculer la trajectoire permettant de raccorder les conditions finales avec la solution "externe". Cette trajectoire est obtenue en intégrant les équations complètes du mouvement à partir des conditions finales, en utilisant la commande de couche limite réactualisée, comme pour la couche initiale.

Lorsque l'état final est partiellement fixe, le valeur finale de la variable inconnue (\( Y_k \) ou \( Y \)) est déterminée en exploitant la relation linéaire liant le vecteur adjoint au vecteur d'état à travers la solution semi-définie négative \( \Phi \) de l'équation de Riccati :

\[
\begin{bmatrix} \frac{\Delta Y}{\Delta X} \end{bmatrix} = \left[ N \right] \begin{bmatrix} \frac{\Delta Y}{\Delta X} \end{bmatrix}
\]

La trajectoire ainsi obtenue est ensuite enregistrée sous forme de courbes \( h(x), y(x) \).

2) en temps direct, la commande \( n_e \) est déterminée de façon à effectuer une "bonne" poursuite de la trajectoire pré-enregistrée. Dans les formes numériques, la loi retenue pour \( n_e \) est calculée simplement en agissant directement sur la pente au moyen de la formule :

\[
n_e = KV (Y_k - Y) + \cos Y
\]

où \( Y_k \) est la pente désirée à chaque instant, fournie par la trajectoire pré-enregistrée, \( K \) est un gain scalaire choisi de façon à assurer un bon suivi de la pente désirée sans forcer sur le facteur de charge de l'avion.

La commutation sur cette loi peut être effectuée à partir du moment où la solution "externe" du profil de montée est atteinte.

4.2.4 - Problème du passage de la zone transsonique

Il a été vu précédemment qu'une discontinuité apparaît sur l'altitude dans le profil de montée énergétique, lors de calcul de la solution "externe".

Analytiquement, cette discontinuité peut s'expliquer de la façon suivante. La fonction \( \Phi(h, R) \) qu'on désire maximiser (voir (46)), présente au voisinage de \( R = 1 \), deux maxima relatifs correspondant à deux altitudes distinctes. En subsonique, le maximum absolu correspond à l'altitude la plus basse, alors qu'en supersonique, il correspond à l'altitude la plus haute. La discontinuité sur l'altitude apparaît au moment où ces deux maxima sont égaux (voir figure 5).

Pour remédier à cet inconvénient une démarche a été proposée : elle consiste à déterminer une trajectoire permettant de relier les deux points d'équilibre dans un espace à 4 dimensions \( (h, y, l, \dot{h}) \).

Cette démarche est de mise en œuvre complexe car elle nécessite une résolution numérique par programmation non-linéaire (Weston, Cliff, Kelley, 1981).
La solution proposée ici procède par linéarisation des équations de la couche limite en $h$ et en $y$ comme pour une couche limite ordinaire. La trajectoire de transition est obtenue en intégrant les équations complètes du mouvement (47), avec la commande linéarisée (51). Le point de linéarisation est fixé à la valeur d'équilibre stable $h(E_0)$ pour $h < E_0$. Il évolue ensuite avec l'énergie $E$ dès que celle-ci dépasse $E_0$. Les conditions initiales, permettant de déterminer l'instant où la transition intervient, ont été obtenues par balayage des valeurs initiales $(E_0, h(E_0))$ à l'aide du profil de montée, la pente initiale $y_0$ étant ajustée de façon à obtenir un "bon" raccordement avec le profil de montée. Un profil contient $h(E)$ est ainsi obtenu pour l'altitude (voir figure 4).

4.2.5 - Amélioration de la commande d'ordre 0

On vera dans les exemples numériques que l'approximation à l'ordre 0 est pénalisée par un retard non négligeable pour $x_0$ le profil de montée en énergie $h(E)$. Ce retard provient du fait que l'altitude change de la solution "externe", qui correspond à une pente $y$ non nulle, alors que la pente $\bar{y}$ donnée à l'ordre 0 est nulle.

Pour améliorer cette loi, un développement asymptotique à l'ordre 1 est effectué pour la solution externe.

L'utilisation complète du développement à l'ordre 1 est complexe car elle nécessite la détermination de constantes arbitraires qui ne pourrait être obtenue qu'à travers des calculs compliqués (Aréna, 1976 ; Moreignet, 1984).

Pour tenir compte de l'apport de l'ordre 1, la démarche proposée ici est d'utiliser toujours la commande de couche limite initiale à l'ordre 0 donnée par (51), mais, le valeur numérique relative à la pente $\bar{y} = 0$ est remplacée par son approximation à l'ordre 1 : $y = \bar{y} + \delta y$.

Ce terme peut encore s'écrire, en faisant apparaître la variation de $h$ en fonction de l'énergie

$$\delta y = \frac{1}{a} \frac{1}{a} \frac{dh}{dx} \frac{dh}{dx} \frac{1}{a} \frac{1}{a} \frac{1}{a} \frac{1}{a}$$

Ce dernier terme peut être calculé aisément à partir du profil de montée donné par la figure 4.

4.3 - Interception tridimensionnelle

4.3.1 - Équations simultanément perturbées

Comme mentionné au précédent paragraphe, la première étape consiste à mettre en évidence des échelles de temps différentes.

Pour des trajectoires d'interception dans l'espace tridimensionnel, diverses décompositions ont été testées, permettant de déduire des lois de commandes sous-optimales déjà en œuvre simple.

Il n'existe aucun moyen théorique permettant de démontrer la validité ou non d'une décomposition par rapport à une autre. La seule manière de vérifier la validité et par suite l'intérêt d'une loi de commande est toutefois que rapport à une autre, est la comparaison avec la solution optimale, en boucle ouverte, fournie par des algorithmes numériques d'optimisation.

Dans la suite, on retiendra la décomposition suivante, en partant de la dynamique la plus lente vers la plus rapide : $(x,y); E; x; (h,y)$.

D'autres décompositions étaient également envisagées par divers auteurs. Le lecteur intéressé pourra consulter par exemple (Neha, 1976 ; Calise, Roeder, 1981 ; Rajan, Aréna, 1985 ; Bisnar, Bell, Jarmark, 1986).
Dans la suite la résolution est décrite pour la décomposition utilisant l'énergie spécifique \( E \) comme variable d'état. La solution relative à la vitesse comme variable d'état est mentionnée plus loin (§4.3.3).

Les équations (44a) sont mises sous la forme singulière perturbée suivante, en introduisant les variables d'état de façon artificielle pour séparer les dynamiques entre les différentes variables :

\[
\begin{align*}
\dot{x} &= V \cos \phi \cos \lambda - V_x \\
\dot{y} &= V \cos \phi \sin \lambda \\
\dot{\phi} &= V (p_m - D_y - D_n) \\
\dot{h} &= \frac{V}{\cos \mu} (V \cos \gamma) \\
\dot{\gamma} &= \frac{1}{V} (n_x \cos \mu - \cos \gamma)
\end{align*}
\]

Sous cette forme, on a ainsi forcé la séparation de la dynamique en quatre échelles de temps, conformément à la décomposition retenue, c'est-à-dire dans le sens de rapidité croissante suivant : position horizontale \((x, y)\), énergie \( E \), azimut \( \phi \), altitude et pente \( \gamma \).

4.3.2 - Résolution de la solution à l'ordre 0

À partir de cette formulation (55), l'application de la théorie de la commande optimale des systèmes singulièrement perturbés, conduit à résoudre le problème complet en quatre étapes successives, en partant de la solution extérieure, relative à la variable lente, vers la couche limite la plus rapide.

La solution obtenue pour chacune de ces étapes est résumée dans la suite (pour obtenir plus de détails, voir (Bo khac, Huynh, 1988)).

- Solution extérieure (ou réduite)

La trajectoire est définie par un point dans le domaine de vol \((h, V)\) de l'avion. Elle correspond à un vol horizontal, rectiligne, à la vitesse maximale de l'avion \( V = V_{\text{max}} \). L'altitude correspondante est notée \( h_0 \) (voir figure 6).

![Fig. 6 - Profil de montée en énergie \( hE \) (E) et en vitesse \( hV \) (V) pour l'interception.](image)

C'est une trajectoire de collision dans un vertical défini par un azimut nominal \( \phi_0 \) selon la figure 7.

![Fig. 7 - Solution extérieure (projection horizontale).](image)
. *Première couche limite initiale (énergie)*

Cette "couche limite" permet, à partir de l'énergie initiale de l'avion, d'atteindre l'énergie correspondante à la solution extérieure, définie par \( E_0 = E_k + V_k^2 / 2 \).

La trajectoire s'effectue dans un plan vertical, selon un profil, désigné dans la suite par "montée énergétique (en interception)". Ce profil est défini dans le plan \((h, V)\), ou de façon équivalente \((h, E)\), par :

\[
E_k(E) = \text{ArgMax}_h \left( V_0^2 - D_0 - D_h^2 \right) \quad \text{pour} \quad E \geq E_0
\]

Il est à noter que ce profil est identique au profil de "montée énergétique" en interception dans un plan vertical (Huynh, Morigne, 1985). La figure 6 présente, non pas le profil original donné par (56), mais un profil linéaire, déduit de ce dernier par un lissage polynomial classique. Ce lissage permet de supprimer la discontinuité qui se trouvait dans la zone transsonique avec le profil d'origine.

**Deuxième couche limite initiale (azimut \( \chi \))**

Cette couche limite permet de raccorder l'azimut initial de l'avion à l'azimut du plan nominal, défini par \( E_k \) (figure 7), dans lequel s'effectue l'interception.

La trajectoire est ici un virage horizontal en suivant un certain profil d'altitude \( E(E, \chi) \) qui est, en principe, différent du profil de "montée énergétique" \( E_k(E) \).

Ce profil \( E_k(E, \chi) \) dépend de l'énergie \( E \) et de l'azimut \( \Delta \chi = \chi - \chi_k \) entre l'azimut réel de l'avion et l'azimut nominal \( \chi_k \) de la solution extérieure, il est défini par la résolution de (57) :

\[
\begin{align*}
E_k(\chi, v) &= \text{ArgMin}_h \left( H(\chi, v) \right) \\
&\text{avec} \\
H(\chi, v) &= \frac{V - V_0 \cos(\chi - \chi_k)}{V_0 - V_0 \cos \chi_k} + \frac{E_k-V_0^2 - D_0 - D_h^2}{V_0 - V_0 \cos \chi_k} \\
K_k &= \left[ V_0 - V_0 \cos \chi_k \right] \frac{E_k-V_0^2 - D_0 - D_h^2}{V_0 - V_0 \cos \chi_k}
\end{align*}
\]

On peut vérifier que ce profil de "virage" tend vers le profil de "montée énergétique" précédent \( E_k(E) \) (donnée par (56)) quand l'azimut \( \chi \) tend vers l'azimut nominal \( \chi_k \). : 

\[
\lim_{\chi \to \chi_k} E_k(\chi, v) = E_k(E) = E_k(E_0)
\]

Les commandes optimales, notées par \( H_y \) et \( H_x \), pour cette couche limite sont données par :

\[
\begin{align*}
H_y &= \text{tg}(\chi - \chi_k) \sqrt{H_0 - \frac{E_0}{V_0^2}} \\
H_x &= \frac{1}{\cos \chi_k}
\end{align*}
\]

La quantité sous le radical est donnée par (57).

**Troisième couche limite initiale (altitude \( h \) et pente \( \chi \))**

Cette couche limite permet de rejoindre, à partir de l'altitude et la pente initiale \((h_0, \chi_0)\) et l'altitude et la pente relatives à la solution "extérieure", c'est-à-dire le profil \( E_k(E_0, h_0) \) de la couche limite précédente. 

Pour obtenir une commande en boucle fermée, les équations de la couche limite sont linéarisées selon la technique indiquée précédemment (§ 3.6.2).

La commande, pour cette couche limite, est de la forme suivante :

\[
\begin{align*}
\begin{bmatrix} \hat{h} \\ \hat{\chi} \end{bmatrix} &= \begin{bmatrix} H_y & H_x \\ H_x & H_y \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} h \\ \chi \end{bmatrix} + \begin{bmatrix} h_0 \\ \chi_0 \end{bmatrix} \\
&\text{avec} \quad \begin{bmatrix} h_0 \\ \chi_0 \end{bmatrix} = \text{gains du retour d'état}, \text{obtenus par résolution de l'équation matricielle de Riccati (42), de dimension deux dans le cas présent.}
\end{align*}
\]

**Couches limites finales**

Pour l'interception tridimensionnelle, les conditions finales, portant sur les variables rapides, font intervenir uniquement l'altitude et la pente, pour répondre complètement le problème, il reste à compléter les solutions précédentes par le calcul de la couche limite finale sur l'altitude et la pente. Pour cela, la démarche est analogue à celle de la couche limite initiale. (voir plus haut).
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Loi de commande en boucle fermée à l'ordre 0

Une loi de commande en boucle fermée, valable uniformément le long de la trajectoire, est obtenue en procédant de la même façon que pour la trajectoire de montée en temps minimum.

Elle comprend deux parties :

1) la première partie, valable tout le long de la trajectoire, sauf au voisinage de l'instant final, est donnée par la commande de couche limite initiale (59), en utilisant la méthode de réactualisation mentionnée précédemment (§ 3.5).

2) la deuxième partie, valable au voisinage de l'instant final, peut être obtenue par la technique du suivi de trajectoire nommée comme pour la montée (§ 4.2.3.). En fait, on adopte ici une loi de commande de nature différente (voir ci-après § 4.3.3).

4.3.3 - Améliorations de l'approximation d'ordre 0

Pour améliorer les performances de cette loi de commande en boucle fermée, fournie par l'approximation d'ordre 0, des modifications ont été apportées à cette structure sur les trois points suivants :

- loi de commande finale,
- prise en compte des trajectoires de courte portée,
- amélioration de la pente nominale d'ordre 0.

Commande finale

Au lieu d'utiliser la commande donnée par la solution de couche limite en altitude et en pente selon la théorie des F.S. décrite plus haut, on applique pour la phase finale d'interception la commande permettant de réaliser une trajectoire de collision tridimensionnelle. La géométrie d'une telle trajectoire est indiquée sur la figure (8). L'instant de commutation sur cette loi de commande est obtenu par intégration au préalable des équations du mouvement en temps inverse et par le raccordement de l'énergie sur le profil de montée h_d de la solution extérieure.

Fig. 8 - Géométrie d'une trajectoire de collision tridimensionnelle

L'emploi de cette commande de trajectoire de collision présente l'avantage, par rapport à la solution fournie par les F.S., d'une meilleure réalisation de conditions finales d'interception (voir résultats numériques plus loin § 4.4).

Prise en compte des trajectoires d'interception de courte portée

Pour pouvoir calculer l'arc de trajectoire finale par la méthode retenue ici, il convient de définir complètement l'état final, c'est-à-dire les valeurs finales des variables x,y,v,x et y. Les conditions finales sur x,y et h sont fournies par les conditions d'interception (45).

En principe, les valeurs finales des autres variables u, x et y sont fournies par la solution extérieure, c'est-à-dire \( u(x_0, y_0, 0) = 0 \) (voir § 4.3.2). Or ces valeurs correspondent aux trajectoires d'interception de portée suffisamment longue pour que l'avion ait le temps d'atteindre la solution extérieure, c'est-à-dire la vitesse maximale de croisière.

Pour prendre en compte des trajectoires de durée moyenne, les conditions finales \( u(x_0, y_0, 0) \) sont calculées, de façon hors ligne, en supposant que l'énergie \( E \) est une variable limite, à la même échelle de temps que les coordonnées horizontales \( x, y \), et en cherchant à réduire la solution extérieure de ce nouveau problème d'optimisation simplement perturbé. On peut alors démontrer que cette solution est encore une trajectoire de collision horizontale, l'altitude étant donnée, à chaque instant, par le profil de montée énergétique \( h(E) \) donnée par (56). (voir § 4.3.2).
Les conditions finales $E_f$ et $Y_f$ sont alors fournies par les relations suivantes :

\[
\begin{align*}
&x_f - x_0 = \int_{x_0}^{x_f} V \cos \gamma - V_{\gamma} \, dt, \\
&y_f - y_0 = \int_{y_0}^{y_f} V \sin \gamma - V_{\gamma} \, dt, \\
&\theta_f - \theta_0 = \int_{\theta_0}^{\theta_f} \frac{d\theta}{d\gamma} - \frac{d\theta_{\gamma}}{d\gamma} \, dt.
\end{align*}
\]

La pente finale $\gamma$ est fournie par la condition finale d'interception de type collision :

\[
\cos \gamma_f = \frac{V_f}{V_{\gamma_f}}.
\]

Amélioration de la pente nominale d'ordre 0

Une amélioration de la pente nominale $V_0$ intervient dans la commande (59), est obtenue en opérant comme pour les trajectoires de montée dans le plan horizontal, en modifiant la valeur nominale utilisée. En effet, l'approximation d'ordre 0 fournit $V_0 = 0$, alors que la valeur du "montée énergétique" $E_f(E)$ donnée sur la figure (5) nécessite une pente non nulle.

Dans la suite, il convient de remplacer cette pente nulle par son approximation à l'ordre 1, donnée par :

\[
V_0 = \frac{1}{V} \frac{dE}{dt},
\]

qui on peut encore écrire sous la forme suivante :

\[
V_0 = \frac{1}{V} \frac{dE}{dt} = \frac{dE}{d\gamma} \left( \frac{d\gamma}{dE} \right) = \frac{dE}{d\gamma} D_{\gamma}.
\]

Cette dernière quantité peut être calculée aisément à partir du profil de "montée énergétique" $E_f(E)$.

### 4.3.4 Résumé de la commande en temps réel

Une loi de commande sous-optima, uniformément valable dans un large domaine de vol pour des trajectoires d'interception tridimensionnelle, est ainsi obtenue en se basant sur la théorie des P.S., avec quelques aménagements dans le but d'améliorer la réalisation des conditions finales et le domaine d'utilisation.

Le calcul de cette loi de commande en boucle fermée nécessite les étapes suivantes de calcul :

1) Profil d'altitude $E_f$ de la solution extérieure (Eq. (56)).
2) Valeurs finales de $E_f$, $E_f$, $Y_f$ (Eq. (60)).
3) Profil d'altitude $E_f$ relatif à la première couche limite initiale (Eq. (57)).
4) Valeur "nominale" des commandes $V_0$ et $V_f$ données par (Eq. (58)).
5) Commande en boucle fermée donnée par (Eq. (59), (61)).
6) La computation de la commande précédente vers la commande finale peut être effectuée très simplement en remplaçant les valeurs nominales intervenant dans (Eq. (58) (59)) par des valeurs $V_f$ provenant de la trajectoires de collision tridimensionnelle illustrée par la figure (8).

### 4.3.5 Solution avec l'utilisation de vitesses

En utilisant comme variable d'état la vitesse $V$, au lieu de l'énergie spécifique $E$, et en adoptant la même décomposition dynamique pour ce vecteur d'état, on peut déduire de façon analogue une loi de commande en boucle fermée.

Cette nouvelle commande se présente de la même forme que celle provenant de la "solution avec $E$" (c'est-à-dire utilisant $E$ comme variable d'état), la différence se situe uniquement au niveau des profils d'altitude $E_f(V)$ et $E_f(V)$ relatifs aux couches limites en $V$ et en $E$.

Le profil d'altitude $E_f(V)$ est également représenté sur la figure 6, après lissage comme pour $E_f(E)$, en note une légère différence par rapport au profil $E_f(E)$ relatif à la "solution avec $E$". Pour obtenir davantage de détails, le lecteur pourra consulter (Du Lac, Bayle, 1988).

### 4.3.6 Cas particuliers de l'interception dans le plan vertical et dans le plan horizontal

Il convient de noter que les commandes en boucle fermée développées pour l'interception tridimensionnelle sont également valables pour des trajectoires d'interception soit dans un plan vertical, soit encore dans un plan horizontal.

Dans ces cas particuliers, on peut noter les simplifications suivantes par rapport à la solution complète (les remarques concernant uniquement la "décomposition en $E$", celles relatives à la "décomposition en $V$" sont analogues) :
1) **Interception dans un plan vertical**

- la deuxième couche limite en \( x \) n'existe pas et le profil \( K_x \) est alors identique au profil de montée puisqu'il n'y a pas de virage à effectuer ;
- la commande (59) est simplifiée, il ne reste plus que le terme en \( n \), puisque la commande en réal. \( p \) est alors identiquement nulle ;

2) **Interception dans un plan horizontal**

- comme l'altitude est fixée, la première couche limite en énergie n'existe pas, et la solution de la couche limite en \( x \) est également simplifiée, puisque l'altitude \( h_y \) est alors constante ;
- la commande (59) est également simplifiée, il ne reste plus que l'un des deux termes en \( n \), ou en \( p \), puisque l'on a la relation suivante entre ces deux commandes : \( n = \frac{1}{h_y} p \).

4.4 - **Résultats de simulation numérique**

Avant d'évaluer les performances fournies par les lois de commande en temps réel, une validation de l'approche de linéarisation de la couche limite a été effectuée au préalable en la comparant avec une loi non-linéaire, par retour d'état, obtenue en séparant les variables \( h \) et \( y \).

Les performances des lois de commande en "boucle fermée" de mise en œuvre simple, sont ensuite comparées avec des lois de commande fournies par un code numérique d'optimisation fonctionnelle utilisant un algorithme de gradient projeté appliqué au problème original, non singulièrement perturbé. Il est à noter que les solutions optimales ainsi obtenues sont seulement de type "boucle ouverte", donc nettement moins intéressantes que les solutions en "boucle fermée".

Pour accélérer la convergence de l'algorithme numérique, son initialisation est fournie par la trajectoire donnée par la commande en "boucle fermée" dérivée de la théorie des perturbations singulières.

Les simulations numériques ont été effectuées sur un ordinateur CYBER 170-750 de l'ONERA.

4.4.1 - **Validation de la commande linéarisée**

Pour vérifier la qualité de convergence vers la solution "extérieure", les équations non-linéaires de la couche limite initiale (49) ont été intégrées avec deux lois de commande, l'une donnée par (51), l'autre non-linéaire, obtenue par séparation complète des variables \( h \) et \( y \) (Calise, 1983). Plusieurs calculs ont été effectués en faisant varier d'une part le point d'équilibre, défini par l'énergie \( E \), et d'autre part les écarts initiaux sur l'altitude et sur la pente par rapport aux valeurs d'équilibre \( h_y \), \( y \).

Pour un niveau d'énergie très élevé \(( E > 22000 \text{ m})\), les réponses des deux lois sont équivalentes, la convergence vers l'équilibre est satisfaisante (pas d'oscillation). Pour des niveaux d'énergie plus faibles, la loi linéarisée (51) fournit toujours des résultats satisfaisants, alors que la loi non-linéaire induit une convergence vers l'équilibre avec des oscillations (voir figure 9). (Bayh, Nasraoui, 1985).

![Fig. 9 - Comparaison entre commande non-linéaire (NL) et commande linéarisée (LIN).](image-url)
La loi linéarisée fournit, par ailleurs, un comportement satisfaisant pour de larges écarts initiaux en altitude (jusqu'à $\Delta h = 8000$ m) et en pente (jusqu'à $\pm 60^\circ$).

### 4.4.2 - Trajectoires de montée dans le plan vertical

- **Comparaison entre la loi d'ordre 0 (PSO) et la loi d'ordre 1 (PSI)**

On désigne par loi d'ordre 1 (PSI) la solution obtenue en remplaçant dans (51), la pente nominale $V = 0$ par son approximation à l'ordre 1, donnée par (54).

La figure 10 présente la comparaison entre ces deux lois dans le cas où seule l'énergie finale est fixée. Il est à noter que la loi PSI permet d'obtenir un gain pouvant atteindre 10 % sur le temps de vol par rapport à la loi d'ordre 0 PSO (voir tableau 1). D'autre part, cette dernière loi ne permet pas d'obtenir un raccordement satisfaisant avec la couche limite finale car elle ne converge pas rapidement vers la solution "extérieure" (voir figure 10).

![Diagramme de montée en temps minimum](image)

**Fig. 10 - Montée en temps minimum avec ($h_s, y'_f$) libres.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conditions initiales désirées</th>
<th>$E_f = 25 000$ m</th>
<th>$E_f = 25 000$ m</th>
<th>$E_f = 25 000$ m</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$h, V$ libres</td>
<td>$h = 14 000$ m</td>
<td>$h = 0^\circ$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paramètres (*) finaux</td>
<td>$\psi(x)$, $h(y)$, $y(y)$</td>
<td>$\psi(x)$, $h(y)$, $y(y)$</td>
<td>$\psi(x)$, $h(y)$, $y(y)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loi d'ordre 0 (PSO)</td>
<td>186,1 10 810 4,9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loi d'ordre 1 (PSI)</td>
<td>173,7 11 550 3,6</td>
<td>180 16 000 12,9</td>
<td>181 16 000 0,16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gradient (solution exacte)</td>
<td>171,7 11 400 3,6</td>
<td>178 16 000 9,9</td>
<td>180 16 000 0,13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Figures (*)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(*) L'énergie finale désirée est toujours réalisée, car elle sort de condition d'arrêt pour l'intégration des équations du mouvement.

**Tableau 1** : Comparaison de différentes solutions pour montée en temps minimum

**Conditions initiales** : $E_f = 3000$ m ($V_s = 300$ m/s), $h = 1000$ m, $y_f = 0^\circ$. 
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Passage de la vitesse de son et prise en compte des contraintes finales

Des trajectoires de montée avec passage de \( M = 1 \) ont été effectuées avec la loi d'ordre 1 (PS1), avec contraintes finales sur l'altitude et/ou sur la pente. Les résultats sont résumés sur le tableau 1 (voir figure 11). Le passage du son a été bien effectué, la méthode proposée pour traiter la discontinuité s'est révélée efficace, puisque les écarts par rapport aux solutions excentres sont inférieurs à 1 % pour l'indice de coût et les conditions finales sont bien réalisées. La démarche proposée est satisfaisante, du moins pour des pentes finales faibles.

**Fig. 11 - Montée en temps minimum avec \( h_0 \) et \( y_0 \) fixés.**

![Diagramme de trajectoire de montée en temps minimum avec \( h_0 \) et \( y_0 \) fixés.](image)

4.4.3 - Trajectoires d'interception (Do khac, Huynh, 1988)

Les calculs envisagés correspondent à une interception à haute altitude où la cible évolue à vitesse constante de l'AVC = 200 m/s à l'altitude 1200 m.

Deux lois de commande ont été évaluées en simulation numérique : la première provenant de la formulation utilisant l'énergie spécifique \( E \) comme variable d'état (§ 4.3.2 à 4.3.4), la seconde provenant de celle utilisant la vitesse \( V \) comme variable d'état (§ 4.3.5). Ces deux lois sont désignées respectivement par les symboles PS1 et SPV.

Diverses conditions initiales d'interception ont été envisagées pour l'avion intercepteur, avec des angles de dépointage, définis par la différence d'azimut entre l'avion et la cible \( \Delta \alpha \), variant de 0 à 180 degrés.

Le tableau (3) présente, pour chaque cas de calcul, le temps final, correspondant à la distance minimale de passage à la cible, la distance correspondante \( \rho \), ainsi que la pente finale \( g_1 \) de la trajectoire.

Dans tous les calculs effectués, les solutions fournies par les lois en "boucle fermée" sont analogues aux trajectoires optimales fournies par le code numérique d'optimisation de gradient projeté.

Quand l'avion intercepteur est initialement à altitude élevée, la manœuvre consiste d'abord à vire tout en descendant, ou à descendre dans le cas d'une manœuvre dans le plan vertical, dans les basses couches de l'atmosphère pour mieux tirer parti d'un bima plus favorable de puissance-traine pour mieux tourner et mieux accélérer, puis à remonter ensuite pour intercepter la cible en fin de vol. Dans tous ces cas, la trajectoire tend vers une trajectoire d'interception plane (voir figures 13, 14).

Dans le cas n° 5 à l'intercepteur est initialement en régime sous-sonique, les solutions sous-optimales et optimales sont encore analogues. Durant la première phase, l'avion effectue un virage à 90° à altitude de 3000 m, il monte ensuite à pente quasi-constante tout en franchissant le mur de son, la pente augmente ensuite plus fortement jusqu'à l'interception finale (voir figure 15 et tableau 3).
Fig. 12 - Interception dans un plan vertical.

Fig. 13 - Interception tridimensionnelle avec déploiage de 90°.

Fig. 14 - Interception tridimensionnelle avec déploiage de 180°.
On note que, dans tous calculs envisagés, les lois en "boucle fermée" permettent de réaliser les conditions finales d'interception de façon tout à fait satisfaisante, la distance minimale de passage à la cible est comparable à la solution optimale numérique pour un grand nombre de cas de calcul, dans tous les cas, elle est inférieure à 60 m.

Les deux solutions SPEC et SPV ont fourni des résultats comparables en ce qui concerne l'indice de performance, c'est-à-dire la durée de l'interception.

La précision, en ce qui concerne cette durée de l'interception, par rapport à la solution optimale en boucle ouverte, varie entre 0,1 % et 3,7 % selon les calculs envisagés.

En notant que l'altitude de vol, obtenue par l'algorithme numérique d'optimisation, est toujours inférieure à celle fournie par les lois en boucle fermée, une amélioration des performances de ces dernières pourrait être obtenue en affinant le profil d'altitude de la solution extérieure $b_1(r)$ ou $b_2(V)$.

---

**Tableau 2** - Comparaison entre lois de commande sous-optimales en boucle fermée et loi optimale en boucle ouverte
5 - CONCLUSION

Ce chapitre a d'abord rappelé le principe de la théorie des perturbations singulières (P.S.) par la résolution approchée d'un système différentiel "multi-échelles de temps", mis sous la forme "singulièrement perturbée", c'est-à-dire faisant apparaître un petit paramètre de perturbation.

L'extension de cette théorie à l'optimisation des systèmes différentiels non-linéaires, à échelles de temps multiples, permet de remplacer l'optimisation du système initial (de dimension n), par une suite de sous-problèmes d'optimisation de systèmes de dimensions plus réduites. En revanche certaines hypothèses concernant la séparation des dynamiques et des conditions de convergence, la résolution de chacun de ces sous-problèmes, en principe plus simple que le problème complet, permet d'obtenir une solution approchée de celui-ci par composition des solutions des différents sous-problèmes.

En pratique cette théorie permet d'obtenir une loi de commande sous-optimale qui présente deux avantages importants par rapport à la commande optimale exacte qui ne pourrait être obtenue dans le cas général, que par une méthode numérique itérative de programmation non-linéaire :
- d'une part, elle peut être exprimée en boucle fermée, c'est-à-dire en fonction de l'état instantané du système, elle permet donc de mieux prendre en compte les perturbations diverses ;
- d'autre part, elle est de mise en œuvre numérique beaucoup plus simple, et par suite, est susceptible d'être utilisée sur un calculateur embarqué fonctionnant en "temps réel".

Deux types de difficultés ont néanmoins été rencontrés dans l'application de cette théorie des P.S. à l'optimisation des trajectoires d'aviations :
1) Détermination des échelles de temps
Cette étape est nécessaire à l'application, et au succès, de cette théorie. Pour des systèmes non-linéaires, aucune méthode fiable n'est encore disponible, au stade actuel, et dans la pratique on a souvent recours à une démarche empirique, basée sur l'expérience.
2) Conditions finales sur des variables rapides
Cette théorie ne permet pas d'obtenir, au moins dans un contexte d'utilisation en "temps réel", une précision satisfaite pour des conditions finales portant sur les variables "rapides". Diverses techniques ont été proposées pour résoudre ce problème.

La méthode précédente a été ensuite appliquée aux trajectoires en temps minimum pour un avion de combat : montée dans un plan vertical et interception tridimensionnelle d'une cible à haute altitude.

Des améliorations ont été apportées à la méthode de base et ont permis d'obtenir des lois de commande "en boucle fermée" valables pour un large domaine de vol de l'avion et permettant de satisfaire des conditions finales pouvant porter sur des variables "rapides".

Ces lois en "boucle fermée" ont été ensuite comparées aux lois optimaux de type "boucle ouverte", fournies par un code numérique d'optimisation de trajectoires utilisant un algorithme de gradient projeté.

Les lois "boucle fermée" fournissent des évolutions, en ce qui concerne la nature des trajectoires, comparables aux solutions optimales. Les conditions finales sont généralement bien satisfaits et sont de même ordre de grandeur que les solutions obtenues avec le code numérique d'optimisation.

Une précision meilleure que l % a été obtenue, pour des trajectoires de montée dans le plan vertical, pour l'indice de performance (la durée du vol).

La précision est moins bonne pour des trajectoires d'interception, elle dépend des conditions initiales de l'aviion intercepteur et de dépistage initial (différence entre l'axe du vecteur vitesse de l'aviion et celui de la cible) par rapport à la cible. Une amélioration des lois de commande en interception pourrait être obtenue en procédant comme pour la montée, c'est-à-dire en cherchant à améliorer le calcul des profils de montée de la solution "externe".

Dans tous les cas, la mise en œuvre numérique de ces lois sous-optimales en "temps réel" est simple, son implantation sur un calculateur embarqué fonctionnant en temps réel pourrait être faite aisément.
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Notation

\[ F_B (\Omega_B y_B g_B) \] Frame of reference attached to vehicle.

\[ F_E (\Omega_E y_E g_E) \] Frame of reference attached to Earth.

\[ \{I'_x, I'_y, I'_z\} \] Moments and product of inertia in frame \( F_B \).

\[ L_{MB} = [I_{13}] \] Matrix of direction cosines.


\[ m \] Mass of vehicle.

\[ [P_g, q_g, r_g]^T \] Wind gradient inputs.

\[ \dot{V} = [u, v, w]^T \] Airspeed vector; the velocity of the airplane mass center relative to the local air mass.

\[ \dot{V}^E = [u^E, v^E, w^E]^T \] Groundspeed vector; the velocity of the airplane mass center relative to \( F_B \).

\[ \dot{W} = [W_x, W_y, W_z]^T \] Wind vector; velocity of the air relative to \( F_E \).

\[ [X, Y, Z]^T \] Aerodynamic force vector.

\[ [\alpha, \beta] \] Angles of attack and sideslip.

\[ [\delta_a, \delta_e, \delta_r]^T \] Aileron, elevator, and rudder angles.

\[ \dot{\gamma} = \left[ \frac{\partial}{\partial x}, \frac{\partial}{\partial y}, \frac{\partial}{\partial z} \right] \] Gradient operator.

\[ \dot{\omega} = [p, q, r]^T \] Angular velocity vector of vehicle relative to \( F_g \).

\[ \{\varphi, \theta, \psi\} \] Euler angles of \( F_B \) relative to \( F_E \).

1. The Atmosphere

The layer of gas that envelops the Earth is very thin, of the order of 1% of the Earth's diameter. This layer, the atmosphere, is host to a multitude of complex phenomena — chemical, thermal, electromagnetic, optical and fluid-dynamic, all of which are coupled, and on which life on Earth depends. Our interest here is confined to the motion of the air — i.e., the wind (horizontal and vertical) and its attendant turbulence.

The atmosphere can be viewed as a giant heat engine, converting radiant solar energy into kinetic and potential energy of the air mass. Radiation reaching the earth from the sun distributes thermal energy unequally due to the increasing angle of incidence from the equator to the poles. This results in a pole-to-equator zonal temperature gradient, a form of potential energy. The system tries to reduce this gradient through a complicated process of energy transfer. Firstly the zonal isotherms (approximately East-West lines) are deformed into large-scale thermal eddies which transport warm air northward and cold air southward, converting zonal available potential energy (ZAPE) into eddy available potential energy (EAPE). The EAPE is then converted into eddy kinetic energy (EKE) through vertical motions in the eddies.

The EAPE creates winds that increase with height (vertical wind shear) up to the tropopause, resulting in the jet stream; the EAPE deforms the flow from zonal to a
meandering wave form, and the EME produces the large scale wind fields associated with
the systems that dominate our weather on a weekly time scale. These are the synoptic
class features. This large scale wind pattern is further complicated by the irregularity
of the Earth's surface and by the Earth's rotation. The oceans, continents, mountain
ranges and polar ice caps distort the circulation pattern, 'steering' the highs and lows
of the pressure pattern; the Earth's rotation, with its attendant Coriolis force, is
responsible for the circulation around the highs and lows. Smaller scale features such
as glaciers, valleys and mountain passes can dominate the local wind fields, at times
producing winds as strong as those measured in the jet stream. On the microscale,
meteorological phenomena such as thunderstorms, tornadoes, waterspouts, cold air funnels
and dust devils can be very significant and, although relatively short-lived, very
dangerous. Among these, the downburst at ground level (1, 2), which can occur with or
without precipitation, perhaps the most dangerous for aviation. Figure 1, taken from
Ref. 3, shows the scales of atmospheric phenomena, from waves of planetary size down to
millimetres, and Fig. 2 illustrates the downburst phenomenon [4].

Figure 3, from Ref. 5, shows the three main peaks in the spectrum of the wind; the
one at a period of about 1 hour corresponds to synoptic scale highs and lows in the
pressure; that at about 24 hours corresponds to the diurnal fluctuation, and the third
peak, at a period in the order of one minute, corresponds to the type of gustiness
typically seen rippling a field of wheat on a summer day. It is this latter peak that is
associated with the "turbulence" felt by airplanes. Small-scale turbulence is often
associated with many larger scale wind features, such as both high and low level jets,
and the wakes of mountains and ships, and the wakes of man-made objects such as vehicles.
Small-scale turbulence is usually a result of local shear, i.e., a strong spatial gradient in the velocity vector.

2. The Influence of Wind on Flight

Next to reduced visibility and failure of electrical or mechanical equipment, it is
wind that presents the greatest hazard to aviation; because of en-route winds, airplanes
have lost their way, because of sudden gusts, airplanes have suffered catastrophic
structural failures; because of continuous turbulence, there have been many injuries to
passengers and crew and much damage to vehicles; because of low-level wind shear there
have been many loss-of-life accidents during landing and take-off (6). A discussion of
all these effects on flight would lead us well beyond the scope of this volume, which is
restricted to aircraft trajectories. For this purpose we interpret 'trajectory' to mean
primarily the 'flight path', i.e., the locus of the airplane's mass centre in an
Earth-fixed coordinate system. A secondary aspect of 'trajectory' can be considered to
be the vehicle attitude, as given by \(\psi\) (pitch angle) and \(\theta\) (roll angle). Not only do
drivers' mass influence flight path indirectly through the direction of the lift vector,
but they must themselves not exceed certain limits when the airplane is near the ground.

Although turbulence during cruising flight far from the ground can exert important
influence on structural loading and fatigue, ride qualities, controllability, and pilot
workload (7, 8), it is a relatively insignificant factor insofar as flight path is
concerned. The random deviations in the trajectory produced in practical controlled
flight at altitude are negligible compared to the space available. On the other hand,
when flying close to the ground, as in low-level terrain-following, or during landing and
take-off, flight path deviations resulting from turbulence may indeed be a significant
factor, even in the presence of tight control [9].

That being said, it is nevertheless the mean wind that has the greatest effect on
trajectory [11]. By "mean wind" we mean the time-average taken at a fixed point, over an
interval of a few minutes - a time long enough for an airplane to travel a distance
several times as long as the integral scale of the turbulence. This scale length at
cruising heights is of the order of 300-800 m, and at a cruising speed of 300 m/s, 3
minutes can be considered a very long time, the distance traversed being of the order
60-180 scale lengths.

We further note that when considering en-route cruising at altitude, the task of
accounting for wind analytically amounts merely to adding the instantaneous wind vector
to the instantaneous airspeed vector to arrive at the groundspeed vector:

\[
\mathbf{V}_g = \mathbf{V} + \mathbf{W}
\]

No other change is needed to the aerodynamic or dynamic models of the vehicle system used
for flight in still air. In fact, modern navigation aids enable airplanes cruising at
altitude to follow predetermined Earth-fixed paths, with the wind appearing simply as a
disconnectable gust automatically or manually compensated for. Thus the essential, effect
of wind on trajectory has now become a trivial problem. It is principally noticed in the
influence of head-winds and tail-winds on block time and fuel consumption.

This leads us finally to the residual issue — the influence of wind, wind shear,
and turbulence on flight close to the ground. A natural subdivision into major classes
of flight condition occurs in that landing and take-off are low-speed transients whereas
terrain-following is a high speed quasi-stochastic process. Within each of these classes
two subdivisions into the response to mean wind, and the response to turbulence [7]. The distinction between the last two is sometimes blurred, in that when
carrying out simulations the wind model used to provide inputs to the system equations will ordinarily combine the mean wind with a single realization of the turbulence to produce a total wind. This tends to conceal somewhat the true random nature of turbulence, which is only brought out by statistical-type analyses.

In the following, we describe a system model suitable for the computation of transient and statistical responses. It is constructed from the particular viewpoint of flight simulation, but of course can be used for other classes of computation, e.g., open-loop, or where an analytical model of a human or automatic control system is used to close the loop.

3. The System Model

The model is subdivided into four parts, viz:

- dynamics
- kinematics and transformations
- aerodynamics
- wind

These are discussed separately in the following and are displayed in diagramatic form in Fig. 4. It is believed that the particular choice made herein for coordinate systems and variables will lead to the most efficient computation for flight simulators in which variable wind is incorporated. (See also Refs. 12, 21).

3.1 Dynamics

The equations of motion of the vehicle are written essentially as in Ref. 13 with the following assumptions:

- the vehicle is a rigid body
- it has a plane of inertial and aerodynamic symmetry, Cxyz
- axes fixed to Earth are an inertial frame of reference (the stationary flat-Earth approximation)

Two reference frames are used — the conventional body-fixed axes Fb (Cx yz) with origin at the mass centre C; and Earth-fixed axes Fe (oEx yEz). The latter would for convenience have the origin at ground level, oxE vertically downward, and oxE pointing in some convenient direction, for example, that of the runway, or of the mean wind, or North.

The force equations are written in Fe, viz:

\[ \begin{align*}
X_g &= m \dot{v}_g \\
Y_g &= m \dot{v}_g \\
Z_g &= m \dot{v}_g \\
\end{align*} \tag{2} \]

Here (Xg, Yg, Zg) are the components of the resultant aerodynamic force acting on the airplane (including thrust and control forces) projected onto the axes of frame Fe; \( \dot{v}_g = [u^E v^E w^E]^T \) is the groundspeed vector, i.e., vehicle velocity relative to Fe with the directions of the components unspecified, and \( v_g = [u^E v^E w^E]^T \) is the groundspeed vector with components given in the frame Fe.

When the LHS of (2) is input, the equations are readily integrated to yield the groundspeed components.

The moment equations are written in Fe, viz:

\[ \begin{align*}
L &= I_x \dot{p} - I_{xy}(\dot{q} + pq) - (I_y - I_z)qr \\
N &= I_y \dot{q} - I_{xy}(\dot{r} + pq) - (I_z - I_x)rp \\
M &= I_z \dot{r} - I_{xy}(\dot{p} - qr) - (I_x - I_y)pq \\
\end{align*} \tag{3} \]

Here (L, M, N) are the aerodynamic moments acting about the vehicle m.c., including those produced by the propulsion system and the control surfaces, (Ix, Iy, Iz, Ixy) are the usual moments and products of inertia in the frame Fe, and \( (p, q, r) \) are the components of the vehicle angular velocity \( \vec{\omega} \) relative to inertial space, which is of course also the angular velocity of Fe wrt Fe. The components (L, M, N) and \( (p, q, r) \) are in the directions of the axes of Fe. No subscripts or superscripts are normally used for these latter symbols.
When the LHS of (3) are input, together with initial values of \( (p, q, r) \) (usually zero), the equations are readily integrated to yield \( \hat{z} \).

### 3.2 Kinematics and Transformations

The outputs from (2) are the groundspeed components, which are then readily integrated to yield the desired trajectory, i.e.,

\[
\begin{align*}
\Delta x_b &= \int u_g \, dt \\
\Delta y_b &= \int v_g \, dt \\
\Delta z_b &= \int w_g \, dt
\end{align*}
\]

(4)

Since the aerodynamic forces are calculated using the airspeed components in frame \( F_B \), we require the components of \( \hat{v} \) in that frame. The airspeed vector is given by (1) and is transformed to \( F_B \) by the matrix of direction cosines,

\[
L_{BG} = [I]
\]

i.e.,

\[
\hat{v}_B = L_{BE} (\hat{v}_E - \hat{v}_B)
\]

(5)

From the components of \( \hat{v}_B = [u \ v \ w]^T \), the airspeed and the aerodynamic angles are given by:

\[
\begin{align*}
v &= \sqrt{u^2 + v^2 + w^2}
\end{align*}
\]

(6)

\[
\begin{align*}
\alpha &= \tan^{-1}(w/u) \\
\beta &= \sin^{-1}(v/v)
\end{align*}
\]

The aerodynamic force vector is calculated in frame \( F_B \), but is needed in frame \( F_g \) for the computation of (2). The transformation is simple, being given by

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
x_g \\
y_g \\
z_g
\end{bmatrix} = L_{GB}
\begin{bmatrix}
x_B \\
y_B \\
z_B
\end{bmatrix}
\]

(7)

where

\[
L_{GB} = L_{BE}^T
\]

(8)

The components of the matrix \( L_{GB} \) can be expressed in terms of the conventional Euler angles by (4.5,4) of Ref. 13, viz:

\[
L_{GB} = \begin{bmatrix}
\cos\phi \cos\theta & \cos\phi \sin\theta & -\sin\phi \\
\sin\phi \cos\theta & \sin\phi \sin\theta & \cos\phi \\
\sin\theta & -\cos\theta & 0
\end{bmatrix}
\]

(9)

However, because of the trigonometric functions it contains it is not efficient to compute \( L_{GB} \) from this equation except when the angles are small, in which case it reduces to a simple algebraic relation. An alternative for computing \( L_{GB} \) is obtained from (4.6,7) of Ref. 13, i.e.,

\[
L_{BE} = \tilde{\varpi} L_{BE}
\]

(10)

where

\[
\tilde{\varpi} = \begin{bmatrix}
0 & -r & q \\
r & 0 & -p \\
-q & p & 0
\end{bmatrix}
\]

(11)
Equation (10) is a set of nine ordinary differential equations that can readily be solved for the nine $i_{ij}$. For example, the first one reads

$$i_{11} = -r_{32} + q_{12}$$

(12)

and the others are similar. Since there are only 3 independent $i_{ij}$ in view of six nonlinear algebraic relations among them [see (4.4,8) of Ref. 13], it is not in fact necessary to solve all 9 of the ordinary differential equations. If we denote $L_{eg} = [i_{11}, i_{12}, i_{13}]$, then $i_{eg}$ are the orthogonal unit vectors of frame $F_E$, and an efficient algorithm is to solve six of the nine differential equations of (10) for the components of $i_1$ and $i_2$ and then calculate $i_3$ from the relation

$$i_3 = i_1 	imes i_2$$

(13)

If the Euler angles themselves are needed as an output, for example to drive instrumentation or a motion base, they can be updated as frequently as needed from the following relations:

$$\theta = -\sin^{-1}i_{13}$$

$$\phi = \tan^{-1}(i_{23}/i_{13})$$

(14)

$$\psi = \tan^{-1}(i_{12}/i_{11})$$

Because of unsteady aerodynamic terms such as $z_{11}$ and $M_{11}$ (or $z_{11}$ and $M_{11}$) which usually appear in the aerodynamic model, we need expressions for $\dot{\omega}$ and $\dot{\theta}$ (or $\dot{\beta}$ and $\dot{\phi}$). It is almost always good enough to approximate the true derivatives [from (6)] by

$$\dot{\omega} = \dot{\theta}$$

(15)

$$\dot{\beta} = \dot{\phi}$$

From (5) we get

$$\begin{bmatrix} \dot{\theta} \\ \dot{\phi} \\ \dot{\psi} \end{bmatrix} = L_{be}(\dot{W}_E - \dot{W}_E) + L_{be}(\dot{W}_E - \dot{W}_E)$$

(16)

and hence we need the second and third component of the RHS of (16) to calculate $\phi$ and $\psi$. Now $\dot{W}_E$ is given by (8), and $\dot{W}_E$, $\dot{W}_E$, $L_{be}$ are all known at any computing step. This leaves the last two derivatives on the RHS to be found. The first of these is given from (2) as

$$\frac{d^2 W}{dt^2} = - \begin{bmatrix} \dot{x}_E \\ \dot{y}_E \\ \dot{z}_E + mg \end{bmatrix}$$

(17)

The derivative $d\dot{W}_E/dt$ of (16) must be recognized as a convective derivative. That is, $\dot{W}_E$ is given as a function of position and time in $F_E$ and the value of $\dot{W}_E$ changes at the airplane c.g., even when $W_E$ is constant at any given point in space if there is wind shear, i.e., if there is a gradient in $W_E$. The gradient is expressed by the square matrix

$$\begin{bmatrix} \frac{\partial}{\partial x} \\ \frac{\partial}{\partial y} \\ \frac{\partial}{\partial z} \end{bmatrix}$$

(18)

in which $\partial$ is the gradient operator. The derivative of $\dot{W}_E$ is then given by
Thus all the ingredients needed for calculating \( \dot{\mathbf{w}} \) and \( \dot{V} \) or \( \ddot{\alpha} \) and \( \dot{\phi} \) are at hand. In the wind models commonly used, all the \( \partial / \partial t \) terms in (19) are neglected.

One final transformation is needed. If substantial wind gradients are present, and if the aerodynamic model can accommodate them, then it is necessary to calculate these gradients in the frame \( F_E \). The required transformation is

\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial t} \mathbf{w} = L_{BB}^E \left[ \frac{\partial}{\partial t} \mathbf{w} \right]_{EB}^T
\]

(20)

Although this appears to be a complex transformation, it is much simplified when the gradient in \( F_E \) has few terms. Thus if the case considered is for example landing or take-off through vertical wind shear, the only term that is non-zero on the RHS of (18) is \( \mathbf{w}_{EB} \mathbf{E}_{EB} \). The computation of (20) is then much simplified. In any event, one needs only four of the nine elements of \( \mathbf{w}_{EB} \) [see (21)].

3.3 Aerodynamics

The aerodynamic model is a sum of three parts:

1. The basic power-on force and moment in still air, which is assumed to be given in terms of the airspeed vector \( \mathbf{V} \), the angular velocity \( \dot{\mathbf{S}} \), and the thrust coefficient \( C_T \). The airspeed vector is characterized by its components \( (u, v, w) \) or by its magnitude and two angles, i.e., \( (V, \alpha, \beta) \).

The basic forces also depend on configuration — i.e., on the position of landing gear, flaps, etc. Changes in configuration can be included when needed, as in landing and take-off transients.

An additional input to aerodynamic forces and moments that is almost always present are unsteady flow variables such as \( \alpha \) or \( \dot{\beta} \). Unsteady effects cannot normally be ignored, and computing them in the presence of variable wind unfortunately adds significant computation effort, as noted in Section 3.2.

2. The additional moments and forces resulting from actuation of the aerodynamic controls — elevator, aileron, rudder, etc.

3. The additional forces and moments resulting from the presence of the wind. These are introduced in two parts. First, the wind vector \( \mathbf{w} \) modifies the airspeed vector \( \dot{\mathbf{V}} \) by virtue of (1), i.e.,

\[
\dot{\mathbf{V}} = \dot{\mathbf{v}} - \mathbf{w}
\]

In this way \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) are modified by the presence of wind. Second, it must be noted that \( \mathbf{w} \) is wind at the vehicle c.g. and that the variation of wind over the length and span of the airplane must be taken into account in some situations. In the "linear-field" model, discussed further below, this variation is expressed in terms of certain equivalent rotations, denoted \( (p, q, r) \) or \( (\mathbf{P}, \mathbf{q}, \mathbf{r}) \), which then appear as outputs of the wind model and inputs to the aerodynamic model.

From a fundamental viewpoint, an aerodynamic model adequate for trajectory calculation is the "quasi-static linear-field" model (QSLFM) [see Ref. 7]. In this model, the wind velocity vector is assumed to vary linearly over the length and span of the airplane, and the unsteady terms in the aerodynamic force except for \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) are
neglected. This is in sharp contradiction to problems of flutter and structural loading due to gusts, in which unsteady aerodynamics plays a fundamental role. The two assumptions, quasi-static and linear-field, are compatible in that both are violated at about the same wave number in sinusoidal wind.

Unfortunately, no general formulation can be given for aerodynamic forces and moments when the angles $\alpha$ and $\beta$ are large, i.e., when there is separated flow over the airplane. In the case of small perturbations, i.e., when variations in $(V, \alpha, \beta)$ are small, and when $(p, q, r)$ are small, then the classical formulation of aerodynamic forces and moments in terms of aerodynamic derivatives is valid (see for example Ref. 13). Fortunately, this is so for many problems in flight dynamics. When representation by derivatives is not adequate, then individual mathematical models of forces and moments as functions of $\alpha$ and $\beta$ must be constructed. The airspeed inputs $(u, v, w)$ already contain the wind effect on $(V, \alpha, \beta)$ as noted previously. We have now to add the gradient effects. It is shown in Ref. 7 that there are four significant wind gradients that can produce aerodynamic forces and moments worth including. These are

$$
\begin{align*}
\rho_g &= \delta W_w / \delta \rho_g \\
r_{1g} &= -\delta \omega_{\theta} / \delta \alpha_g \\
r_{2g} &= -\delta \omega_{\phi} / \delta \alpha_g \\
\end{align*}
$$

Thus the effective relative rates of roll and pitch are $(p-p_g)$ and $(q-q_g)$ respectively, and the aerodynamic moments associated with, for example, $L_p$ and $N_p$ are correspondingly modified. The atmospheric yaw rate is considered in two parts, $r_{1g}$ and $r_{2g}$, as shown above. This is because $r_{1g}$ and $r_{2g}$ can both affect swept wings, but only $r_{2g}$ affects the vertical tail (see Ref. 7). Thus the derivatives which multiply them must be correspondingly calculated. In the case of small perturbations, then, one would calculate the perturbation aerodynamic forces and moments resulting from motion and wind with equations such as the following. In these we have assumed no cross-coupling between longitudinal and lateral aerodynamics but this assumption is of course not essential to the method of analysis.

$$
\begin{align*}
\begin{bmatrix}
\Delta X_B \\
\Delta Y_B \\
\Delta Z_B \\
\Delta N \\
\end{bmatrix}
&= 
\begin{bmatrix}
X_u & X_v & X_w & X_\alpha & X_\beta & X_\phi \\
Y_u & Y_v & Y_w & Y_\alpha & Y_\beta & Y_\phi \\
Z_u & Z_v & Z_w & Z_\alpha & Z_\beta & Z_\phi \\
N_u & N_v & N_w & N_\alpha & N_\beta & N_\phi \\
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
u \\
\bar{v} \\
\bar{w} \\
\bar{\alpha} \\
\bar{\beta} \\
\bar{\phi} \\
\end{bmatrix}
+ 
\begin{bmatrix}
y_{\alpha} \\
y_{\beta} \\
y_{\phi} \\
\end{bmatrix}

\end{align*}
$$

$$
\begin{align*}
\begin{bmatrix}
\Delta L \\
\Delta N \\
\end{bmatrix}
&= 
\begin{bmatrix}
L_u & L_v & L_w & L_\alpha & L_\beta & L_\phi \\
N_u & N_v & N_w & N_\alpha & N_\beta & N_\phi \\
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
p \\
r \\
\bar{p} \\
\bar{r} \\
\end{bmatrix}
+ 
\begin{bmatrix}
x_{\alpha} \\
x_{\beta} \\
x_{\phi} \\
\end{bmatrix}

\end{align*}
$$

$(V, \alpha, \beta)$ could be used instead of $(u, v, w)$ if desired. (We note again, for comparison with the equations given in Ref. 7 that the wind effects on $(u, v, w)$ have already been included, so that there are no terms $(u, v, w)$ in (22) and (23)). Finally, the addition of control forces and moments completes the aerodynamic model. These might typically look like

$$
\begin{align*}
\begin{bmatrix}
\Delta X_B \\
\Delta Y_B \\
\Delta Z_B \\
\Delta N \\
\end{bmatrix}
&= 
\begin{bmatrix}
0 \\
0 \\
0 \\
0 \\
\end{bmatrix}
\delta \alpha \\
\delta \beta \\
\delta \phi \\
\delta \gamma \\
\end{bmatrix}
+ 
\begin{bmatrix}
0 \\
X_{\delta \alpha} \\
Y_{\delta \alpha} \\
Z_{\delta \alpha} \\
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
\delta \alpha \\
\delta \beta \\
\delta \phi \\
\delta \gamma \\
\end{bmatrix}

\end{align*}
$$

where $[\delta \alpha, \delta \beta, \delta \phi]$ are the aileron, elevator and rudder angles.
The Wind Model

Mean Wind (See Refs. 2, 7, 9, 14, 15, 24, 25, 26)

A model for the mean wind consists of a prescription of \( \mathbf{W}_E(f_E) \), i.e., of the wind vector \( \mathbf{W}_n \) relative to \( \mathbf{R}_{\text{earth}} \), expressed as a function of the position vector \( f_E = [x_E, y_E, z_E]^T \). It is usual to omit any explicit dependence of \( \mathbf{W} \) on time, since temporal changes in the wind at a fixed point are slow relative to the perceived rate of change that comes from the motion of the aircraft penetrating a spatially variable wind at a relatively high speed. As indicated by the subscripts, the components of \( \mathbf{W} \) and \( f \) would normally be given in the \( \mathbf{R}_{\text{earth}} \)-fixed reference frame \( \mathbf{R}_I \). When needed in the body-fixed frame \( \mathbf{R}_S \) for aerodynamic calculations, the transformation \( \mathbf{T}_{\text{ER}} \) is used, as in (5). When \( \mathbf{W}(f_E) \) is given, then the gradient \( \mathbf{\nabla} \mathbf{W} \) is either explicit or implicit. One common situation is landing or take-off through the planetary boundary layer (see Ref. 9). A suitable model for that case, with \( \mathbf{W}_g \) at ground level and \( \mathbf{O}_{\mathbf{g}_m} \) pointing downwind, is (Ref. 7)

\[
\mathbf{W}_g = \begin{bmatrix} \mathbf{W}_{\text{ref}}(z_E/z_{\text{ref}})^a \\ 0 \\ 0 \end{bmatrix}
\]

Here \( \mathbf{W}_{\text{ref}} \) are the reference wind speed and the height at which it occurs. The exponent \( a \) of the power law depends on the roughness of the upwind terrain, and typically varies from about 0.1 for a smooth surface to 0.4 for an urban centre. With the above wind the gradient (or wind shear) matrix is given by

\[
\mathbf{\nabla} \mathbf{W}_E = \begin{bmatrix} 0 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 \end{bmatrix}
\]

The fact that \( \mathbf{\nabla} \mathbf{W}_E = 0 \) at first glance seems unsuitable. However the airplane mass-centre is always a finite distance above the runway, so this term becomes large, but not zero. If desired, the model can be further adjusted by displacing the origin slightly downwards.

Another interesting case for the mean wind is the downdraft, which has been responsible for numerous airline accidents. A number of models have been proposed for this wind field. A useful three dimensional model with some adjustable parameters is that of Ref. 10. (See also Refs. 14, 20.)

Turbulence (See Refs. 5, 7, 8, 9, 15...19, 22, 23, 26)

When a particular trajectory is to be calculated or simulated, as opposed to a statistical analysis of many trajectories, then the turbulence must be simulated as an appropriate random function of time for input to the system equations. There are seven inputs needed, to be added to those of the mean wind:

\[
(\Delta W_x, \Delta W_y, \Delta W_z, \mathbf{F}_g, \mathbf{Q}_g, \mathbf{R}_g, \mathbf{N}_g)
\]

although many problems can be solved approximately with only the first three of these. There have been numerous methods proposed in the literature for generating suitable turbulence inputs. When the flight path is in the planetary boundary layer and the turbulence is anisotropic, the turbulence modelling needs to be more sophisticated than for flight at altitude. For then the three turbulence intensities \( (\omega_{W_x}, \omega_{W_y}, \omega_{W_z}) \) are not equal, they vary with height, the significant scale lengths also vary with height, and there is moreover a non-vanishing cross-correlation between \( W_x \) and \( W_y \). For the planetary boundary layer, one would of necessity choose to generate the turbulent velocities in the frame \( \mathbf{R}_E \) for the above reasons. At altitudes outside the boundary layer, where the turbulence is approximately isotropic, and hence very much simpler, the velocities could be generated in the frame \( \mathbf{R}_E \), and some transformation calculations can be avoided.

The turbulent wind inputs, like those of the mean wind, are treated as functions of \( f_E \), although they are often converted to time series through the relation \( f_E = f_{\text{ref}} t \) with \( f_{\text{ref}} \) as a constant.

Insofar as statistical analysis of trajectories is concerned, the specific analytical formulation required is outside the scope of this paper. It is however given in Ref. 7. The theory is complicated, and the computations are heavy, especially for
trajectories in the planetary boundary layer, such as in landing. Some studies have been made of landing trajectories that show that turbulence combined with shear can produce operationally important deviations from the glide slope (Refs. 9, 22, 23).
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Fig. 1 Scales of atmospheric phenomena. For many of these phenomena, it is possible to choose different length or speed scales, thus giving quite different time scales. (From "The Ceaseless Wind" by John A. Dutton; McGraw-Hill, 1976).

Fig. 2 Section through a thunderstorm in the mature stage (from Byers, H. R., Braham, R. R., "The Thunderstorm", G.P.O. Washington, D.C., 1949).
Fig. 4 Block diagram of analytical model.
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1. Symbols

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>Drag</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>Energy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F1, F2</td>
<td>Forces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g</td>
<td>Constant of gravitation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>Height, altitude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H1</td>
<td>Rate of climb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HE</td>
<td>Energy height</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HElim</td>
<td>Hazard limit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EHE</td>
<td>Energy height error</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ipe</td>
<td>Moment of inertia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>Lift</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LW</td>
<td>Integral scale for the vertical turbulence component</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MF</td>
<td>Aerodynamic momentum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MF1</td>
<td>Thrust momentum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M1</td>
<td>Momentum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m</td>
<td>Mass of aircraft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>Reference wing area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S(a0)</td>
<td>Power spectrum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>Flight-path coordinate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>Thrust, Time coefficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TK</td>
<td>KÜSSNER time coefficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w0</td>
<td>Value of the flight-path speed vector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vw</td>
<td>Horizontal wind component</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>Airspeed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V1</td>
<td>Flight path-velocity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vw</td>
<td>Wind velocity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vwmean</td>
<td>Mean wind velocity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VWturb</td>
<td>Turbulence velocity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VwG</td>
<td>Cross-wind</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vstall</td>
<td>Stall speed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VWQ</td>
<td>Vertical wind component</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W</td>
<td>Aircraft weight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x, y, z</td>
<td>Coordinates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zd</td>
<td>Normalized force</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uy</td>
<td>Normalized force</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e</td>
<td>Aircraft angle of attack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eq</td>
<td>Wind angle of attack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>Flight path angle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T a</td>
<td>Aerodynamic path angle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>Difference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>Thrust inclination angle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p</td>
<td>Density</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>Cyclic frequency, Spatial frequency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Cross-wind correction angle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q</td>
<td>Angular velocity components</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>Pitch attitude angle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(t)</td>
<td>Time derivative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(...)</td>
<td>Vector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(*)</td>
<td>LAPLACE transformation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Subscripts:
- nom: Nominal value
- ref: Reference value
- min: Minimum value

*) This research is supported by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft.
2. Introduction

Wind and its variation may crucially restrict flight safety during take-off, approach and go-around (SCHANZER, Nov. 1986). For the period between 1964 and 1975 the FAA identified 25 accidents caused by low level wind shear (ZHU, ETKIN, 1985). Wind shear can be caused by meteorological phenomena, orographic effects or wake vortices and any combinations (SWOLINSKY, Nov. 1986). The most dangerous wind field is found in thunderstorms. But even in less severe conditions wind is an important factor, especially in the case of a limited flight performance caused by an engine failure (KÖNIG, KRAUSPE, 1981; HAHN, Nov. 1986; SCHANZER et al., 1987).

Although a number of investigations have dealt with the flight in a disturbed atmosphere, the studies of the effect of wind and wind variation on the aircraft’s flight-path are not finished at all, but we are at the beginning of the application of the acquired knowledge (SCHLICKENMAIER, 1986; ICAO, 1987). From simulator tests we can gather, that in most cases wind shear accidents and incidents result from the fact, that the wind shear phenomenon was not understood by the pilot, due to his training condition and the aircraft's cockpit instrumentation (SCHANZER, 1983). Therefore the pilot was not able to react to the wind situation in an adequate manner. The first step to overcome the wind shear problem is to understand its physical phenomena. This paper tries to clarify some physical background under consideration of the safety aspects during flight.

3. Aircraft in wind fields

3.1 Equations of motion

For systematic analytical investigations a mathematical model of the aircraft is needed (ETKIN, 1972; KRAUSPE, KLENNER, 1979). The main important aircraft response with respect to take-off and landing will be the motion in the aircraft's vertical axis. Therefore, a simplified aircraft model using only the aircraft’s symmetrical plane is sufficient (SCHANZER, 1984). Wind effects in the lateral motion of the aircraft will increase the pilot's workload by producing side forces and rolling moments. Crosswinds have to be compensated by an angle of lead according to the sketch in Fig. 1. But normally, the energy situation of an aircraft is less affected by such occurrences in the horizontal plane and the lateral aircraft motion is well controlled by the pilot. The alternating effect between the pilot's workload in the longitudinal and lateral motion is still the object of research.

Fig. 2 shows the vector diagram of speed and Fig. 3 the forces in that plane. The aerodynamic forces are lift L and drag D. Other forces which take effect are thrust T and aircraft weight W. To satisfy the balance of forces of an unsteady aircraft motion, the d’ALEMBERT forces must be defined. Stipulating a rigid aircraft body the problem can be reduced to the solution of the vehicle mass centre. With the flight-path vector and the angular velocity vector

\[ \mathbf{\dot{v}}_w = \begin{bmatrix} u_w \\ 0 \\ 0 \end{bmatrix}, \quad \mathbf{q} = \begin{bmatrix} 0 \\ \gamma \\ 0 \end{bmatrix} \]

(1, 2)

and stipulating a constant aircraft mass m, the resulting force equations are in the flight-path fixed coordinate system:

\[ F_x = m \cdot \mathbf{\dot{v}}_w = L \cdot \sin\omega_w - D \cdot \cos\omega_w - W \cdot \cos\gamma + T \cdot \sin(\alpha - \gamma + \delta) \]

(3)

\[ F_y = -m \cdot \gamma \cdot \mathbf{\dot{v}}_w = -L \cdot \cos\omega_w - D \cdot \sin\omega_w + W \cdot \sin\gamma - T \cdot \cos(\alpha - \gamma + \delta) \]

(4)

For a constant moment of inertia with respect to the angle \( \theta \), the moment equation in the aircraft symmetrical plane is

\[ \mathbf{\mathbf{M}} = \mathbf{I} \cdot \mathbf{\dot{\omega}} = \mathbf{M}_a + \mathbf{M}_e \]

(5)

\( \mathbf{M}_a \) is the resulting aerodynamic moment and \( \mathbf{M}_e \) the thrust moment, both related to the centre of gravity. The eq. (3, 4, 5) are the non-linear differential equations of motion of an aircraft, which can be solved by numerical integration with the help of a computer. The effect of wind and its variation is latent but completely included. The flight-path speed is the superposition of airspeed \( V \) and wind \( V_w \) (Fig. 2):

\[ \mathbf{\mathbf{v}}_w = \mathbf{\mathbf{v}} + \mathbf{\mathbf{V}}_w \]

(6)

The wind angle \( \omega_w \) (MEWES, 1962) depends directly on the horizontal and vertical wind component (see Fig. 2):

\[ \sin \omega_w = \frac{V_{wa} \cdot \cos \gamma - U_{wa} \cdot \sin \gamma}{\sqrt{(V_{wa} \cdot \cos \gamma - U_{wa} \cdot \sin \gamma)^2 + (-V_{wa} \cdot \sin \gamma + U_{wa} \cdot \cos \gamma)^2}} \]

(7)

The wind angle \( \omega \) is part of the flight-path angle

\[ \gamma = \omega_w + \omega \]

(8)

For a given air-path angle \( \gamma \) as a result of the aircraft's flight performance capability. With eq. (6) and eq. (8) it is clear that the aircraft trajectory is the result of the aircraft's motion, relative to the air mass plus the movement of the air mass relative to the ground. Its components in the symmetrical plane can be calculated by
the flight-path speed and angle.
\[ \dot{H} = V_K \sin \gamma \]  
\[ \dot{z}_g = V_K \cos \gamma \]  
\( \dot{H} \) is the vertical speed and \( \dot{z}_g \) is the ground speed.

3.2 Short scale wind variations

The influence of wind velocities on the aircraft motion can be roughly separated into two main parts. The flight performance description of an aircraft depends on the low frequency part of the wind vector, the wind shear component. Only this low frequency part of the wind has important influence on the energy relation of the aircraft. The research work with regard to the flying qualities of the aircraft must consider the high frequency wind components, the gusts and turbulence. Again the boundary between these activities is not well defined; it depends on the aircraft and atmospheric characteristics such as flight velocity, altitude, geometry, wing load, etc. To verify the assumptions about the influence of the wind vector on the aircraft motion is the aim of the following chapters, which demonstrates the frequency dependent aircraft reaction due to a vertical wind perturbation, using a simple heave motion model.

3.2.1 Influence of atmospheric turbulence on the aircraft motion

The integration of the turbulence velocity in the equations of motion is solved by the eq. (6) (see chapt. 3.1), where \( \mathbf{V}_W \) is the sum of mean wind velocity and turbulence velocity:

\[ \mathbf{V}_W = \mathbf{V}_W \text{mean} + \mathbf{V}_W \text{turb} \]  
In the high frequency range this transfer function should be completed with the influence of unsteady lift effects. The lift response to changing angles of attack is delayed by increasing frequencies. As demonstrated in SCHANZER (1985) and KAUFMANN (1986), this effect can be approximated by a first order lag system. The time coefficient \( T_L \) depends on the aircraft characteristics. Adding this effect of unsteady aerodynamic, the transfer function has the following form:
and the relative influence of short scale perturbations on the aircraft flying qualities is discussed for example in aircraft trajectory; the influence of high frequency turbulence based on this knowledge, the conclusion is that only large scale wind variations have an important effect on the aircraft trajectory estimations and calculations. Atmospheric turbulence and gust effects have an important influence on the aircraft trajectory. For linear systems and normal distributed random processes the power density spectrum of the flight path deviation can be calculated using the power density spectrum of the input and the transfer function:

$$S_{p}(\omega) = F(\omega) \cdot F(-j\omega) \cdot S_{\text{wind}}(\omega)$$

The result of this approximation is shown in Fig. 4. The picture contains from top to bottom:

- the DRYDEN power density spectrum as the input signal with the coefficient $V/L_w$
- the transfer function of the vertical acceleration due to the wind angle of attack based on the simplified heave motion
- the output power density spectrum of the vertical acceleration
- the output power density spectrum of the vertical flight-path deviation.

The last picture demonstrates the influence of vertical turbulence components on the aircraft trajectory. In the high frequency domain the influence of the wind angle of attack on the trajectory is negligible. The mass inertia of the aircraft, the decreasing intensity of the turbulence and the unsteady lift effects are alleviating the amplitude of the flight-path deviation. For low frequencies, the wind shear area of the spectrum, the flight-path is influenced by vertical wind disturbances. In this low frequency area the aircraft follows the changing wind velocity and alters the flight-path. Energy is transferred between wind and aircraft and causes the acceleration or deceleration of the aircraft. In the high frequency range of the spectrum the inertia of the aircraft avoids flight-path deviations. The aircraft accelerations are large, but only for a short time. The integral of these accelerations is small and the influence on the flight-path is negligible.

The discussed solution was calculated for the simplified heave motion. The aircraft has three degrees of freedom in the longitudinal motion. Especially the pitch motion of the aircraft has influence on the trajectory. Fig. 5 shows the transfer function of the flight-path deviation for the complete longitudinal motion. The eigenmotions of the aircraft, phugoid and short period motion, are important frequencies for the separation of effects. If the frequency of the wind perturbation is less than the phugoid frequency, the change of aircraft trajectory is directly proportional to the wind angle of attack. That means, low frequency wind perturbations directly change aircraft trajectory. If the range of frequency is above the short period motion, the inertia of the aircraft avoids large changes of trajectory.

Based on this knowledge, the conclusion is that only large scale wind variations have an important effect on the aircraft trajectory; the influence of high frequency turbulence is negligible.


3.2.2 Influence of wind on the aircraft motion.

The discussion of the influence of gust effects on the aircraft trajectory is difficult. As demonstrated in chapter 3.2.1, the aircraft reaction due to changes in the wind angle of attack depends on the frequency of the perturbation. In case of gust effects, this frequency can have a wide range, depending on the shape of the gust and the relative speed of encountering it. As gust effects are limited in the geometric dimensions, the influence on aircraft trajectory in also limited. A final classification of the influence of gust effects is not possible. The main effect on the trajectory is not the gust itself but the integrated eigenmotion of the aircraft, especially the phugoid and the dutch roll motion. But with a pilot in the loop or an activated autopilot system, the perturbations are controlled.

The main conclusion of these considerations is that only the large scale perturbations should be taken into account in aircraft trajectory estimations and calculations. Atmospheric turbulence and gust effects have important influence on the flying qualities of aircrafts, the pilots workload or the design of gust alleviation systems. For the aircraft trajectory discussion in the following chapters it is permitted to neglect the influence of these short scale perturbations.

3.3 Energy situation.

The most important physical effects of the wind in flight become clear by a look at the aircraft's energy situation (KONI\text{I} et al., 1980). The total flight-path energy can be determined by

$$E_K = \frac{1}{2} \cdot m \cdot V_K^2 + m \cdot g \cdot H,$$

where $V_K$ is the flight-path speed, $H$ is the altitude, $g$ the geographical acceleration and $m$ the aircraft mass. Related to the aircraft's weight $W = m \cdot g$ we get the actual energy height from the equation above.
and from that the time derivative

\[ \dot{H}_{EK} = \frac{V_k \cdot V_k}{g} + \dot{H} . \]  

(22)

known as the total flight-path energy rate or specific excess power (SEP). The two terms in eq. (22) represent the kinetic and the potential flight-path energy rate.

Fig. 6 shows a landing approach with fixed controls starting in a constant headwind decreasing to zero (tailwind shear). It can be seen, that the airspeed does not decrease to the same extent as the headwind due to the slowly self-adjusting flight-path velocity. The phugoid mode is stimulated by the rapid wind change which leads to an oscillatory exchange between the portion of the kinetic and the potential energy rate. Large excursions of altitude arise even after the aircraft has left the shear layer. The deviations are not acceptable in any circumstances. From Fig. 6 we can gather that the total energy rate remains nearly constant within the shear layer and shows only small variations after passing that area. Therefore a wind shear warning system based exclusively on the display of the specific excess power cannot give sufficient information about the wind shear hazard (KÖNIG et al., 1980).

Another energy definition can be made using the airspeed. The substitution of \( V_k \) in the equations (20, 21, 22) by \( V \) leads to the total air path energy rate

\[ \dot{H}_{EA} = \frac{V \cdot V}{g} + \dot{H} . \]  

(23)

This equation normally is used in the total energy vertical speed indicator of glider planes. The result of eq. (23) is compared with eq. (22) in Fig. 7. It can be seen, that a wind shear display based on the total air path energy rate is able to detect the shear situation. The required total energy rates \( \dot{H}_{EA \text{req}} \) and \( \dot{H}_{EA \text{req}} \) to compensate the wind shear are also plotted in Fig. 7. Note that the difference \( \Delta H_E \) between the required total energy rate and the actual total energy rate is quite the same and independent from the reference coordinate system. So only regarding the energy height differences, there is a free option using the airspeed or the flight-path speed for the energy definition.

To obtain a complete compensation of the wind, the pilot has to maintain a constant airspeed \( V_{\text{nom}} \) and the required glide slope \( \gamma_{\text{nom}} \). Applying these conditions a relation can be expanded for the calculation of the required change in thrust \( \Delta T \). From eq. (3) we get after linearisation the non-dimensional equation (KÖNIG, 1982)

\[ \Delta T = \frac{\Delta W_E}{W} \cdot \frac{\Delta V_W}{V_{\text{nom}}} + \frac{\Delta W_E}{V_{\text{nom}}} . \]  

(24)

In the above equation \( \Delta W_E \) is the horizontal wind acceleration, \( \Delta V_W \) is the horizontal and \( \Delta W_E \) is the vertical wind difference calculated by the actual wind minus the wind where the computation is started and the aircraft is trimmed. If there is no variation in wind the aircraft will continue its steady flight with constant thrust. The required thrust variation for a descending flight in a headwind shear profile is given on principle in Fig. 8. From eq. (23) it is possible to calculate the energy height error

\[ \Delta H_E = H_E - H_{\text{Enom}} , \]  

(25)

representing a useful criterion for the severity of the wind's effect on the aircraft. The balance of power for steady flight is (HAHN, 1987)

\[ V_k \cdot \Delta T + W \cdot \Delta H_E = 0 . \]  

(26)

\( \Delta T \) is the difference of thrust to compensate the difference in the specific excess power \( \Delta H_E = \Delta H_E / \Delta t \) caused by the change in wind. An increase in specific excess power requires a reduction of thrust to maintain steady flight. The flight-path speed along the path \( a \) is

\[ V_k = \frac{\Delta e}{\Delta t} . \]  

(27)

With the equations (26) and (27) the energy height error becomes

\[ \Delta H_E = \int \frac{\Delta T}{W} \, de . \]  

(28)

Applying the equation (24) we get (SWOLINSKY, 1986):

\[ \Delta H_E = \int \left( \frac{\Delta W_E}{W} + \frac{\Delta V_W}{V_{\text{nom}}} \cdot \gamma_{\text{nom}} + \frac{\Delta W_E}{V_{\text{nom}}} \right) \, de . \]  

(29)
In the above equation only the nominal approach speed and the nominal flight-path slope is needed to determine the energy height error in a given wind field. The hazard limit, defined by the maximum allowable energy height loss, is based on the fact that the aircraft is not allowed to sink below a specific obstacle surface and the airspeed must be higher than the stall speed (KONIG, 1982; HAHN, 1987):

\[ \Delta H_{\text{lim}} = H_{\text{min}}(V_{\text{min}}, V_{\text{min}}) - H_{\text{nom}}(V_{\text{nom}}) \]  

(30)

If the hazard limit defined by eq. (30) is not reached, the aircraft can increase its height at the expense of airspeed to avoid an obstacle contact. On the other hand, an impact on ground can happen with a proper airspeed even if the energy height error is not critical. So, another important safety aspect is the flight-path deviation.

3.4 Typical aircraft response in wind shear

Wind shear causes deviation from the trimmed aircraft state of flight. Due to the aircraft's inertia the flight-path speed \( V_K \) is nearly constant during the first encounter of wind shear. Therefore, the varying wind changes first the aerodynamic flow field (airspeed, angle of attack). After the occurrence of an airspeed difference as a result of the wind shear, the static stability of the airplane supported by the pilot's behaviour to keep the airspeed constant, will accelerate (tailwind shear) respectively decelerate (headwind shear) the aircraft relative to the ground.

From Fig. 7 we can gather, that the variation of the specific excess power is

\[ \Delta H_{\text{EXK}} = 0 . \]  

(31)

With eq.(22) the deviation of the vertical speed is

\[ \Delta H = \frac{V_K - V_K}{g} \]  

(32)

which results in a height error

\[ \Delta H = \frac{V_K - V_K}{g} \]  

(33)

For a changing horizontal wind component \( u_{W_D} \) eq. (6) becomes with \( u_{W_D} = 0 \) (see also Fig. 2)

\[ V_K = V + u_{W_D} . \]  

(34)

So if the airspeed variation is small, the mean flight-path deviation caused by the wind

\[ \Delta H = \frac{(V + u_{W_D}) \cdot u_{W_D}}{g} \]  

(35)

directly depends on the amount of the wind difference.

Some typical flight-paths through a discrete linear shear layer are given in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10. In the case of a landing in a headwind shear (Fig. 9) only a relatively harmless airspeed deviation appears which takes the aircraft above the glide path. This situation can be classified as uncritical because a go-around will always be possible. The approach in tailwind shear produces a significant deviation from the initial state of flight. When the aircraft encounters the shear layer, its flight-path angle becomes steeper, and so the aircraft is self-inducing a more and more intensifying wind shear. It can be seen, that the flight-path deviation in the shear layer itself is small. The greater glide path deviation, caused by the dynamic response of the aircraft, appears outside the shear layer.

The same is true for the take-off in a tailwind shear (Fig. 10). But there is an important difference between the take-off and the landing. While approaching, the energy height error can be compensated by thrust control. Contrary to landing, during take-off the aircraft is flying near its maximum performance capability. Therefore, the compensation of the flight-path deviation is attainable only by shifting kinetic to potential energy. But at least the wind shear will lead to a height deficit during the take-off phase, as illustrated in Fig. 10.

From Fig. 8 we gather, that a tail- or headwind shear affects the flight-path oscillation (phugoid) in a different way. The influence of horizontal and vertical shear gradients on the phugoid is analyzed by KRAUSPE (1983). A fundamental result of this investigation was, that the aircraft response in wind shear is nearly independent of aircraft characteristics. The major parameters of influence are airspeed and lift to drag ratio. It should be noted, that the earth-fixed wind shear can extensively modify the phugoid stability (Fig. 11). The flight-paths in wind fields with constant shear can be approximated by simple analytical functions (Fig. 12), when the phugoid eigenvalues are known. The accuracy of the results is very acceptable for the relevant time period of 20 seconds after the wind shear encounter.
4. Large scale wind variation

4.1 Downburst

The most adverse wind situations are produced by thunderstorms. There the disadvantageous combination of downdraft and tailwind shear can be found in the core of a downburst. But it can be said, that the reasons for the approach accidents cannot exclusively be found in the wind field of the downburst's core. The critical situation results from the fact, that the aircraft's thrust setting for the approach will be done before it reaches the downburst (BAHN, 1987). Fig. 13 shows the landing in a downburst based roughly on the conditions of the B727 approach accident in New York in 1975. The flight-path with fixed aircraft controls (indicated by a dot-dash line) is very close to that of the accident flight. So we can assume that the pilot reacted much too late and not efficiently. Some flights are simulated passing this downburst. An activated autopilot (Fig. 13, dotted line) tries to position the aircraft on the nominal glide path. The flight-path deviation is small, but the energy height error leads to significant airspeed errors. When the hazard limit is reached, the airspeed is very close to the stall speed. The aircraft does not reach the runway. So, even if the pilot is able to maintain the nominal glide path, the hazard limit is reached. A comparison of the energy height error calculated by the simple equation (29) with those of non-linear simulations along the individual flight-paths with fixed aircraft controls or autopilot demonstrates only small differences. So it can be said, that eq. (29) is a simple but powerful method for the estimation of the wind effect on the aircraft's energy situation.

With Fig. 13 it becomes also clear that a safe landing will only be possible with an additional supply of energy by thrust control. Fig. 14 illustrates an approach in the same downburst with a conventional modern automatic flight control system (autopilot and autotrottle). Airspeed and flight-path deviations are acceptably small. The thrust setting DF (actual thrust related to the maximum thrust) adjusted by the autotrottle never reaches its maximum. A touch-down on the runway will be possible.

The accuracy of automatic flight control systems can be improved by advanced control laws under consideration of wind effects (STENGEL, 1986; KÖNIG, 1985). Generally it can be said, that during landing in a downburst the flight performance is normally not the limiting factor. The problem is, that in manual approach the pilot needs sufficient information about the required thrust setting caused by the actual wind situation. As discussed before, the total energy and the rate of total energy defined in the airpath fixed coordinate system are the most important parameters for a perfect detection of wind effects acting on the aircraft. So these parameters can be used for a cockpit display concept. The total energy rate can be displayed with an additional pointer in the vertical speed indicator, and the total energy error may be displayed in a modified "fast-slow-indicator" of the flight director display (KÖNIG et al., 1980). This concept has been tested in a moving cockpit simulator by a joint team of Bodensee Geräteinstitute; Deutscher Forschungs- und Versuchsanstalt für Luft- und Raumfahrt (DFVLR) and the Technical University of Braunschweig. The simulated wide body aircraft was flown by fourteen airline pilots. With the display of energy and energy rate most of the pilots, even those of least experience, were able to carry out a hard but safe landing or to initiate a go-around as shown in Fig. 15 (SCHÄNZER, 1983). The research on this field was sponsored by the German Ministry of Transportation (BMV, March 1983).

As mentioned above, the aircraft is flying near its maximum performance capability during take-off. Therefore, if the wind gradients in a downburst are strong enough, a take-off accident can become inevitable. Fig. 16 shows such a take-off accident of a B727 in Denver in August 7th, 1975. The reconstructed wind gradients are \( u_{727} = 10 \text{ms}^{-1} \) and \( w_{727} = 0.18 \text{ms}^{-1} \) (KURZPJE, 1983). The simulation is done with fixed controls and it starts at a distance of \( x_{727} = 350 \text{m} \) before the centre of the downburst, comparable to the Denver accident. Although all experienced pilots are not able to climb. The energy height loss increases from the beginning and the aircraft is permanently losing airspeed. The stall speed is reached shortly before crossing the hazard limit. The reconstructed flight-path of the Denver accident is similar to the flight-path with fixed aircraft controls. So it can be assumed again, that the pilot's inputs are not very efficient. But it must be realized, that a take-off under these wind conditions can be assumed as impossible.

Downbursts with gradients less than those of the above Denver accident can be crossed by a simple escape manoeuvre (BAHN, 1987). As gathered from Fig. 16 a realistic pilot behaviour in downbursts comes close to simulations with fixed aircraft controls. Such a simulation carried out in the Philadelphia downburst (June 23rd, 1974) is shown, as well, in Fig. 17. The take-off climb begins at a distance of \( x_{727} = 1000 \text{m} \) before the centre of the downburst. Airspeed and energy height error are rapidly decreasing and the hazard limit is nearly reached when the aircraft has a ground impact. A practicable escape manoeuvre is the level flight phase to pass the core of the downburst before starting the climb (Fig. 17). The main important advantage of this flight procedure results from the smaller vertical wind close to the ground. During the climbing flight with fixed controls the downburst increases with height.

In principle the go-around can be assumed as a combination of approach and take-off climb. By taking the above discussed results into consideration, the following conclusions can be drawn. Regarding the energy situation in most of the downbursts approaching is possible provided that the pilot or the automatic flight control system reacts the required manner. Initiating the go-around, the above described flight level procedure is to prefer for crossing the core before climbing to higher altitudes.

4.2 Low-level jet

The low level jet is characterized by a jet like wind profile with low altitude wind maxima (Fig. 18). In some cases an intensive variation of wind direction with height can be observed (see SWOLINSKY, 1986). Especially the nocturnal low-level jet can be assumed as a phenomenon of far-reaching horizontal homogeneity, i.e. wind speed and direction, acting on an aircraft, are dependent only on the distance of the aircraft from the ground. Passing a low level jet during landing approach, an energy height excess is building up in the region of increasing headwind, which leads to positive flight-path deviations. After passing the windspeed maximum, the decreasing headwind produces an energy deficit and leads the actual flight-path beneath the nominal glide path. Fig. 19 and 20 show these effects for a simulated landing approach with fixed controls respectively for manual flight, using a flight simulator. The model parameters of the wind profile have been derived from measurements, which have to
be classified as a worst case low level jet. In both cases the flight-path deviation are similar, but for simulation of manual approach the pilot succeeded in intercepting the aircraft a few meters above the ground. Systematic investigations show, that the height of the maximum headwind and the headwind difference between maximum wind and value and reference wind speed near the ground (e.g. $H_p=10$ m) are the most influential parameters. Flight path deviations, respectively, aircraft hazard are increasing with increasing headwind difference in connection with decreasing height of the maximum headwind.

4.3 Orographic effects on the atmospheric flow

The wind flow, especially in the lower boundary layer, is influenced by the orographic shape of the surface (Hahn et al., 1988), as it can be seen in Fig. 21. The figure shows the streamlines of a wind flow over a flat hill. The main effects caused by the disturbance of the flow field are an updraft at the windward-side and a downdraft at the lee-side of the hill. Further it can be seen that the streamlines are not exactly parallel to the surface contour. The hill causes a contraction of the streamlines at the top of the hill, which leads to an increase in the wind speed according to the law of continuity.

In the case of higher wind speeds, the occurrence of flow separation depending on the hill slopes on the lee- and lee-side is possible (Meroney, 1979). This may lead to a vortex flow in the lee of the hill with additional, partly strong up- and downwinds as it is illustrated in Fig. 22 (Eichenberger, 1982).

Based on the above mentioned phenomena, a wind model was developed to investigate the influence of the hill flow on the take-off flight-path of a starting aircraft by simulation (Hahn et al., 1988). As a result, Fig. 23 shows the simulated net path of a take-off climb of a two-engine aircraft under the condition of an engine failure during the start, together with the calculated wind along the flight-path (wind model without vortex flow). Compared with a take-off in the boundary layer, without the influence of the hill (broken line), the decrease of the flight-path angle can be seen; resulting in a loss of height about 40 meters at the top of the hill. The difference between the two flight-paths is a degree for the influence of the hill flow. In this case the net flight-path does not reach the minimum height of 10.7 m above the highest obstacle.

By order of the Bundesministerium für Verkehr, about 40 test flights were carried out measuring the wind flow in the lee of a flat hill (Weddach H=11) near Stuttgart airport to investigate the influence of the measured wind speeds on the trajectory of a star:- aircraft by simulation (Schänzer et al., 1987). As an example, a typical measurement flight-path together with the horizontal and vertical velocities along the flight-path is presented in Fig. 24. To get the most realistic results with the simulation, the measurement flight-path had to be near the expected simulation flight-path.

The analysis of the measured data shows large variations in the wind speed courses as well as in the mean wind velocities. The flow of the horizontal wind component partly confirms the theory of the developed wind models with increasing headwind speed to the top of the hill. In same other cases a nearly constant wind course or even a decrease in headwind can be noticed. These unexpected phenomena can not be explained yet.

Another estimation of the influence of the hill can be realized by comparing the mean horizontal wind speed in the lee of the hill and the mean wind speed in the undisturbed flow. For this comparison, the reported wind (a horizontal reference wind) measured at the Stuttgart airport was chosen, which additionally is the basis for the calculation of the allowed take-off weight.

In most cases (about 80%) an increase of the wind speed in the lee of the hill can be noticed (Schänzer et al., 1987). The vertical wind speed courses show, in almost all cases, the above mentioned downdraft in the lee of the hill. The measured downwind speeds with mean wind speed values of up to 0.8 m/s are greater than the expected values received from the wind model.

As a special phenomenon a vortex flow in the lee of the hill was found, which can be seen in Fig. 25 (Heintsch, 1987). Detailed investigations of the hill characteristics (Schänzer et al., 1987), however, lead to the conclusion that a flow separation is not probable in this case so that the vortex flow is not a constant, but a temporary phenomenon.

With regard to the measured wind data the simulations were carried out for a start of a two engine-aircraft with an engine failure during the start. The determination of the aircraft's maximum allowable take-off weight to reach a minimum net height of 10.7 m above the highest obstacle in the start sector was performed according to the flight manual of the investigated aircraft. In the calculation half the reported wind is taken into account. The influence of the wind on the aircraft motion can be seen directly in the simulation results comparing the simulated flight-path (measured wind data) with the cross reference flight-path (half the reported wind). A typical simulated case is presented in Fig. 26. The differences between the simulated and the reference flight-path correspond to the differences between the actual wind situation and the reference wind.

A statistical analysis of the simulation results showed that in most cases a more or less clear less of height of the simulated flight-path with respect to the reference flight-path can be noticed caused by the downdraft as well as by changes in the horizontal wind velocities (horizontal wind shear). In Fig. 27 the frequency of the height above the obstacle (see Fig. 26) is presented. The values vary in a range from 2 m up to 80 m. In 55% of the 40 investigated cases the reference height of 35 m can be seen as the minimum limit for a sure take-off, was not reached (Schänzer et al., 1987).
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5. Conclusions

Wind shear accidents during landing and approach could generally be avoided by using modern flight control systems. The problem is to inform the pilot by an adequate wind shear warning display, that he can understand the reaction of the control system. Wind shear is particularly dangerous if it occurs in a height of approximately 80m - 120m, where the attention of the cockpit crew is affected by getting in touch to the ground. Wind shear during take-off and go-around is a pure flight performance problem. Pilots should avoid a take-off into a thunderstorm. In moderate downbursts a practicable escape maneuvre is to maintain the flight level at a low height to pass the core of the downburst before starting the climb. This procedure can also be applied on the go-around.
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SUMMARY

A brief account of wind-shear and some representations is given before discussing the effects of wind-shear on aircraft motion. A procedure for estimating the vertical and horizontal velocity components of a wind-shear microburst, based on observer theory is developed, and a brief discussion of flying in wind-shear concludes the paper.

INTRODUCTION

The value of any aircraft to its user depends upon how effectively it can be made to proceed in the time allowed on a precisely-controllable path between its point of departure and its intended destination. Deviation from the required path can be caused by any form of disturbance. There is particular concern with atmospheric disturbances because their forms and times of occurrence are both random and, therefore, difficult to predict so that they may be effectively countered. One form of atmospheric disturbance which is particularly dangerous is the wind-shear, a change in the wind's vector in a very short period of time.

The air through which an aircraft flies is never still. As a consequence, whenever an aircraft flies in this disturbed air, its motion is erratic. The nature of those disturbances to the air is influenced by a number of factors, but it is customary to consider turbulence, which occurs above that region of space where the atmosphere behaves as a boundary layer, as belonging to either of these classes:

a. convective turbulence, which occurs in and around clouds. This class includes thunderstorms particularly.

b. clear air turbulence (CAT). Below the cloudbase, direct convection heats the air and causes motion which, together with the many small eddies arising as a result of surface heating, are often regarded as mild CAT. Above a cluster of cumulus clouds a regular, short broken motion can persist, particularly when the change in the velocity with height is large. More virulent C.A.T. is usually to be found near mountains. And, depending upon the meteorological conditions, flights near the tropopause can often be turbulent. The most virulent turbulence of all, however, is caused by thunderstorms and squall lines, especially when the same area is simultaneously being subjected to rain, hail, sleet, or snow.

Another violent atmospheric phenomenon, which can be encountered in flight, is the microburst, a severe downburst of air. Microbursts are associated with considerable changes in the direction and/or velocity of the wind as the height changes. They exist for only very brief periods. Such severe changes in the nature of the wind over restricted ranges of height are caused by convection and they are often referred to as "wind-shears". Rising, or falling, columns of air, ringed by toroids of extreme vorticity, are produced by the convection and it is this phenomenon which is called the microburst. A fuller account is presented below.

Because the mechanisms of turbulence are so varied and involved, it has been found that the only effective methods of analysing dynamic problems in which turbulence is involved are statistical methods. However, large gusts, which are reasonably well defined by a particular deterministic function, do occur, but at random times. To assess the effect an aircraft encountering such gusts, it is common practice to employ a discrete gust as a testing function. Even though its time of occurrence may be random, a wind-shear, once it has occurred, can be effectively regarded, as a deterministic phenomenon. Models of wind-shear are not entirely descriptive of the phenomenon which they are meant to represent, but they can represent the significant characteristics sufficiently well to permit an analysis to be carried out with adequate accuracy for engineering purposes.

WINDSHEAR AND MICROBURSTS

It has been indicated earlier that wind-shear is a change in the wind vector in a relatively short amount of space. One of the consequences of such an atmospheric phenomenon is a rapid change in the airflow over the aerodynamic surfaces of an aircraft.
Such rapid changes of airflow can be hazardous, particularly to aircraft flying at low altitudes and at low speeds. It is a particularly difficult phenomenon to detect, since the effects of wind-shear are transitory, and its nature and occurrence are random. The form of wind-shear which is of particular concern is the microburst, in which a large mass of air is propelled downwards in a jet from some convective cloud system, or, perhaps, from a rapid build-up of small weather cells.

A physical account of how such a microburst forms, acts, and decays is given in ref (1). Thunderstorms, being highly variable and dynamic atmospheric occurrences, translate rapidly across the ground. As they travel, they grow and then decay. A thunderstorm results from the rapid growth and expansion in the vertical of a cumulus cloud. In its initial stages, such a storm comprises an updraft of warm, moist air, with a velocity as great as 15m/s. In the updraft, moisture droplets are lifted up until the temperature of the atmosphere causes freezing to occur. These droplets next grow into super-cooled raindrops. However, the size of these raindrops is soon too large to be supported by the updraft, at which stage they fall, dragging air with them, which produces a strong downdraft. This stage is the most mature stage of any storm. The downdraft is strengthened by drier outside air becoming entrained, and then cooled, as the raindrops evaporate. This reinforcing of the downdraft causes both the wind to become stronger and also sudden, heavy precipitation, typified by a sudden downpour. As the thunderstorm abates, the downdraft becomes even more extensive and cuts off the downdraft from its inflow of warm, moist air. As a result, the storm begins to subside, the precipitation to lessen and then stop, and, soon after, the clouds begin to disperse. In the area separating the inflow and outflow, which is usually called the gust front, and which can extend for 20km, wind-shear may occur at low altitudes.

Since aircraft do not normally have sufficient specific excess power to counter the force of such a downwardly-propelled air mass, the microburst is particularly dangerous. In such an atmospheric condition, within a period of one minute or less, an aircraft can be subjected to, say, a headwind, followed by a downdraft, and then succeeded by a tailwind. There has been observed in the performance of pilots flying in such conditions a consistent pattern of response; when an updraft is first experienced, the pilot lowers the nose of the aircraft and reduces thrust. Then follows a headwind, with a consequent increase in the airspeed of the aircraft, causing the pilot to further reduce thrust. From the microburst, there is next experienced a strong, downdraft and tailwind, but the pilot's actions, already taken, have set the scene for further difficulty, since the thrust has been reduced and the nose lowered. In general, the performance of untrained pilots in wind-shear situations is rarely adequate, manifesting itself (usually), in a failure to maintain the appropriate airspeed and the correct flight path.

Notwithstanding the evident importance for flight safety of the phenomenon of wind-shear, standard representations for use in analytical studies are unsatisfactory, although Froet(2) has recently provided a number of new models for consideration. Two important vortex models (3, 4) have also been suggested. Yet, there are but two official forms, one defined by the FAA, and the other by the ARB in the U.K. Both are represented in Figure 1. The ARB profile is logarithmic and, at the lower heights, its gradient becomes progressively steeper than that of the FAA profile. In Figure 1 $V_A$ represents the wind velocity; $V_k$ is a reference velocity, taken as the velocity of the wind measured at a reference height of 25ft (7.6m). Neither profile is adequate for studying the microburst situation. The problem of how to adequately represent such a situation remains unsolved.

In any wind-shear encounter it is the phugoid mode, the slow period response of the aircraft, which is most important because it depends upon the interchange between the kinetic and the potential energy of the aircraft in the vertical plane. It is known that the phugoid mode is usually oscillatory and very lightly damped. In some cases it can be unstable. Significantly, the time involved in a microburst encounter is often about the same as the period of the phugoid mode, thereby making possible a resonant response, in which the interchange energy is amplified. Such amplification leads to a greater deviation from the intended flight path than would have occurred with a well-damped mode.

One form of representation of wind-shear(4), which takes these facts into account, is represented in Figure 2. It must be "tuned" to accord with the flying characteristics of the aircraft being studied. In Figure 2, the square wave oscillation represents a head/tailwind combination at the mid-point of the square wave, a (1-coe) downdraft is introduced. The period of the square wave is adjusted to be the same as the period of the phugoid motion of the aircraft being investigated. Although the profile in Figure 2 has been presented as a function of time, it is intended to represent a physical phenomenon in which the velocity changes with height. There is an implicit assumption that during the period of the wind-shear encounter the aircraft will be climbing or landing, i.e. changing its height.
Another method of representation is to use any record of a wind-shear which may have been obtained, either from meteorological studies or from flight records. A number of records are now available; the most celebrated was obtained from a reconstruction of the available data relating to the disastrous crash of a Boeing 727 which occurred on 24th June 1975 at J F Kennedy Airport, New York, U.S.A. The reconstructed data is shown in Figure 3, together with the aircraft trajectory. 90 seconds (2006 GMT) denotes the time when the aircraft reached the outburst centre. Note how the characteristic "ballooning" of the aircraft's path started 16 seconds before this point, and how some 11.5 seconds after its occurrence the severe downdraft caused the aircraft to crash some 2000 feet (600m) short of the runway. Resolution of this wind-shear into vertical and horizontal components results in the profiles for $w_x$ and $w_y$ shown in Figure 4. These can be used, with appropriate amplitude scaling, in wind-shear studies.

**EFFECT OF WIND-SHEAR ON AIRCRAFT MOTION**

The small perturbation motion of an aircraft affected by an atmospheric disturbance can be represented by the vector differential equation:

$$\dot{z} = Ax + Bu + Ed$$

(1)

where $x \in \mathbb{R}^n$, $u \in \mathbb{R}^m$, and $d \in \mathbb{R}^p$.

The coefficient matrix, $A$, is of order $n \times n$; the control driving matrix, $B$, is of order $n \times m$, and the disturbance driving matrix, $E$, is of order $n \times p$.

Such equations as eq. (1) are habitually used in studies concerned with flight control systems. But the small perturbation approach is generally only justified when the wind field is uniform. For a non-uniform wind field there is normally a continuously changing equilibrium flight condition (about which the small perturbation motion is supposed to occur) which manifests itself physically in there being observable changes in the equilibrium flight path angle, lift, and side forces with time. However, consideration of the hazardous flight problem indicates that the primary effect of wind-shear relates to longitudinal motion, particularly in the low-speed regimes of landing or take-off, so that these time-varying changes in $y$, $L$ and $Y$ can be neglected as a first approximation. Consequently, eq. (1) can be taken as a reasonable representation. Since $d_y$ is unknown it would be useful to measure it accurately in flight so that the pilot, or a control system, could generate a suitable control input, $u$, to counter its effects. One method of obtaining, $d_y$, is to use an observer. If the control action, $u$, is taken as inappropriate, for example, a pilot continues to fly the aircraft in an appropriate way for a normal landing, without allowing for the effects of wind-shear, then the aircraft's trajectory is normally represented by the "ballooning" curve shown in Figure 4, with its attendant disaster at ground contact. It is evidently necessary to provide a good estimate of $d_y$, the vector whose elements are the velocity components of the wind-shear. It has been pointed out in the Introduction to this paper that once it has occurred a wind-shear can be effectively regarded as a deterministic phenomenon, and consequently it can be reconstructed from a knowledge of the output vector of the aircraft, composed of a few of the state variables representing the aircraft's motion, and of the control inputs if they are being applied. The most convenient form of reconstruction is a Luenberger observer. A number of algorithms are available to permit such a design, but one method which provides a convenient technique is to design an observer making use of linear optimal control theory.

**OPTIMAL OBSERVER**

Suppose that the dynamics of some aircraft are defined by state and output equations viz.

$$x = Ax + Bu$$

(2)

$$y = Cx$$

(3)

It is intended to design an observer to provide an estimated state vector, $\hat{x}_e$, which will be close to the original state vector, $x$, but requires as its inputs only the control vector, $u$, and another vector, $w$, which is related to the output vector, $y$, of the aircraft i.e.

$$\dot{\hat{x}}_e = F \hat{x}_e + Gu + w$$

(4)

The forcing vector, $w$, is chosen to be

$$w = K(y - \hat{y})$$

(5)

$$\hat{y} = C \hat{x}_e$$

(6)

Therefore,

$$\dot{\hat{x}}_e = F \hat{x}_e + Gu + KC$$

(7)
However, from eq. (3),

$$Bu = \hat{x} - Ax$$  \hspace{2cm} (8)

and if

$$G\hat{B}B$$

then

$$\dot{x}_e = (F - KC)x_e + x - (A - KC)x$$  \hspace{2cm} (10)

i.e.

$$\dot{x}_e = (A - KC)x - (F - KC)x_e$$  \hspace{2cm} (11)

By choosing the coefficient matrix, F, of the observer to be identical to that of the aircraft namely

$$F \hat{B} A$$  \hspace{2cm} (12)

and by defining any difference between the actual state estimated and vector as an error vector, $e$, it can easily be shown that

$$e = (A - KC)e$$  \hspace{2cm} (12)

Provided that $\lambda (A - KC) < 0$ then, as $t$ tends to infinity, the error vector, $e$, will tend to zero and the observer’s vector, $x_e$, will correspond to the state vector, $x$, of the aircraft. To secure this desirable condition requires only that the matrix, $K$, be determined.

As a first step, let $K$ be chosen to be a stabilizing matrix. Imagine that the observer dynamics are defined by eq. (13) rather than eq. (4), that is to say, that

$$\dot{x}_e = Fx_e + Gu + Ky$$  \hspace{2cm} (13)

Letting $G\hat{B}B$ (as before) results in

$$\dot{x}_e - \dot{x}_e = Ax - Fx_e - KCx = (A - KC)x - Fx_e$$  \hspace{2cm} (14)

If $F$ is chosen to be $(A - KC)$, and

$$\dot{e} = (A - KC)e = De$$  \hspace{2cm} (16)

Suppose that we have a system defined by an equation

$$\dot{e} = Me + Nv$$  \hspace{2cm} (17)

then if we choose as a performance index

$$J = \int_0^1 (e^T Qe + v^T Cu) dt$$  \hspace{2cm} (18)

then minimizing eq. (18) subject to eq. (17) will result in a control law

$$v = \hat{u}$$  \hspace{2cm} (19)

Hence

$$\dot{e} = (M + NH)e$$  \hspace{2cm} (20)

If it can be arranged that

$$\lambda (A - KC) = \lambda (M + NH) = \lambda (D)$$  \hspace{2cm} (21)

then the optimal closed loop observer will be the required observer provided that

$$M = A$$  \hspace{2cm} (22)

and $H = K$

A block diagram representing the optimal closed-loop observer is shown in Figure 5.

The optimal observer provides an estimate, $x_e$, of the state vector; what is wanted is the wind-shear vector, $d_r$. 
However, if a "model" equation is constructed with the following dynamics

\[ \dot{x}_w = D\dot{x}_g + Bu + Ky \]  

then

\[ \dot{u}_g - \dot{u}_w = Ed_g \]  

If eq. (1) was re-written in its elemental form it is evident from eq. (24) that

\[ \dot{u}_g - \dot{u}_w = -Xu - \dot{u}_w - u' \]  

\[ \dot{u}_g - \dot{w}_w = Xu - \dot{u}_w - w' \]  

It can easily be shown that:

\[ X(\dot{u}_g - \dot{u}_w) - Z(\dot{u}_g - \dot{u}_w) = (Z' - Z)w \]  

\[ Z(\dot{u}_g - \dot{w}_w) - X(\dot{u}_g - \dot{w}_w) = (Z' - Z)w \]  

Equations (27) and (28) can be very easily synthesized and a suitable block diagram representation is shown as Figure 6. In that figure the output signals have been denoted as \( \dot{u}_g \) and \( \dot{u}_w \) which are identically equal to \( u'_g \) and \( u'_w \) the required wind-shear components, when the values of the stability derivatives used in the syntheses viz \( Z', Z, X', X \) are exact; otherwise \( \dot{u}_g \) and \( \dot{u}_w \) are subject to error.

The effectiveness of the estimation scheme can be judged from Figure 7, in which are shown the estimated horizontal and vertical components obtained from the simulation of a Jetstar aircraft landing when encountering the JFK wind-shear of Figure 3.

**FLYING IN WIND-SHEAR**

A number of operational techniques have been recommended(7) for flying in hazardous wind-shear conditions. For example, it is considered by some that pilots should allow the airspeed to fall to stick shaker speed while gaining height by pitching up, although the Airworthiness and Performance Committee of the ALPA considers that it is best to achieve the speed for best angle of climb i.e. minimum drag speed. It is the view of that committee that sacrificing all the available energy of the aircraft down to stick shaker speed while increasing at the same time the aircraft's drag (thereby reducing the aircraft's climb capability) is unsafe. Whatever technique is adopted requires a recognition on the part of the pilot that he is countering the effects of a wind-shear. The provision of an airborne detection system is advantageous for a number of reasons, including the fact that the aircraft does not depend on any ground-based system at each airport. With such a system the pilot can monitor quantitatively how the longitudinal and vertical components of the wind-shear are changing, and with that indication, even if it gives only a few seconds warning, will allow a pilot to attempt to bank away or to go around.

The technique proposed in this paper avoids the need for an accurate measurement of ground speed and is particularly suitable for general aviation aircraft, such as business jets. It will provide an indication on the runway if a wind-shear is present if the aircraft is in motion, but the accuracy of the estimation is not as great. Nevertheless, in common with any measurement system, it has a disadvantage that in providing a measurement the aircraft must have entered the wind-shear field. The use of automatic feedback control systems using the estimated wind-shear components to achieve a proper automatic recovery is feasible(8) in some situations, but in low speed regimes the need to avoid stall would make the design of such control systems difficult and, since wind-shear encounters are likely to be rare, not economically attractive.
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Aviation safety history is a long flight against severe environmental constraint. Modern aircraft are able to face safely most of them but one still remain a potential killer, that is what is generally described as a windshear situation.

What can be done, necessarily fall either in how to timely detect such a situation in order to avoid it or/and what tools could be given to the crew to better escape should they are trapped in.

Latest state of build-in equipment, 3-D Navigation, Electronic displays and Flight Control, provide now all necessary tools to develop an efficient in-board detection and protection system. Such system will be described altogether with a review of some fundamental criteria to be considered when assessing their efficiency.

In the recent years a big emphasis has been put on windshear since a few fatal accidents have focused the attention of the people on a very old phenomenon known by the flying crews.

Due to the increasing air traffic leading to a higher exposure into bad weather conditions the attention of the air transportation community has been driven to look more carefully into the complexity of the "windshear" phenomenon and into the way to survive it.

Thanks in particular to the work and publications of Professor T. T. Fujita from the University of Chicago, the Aviation Community is now able to better understand these short, violent and almost unpredictable "Microbursts" which may end up in fatal accident.

In general the term "Windshear" defines a variety of atmospheric conditions characterized by a sudden change in air mass direction and/or velocity. Amongst the shears an airplane may encounter, the microburst is one of the most threatening since this sudden strong downdraft close to the ground induces outburst winds as high as 150 kt. All this phenomenon is limited in a small horizontal scale leaving little room for a rapid manoeuvre where survival may be a matter of seconds. The case of Delta 191 in Dallas is a typical example of this violent case where within one minute the burst developed to an hazardous situation (ref. figure 1). A scan of the flight recorder shows the behaviour of the main parameters in this case (ref. figure 2).

It is clear to everybody that the best to survive such cases is to AVOID it. Of course the Airbus Industrie recommendation is to apply this very simple rule: "AVOID, AVOID, AVOID".

However the avoidance procedure will be based on a reliable and quick information process given to the crew to be in a position either to stay on ground before take off or to initiate an early go-around during the approach. Despite strong efforts in the USA to develop and install ground facilities to detect the windshear, most of the places where convective weather situations may be encountered leading to violent wind bursts will remain for a long time with only visual information and pilot reports. This means that for the time being the only available solution remains an equipment installed on board of the aircraft.

One could consider to have an advisory airborne system to alert the crew in advance for early avoidance. Unfortunately no simple system yet exists and the today on board weather radar is not able to do the job properly.

Therefore the only remaining possibility is to have a redundant and integrated airborne system combined with operational procedures to help the crew in flying through the windshear.

Since 1972, Airbus Industrie has considered as a necessity to implement on its newly designed aircraft means to help the pilot in coping with the windshear. With the support of the new technologies Airbus Industrie has been permanently improving or bringing additional information to further enhance the capacity of the pilot to safely fly through the burst (ref. fig. 3).

Based on the standard equation of flight, it is possible to work on two parameters: THRUST and LIFT.
It is clear that the use of the maximum rated thrust as soon as possible helps in recovery as well as pitch attitude increase in order to increase the lift, thus increasing potential energy. Since the success is a matter of seconds, Airbus Industrie has implemented:

- an automatic thrust increase which is available in automatic and manual modes
- a pitch guidance which will give a good cue to the pilot to maintain an attitude avoiding to sacrifice altitude.

SPEED REFERENCE SYSTEM

This system has been developed to guide the pilot in pitch during take-off and go-around. The system works basically as a speed control system however it includes protections which are activated in case of windshear.

The prevailing order is defined by increasing pitch toward 18° thus increasing the lift. However, in case of extreme condition the pitch order may be superseded by the control of the speed slightly above the stick shaker level by the pilot himself.

Simulation has shown that following the SRS order it was possible to maintain the altitude for a fair period of time which should save the airplane in most of the shears.

The first point on which it was possible to easily implement a solution was the automatic increase of thrust in case of excessive angle of attack. This apply mainly during the approach where the windshear will generally lead to an increase of angle of attack and if it is severe enough the effect of full thrust as soon as possible will improve the safety. The system reacts automatically when the angle of attack exceeds a predetermined value. Should this occur, the recommended procedure during approach is to make a go-around.

If the measured rate of change of airspeed and ground speed exceeds a preset threshold, the system will react with a phase advance. The nose up change which accompanies the power increase brings an additional safety factor by trending to higher angle of attack.

The system will not react to a pure vertical draft as quickly as to an horizontal shear. However, it is worth noticing that at low level (below 500 ft) the probability of getting a pure vertical draft is very low since the proximity of the ground will deviate the flow and turn it to horizontal out draft. In the case of Delta 191, the main wind component was a strong tailwind in the last 400 ft.

With the installation of the Cathod Ray Tube (CRT), Airbus Industrie has introduced some information giving a clear synthesis of the situation such as the speed trend and the position of the actual speed compared to reference speeds such as 1.3 Vs and 1.1 Vs.

An important effort has been made in matter of rationalization of the information presented to the crew (ref. Figure 6).

SPEED TREND INFORMATION AND SPEED MARGIN

On the Cathod Ray Tube of the primary flight display, it has been possible to present with an arrow where will be the speed in the next 10 seconds. Eventhough no rule has been defined, one will notice by the jerk of the arrow and particularly its size that an abnormality is raising which may on the ground lead naturally to the take-off abort. In flight it will give a good indication and help in an early response.

In addition the permanent display of the stick shaker speed will give the pilot the best support to fly the airplane at the maximum possible lift should the case occur.

FLIGHT PATH VECTOR

One important tool, which is not used as it should, is the flight path vector which could be monitored by the non flying pilot. The "Bird" is generated by the inertial reference system which is independent from the other parameters and shows the direction of the flight path. It is obvious that, when the "Bird" is below the horizon, the path is converging towards the ground. Such a synthesis from the basic parameters as presented on conventional aircraft is not easy in particular in critical phase.

On the A320 a further step will be implemented with the happening of the "fly thru computer".

The basic pitch control law is working up to a certain angle of attack where it is replaced by an angle of attack control law (ref. Figures 9 and 10) which covers the high lift zone : an increasingly positive stability is introduced so that a maximum angle of attack corresponding to the stall protection is achieved with the full stick deflection. At this point the wing is delivering all its lift allowing a fair margin to the stall with good capability in roll. In the same zone the high angle of attack floor protection will activate automatically the thrust to the maximum rated level, where it will be latched.
In case of windshear:

The pitch control law is based on load factor demand and therefore try to maintain the flight under IG condition, thus fighting the shear.

If the shear becomes too severe the maximum rated thrust will be automatically applied in all phases of flight and the pitch demand will be somehow optimized.

In extreme condition, since the airplane will be stall protected, the procedure is to pull the stick right back. This last action will demand the maximum possible lift from the airplane while the pilot knows that the airplane will not stall.

Procedure

In addition to the airborne installation, Airbus Industrie insists on the following procedures since a strong windshear can be considered as an emergency situation where immediate and simple action is the only solution. Airbus Industrie believes that when survival is a matter of seconds, there is no parameter to be precisely flown. Nothing else but trading speed for altitude, which means pulling up, would help in a case such as the one of CO 426 (ref. Figure 8).

1 - AVOID: if windshear is expected or announced, delay take-off or landing.

2 - If caught in the shear: keep the nose up to at least maintain altitude, and trigger the go levers in case of flexible thrust take-off or approach.

The information and displays available in the Airbus Industrie aircraft family will help the crew in identification and guidance:

- maximum rated thrust is automatically applied through the GO AROUND lever or the protection
- pitch guidance is provided through the Speed Reference System
- stick shaker speed is continuously displayed (valid from A310 on).

The recovery technique for the A320 is further simplified:

PULL the STICK FULL BACKWARDS which provides automatically the maximum rated thrust and lift.

Airbus Industrie is presently working on training program to give the airlines information and recovery techniques. This effort is consistent with the present program developed by the FAA and Airbus Industrie participates at the FAA audit on this subject. In addition we are developing information to be introduced in the Flight Crew Operating Manual to give the crew the performance capability of the airplane under prevailing weather conditions and weight.

In summary the Airbus Industrie goal is to give the crew information and guidelines (ref. Figure 11) which complement and do not supersede the data available from the ground and the crew experience in matter of weather knowledge. Our aim is to help in case of recovery from severe windshear keeping in mind that avoidance is the target. Airbus Industrie will continue to work on this essential objective which is FLIGHT SAFETY.
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- Altitude Fine
- Static Air Temperature
- Pitch Angle
- Body Angle of Attack
- Roll Angle
- Indicated Airspeed
Airbus Industrie efforts against windshear since 1972

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>A300</th>
<th>A310 &amp; A300-600</th>
<th>A320</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Angle of attack protection</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speed reference system</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beam deviation on ILS</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stick shaker speed and speed</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trend information</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wind speed and direction info</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flight path vector</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visual warning</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stall protection</td>
<td>Stick shaker</td>
<td>Stick shaker</td>
<td>Full protection against stall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High Angle of Attack Control</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3

Excessive angle of attack protection

\[
\begin{align*}
\Delta \alpha &= f \left( \frac{dVw}{dt} \right) \\
\text{Windshear Warning} \\
\text{Autothrottle} \\
\text{Level Threshold}
\end{align*}
\]

Figure 4
A300 S.R.S.

\[ \Delta \gamma = f(V - V_{SEL}) \]

Figure 5a

A310 S.R.S.

\[ \Delta \gamma = f(V - V_{SEL}) \]

To F.D. order (Middle value)

Figure 5b
**Windshear - rationalization of indication**

Further safeguards against windshear are provided with the A310 / A300-600 and A320 EFI's displays:
- concentration of information
- speed trend
- additional information
- margins
- FPV

Figure 6

**Primary information given by the FPV (« bird »)**

θ : Pitch attitude
γ : Flight path angle
α : Angle of attack
D : Drift ± sideslip

Figure 7
Continental 426 at Stapleton 7 August 1975

Figure 8

Figure 9
**A320 Protection: Stall and wind shear**
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**Figure 10**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Detection Alert</th>
<th>Guidance</th>
<th>Procedure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>A300</strong></td>
<td>- Raw data&lt;br&gt;- Beam deviation&lt;br&gt;- Autothrottle activation</td>
<td>- Speed reference system (pitch bar)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>A310</strong></td>
<td>Same +</td>
<td>Same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>A320</strong></td>
<td>Same +</td>
<td>Same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Indication on FMA</td>
<td>*Note: pitch law will try to maintain the flight path</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
WIND MODELS FOR FLIGHT SIMULATION
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1. Symbols

A   Lift

\(c_p\) Specific heat at constant pressure

E   Energy

\(F\) Thrust

\(f_1\) Sensor parameter

G   Aircraft weight

\(g\) Constant of gravitation

H   Height, altitude

\(h\) Rate of climb

\(\dot{h}\) Vertical acceleration

\(H_{\text{hub}}\) Energy height

\(H_{\text{hill}}\) Height of the hill

\(A_{\text{He}}\) Energy height error

INS Inertial Navigation System

\(k\) Von Karman's constant

\(L_{\text{nu}}, L_{\text{uw}}\) Integral scale for the longitudinal and vertical turbulence component

\(m\) Exponent of power law

\(m\) Mass of aircraft

\(n\) Load factor

\(p_0\) Static pressure

\(q\) Dynamic pressure

\(r\) Angular velocity around the aircraft y-axis

\(\omega\) Angular velocity around the aircraft z-axis

\(R\) Vector of the distance between flight log and inertial navigation system

\(R_{\text{I}}\) Radius

\(R_T\) Richardson number

\(S\) Reference wing area, Shape factor

\(S(10)\) Power spectrum

\(T_c\) Time constant of the complementary filter

\(T_t\) Total temperature

\(u, v, w\) Components of flow

\(u_{\text{rep}}, v_{\text{rep}}, w_{\text{rep}}\) Reported wind at the aerodrome

\(w'\) Friction velocity

\(V\) Airspeed

\(V_{\text{pl}}\) Flight path velocity

\(V_{\text{w}}\) Wind velocity

\(V_{\text{w},\text{ull}}\) Stall speed

\(w_{\text{wp}}\) Vertical wind component

\(W\) Drag

\(x\) Spatial coordinate

\(x^*, y^*, z^*\) Earth fixed coordinates

\(x_p, y_p, z_p\) Potential flow coordinates

\(\sigma_{\text{H}}\) Surface roughness height

\(\phi\) Aircraft angle of attack

\(\phi_{\text{a}}, \phi_{\text{a},\text{a}}\) Flight leg angle of attack

\(\phi_{\text{a},\text{att}}\) Reference angle of attack

\(\phi_{\text{c}}, \phi_{\text{c},\text{a}}\) Aircraft angle of sideslip

\(\phi_{\text{c},\text{att}}\) Flight leg angle of sideslip

\(\phi_{\text{w}}\) Wind azimuth

\(T\) Flight path angle

\(\sigma\) Standard deviation

\(x, y, z\) Rate of specific heat

\(\theta\) Pitch attitude angle

\(\psi\) Bank angle

\(\psi\) True heading, Streamline

\(\Omega\) Spatial frequency, Speed of rotation

Ref Reference
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2. Introduction

Variable wind conditions may considerably influence flight-path and speed of an aircraft. Especially strong wind shear and downdraft may initiate flight path deviations, which may restrict flight safety during take-off, go-around and landing approach.

Investigations of aircraft response on wind and turbulence by means of flight simulation require suitable wind and turbulence models. The specification of these models is a sufficient mathematical description of the wind velocity field on one hand and a simple mathematical structure on the other hand to work at adequate expense under condition of real time simulation.

There are a number of analytical and numerical dynamic wind models in the area of meteorology, describing the temporal development of thunderstorm downburst, cold fronts and low level jet by extensive simulation programs. Because of the mathematical expense and the insufficient horizontal and vertical resolution, these models are unsuitable for application in flight simulation. In take-off and landing approach of transport aircraft the essential shear layer is passed in only a few minutes. Thus, the modeling task can concentrate on quasi-stationary engineering models. In general the turbulent wind profiles are composed of large scale trend and turbulent fluctuations with stationary mean (Fig. 1). In some cases gusts are considered as a third category of atmospheric disturbances. The aircraft response on large scale wind variations is quite different compared with the response on turbulence or short scale gusts. Variations of the mean wind influence the energy status of the aircraft producing flight path and airspeed deviations. Atmospheric turbulence is effecting the acceleration terms of the aircraft influencing airframe loads, structural fatigue, pilot’s workload, passenger comfort and handling qualities of the aircraft. Hence, for the prediction of the aircraft trajectories under wind influence the knowledge of the mean wind variations is sufficient for most of the problems. An essential prerequisite for the identification of the model parameters is the availability of suitable wind measuring data which may originate from different measuring systems.

3. Wind determination

The wind at a certain point can be regarded as a vector with a value, the wind speed, and a direction, the wind direction. In this paper, the components of the wind vector are defined in the following earth fixed coordinate system (see Fig. 2): a horizontal wind blowing from south to north represents a positive y component \( w_y \), a horizontal wind from west to east a positive x component \( w_x \), and a downdraft indicates a positive vertical wind component \( w_z \) (VORSMANN, 1984).

The influence of wind on aircraft trajectories can be investigated either in reality by flight tests or as mentioned above by flight simulation with measured wind data or with wind data generated by a wind model. The advantages of the simulation are the lower costs of the procedure, together with the ability to investigate even hazardous flight situations without a risk for the pilot and the aircraft. Furthermore the simulations can be repeated easily to investigate for example the pilot’s reaction on certain situations. The quality of the simulation with a wind model essentially depends on the quality of the wind model in comparison with real wind data.

So the determination of wind by measurement is necessary both for the design and valuation of wind models.

Concerning the principle of measurement there are basically two different kinds, the ground based systems, measuring the wind from the surface and the on board determination, measuring the wind on board an aircraft.

3.1 Principles of wind measurement

3.1.1 Ground based systems

The ground based systems can be separated into two different groups regarding the procedure of measurement: systems to determine the wind locally at a certain point and systems to determine the wind in a greater distance (remote sensing systems).

The first group represents an easy way to measure the value and the direction of the wind by means of a relative simple equipment like e.g. a cup anemometer or a propeller anemometer combined with a wind direction vane. The system gives information about the mean horizontal wind at a certain point. A determination of the vertical wind component as well as variations in the wind speed or direction over a horizontal or vertical distance is not possible. Therefore the system is not qualified to carry out measurements of whole wind fields as a basis for wind models with wind variations, which are important especially in the lower boundary layer. As a solution to this problem the local wind speeds are to be measured at some certain points so that the wind field can be determined by interpolating between the measured wind speeds. A typical example for this principle is the profile measurement from towers, booms or mounts in the boundary layer. With the help of the vertical stepwise installed sensors changes in the wind speed and direction in different heights can be determined. Measurements over a longer time period can additionally give informations about the large scale wind variations in a constant height. Furthermore the sensors can interfere with the flow, thus introducing errors in the measured data. These errors may be reduced to acceptable levels by calibrating the measurement equipment (LENSCHOW, 1984).

The main virtues of the above described sensors are simplicity, ruggedness and dependability. The disadvantages of the rotating devices are long response times, so that they are not able to analyse turbulent phenomena of higher frequencies. Better results are available with fast response wind sensors like the hot-wire anemometer.

To avoid the problems of interference between the tower and the flow it is possible to employ systems basing on the remote sensing technique, which allow additionally to carry out measurements in any direction within the current range of the instrument without disturbing the variable being measured. The systems are based on the principle of transmitting acoustic or electromagnetic radiation measuring the reflected radiation signals.
Examples for developed instruments are the lidar, radar and sodar systems using light, radio and sound waves as transmitting medium.

In general the remote sensing systems are able to determine the wind speed components in a limited range. For the principle of measurement is based on averaging the wind speeds over a certain spatial volume it is not possible to resolve higher frequencies in the measured wind speeds. The problems of resolution in connection with the limited range of measurement combined with ground based systems lead to another measuring principle determining the wind on board an aircraft.

3.1.2 On-board determination

The theory and realization of an on board measurement system should be presented at the example of the DORNIER DO 28 research aircraft of the Technical University of Braunschweig. For the investigation of the influence of wind and wind shear on flight safety of aeroplanes the Institute of Flight Guidance and Control of the TU Braunschweig developed and implemented an on-line wind measuring system on board a DO 28 aircraft. This purpose was supported by the German Society for the Advancement of Scientific Research within the research program "Sicherheit im Luftverkehr" (safety in air traffic).

Principle of measurement

In contrast to the ground based systems the wind cannot be measured directly on board an aircraft. The indirect way to determine the vector of the wind velocity \( \mathbf{v}_w \) is to take the difference between the flight path velocity \( \mathbf{v}_x \) (the velocity of the aircraft relative to the earth) and the true airspeed \( \mathbf{v}_t \) (the velocity of the aeroplane relative to the air). For obtaining a high precision of the relative small wind vector compared to the large aircraft speeds an accurate measurement of the flight path velocity and the true airspeed is necessary. The determination of the wind vector components in the earth fixed coordinate system (see Fig. 2) is described by the following set of equations (VÖRSMANN, SWOLINSKY, 1980, LENSCHOW, 1972). The general equation to determine the wind vector is

\[
\mathbf{v}_w = \mathbf{v}_x - \mathbf{v}_t
\]  

(1)

Written with the components in the earth fixed system eq. (1) leads to

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
  v_w \\
  \mathbf{v}_w \\
  w_w \\
\end{bmatrix} =
\begin{bmatrix}
  v_x \\
  \mathbf{v}_x \\
  w_x \\
\end{bmatrix}
- \begin{bmatrix}
  v \\
  \mathbf{v} \\
  w \\
\end{bmatrix}
\]  

(2)

In Fig. 3 the three velocities \( \mathbf{v}_w, \mathbf{v}_x \) and \( \mathbf{v}_t \) are illustrated together with different coordinate systems, which are necessary to explain the relations between the velocities.

The flight path velocity \( \mathbf{v}_x \) can be measured in the flight path coordinate system (\( x_k \)-axis) as well as in the earth fixed system (\( x \)-axis). The advantage of the earth fixed determination of the \( \mathbf{v}_x \) is, that there is no coordinate transformation necessary, while the flight path fixed \( \mathbf{v}_x \) vector must be transformed in the earth fixed system (angles \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \)).

The true airspeed is defined in the aerodynamic coordinate system (\( x \)-axis) (see Fig. 3). To get the components of \( \mathbf{v}_t \) in the geographic coordinate system, a transformation from the aerodynamic into the aircraft fixed (\( x_f \)-axis) system (angles \( \rho \) and \( \theta \)) and from the aircraft fixed into the geographic system (angles \( \Theta, \Theta \) and \( \gamma \)) is necessary. The complete transformation leads to the following three equations for the true airspeed components (VÖRSMANN, 1984):

\[
\begin{align*}
  u &= \mathbf{V} \cdot \left[ \cos \alpha \cos \rho \cos \gamma + \sin \alpha \cos \rho \sin \gamma - \cos \rho \sin \gamma \right] \\
  v &= \mathbf{V} \cdot \left[ \cos \alpha \cos \rho \sin \gamma + \sin \alpha \cos \rho \cos \gamma + \cos \rho \cos \gamma \right] \\
  w &= \mathbf{V} \cdot \left( -\cos \alpha \sin \gamma + \sin \rho \sin \gamma \right)
\end{align*}
\]  

(3)

\[
\begin{align*}
  u &= \mathbf{V} \cdot \left( \cos \alpha \sin \rho + \sin \alpha \rho \right) \\
  v &= 0 \\
  w &= \mathbf{V} \cdot \left( -\cos \alpha \cos \rho + \sin \rho \right)
\end{align*}
\]  

(4)

As an example the two dimensional problem in the aircraft symmetrical plane is given in Fig. 4. For this case the angles \( \beta, \rho \) and \( \gamma \) are equal zero, so that the components in the eq. 3-5 can be determined by

\[
\begin{align*}
  u &= \mathbf{V} \cdot (\cos \alpha + \sin \alpha \rho) \\
  v &= 0 \\
  w &= \mathbf{V} \cdot (\cos \alpha \sin \rho + \sin \rho)
\end{align*}
\]  

(5)
The complete equation for the total error \( \Delta u \) reads as follows:

\[
\Delta u = \frac{\Delta u_{w}}{\Delta \theta} \cdot \Delta \theta + \frac{\Delta u_{w}}{\Delta \phi} \cdot \Delta \phi + \frac{\Delta u_{w}}{\Delta \gamma} \cdot \Delta \gamma
\]

The equations for the \( v \) and \( w \) components correspond to eq. (16). The determination of the partial derivatives lead to very complex expressions, which can however be approximated neglecting second order terms. The results are listed in Tab. 1. In this table the index \( R \) stands for values of the error free reference state.

On the basis of Tab. 1 the following general statements can be made (VOERSMANN, 1984)
1. The wind component errors, which are caused by angular parameters, are directly proportional to the true airspeed of the aircraft. Therefore errors in wind speed and wind direction increase with true airspeed.

2. The errors of the horizontal wind components $\text{V}_{\text{wH}}$ and $\text{V}_{\text{wV}}$ caused by errors in true airspeed and angular parameters are a function of the SINE or the COSINE of the true heading, while the error of the vertical wind component is of course independent from the true heading.

3. For the errors depending on the true heading there is a $90^\circ$ phase shift between the $\text{V}_{\text{wH}}$ and $\text{V}_{\text{wV}}$ component. However, the maximum amplitude of the error is the same for both components.

4. The wind component errors are not a function of the wind speed or wind direction.

The following two examples illustrate these dependencies for level flight ($\gamma = \phi = 0^\circ$). As reference values an angle of attack of $\alpha = 4.5^\circ$ and a cruising speed of $V = 600$ m/s are assumed. As a function of true heading Fig. 6 shows the error in the $\text{V}_{\text{wH}}$ component, which results from sensor errors with an assumed magnitude of one degree respectively $1$ m/s. For the same amount of sensor errors Fig. 7 illustrates the error in the $\text{V}_{\text{wV}}$ component as a function of true airspeed. It can be seen that errors in the vertical wind component are caused only by an error in the vertical speed and errors in the angle of attack and pitch. The other failure gradients are equal zero because of the reference values for $\gamma$ and $\phi$.

Most of the parameters, which are required for the wind vector determination can be measured directly except the true airspeed and the vertical speed of the aircraft. The vertical speed of the aircraft can be measured easily with a variometer, which differentiates the static pressure. The problem of this method is the long response time of the instrument caused by the differentiation. A high frequent wind determination however needs a high frequent vertical speed information. This real time signal information can be derived synthetically by means of a complementary filter (see Fig. 8) (VÖRSMANN, 1984). The input for the high frequency information is the output signal of the vertical accelerometer $H_{a}$, which is integrated to get a vertical speed signal. This signal possesses an excellent dynamic response but also a long term instability. Therefore the low frequency information is gathered by the above mentioned differentiation of the barometric altimeter signal $H_{a}$. The determination of the vertical speed is described by the equation

$$\dot{H} = \frac{H_{a}}{\tau_s} - \frac{g}{\tau_s} \cdot \frac{1}{1 + \frac{g}{\tau_s}} + H_{a} \cdot \frac{T_s}{\tau_s} \cdot \frac{1}{1 + \frac{T_s}{\tau_s}}$$  (17)

In case of error-free sensor signals for $H_{a}$ and $H_{b}$ this filter produces an ideal vertical speed signal. As already mentioned above the determination of the true airspeed is not explained in this paper. Detailed informations are given by WUEST (WUEST, 1980).

By knowledge of the accuracy of all parameters required for the calculation of the wind components the error of the measured wind vector can be derived by using the GAUSSIAN law of error propagation. Some values are given for a special research aircraft and a transportation aircraft in Tab. 2. The accuracies, which are available with special research aircrafts reach values between 0.5 m/s and 0.7 m/s in the horizontal wind component. The lower value is achieved during tail- or headwind situations while the higher value applies to wind measurements during prevailing crosswinds. For the vertical wind component a precision of 0.3 m/s can be stated. The accuracy of the calculated wind direction turns out to be a hyperbolic function of the horizontal wind speed (see Fig. 9).

The mentioned accuracies include offsets, which may be due to constant sensor biases. Higher frequency variations of the wind speed and wind direction can be determined more precisely (factor 5 to 10).

To achieve these accuracies it is necessary to calibrate the equipment before a test flight. To control the measurement system it is possible to compare the on board measured data with data determined by ground based system (see chap. 3.1.1), which additionally might decrease the offset failure.

During a wind measurement campaign those comparisons between a research aircraft and a ground based system were made in a tower fly-by. On the tower a platform was installed supporting an anemometer on a slant lift to measure the wind speed and direction. As an example Fig. 10 shows the wind profiles measured with the research aircraft DO 28 and the tower. It can be seen that tower and aircraft data display a good correspondance. The aircraft measured curves additionally show a high resolution of the signals. Deviations between the measurements like difference in wind direction above 160m height are not necessarily system errors. They may be caused by the time difference of the two measurements and the spatial difference of up to 4km between aircraft and tower for the same altitude sample. In comparison to the measurement with a special research aircraft, the accuracies which are available using the data coming from the sensors of a transportation aircraft reach only half the value, so that deviations of 1 m/s to 1.5 m/s in the horizontal wind component and 0.5 m/s to 0.7 m/s in the vertical wind component have to be considered (SWOLINSKY, RAUSE, 1984).
4. Wind and turbulence characterization and modeling

The introduction of this paper has already mentioned the typical separation of wind and turbulence effects. The high frequency part of the wind vector, the turbulence, is characterized as a fluctuation with a stationary mean value. The mean value itself is the deterministic low frequency part of the wind vector. After discussion of the wind determination it is helpful to characterize these two main parts of the wind vector. As demonstrated in HAHN et al., 1966, the influence of wind and turbulence on the aircraft motion is completely different. The main influence on the aircraft trajectory is caused by low frequency wind effects. The turbulent components are producing only indirect effects due to the increased pilot's workload.

4.1 Short scale gusts and turbulence

A realistic aircraft flight simulation requires the consideration of the influence of atmospheric turbulence and gust effects in the simulation model of an aircraft even if it is not the primary influence on aircraft trajectories. The wind velocity in general means the deterministic mean wind velocity as well as stochastic effects like turbulence and gusts. The proper definition of the boundary between the low frequency mean wind velocity and the high frequency turbulence is not possible. To reply this question seems to be a philosophical problem depending on the actual application. The same problem appears in the description of gusts. For a glider a special gust may be a medium frequency disturbance. Encountering the same gust with a supersonic aircraft appears like a high frequency shock. The first item in the short scale range of wind perturbations shall be the atmospheric turbulence.

4.1.1 Atmospheric turbulence

The atmospheric motion is always characterized by a typical mean wind direction, caused by the differences of barometric pressure. This motion consists of the mean wind and an overlayed flow in all three geometric directions. The reason of this turbulent flow components is the instability of the atmospheric flow. Phenomena like
- wind gradients caused by surface friction
- jet streams, frontal shear flows, lee-effects of hills
- convection like thermic, convective cells, thunderstorm activities
- wake turbulence produced by trailing vorticies of aircrafts

and other effects are the source of wind shear in the atmosphere. This changing of flow velocity with the location and with time produces due to the friction turbulent flow components in three dimensions. The description of these effects is given by the NAVIER-STOKES equations, but due the complexity, non-linearity and cross-coupling of these differential equations there is no complete solution possible today. A lot of theoretical investigations were made to understand the turbulence mechanism (HINZE, 1959). Some assumptions can be summarized for all these models:

- turbulence is a three-dimensional effect
- turbulence is based on friction effects
- turbulence can be described by vorticies of different scale
- there is an energy transfer necessary to replace the dissipative energy in the small scale range of the turbulence.

Most of the turbulence models are based on the assumption of isotropy and stationarity. The isotropy of the atmosphere can be assumed for altitudes above ca. 300-500 m. This altitude depends on the stability conditions of the atmosphere, the ground roughness and other parameters. Below this height the influence of the boundary layer and the restrictions in the vertical flow direction due to the ground causes anisotropic conditions.

KRAICHNAN, 1962, has developed a model for the energy transfer, using a cascade model. The energy is transmitted from large scale to short scale vorticies and dissipates in the high frequency range in kind of heat. This cascade model provides also the influence of the ground on the turbulence parameters. With decreasing altitude, the maximum scale of the vorticies is limited to the actual height.

As demonstrated the characterization of turbulence depends on the scale, i.e. the frequency range. Especially the power density spectrum description is a tool to separate different ranges of turbulence (Fig. 11). Based on theory and measurement, the knowledge about the inertial subrange is sufficient. The power density depends on the spatial frequency with a power coefficient of \(-5/3\) in this range (KOLMOGOROV, 1941; ONSAGER, 1945; WEIZSACKER, 1948). Measurements provided a power factor between 1.2 and 2.2 (PRITCHARD, 1965).

More problems appear in the high frequency range of the spectrum, when friction effects are increasing and the negative slope of the power density spectrum is enhanced. HEISENBERG, 1948, calculated a power factor of \(-7\) for this range. This large negative slope ensures that the derivatives of the turbulence velocities and the variances of the turbulence accelerations are existing. In the low frequency range the power density spectrum seems to be constant, but there must be a limitation, because the maximum scale of turbulence fields in the atmosphere is limited. Another limitation using the vortex model is given by the altitude, as the maximum scale is limited to the altitude.
The purpose of the aircraft simulation deals with turbulence as a perturbation effect. The available computation time for the turbulence model, for example in a real-time aircraft simulation is only a few milliseconds. Therefore several simplified theories are necessary to handle turbulence effects in aircraft simulation problems. One of these simple approximations was given by DRYDEN, 1943. He proposed an exponential function for the autocorrelation function of a turbulence component:

\[ R(t) = \sigma_w^2 e^{-t / T_w} \]  

(16)

Fig. 11 shows this autocorrelation function together with a measured one. The DRYDEN approximation has the advantage that the realization and calculation in simulation purposes is very simple. Using the FOURIER transformation it is possible to transfer between the autocorrelation function and the power density spectrum.

\[ S(\Omega) = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} R(t) e^{-j2\pi \Omega t} dt \]  

(15)

The equivalent power density spectrum of the DRYDEN approximation is

\[ S(\Omega) = 2 \sigma_w^2 T_w \frac{1}{1 + \frac{T_w^2}{\Omega^2}} \]  

(16)

with the scale length \( T_w \), the variance \( \sigma_w^2 \), and the spatial frequency \( \Omega \). This equation describes the power density of the components along the flight-path. Investigations have shown, that there is a different spectrum for the perpendicular direction.

\[ S_\perp(\Omega) = \sigma_w^2 T_w \frac{1 + \frac{T_w^2}{\Omega^2}}{1 + \frac{T_w^2}{\Omega^2} + \frac{2 \sigma_w^2}{\Omega^2}} \]  

(17)

The reason is the selection of a special direction of observing, if the turbulence component is measured along the flight-path. This turbulence component is more correlated than the perpendicular ones.

Other spectra are proposed by v.KARMAN, 1939. These spectra are more complicated, as they connect the horizontal part of the power density spectrum in the large scale range with the \(-5/3\) inertial subrange. This requires more complex computational models. The difference between the v.KARMAN and the DRYDEN model is small compared to the uncertainty of the turbulence models at all, so that the DRYDEN spectrum is the basis of the following description of a simulation model for atmospheric turbulence.

This DRYDEN power spectrum is based on two important parameters:
- the variance of the turbulence velocity \( \sigma_w^2 \)
- the scale length of the turbulence velocity \( T_w \).

In a simulation program, the time is the independent variable. This requires a transformation between the time and the spatial coordinates, because a parameter like the scale length is a spatial parameter which must be transformed in a time coefficient. Using the TAYLOR Hypothesis (TAYLOR, 1938) of a frozen atmosphere the DRYDEN power spectrum can be transformed in the following time dependent form:

\[ S(t) = 2 \sigma_w^2 T_w \frac{1}{1 + \frac{T_w^2}{t^2}} \]  

(17)

This DRYDEN power density spectrum can be used for simulation purposes. The valid range of frequencies is limited. For low frequencies a DRYDEN power spectrum provides constant power density. Following our assumption this low frequency part of atmospheric motion shall be described by special low frequency models. Other reasons for the low frequency limitations were discussed above. Due to this assumption the DRYDEN model must be limited in the low frequency area. On the other hand the very high frequency part of the DRYDEN model is limited. The DRYDEN spectrum provides unrealistic infinite variance of the turbulence velocity derivatives. This result is unrealistic. There must be a second crack in the high frequency part of the power density spectrum, which pays regard to the dissipative effects. The discussion of the turbulence description has demonstrated, that the available models have limitations in the valid range of frequencies and uncertainties in the question of accuracy. An engineering model for aircraft simulation purposes shall be discussed in the following chapter, based on the DRYDEN approximation, containing the uncertainties and limited accuracy.

4.4.2 Turbulence model for digital simulation

In a digital aircraft simulation program the simple DRYDEN power spectrum yields the basic requirements of a turbulence simulation model. It is more important to use realistic values for the parameters scale length and standard deviation. Fig. 13 shows the structure of a turbulence simulation model for calculation of vertical turbulence velocities in earth-fixed axes. The turbulence velocities are generated in earth-fixed axes, because the parameters standard deviation and scale length for horizontal and vertical turbulence are different in the boundary layer of the ground.
The inputs of the turbulence calculation model are:
- mean wind velocity
- stability of the atmosphere
- height above ground
- the terrain roughness

The mean wind velocity is provided by the low frequency wind models, discussed in chapter 4.2 and includes the calculation of the boundary layer etc. This mean wind velocity causes the intensity of the turbulent fluctuations. The second important influence is based on the atmospheric stability. If a test volume of air is climbing in the atmosphere, the atmospheric temperature change with altitude determines whether the climbing air volume is warmer or colder than the surrounding atmosphere. Depending on this relative temperature, the test volume will continue the climbing motion, if it is warmer or will fall down again, if it is colder than the surrounding atmosphere. The RICHARDSON number Ri describes this effect of atmospheric stability.

\[ Ri = \frac{g}{\alpha} \left( \frac{\partial T}{\partial H} + \frac{u^2}{g} \right) \]

with \( g \) as gravity constant, \( \partial T/\partial H \) as actual temperature gradient with altitude, \( \alpha \) as specific heat at constant pressure and \( \partial Vw/\partial H \) as vertical gradient of the mean wind velocity. The RICHARDSON number means:
- \( Ri > 0 \): stable atmospheric conditions
- \( Ri = 0 \): indifferent atmospheric conditions
- \( Ri < 0 \): unstable atmospheric conditions

Fig. 14 shows a typical example of the influence of atmospheric stability on the turbulence conditions. The figure shows the altitude dependent profile of the wind velocity, the wind direction and the temperature, measured during landing approach (SWOLINSKY, KRAUSPE, 1984). Close to the ground the turbulence effects are visible in the wind velocity diagram. Above the temperature inversion, the turbulence components are nearly disappearing due to the damping effect of increased atmospheric stability.

The height above ground has influence on isotropy of the turbulence. Below altitudes of ca. 500m, the atmospheric conditions are more anisotropic as the vortex scales are more and more limited by the surface of the earth. The terrain roughness has influence on the standard deviation of the turbulent motions.

The calculation of the standard deviation of the horizontal turbulence components depends on the mean wind velocity, the atmospheric stability and the terrain roughness. Fig. 15 shows an approximation of this dependence, based on measurements by HOUJOLD, 1973. The value of the standard deviation is corrected by the influence of the terrain roughness, using a roughness factor \( R_T \):

\[ \sigma_{\text{Wrough}} = R_T \sigma_{\text{Water}} \]

Some values of this factor are given in the following schedule:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>terrain structure</th>
<th>( R_T )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>water</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>field</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>forest</td>
<td>1.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>flat mountains</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>high mountains</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The influence of the altitude is involved by the mean wind velocity, which depends on the altitude. Other information about estimation of standard deviation is given by PRITCHARD et al., 1985. The standard deviation of the vertical turbulence component depends on the altitude. Below 200–300m, a reduction of the vertical component appears due to the limitation of vertical motions.

The other basic parameter of the turbulence spectrum is the scale length, which pays regard to the frequency dependent influences. This scale length depends on the height above ground and the atmospheric stability (Fig. 18, PRITCHARD et al., 1985). The atmospheric stability is again damping the turbulence effects. Stable conditions have large scale lengths, i.e. low energy of high frequency components. The other important effect is the reduction of scale length below ca. 300m. This means more energy in the high frequency components of the turbulence close to the ground and has influence on the aircraft reaction, as the acceleration due to the turbulence is increasing close to the ground. On the other hand, the reduction of standard deviation is compensating parts of these effects.

For small heights above ground it is necessary to pay regard to the differences between horizontal and vertical turbulence components. Due to the influence of the ground the turbulence components in horizontal and vertical
direction are different. Very close to the ground the vertical component is nearly zero. The parameters standard deviation and scale length must be calculated depending on the horizontal parameters and the height above ground. Fig. 17 shows the relation of scale length for horizontal and vertical turbulence. The calculation of standard deviation of vertical turbulence is based on a similar dependence.

After this calculations both parameters standard deviation and scale length for horizontal and vertical turbulence components are known and it is possible to use a normal distributed white noise random signal of a digital random number generator to produce a white noise turbulence signal with a DRYDEN power density spectrum. The TAYLOR Hypothesis is used to transform the space dependent scale length in a time dependent parameter. The velocity components are produced in earth-fixed axes because of the dependence of the parameters standard deviation and scale length on horizontal and vertical direction.

This simulation model provides the basic effects of atmospheric turbulence. But there is still a lot of lack in the knowledge about turbulence mechanism and engineering models. The main effect of the turbulence on the aircraft motion shall be discussed in HAHN et al., 1985.

4.1.3 Gusts

The description of turbulence was solved using the tools for random processes. The definition of gusts is a mixture of stochastic and deterministic items. The gust itself is a deterministic effect, but the appearance of a discrete gust is a random process. The key to the engineering model of gust is again the question about the physical source.

Atmospheric turbulence is a random process which has no special alignment in horizontal or vertical direction, it is approximately an isotropic phenomenon. The appearance of gusts on the other hand is caused for example by thermic effects. If the sun heats the air close to the ground a bubble of warm air will separate and move through the atmosphere in vertical direction. This is a deterministic effect. But if an aircraft encounters this bubble of climbing air, the appearance of the gust seems to be a stochastic effect. Other phenomena are wakes due to hills or mountain or temperature inversions (ETKIN, 1980).

A well known mathematical model of a gust is the 1-cos-model, which is the basis of the FAR Part 23 and the MIL 9795 specifications. Other models like the gust step or the short ramp gust are based on theoretical considerations. The advantages in mathematical description, especially paying regard to the LAPLACE transformation, are evident.

The mathematical description of these models is simple and shall not be discussed in detail. The gust models are used in the structural design to calculate the maximum load of the wing for example. For the design of automatic control system, the gust models represent the maximum perturbations. For more detailed modelling, there are approximations for thermal effects, which are more complicated.

Concluding the short scale effects means, that the influence on aircraft trajectory is small due to the inertia of the aircraft, which provides a lag effect in turbulence reactions.

4.2 Large scale wind variations

In the planetary boundary layer wind shear can exist under a broad variety of weather conditions. In addition to the ordinary planetary boundary layer wind shear, shown in Fig. 1, there are three basic wind conditions which may influence aircraft flight path during take-off and landing (Fig. 18): downburst and microburst cells in connection with thunderstorm activities, or high cumulus clouds, fast moving cold or warm fronts, and the low level jet.

4.2.1 Boundary layer wind shear

In general the planetary boundary layer is divided into two different horizontal layers (Fig. 19). The surface layer (the so called PRANDTL-layer) is the lower portion of the atmospheric friction layer. The PRANDTL-layer extends up to 50-100 m above the surface and describes a region of approximately constant shearing stress and only small variation in wind direction. Above this layer there is a region of transition from the disturbed flow near the surface to the frictionless free atmosphere. This height is considerably variable; it can go up to more than 1000 m. There are a number of models for the mean wind profile valid for the PRANDTL-layer.

The most widely used profile for this layer is the PRANDTL'S logarithmic wind profile (Fig. 20, curve a). In this case the wind speed with respect of height is a function of roughness length z_o and friction velocity u_x (eq. (18)).

\[ v_W = \frac{u_x}{k} \cdot \ln \frac{h}{z_o} \]  

(18)

As the logarithmic law is valid only for adiabatic atmospheric conditions many other models have been developed for the case of non-adiabatic conditions. Most of them are applications of the Nolon-CRUROW similarity theory with different universal functions. The well known logarithmic-linear profile is a simple term of this approach. In this case a linear with height varying term is added to PRANDTL'S adiabatic profile, depending on stability of the atmosphere (Fig. 21).

One of the most simple and for flight simulation widely used empirical wind model is described by the power law (Fig. 20, curve b). The expression \( v_{new} \) in eq. (19) refers to the wind speed at reference altitude \( H_{ref} \).
The determination of the angle thickness of the boundary layer $H$ application turbulent flow type has been published gives only A simple approximation for the turbulent flow type has been published by PRANDTL (PRANDTL, 1965). This approach seems to be suitable for application in flight simulation. In eq. (21) the deviation from the wind direction of free atmosphere depends on thickness of the boundary layer $H_0$ and the difference between direction of geostrophic and surface wind $\Delta X_{w,o}$ (see Fig. 23):

$$\tan \Delta X_w = \left(1 - \frac{H}{H_0}\right) \tan \Delta X_{w,O}$$

(20)

The determination of the angle $\Delta X_{w,O}$ given in eq. (21) is a function of the power law exponent m:

$$\tan \Delta X_{w,O} = \sqrt{m(m+2)}$$

(21)

In the case of missing information about the direction of geostrophic wind and the height of the boundary layer, a simple derivation of PRANDTL’s law (eq. (20)) can be made for fitting measured wind direction profiles:

$$X_w = X_{w,u} + \arctan \left(\frac{H - H_u}{H_{w} - H_u}\right) \tan \Delta X_w$$

(22)

with

$$\Delta X_w = X_{w,u} - X_{w,u}$$

(22a)

$\Delta X_w$ is the veering angle between wind direction at height $H_u$ and $H_1$.

Some examples for the comparison between model and measurement are illustrated in Fig. 22.

### 5.2.2 Inhomogeneity effects on the wind profile

The shape of wind profiles can be influenced by meteorological and orographic conditions like inhomogeneity of the atmosphere and the terrain, which cannot be pointed out in detail in this paper. An illustration of the influence of temperature inversion on wind speed and wind direction is given in Fig. 24. This effects can be modeled by partial variation of the parameter of the power law or by use of the low-level-jet model, described below. The second example (Fig. 25) describes the influence of vortex-effects on boundary layer wind profiles. The vortices may be caused by lee-effects of obstacles like mountain ridges, buildings or by wake vortices of aircraft. A mathematical description of the tangential velocity in a spreaded vortex (SCHLICHTING, 1982) is shown in eq. (23).

$$U_t(r,t) = \frac{\Gamma_0}{2 \pi r} \left(1 - e^{-r^2 / \delta^2}\right)$$

(23)

It depends on circulation $\Gamma_0$, the distance $r$ from the core of vortex, the dynamic viscosity $\nu$ and the time since formation of the vortex. Superposing a velocity field of the vortex and a boundary layer wind speed profile the wind velocity like the example of measurement in Fig. 25 can be produced (Fig. 26).

### 5.2.3 Low level jet

The term “low level jet” is used to describe wind phenomena of the lower part of the boundary layer, characterizing jet like wind profiles with a low altitude wind maximum. This kind of wind profiles has been observed in connection with specific local terrains, thermal effects in mountain valley regions, frontal activities, and the nocturnal boundary layer. Usually the nocturnal low level jet is to be found in the time between late afternoon and morning under clear nocturnal sky when a strong radiation temperature inversion devaluated. Because of the strong stability in the inversion layer friction disappears and the unbalanced CORIOLIS and pressure gradient forces produce an acceleration of wind speed. BLACKEDAR (BLACKEDAR, 1957) describes the evolution of low level jet as a non-stationary process, where the vector difference between the actual wind and the geostrophic wind is rotating nearly circular around the geostrophic wind (inertial oscillation, see Fig. 27). In the northern part of Germany the low level jet can be found approximately in 10% of all nights. Fig. 26 shows a typical low level jet example recorded during a wind shear measuring project by means of a LUFTHANSA AIRBUS A 300. Investigations in the plains of northern Germany, carried out by two 300 m high meteorological towers (KOTTMEIER, 1982), show a cycle period of 14.5 hours for the inertial oscillation. During take-off and landing approach the critical zone of wind shear is passed in only one or two minutes. In this case the temporal evolution
is not relevant and modeling can concentrate on quasi-stationary engineering models. Velocity profiles like low lapse rate jets have been observed in fluid dynamic research of free jet and wall jet (REICHARDT, 1951). As a rough low level jet approximation (SWOLINSKY, 1986) a superposition of a boundary layer profile and a plane free jet velocity profile is used (see eq. 29 and eq. (24)).

Describing the wind direction with respect to height a proceeding similar to the magnitude of wind speed is used, i.e. the superposition of a suitable function to the direction profile of the boundary layer (eq. (5)) is intended. The principle procedure is illustrated in Fig. 30 and eq. (25).

For a large number of data records a comparison of measured data with modeled low level jet has been carried out (SWOLINSKY, 1988). The examples of lower (Fig. 31) and aircraft data (Fig. 32) are in good agreement with the model.

### 5.2.4 Frontal wind shear

During the passage of fast moving cold or warm fronts considerable wind shears may develop due to changes of wind direction ahead and behind the frontal line. Especially strong fronts with sharp transition zones may effect aircraft operation. Fig. 33 illustrates the principle development of meteorological parameters like wind speed, wind direction, temperature, and atmospheric pressure during the passage of a frontal system (cyclone). In the range of the warm front warm air displaces the cold air by sliding upon the cold air situated ahead the front line. The maximal change of wind direction is about 90 degrees. In the following cold front zone cold air is flowing beneath the warm air ahead to the front line. The wind direction changes of about 135 degrees. A wind speed change of about 15 m/s and a vertical wind speed of 4 m/s (updraft) can be observed. In principle similar conditions as described for cold fronts are to be found in gust fronts in connection with a thunderstorm outflow.

A mathematical description of the local velocity field in the front line region can be generated by superposition of vortex induced flow velocities. The principle procedure is shown in Fig. 34.

Another approach is based on a fluid dynamic description of streamsurface bifurcations. Local solutions in the vicinity of stream surface bifurcation lines, obtained by HORNUNG et al., 1984, can be adapted and modified for the problem of modeling frontal wind shear. An example for a simulated frontal velocity field is shown in Fig. 35. The lower part of this figure illustrates magnitude and direction of the wind vector along a 3°-glide slope, compared with measured data (ELLIS et al., 1978).

### 5.2.5 Thunderstorm outflows

The thunderstorm, with typical effects like strong downdraft, flash lights, and hail showers, is well known to be dangerous to aviation. Fig. 36 shows a typical thunderstorm outflow of cold air, the so called downburst. Near to the ground the vertical air flow changes to a horizontal outflow with increasing distance to the cell. The outer boundary of the horizontal wind shear can extend to a range of up to 20 km. A number of fatal and near-fatal accidents in the last 20 years, which have been attributed to the thunderstorm wind phenomena, initiated world wide research activities in hazard investigations and downburst modeling. As dynamic meteorological models are in general too extensive to be used in real time flight simulations more simple basic modeling techniques are used. One method is the construction of wind components from measured data by interpolation between the grid points (BAUSCHAT et al., 1974). The second technique for the generation of downburst wind fields is based on relatively simple fluid dynamic approaches. Some of them are presented below.

ETKIN and ZHU (SHANXIANG et al., 1983) have developed a 3-dimensional downburst model using circular doublet sheets of variable intensity (Fig. 37) while WOODFIELD and WOOD (WOODFIELD et al., 1983) suggest two ring vortices (Fig. 38). Another 3-dimensional, axially symmetric downburst model, suggested by BRAY (BRAY, 1985), is illustrated in Fig. 39.

As the downburst produces a flow like a vertically downward directed jet, which spreads out horizontally as it approaches the ground, KRAUSPE (KRAUSPE, 1975) uses steady jet flow toward a stagnation point.

Each of these models describes more or less the flow field of the pure core of the downburst. A critical point is the flow field in the vicinity of the core because of the occurrence of severe wind shears in this area. However, there is insufficient information about the flow field in this region. The stagnation point model, shown in a vertical cross section through the centre of the downburst model in Fig. 40, has been complemented by zones of high intensity and transition flow. Experimental results show that the flow field in these zones may be very complex, which could not be taken in account in this model up to now.

For the modeling of a downburst wind field including the mean flow of the gust front, Fig. 41 shows the result of the superposition of 24 spreaded vortices in combination to the same number of image vortices (SWOLINSKY, 1980). The centre of vortices are positioned along a stream line of the downburst cell (2-dimensional model). In the case of a 3-dimensional model, ring vortices are used instead of flat vortices (see Fig. 42 resp. BAUSCHAT, 1988). The real time capability for flight simulation was verified using a prior VAX-computer for the aircraft and wind model with sample rate of 20 Hz.

Each model has its advantage for the approximation of measured wind fields and may be chosen with respect to the specific problem.

### 5.2.6 Model of the flow over a hill

There are two essential effects caused by a hill:

1. The hill induces a downwind at its lee side. This fact leads to a reduced flight path angle compared
with the case of no obstacle influence on the atmospheric flow conditions.

2. During a normal take-off in a boundary layer the headwind rises with the height above the ground. While flying along a hill shape the ground level also ascends. Therefore the height rises more slowly and so does the headwind. But a smaller headwind leads to a smaller flight path angle.

An additional effect is caused by the change in surface roughness. Normally in the area surrounding a runway you will find grass and fields. Therefore the surface roughness is small. On hills normally there are woodlands and forests with higher surface roughness. This means the wind speed near to the ground will slow down from runway to hill. Thus the above described influence of a smaller headwind is intensified.

The model of flow over a flat hill is based on the potential flow around a symmetrical cylinder, on which the atmospheric boundary layer described by eq. (16) is superimposed to implement the effect of friction (Hahn, Nov. 1986). The friction velocity \( u^* \) in eq. (18) is calculated by a given reference wind \( u_{ref} \) at a reference height \( H_{ref} \):

\[
\begin{align*}
  u^* &= k \cdot \frac{u_{ref}}{\ln \left( \frac{H_{ref}}{z_0} \right)} \quad (26)
\end{align*}
\]

For the determination of the friction velocity the reported wind is chosen. The reported wind is defined as the official measured wind at the aerodrome. It is an average of the horizontal wind which is normally determined every fifteen minutes. So \( u_{ref} = u_{report} \) and \( H_{ref} \) is the height, where the reported wind is measured.

The flow over a flat hill is represented by the potential flow around a symmetrical cylinder. Thus every streamline can be taken as a solid wall devoid of any influence on the configuration of flow (see Fig. 43). So every streamline can be chosen as a hill's shape. The flow stream function around a symmetrical cylinder is:

\[
\begin{align*}
  \psi(x_p, z_p) &= u_{p0} - \left( \frac{R^2 - x_p^2}{x_p^2 + z_p^2} \right) \quad (25)
\end{align*}
\]

In the above equation \( x_p \) and \( z_p \) define the coordinate system of the potential flow with its origin in the cylinder axis (see Fig. 43). \( R \) is the radius of the cylinder and \( u_{p0} \) is the undisturbed flow velocity far away of the cylinder. For each position the velocity of the potential flow \( V_p \) can be computed. Stipulating that the potential flow at the position, where the reference wind profile defined, has to be equal to the boundary layer of eq. (18) for each streamline a factor can be determined to describe the influence of the friction:

\[
\begin{align*}
  f(\psi) &= \frac{u_p(x_p, H_{ref})}{u_p(x_p, ref.H)} \quad (28)
\end{align*}
\]

In the above equation \( u_p \) is the horizontal component of the potential flow velocity. The factor \( f(\psi) \) is assumed as constant for each streamline. The velocity in consideration of the boundary layer is defined as the wind \( V_W \):

\[
\begin{align*}
  V_W(x_p, H) &= f(\psi) \cdot V_p(x_p, H) \quad (27)
\end{align*}
\]

The inclination \( \chi \) of the streamline can be calculated by:

\[
\begin{align*}
  \tan \chi(x_p, H) &= \frac{w_p(x_p, H)}{w_p(x_p, H)} \quad (28)
\end{align*}
\]

where \( w_p \) is the vertical component of the potential flow velocity. The components of the wind over the flat hill then become:

horizontal wind: \( u_W(x_p, H) = V_W(x_p, H) \cos \chi \)

vertical wind: \( w_W(x_p, H) = V_W(x_p, H) \sin \chi \)

For drawing comparisons computations with a finite difference technique are used to solve the equation of the non compressible steady turbulent boundary layer (Knorr, 1982). From Fig. 44 we can gather that the simple model of the above described flow over a hill is a good approximation.

The shape of the hill model can be described by a shape factor

\[
\begin{align*}
  S &= \frac{H_{ref}}{R} \quad (31)
\end{align*}
\]

It can vary between 0 < S < 1 (Fig. 45). For S=1 the hill has the shape of an arc of a circle and for S=0 we have a horizontal plane.

The change of surface roughness is realized by a variation of the reference wind profile defined by eq. (17). As a simplification it can be assumed that the surface roughness changes linearly from runway to hill. When a discontinuity in surface roughness occurs, the wind will change its profile with a time delay to the shape
belonging to the new roughness (FROST et al., 1977). This delay can be taken into account by choosing a higher surface roughness for the area around the runway than it will be in reality. The resulting wind profiles and streamlines simulated by the described model are shown in Fig. 46.

Summary

Wind shear, downdraft and turbulence can endanger take-off and landing approach. The effects of wind results in a modified dynamic response of the aircraft as well as in flight performance variation. In each case flight path deviation can occur, more or less controlled by the pilot. For the analysis of the aircraft's behaviour in changing wind field, a mathematical model of the aircraft is used including the wind effects. It can be said, that gusts and turbulence will have more influence on the pilot's work load and his reaction to this short scale wind disturbances. Large scale wind variations can produce significant flight paths respectively safety problems. An important aspect for the flight safety is the energy situation of an aircraft affected by wind. Therefore this is chosen as a useful criterion for the determination of the influences of the wind and wind variation.
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### Tab. 1 Approximations for the linear error model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\varepsilon$</th>
<th>$\frac{2u_{e}}{2\varepsilon}$</th>
<th>$\frac{2v_{e}}{2\varepsilon}$</th>
<th>$\frac{2w_{e}}{2\varepsilon}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$c$</td>
<td>$-v_{R}(y_{R}\cos\gamma_{R} + \varepsilon_{R}\sin\gamma_{R})$</td>
<td>$-v_{R}(y_{R}\sin\gamma_{R} - \varepsilon_{R}\cos\gamma_{R})$</td>
<td>$-v_{R}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t$</td>
<td>$v_{R}\sin\gamma_{R}$</td>
<td>$-v_{R}\cos\gamma_{R}$</td>
<td>$-v_{R}\varepsilon_{R}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\delta$</td>
<td>$v_{R}y_{R}\cos\gamma_{R}$</td>
<td>$v_{R}y_{R}\sin\gamma_{R}$</td>
<td>$v_{R}\varepsilon_{R}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\theta$</td>
<td>$-v_{R}\varepsilon_{R}\sin\gamma_{R}$</td>
<td>$v_{R}\varepsilon_{R}\cos\gamma_{R}$</td>
<td>$v_{R}\varepsilon_{R}\varepsilon_{R}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\varphi$</td>
<td>$v_{R}\sin\gamma_{R}$</td>
<td>$-v_{R}\cos\gamma_{R}$</td>
<td>$0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\psi$</td>
<td>$-\cos\gamma_{R}$</td>
<td>$-\sin\gamma_{R}$</td>
<td>$\gamma_{R}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| $u_{kg}$       | 1               | 0               | 0               |
| $v_{kg}$       | 0               | 1               | 0               |
| $\dot{\varepsilon}$ | 0               | 0               | -1              |
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Summary
The declining cost of computing power and memory has enabled avionic manufacturers to develop sophisticated airborne computing systems. One of the most complex aircraft systems on modern air transport aircraft is the Flight Management Computer System (FMCS). The FMCS has reduced pilot workload by taking over the more mundane but complex functions such as calculating the most economical speed- and, together with improvements in cockpit displays and monitoring systems, has allowed the transition from the three to two crew airline cockpit.

The FMCS can compute the most economical path from one airport to another and then fly the aircraft along that path. To achieve this, the computer must be able to select the most economical speed schedules for each phase of flight, then predict the complex vertical and horizontal profile that the aircraft would fly and, when connected to the aircraft’s autopilot, control the aircraft along that three dimensional flight path. The fourth dimension of time can also be selected as a control criteria, and the FMCS will compute the speed schedules and flight path based on a required time of arrival at a selected point along the flight plan. In addition to reducing pilot workload, air traffic control efficiency is increased because the airborne navigation data base can be used to select and accurately fly published arrival and departure procedures without supervision from the ground controllers.

This paper describes the algorithms used for the Smiths Industries 737 FMCS prediction and control functions. It identifies the requirements for successful implementation and some of the difficulties that may be encountered.

1 Introduction
In the deregulated USA airline environment there was a need to reduce operating costs by improving fuel efficiency and, where possible, by reducing the flight crew from three to two. This was the impetus for the aircraft manufacturers to increase the avionic capability of new aircraft and thus decrease pilot workload. A completely new aircraft system that was developed as a result of this cockpit revolution was the Flight Management Computer System (FMCS).

1.1 Operational Overview
The FMCS is composed of one or two Flight Management Computers (FMC) which contain the computing hardware and software. One unit may be installed if independent navigation is not required or if, as on the Boeing 737-300, an alternate “back up” navigation system within the control display unit is provided. A dual FMC system is installed on long haul aircraft where the loss of the primary navigation system would be unacceptable. Two Control Display Units (CDU) are also provided as an integral part of the FMCS and are used by the pilot and copilot to communicate.

This paper describes the FMCS installed on the 737-300/400/500 aircraft and represents one example of a unit meeting ARINC specification 702. The FMCS on other aircraft have basically the same capabilities but may differ in the way they are implemented. Also it is the nature of an FMCS development (and a tribute to flexibility of the FMCS design) that capabilities of the system tend to grow and evolve after the initial certification of a new aircraft model. This description, therefore, should be considered a snapshot of a particular design at a certain point in time.

1.2 System Capabilities
As its name suggests the FMC system is responsible for all aspects of flight management, these fall into one of the following functional areas:

Navigation This function uses aircraft sensors such as the aircraft inertial reference system, etc. and the internal FMCS navigation database to generate an accurate estimate of aircraft position and velocity. This function also autotunes the aircraft’s navigation radios.

Flight Planning Accepts and interprets pilot entries of flight plan data using an alpha numeric keyboard and display. The pilot may enter any of the following to generate the desired flight plan:

* Waypoints—Predetermined or pilot entered points on the ground, navaids, airports, etc. can be selected by name and the position of these points are retrieved from the navigation database. The pilot can also
define his own waypoints using latitude and longitude and bearing/distance or bearing/bearing definitions from other waypoints.

- Company Routes - Predefined lists of waypoints that correspond to normal airline routes.
- Departures and Arrivals - Single key selection of standard airport departure or arrival procedures, approaches, runways and transitions.
- Airways - Lists of waypoints on published airways.

All these entries are combined to form a complete airport to airport flight plan waypoint list. This list is used by other functions in the FMCS but can be easily modified by the pilot at any time during the flight.

Display Support: Data transmission to the electronic flight instrument system (EFIS) of navigation database information, flight plan and aircraft situation (position, track, wind, etc.).

Performance: The FMCS contains a complete airframe and engine model. These models are used to generate the following aircraft and engine specific data:

- Throttle limits.
- Thrust and drag for defined throttle settings and environmental conditions.
- Optimum speeds and altitudes
- Maximum and minimum speeds and altitudes

Predictions: An accurate emulation of the aircraft's four dimensional track in space. It provides an estimation of:

- Fuel remaining at each waypoint and at the destination.
- Speed and altitude at each waypoint.
- Estimated Time of Arrival (ETA) at each flight plan waypoint.

These dynamically updated predictions give a valuable indication of the effects of temporary or permanent modifications made by the pilot (such as raising cruise altitude) or changing environmental conditions (such as increasing headwind).

Control: When connected to the aircraft's autopilot system the FMCS will automatically fly the predicted flight plan. The FMCS will use vertical and horizontal steering commands and speed target commands to direct the aircraft to the flight plan and to maintain predetermined profile from take-off to glideslope intercept at the destination.

1.3 Aircraft sensors

The FMCS relies on multiple aircraft sensors for the accuracy of its navigation and control. For this reason the optimum sensor configuration for maximum accuracy should be available on the aircraft. This should include a mix of long term and short term accurate position sensors for navigation and accurate attitude, attitude speed sensors for control. A typical sensor suite would be as follows:

Position - Short term accuracy: Most modern aircraft are equipped with dual or triple Inertial Reference Units (IRUs). These units contain ring laser gyros which provide excellent attitude information and position information but will tend to drift as the flight progresses at a rate of up to 2 Nautical miles per hour.

Position - Long term accuracy: An accurate position over the length of the flight is essential for correct operation. This can be provided from any of the following, singularly or in combination:

- Distance Measuring equipment (DME) - can be used in pairs to provide an accurate triangulated position. Only available on flights within direct line of sight of the ground equipment.
- VHF Omnidirectional Range (VOR) - can be used with a DME to provide a less accurate angle and distance based position
- Global Positioning System (GPS) - Uses satellites to provide a very accurate position. Available worldwide when all satellites are operational.
- Omega and LORAN - Less accurate but almost worldwide radio based systems.

The relatively long time between recalculations of these long term sensors means that they cannot normally be used as the sole source of navigation data but the combination of long and short term sensors provides a balanced configuration.

Altitude: The IRUs provide very accurate attitude information and the addition of a Air Data Computer (ADC) provides the complementary long term altitude and speed data stability required for the FMCS control function.

1.4 FMCS displays

The primary display and entry unit of the FMCS is the control display unit (CDU). Two CDUs are normally provided in the cockpit and allow independent access to the FMCS. A typical CDU is shown in Figure 1 and is composed of the following:
A multi-line display unit with multi-function line select keys (LSKs) along each side. The display is used to present alphanumeric data which can be selected and entered using the LSKs.

- Mode keys that are used to select different pages of information.
- An alphanumeric keyboard that is used to enter data.

In addition to the CDU, the EFIS provides a graphical presentation of the flight plan and the progress along the flight plan and is, therefore, an important FMCS display interface to the pilot.

2 Predictions

An important function provided by the FMCS is the emulation of the entered flight plan profile and the prediction of aircraft parameters at points along that profile. When the required minimum amount of information has been entered about the proposed route, the predictions algorithm can "fly" the profile and predict the speed, altitude, fuel remaining, etc. at fixed waypoints along the plan and at the destination airport. The predictions algorithm also generates the courses to be flown between the waypoints using great circle path computations and identifies additional "vertical" waypoints such as top of climb, top of descent and deceleration points that are a function of aircraft performance and selected speeds.

A complete set of data for each vertical and lateral waypoints in the flight plan is stored and updated periodically for use by other functions in the FMCS such as display generation and aircraft control. In addition, predictions generates messages to the pilot if hazardous situations are detected. Examples of this are a selected cruise altitude that is above the maximum achievable altitude of the aircraft, or when the fuel on board is not enough to reach the destination.

The accuracy or fidelity of the predictions in an airborne system such as the FMCS is a compromise between speed of the hardware and response time requirements. It is in this predictions software, which is generally the most demanding on computer throughput, where innovative techniques and algorithms can be implemented.

To initialize the FMCS the pilot is required to enter a basic lateral flight plan which would include an origin airport, a destination airport and at least one in between waypoint. From this minimum entry a lateral profile can be generated and lateral control (LNAV) is available. In addition to the flight plan, the minimum performance parameters (described in section 2.1.3), as well as any known extra parameters that will improve the accuracy of the emulation, such as cruise wind and ISA deviation should be entered. From these entries and some default assumptions (such as standard dry atmospheric conditions) a complete vertical profile can be generated and displayed to the pilot. Vertical control (VNAV) can then be engaged after take off and used to guide the aircraft through climb cruise and descent.
There are two timing requirements that affect the operation of the prediction algorithm and may influence the type of algorithms used. They are:

**Response time** The time between a major change to the flight plan by the pilot and the generation of whole new profile. Obviously, it is important that this time be as short as possible. The required system throughput for the whole FMCS can be estimated by calculating the processor throughput required to complete a full predictions run within the target response time.

**Update rate** The rate at which the predictions are rerun to account for changing environmental conditions. Predictions updates are usually a background task.

The accuracy of predictions is limited by the amount of extra data that is entered by the pilot. If the pilot has information on cruise winds or winds at a flight plan waypoint the predictions algorithm is able to refine the enroute flight times and fuel usage and generate a more realistic profile. However, predictions must also be able to adapt to unexpected actual conditions, such as an unforecasted cruise wind. Actual conditions are measured and then propagated along the flight plan in a realistic manner even if this conflicts with the pilot entered data.

### 2.1 Pilot Initialization

With the aircraft on the ground the pilot can enter data into the FMCS so that a lateral and vertical profile can be constructed. In general these are divided into flight plan related parameters either lateral (horizontal plane) or vertical: and performance related parameters such as aircraft weight, etc. Although this data is entered on the ground all the parameters can be modified as required in the air to account for changing conditions or air traffic control requirements.

#### 2.1.1 Lateral Profile Definition

The lateral profile generally consists of an origin airport, a destination airport and a number of enroute waypoints. Normally the pilot is able to define this complete lateral flight plan (excluding the arrival procedure) on the ground before take off. The kind of entries made are:

- **Company routes** The navigation data base (NDB) internal to the FMCS can be customized by an airline to include all its route structure. This means that a simple multi-character identifier can be used to automatically recall a stored airport pair flight plan. An example of this would be "SEASFO" which would give the normal flight plan from Seattle to San Francisco. This default flight plan can be easily modified through the CDU, if required.

- **Departures and Arrivals** Once the flight plan between the airports has been defined the pilot can enter a departure procedure and possibly an arrival procedure. The departure and arrivals (DEP/ARR) page contains a list of the published runways, standard instrument departure (SID) and transitions for the origin airport and runways, standard terminal arrival route (STAR) procedures and transitions for the destination airport. These are selected by the pilot when allocated by air traffic control (ATC). These procedures contain all the necessary information needed to fly the procedure as described by the governing agency. The pilot can also enter an arrival procedure for the departure airport in case a return to origin is required.

- **Special leg types** The departure and arrival procedures are composed of special legs and it is these that are the most challenging for the predictions and control algorithms. Examples of some of these special leg types are:

  - **Heading to an altitude** – This leg type, usually found as the first leg of a flight plan, directs the FMCS to climb at constant heading until a defined altitude is reached. At that point the leg is terminated and a transition to the next leg is initiated.

  - **Course to an intercept** – For this leg type the FMCS constructs a great circle path, at a specified track angle, from a waypoint to the point where the where the aircraft would intercept a specified radial into a defined navigation aid.

In general, all legs are defined as a lateral profile control type – such as heading or track – followed by a termination point – such as a waypoint, an altitude or an interception of a VOR radial or DME distance. The full “toolbox” of leg types from which a procedure can be constructed is specified in the ARINC 424 specification.

To include all leg types in the lateral flight plan the predictions algorithm must be able to estimate where the termination point of each leg would be. To be able to do this the algorithm must be able to accurately estimate normal in flight acceleration or deceleration, rate of climb or descent and probable wind conditions. Some legs, however, deliberately have no termination points (called manually terminated legs or vectors) and when one of these legs are flown it is the responsibility of the pilot to "terminate" the leg and rejoin the remainder of the flight plan. The predictions algorithm, however, uses a default expected path to complete the profile.

In addition to the leg types described above, the predictions algorithm requires special processing for some standard flight plan leg combinations which can be entered as a single unit. These include:

- **Holding patterns** These "race track" shaped paths can be specified in a number of ways and have strictly defined rules on entry path and exit method. Holds can be "attached" to an existing flight plan waypoint.
or designated as present position (PPOS) holds that are inserted just ahead of the aircraft.

**Procedure turns** This standard combination of legs may be included as part of an approach procedure as a way of reversing course.

**Parallel Offset** This single selection allows the pilot to fly parallel to the predefined lateral flight plan at a defined distance to left or right. This feature allows ATC to allocate fast and slow aircraft on the same basic flight plan without one over-running the other.

### 2.1.2 Vertical profile definition

The vertical profile definition will include the minimum entry of selected initial cruise altitude and continue with optional manual entries such as speed or altitude constraints at waypoints. Speed and altitude constraints can also be introduced automatically through the selection of arrival or departure procedures or as a default such as airport restriction speeds (250 Kts below 10000 feet in the USA).

### 2.1.3 Performance initialization

Once the minimum lateral and vertical profile parameters have been entered, the performance predictions algorithm must be initialized with the minimum set of parameters that will enable the algorithm to construct a basic vertical profile. To these the pilot can add any refinements that may be available.

**Cost Index** The key to the vertical profile construction is a parameter called cost index (CI). This pilot-entered number is a function of current fuel price and crew costs. The CI speed schedule algorithm reduces overall flight cost by optimizing the requirements of lowering fuel usage by flying slower or reducing crew air time by flying faster. The CI value entered is a function of the current fuel cost and "cost" of time. In general, the lower the CI number the longer the flight will take, this would correspond to the high-fuel-cost, low-crew-cost operating environment. A high number entry indicates crew costs are high and a relatively high speed schedule will be chosen.

**Aircraft Weight** The aircraft gross weight can be calculated from the entry of zero fuel weight, provided the fuel weight is available from aircraft sensors. Or it can be entered directly.

**Refinements** If additional data is available then it can be entered into the system. These include:

- ISA Deviation or top of climb temp
- Anticipated average cruise wind
- Reported winds at waypoints in the flight plan
- Forecast descent winds – wind bearing and magnitude at designated altitudes
- Destination ONH
- Anti-ice on/off attitude

### 2.1.4 4D Navigation – Required Time of Arrival (RTA) Initialization

In FMC systems where the accuracy of predictions allows the precise calculation of estimated time of arrival (ETA) at any waypoint, a control loop can be implemented that modifies CI to meet a specified ETA at a waypoint in the flight plan. This form of four-dimensional navigation is called required time of arrival (RTA). To initialize the RTA algorithm the pilot needs to designate a waypoint in the flight plan and enter a required time of arrival.

### 2.2 Profile Prediction

With all initializations complete the predictions algorithm can begin. The algorithm is run differently if a completely new profile is required or if the profile is just being updated. A completely new profile would be required the first time all the data is entered and anytime a major modification is made. In this case all the phases of the flight plan would have to be identified and checks made on the reasonableness of the initialization entries. Predictions updates are run as a background task and includes such tasks as updating estimated wind values as actual winds are encountered.

#### 2.2.1 Basic algorithm overview

A full predictions run on the Smiths Industries 737-300 FMCS contains the following steps:

**Flight plan division** The first task is to divide the lateral flight plan into approximate phases so that climb, cruise, and descent can be properly allocated. The current phase of flight is determined from the current aircraft position. From that the remainder of the flight plan is broken up as follows:

- Determine the first restriction in descent (FRDS) and last restriction in climb (LRCL). This routine tries to anticipate the pilots’ intention when altitude restrictions have been entered for flight plan waypoints. The algorithm first generates an approximate vertical profile that assumes the shallowest rate of climb and descent. The flight plan is then scanned for altitude constraints and these are labeled as climb or descent based on their position in the approximate profile. Particularly troublesome are high altitude restrictions -
i.e. aircraft to be at or below 25000ft when the waypoint is sequenced - in a short flight plan under these cases the routine has to determine whether the intention is to extend the climb phase or to descend early. This routine allocates FRDS and LRCL to lateral waypoints and predictions then knows that top of climb 
(T/C) and top of descent (T/D) are inside these points.
- Designated the end of descent (E/D) point as the last "hard" constraint in the flight plan. The point is typically the final approach fix, a point just before the destination airport runway, which has a specified speed and altitude allocated to it. This waypoint can then be used as a "pivot" point for descent; as the speed schedule (and hence rate of descent) varies, the top of descent moves along the flight plan but the E/D remains fixed.

Once these points have been allocated they will not change unless the flight plan is modified.

Climb speeds The economy climb speed target is calculated using a polynomial expression, and is a function of takeoff gross weight and cost index. The resulting Calibrated Airspeed (CAS) is checked against airframe limit values and used as a target speed for the climb segment.

Initial Cruise speed A constant value of climb fuel burn is used to calculate the approximate fuel used to climb to cruise altitude. The resulting T/C weight, cruise wind and cost index are then used in a polynomial expression to calculate the initial cruise mach. The initial cruise mach and the previously calculated climb CAS are then used to calculate the crossover altitude. The crossover altitude is the altitude at which the equivalent mach of the climb CAS (which decreases with altitude) matches the initial cruise mach. At this altitude in climb, the speed target to the autothrottle changes from a constant CAS target to a constant mach target. Tests are made on the cruise mach to ensure aircraft structural limits are not exceeded. The algorithm generates a message to the pilot if no target speed can be generated at the selected cruise altitude because of buffet limits etc.

Climb modelling Using the designated climb speed, the flight plan and a high fidelity aircraft performance model, the climb segment can then be emulated. A predefined climb throttle setting is used, which can either be the default maximum climb thrust or a pilot selected reduced climb thrust schedule to save engine wear or for noise abatement. To model the climb it is divided into small altitude steps. The fuel burn from the previous step is used to predict the gross weight at each altitude step. The available thrust is then calculated and hence the climb rate needed to maintain the target speed. From this integration technique the time taken, the horizontal distance traveled and the fuel used to climb to each altitude are calculated until the cruise altitude is reached. This point is inserted into the flight plan and designated as the top of climb (T/C).

Cruise modelling The cruise portion of the profile is emulated and estimates of fuel burn, distance traveled and ETA at each waypoint in the cruise phase are generated. The economy cruise mach speed target is calculated at steps along the cruise using a cost index based polynomial which is a function of the expected aircraft weight and predicted wind. The algorithm continues along the flight plan until the previously defined "shallow profile" top of descent point is reached.

Descent speeds The economy descent CAS target is a function of the entered cost index which, after limiting, is used to calculate the descent crossover altitude. As in climb, the final cruise mach target is used to calculate the crossover altitude. Again, above the crossover altitude the mach target is used and from crossover to E/D the constant descent CAS target is used. A constant descent fuel burn rate is then used to calculate the approximate aircraft weight at E/D.

Descent modelling The emulation of the descent profile starts at the destination airport and moves backwards along the flight plan. A fixed approach profile is used to calculate time, distance and weight increments from the runway to the end of descent waypoint. The descent profile emulation then continues back up the flight plan recalculating gross weight, thrust and lift at each waypoint. The emulation recognizes waypoint and airport speed constraints and modifies the descent rate accordingly. Idle thrust is used for the emulation. When the backward descent reaches the cruise altitude this point is designated as the top of descent and a vertical waypoint is inserted in the flight plan. The cruise emulation then continues from the approximate top of descent to the more accurate "backward descent" top of descent. A comparison is then made between the top of descent fuel derived from the backward descent (which used an approximate destination weight) and the actual top of descent fuel using the cruise emulation. If a large discrepancy is found, that may affect the descent profile, the backward descent emulation is run again using a revised estimate of destination weight.

Destination parameters When the difference in fuel is small (below 1000 pounds) the descent profile is assumed to be stable and any difference in top of descent fuel is added or subtracted to all the waypoints in the descent to give an accurate fuel at destination. Checks are made to ensure there is enough fuel to reach the destination and messages are generated if required.

Airport restriction A normal feature of the descent is the deceleration to the airport restriction speed at the airport restriction altitude. The ATC requirement is that the aircraft be below the restriction speed when the restriction altitude is reached. To accomplish this a "level off" is inserted in the flight plan where the aircraft will reduce the rate of descent to a minimum value (usually 1000 ft/min) so that the aircraft can slow down. The length of the
segment is calculated from aircraft performance parameters. The beginning and end of the deceleration points are inserted in the flight plan and displayed to the pilot.

2.2.2 Special predictions processing

The predictions algorithm described above assumes a normal flight plan with reasonable initialization entries. Special processing is required if these conditions are not met:

**Short flight plan** If the length of the flight plan is short and the entered cruise altitude can not be reached before it is time to descend (i.e. no cruise phase) a UNABLE CRUISE ALT message will be generated. The algorithm detects this situation when the backwards descent routine reaches the top of climb waypoint before cruise altitude.

**No end of descent** If no fixed altitude is provided at the destination airport then the descent segment of the profile can not be built. This is usually a temporary situation that will be rectified when an arrival procedure is provided as the aircraft nears its destination. Under these conditions the algorithm will construct a default descent profile and provide only the destination parameters (fuel, time, etc.). This default descent will not be displayed and the descent path can not be flown.

**Holding patterns** The FMCS allows the pilot to attach a holding pattern to any flight plan waypoint. However, the predictions algorithm assumes that if they are more than three minutes ahead that the holding patterns will not be flown and therefore does not include the distance around the holding pattern as part of the distance calculation. As a holding pattern is approached and the three minutes to go point is reached, it is assumed that the aircraft will travel at least once around the hold and this is then included in the predictions distance calculation.

**Floating waypoints and special legs** Where special leg types have been inserted in the flight plan, by an arrival or departure procedure, predictions calculates the position of the termination point using the best information available. The point is inserted in the flight plan but, knowing that the point will move as conditions change, it is identified as a “floating” waypoint.

**Discontinuities** If the flight plan has a gap in it due to the insertion of a “manual” leg, the pilot is expected to fly the aircraft manually and predictions assumes (in the absence of better information) that the pilot will fly a great circle path from the waypoint preceding the manual leg to the waypoint that follows the leg.

2.2.3 Parameters predicted

Predictions will generate the following waypoints that define the vertical profile:

- Top of climb
- Top of descent
- Bottom of descent
- Climb and descent crossover altitudes (if below cruise altitude)
- Transition altitude (above which altitudes are displayed in flight levels)
- Cabin repressurization altitude
- Anti-ice on and off altitudes
- Climb thrust revision altitude
- Speed change points - airport restriction deceleration point, etc..
- “Floating” and special leg type waypoints - estimate of the position of the leg terminators

For each vertical and lateral waypoint in the flight plan the following data will be generated:

- Curve path transitions - the path that the aircraft will follow when it passes a waypoint. The type of transition is based on the angle of the turn and whether the aircraft is required to overfly the waypoint or not. The radius of any turn is based on the predicted ground speed and the shape of the transition can vary from a “cut the corner” turn up to a 360° loop. Curve path transitions apply to lateral waypoints only.
- Fuel Remaining - Used for fuel planning and gross weight estimation.
- Estimated Time of Arrival - Used by RTA for time control.
- Altitude
- Speed
2.3 RTA function predictions

The Required Time of Arrival (RTA) function is a 4D navigation (time control) performance mode. This function uses the data provided by the cost index based economy predictions algorithm to estimate the time of flight for each of the remaining phases of flight up to a specified waypoint. A delta time of flight algorithm is used to estimate the additional time taken to travel to a specific waypoint for a different cost index. This "quick predictions" algorithm calculates the new cost index average ground speed for each of the phases of flight and generates a new time of flight by assuming that the time of flight in each phase is inversely proportional to the ratio of the flight plan average ground speed and the new cost index average ground speed. The RTA function uses an iterative cost index search method and the quick predictions algorithm to find the cost index that produces an "estimated" ETA that matches the pilot entered required time of arrival. This matching cost index is then used by the predictions algorithm as if it had been entered by the pilot.

3 FMCS Control

The FMCS is designed to be a fully integrated multi-axis aircraft control function. However, because of the size and complexity of the software involved, the FMCS usually contains only outer-loop control. There is a deliberate policy of segregating the flight critical functions such as inner-loop control and autoland in the relatively small (with regard to software size) autopilot/flight controls system and the autothrottle system. This segregation simplifies initial certification because the certification "critical" functions that require expensive dissimilar and redundant hardware, parallel software development and detailed documentation are concentrated in smaller units. This partitioning also was chosen to separate the functions that will rarely change (inner-loop) from the more subjective convenience functions which will evolve and build. This separation, therefore, means that the FMCS can be relatively easily re-certified when new capabilities are added after initial certification.

3.1 Control Interface

The FMCS does not have direct access to the aircraft control functions but interfaces through a number of other systems. This simplifies the FMCS control function and allows the pilot to over-rule the FMCS if manual flying is required without modifying the original flight plan and calculated profile. The pilot can return to FMCS control following an unforeseen excursion and continue with the original flight plan. The interface with the flight controls systems is decided by the aircraft manufacturer and is a function of whether the FMCS is being fitted into an all new aircraft or whether the FMCS is being retrofitted into an existing airframe with existing autopilot and autothrottle units. The aim is to reduce duplication of functions wherever possible. For this paper the control interface of the 737-300 and later derivatives is described. On this aircraft a rudder command is used for the horizontal axis, the existing autopilot pitch axis is controlled by the FMC. The autothrottle is controlled by the pilot. The pilot can operate the system without connecting it to the control surfaces or the FMC. The pilot can arm other autopilot modes such as autoland and these will become active, and the FMCS will be disconnected, if the required engagement conditions are met (e.g. ILS glide slope valid).

Autopilot and Flight Director System (AFDS) This system provides interface to the aerodynamic control surfaces of the aircraft. The pilot has direct input to the system for heading select, altitude hold, vertical speed, etc., modes. The pilot can operate the system without connecting it to the control surfaces by selecting the flight director mode and following the displayed vertical and horizontal cue bars. The FMCS input can be selected as an alternate vertical or horizontal control mode by selecting the LNAV or VNAV mode keys. With the FMCS in control the autopilot monitors the FMC input for signals outside the FMCS control authority, and will automatically limit authority or disconnect if necessary. The pilot can arm other autopilot modes such as autoland and these will become active, and the FMCS will be disconnected, if the required engagement conditions are met (e.g. ILS glide slope valid).

Autothrottle This system provides automatic speed control and protection regardless of environmental conditions. The autothrottle is closely coupled to the autopilot system and takes its speed control targets from the system that is controlling the aircraft. If the FMCS VNAV mode is selected and engaged the autothrottle is being controlled by the FMCS.

3.2 FMC Control Modes

The FMCS has two major control modes; lateral navigation (LNAV) and vertical Navigation (VNAV). With both these modes selected and engaged on the AFDS mode control panel, the FMCS controls the aircraft in two dimensions horizontally, in altitude vertically and controls the speed target to give the forth control dimension, time. Within these major modes are sub modes which are a function of flight plan phase and are controlled or monitored by the pilot through the FMCS CDU. The FMCS uses a mode annunciator panel to display to the pilot the current active mode and submode at all times.

3.3 Lateral Navigation (LNAV) Control

The LNAV interface with the autopilot is a rudder command. The FMCS has up to 30 degrees of command authority with a nominal internal maximum of 25 degrees of bank.
For aircraft control a reference path buffer (RPB) is constructed which describes the leg from one flight plan waypoint to another. This leg is divided into segments that describe the actual path that will be flown over the ground. The buffer may contain up to fifteen individual path segments which can be one of four types, these are:

**Straight segment** This segment represents a great circle path with a constantly changing track angle. While flying this segment the entire buffer is updated every 60 seconds to recalculate the termination of the current segment and the attributes of any future segments (curve radius, etc.). For this type of segment, every 200 milliseconds the control algorithm calculates a new desired track. To steer along this segment a roll command is generated that is a function of the lateral abeam distance from the aircraft to the current segment of the reference path called the cross track error (XTK) and the Track angle error (TKE) which is the difference between the current aircraft track and the desired track.

**Curve segment** A curve segment is defined as a start point, end point and a constant radius curve between them. Once the aircraft sequences onto a curve segment the curve radius is not updated. As in the straight segment, the desired track is constantly recalculated based on a constant radius curve. The radius of curve is calculated using current aircraft speed and a nominal bank angle. The resulting TKE and XTK are used for steering control.

**Heading segment** is a straight path that maintains a constant heading along the segment. This segment type is updated every 60 seconds. The steering control for this type of segment is a simple function of the difference between the current aircraft heading and the desired heading from the flight plan (heading error). This means that the aircraft may drift laterally from the originally designated path and as this drift is propagated along the remaining segments, the position of the flight plan waypoint at the end of the leg (always a floating waypoint) will be moved.

**Track segment** is a straight path that maintains a constant desired track on the ground. Like the heading segment the roll command is a function of TKE only. If there is no wind the heading segment and track segment are equivalent.

A reference path buffer is generated from the flight plan leg by translating the leg into a series of guidance segments. The number of segments can vary from two (a straight and a curve) for a simple leg between two waypoints, to fifteen for a holding pattern consisting of an entry path, the hold itself and the hold exit path.

A reference path buffer for the next leg in the flight plan is also generated so that a new buffer will be available when the waypoint is sequenced.

If the aircraft is off the flight plan when LNAV is first engaged the control algorithm will attempt to construct a capture path between present aircraft position and the flight plan. The capture leg will be constructed only if one of the following conditions are met:

1. The aircraft is within three nautical miles abeam of the current reference path segment, regardless of the present aircraft heading or track.
2. The aircraft is beyond the 3 nautical mile capture band but present aircraft heading will cause the aircraft to intercept the flight plan between present abeam point and the waypoint that terminates that leg. In other words, the aircraft is pointing back towards the flight plan. Under these conditions the aircraft is allowed to maintain its present track until it intercepts the path.

If the above capture criteria are not met, and LNAV engagement is attempted, a "NOT ON INTERCEPT HEADING" message will be displayed on the CDU.

There are a number of special flight plan situations that require extra translation processing when a reference path buffer is generated. Some examples are described below:

**Holding patterns** A holding pattern can be entered into the flight plan at any existing waypoint or at present position (PPOS). If the hold is rotated about the hold fix such that a special entry procedure is required, this is included in the buffer. An example of the breakdown of the segments in a holding pattern is shown in figure 2. It shows a hold with a "parallel" entry.

**Bypassed waypoints** If two waypoints are close and in such a relative position that the aircraft can not turn quickly enough to reach the second waypoint, then that waypoint is designated a "bypass" and the RPB for the two legs are combined into one and the aircraft is flown as close as possible to the second waypoint.

**ILS localizer capture** If the leg is designated as a localizer approach then the steering algorithm enters a special mode that allows it to sequence onto the glideslope early or late regardless of the path in the RPB. Once the aircraft sequences onto the glideslope intercept leg and is within 3 degrees of the runway centerline or 17 NM from the runway threshold (ILS coverage area) then the raw glideslope data is monitored. If the glideslope centerline is reached before the predicted glideslope intercept point, then steering will sequence the segment early. If, however, the aircraft reaches the predicted intercept point before glideslope capture is confirmed by the raw ILS beam data, a localizer capture path is generated which is a track segment with a track angle of the runway extended centerline plus or minus an appropriate intercept angle. This path is flown until the raw glideslope centerline is reached or the aircraft flies outside the predicted glideslope beam coverage boundaries.
3.4 Vertical Navigation (VNAV) Control

The VNAV mode of the FMCS uses existing modes of the autopilot wherever possible so that inner loop control laws are not duplicated. The FMCS uses mode selection and targets to duplicate the pilot entered values for the selected mode. Different modes are used in different phases and sub-phases and these are described in section 3.4.2

3.4.1 VNAV interfaces

When in VNAV mode the 737-300 FMCS interfaces with the autopilot and autothrottle using the following output parameters:

- Autopilot mode requests - used to change the autopilot control mode including the following:
  - VNAV valid - Tells autopilot whether VNAV can be engaged or not
  - Vertical Speed mode request
  - Speed on elevator mode request
  - Altitude capture mode request
  - Altitude hold mode request
  - Level change mode request

- Vertical speed target - primary climb and descent control parameter

- Altitude target - used for altitude capture and altitude hold modes.

- Autothrottle mode requests - changes autothrottle modes
  - Speed mode request
  - Idle mode request
  - Level deceleration mode request
  - Thrust limit mode request - for each phase
  - T/O or Climb derate mode request
  - Derate thrust cut back required
3.4.2 VNAV phases

When engaged in the VNAV mode the FMCS uses different modes for different phases of flight. A description of the interaction is described below.

**Take off and Climb phase** While on the ground the pilot can preselect, through the FMCS CDU, a derated take off thrust and special climb thrust profile. This is desirable at certain airports if environmental conditions permit, so full thrust is not used. If derate is selected, the FMCS will transmit reduced thrust limits to the autothrottle.

After takeoff the pilot selects desired climb performance option, which can be any of the following:

- Economy - The default performance option that uses the Cl to calculate the most economical target speeds.
- Maximum angle - The FMCS calculates a target CAS that causes the aircraft to climb at the steepest angle.
- Maximum rate - The FMCS calculates a target CAS that causes the aircraft to climb at the highest rate of climb.
- Engine out - If an engine fails during climb the pilot can select an engine out climb with a speed target that maximizes climb gradient.
- Selected speed - The pilot can enter a specific speed that the aircraft will fly.
- Required time of arrival - The FMCS calculates the most fuel efficient speed target which meets a time constraint at a future waypoint.

As soon as VNAV is engaged the FMCS selects the autopilot speed on elevator mode and sets the desired speed output dependent on the performance option selected. In this mode the autopilot controls the rate of climb so that the aircraft maintains the desired speed. The autothrottle is set to climb mode with a maximum thrust value equal to the limit supplied by the FMC. If a derated climb profile has been preselected the FMCS will modulate the limit in accordance with a predefined schedule. The FMCS will set the target altitude to the cruise altitude or the next waypoints altitude constraint if one exists. As the aircraft approaches that altitude the autopilot will automatically transition to altitude capture mode and hold the requested altitude. The autothrottle will transition into speed mode at the FMCS target speed. If the level off is due to a waypoint constraint the aircraft will remain in altitude hold until the waypoint is sequenced and the FMCS will raise the cruise altitude to the next constraint and change the autopilot mode back to speed on elevator to continue the climb. If however, the autopilot approaches the MCP window altitude the autopilot will capture that altitude regardless of the current FMCS target. The pilot is then required to select a higher altitude and reselect VNAV to continue the climb.

**Cruise phase** The cruise phase is flown in autopilot altitude hold mode and the autothrottle in speed tracking mode using the FMCS target Mach output. During the cruise phase the pilot can climb to a higher altitude or descend to a lower altitude using the cruise climb or cruise descent modes. This is simply accomplished by selecting a new altitude in the MCP altitude window and then entering the new cruise altitude on the cruise page of the CDU. A cruise climb request will result in an autopilot speed on elevator mode at FMCS target Mach and climb thrust on the autothrottle. A cruise descent request will cause the FMCS to request a vertical speed on elevator mode at -1000 ft/min and the autothrottle will maintain the FMCS target Mach. The default FMCS target Mach, economy, is based on the Cl derived optimum speed. The pilot can select an alternate long range cruise mode or engine out mode if required and the FMCS will select the optimum Mach target for those conditions. The pilot can also manually select a Mach target.

**Descent phase** Descent is the most difficult phase for the FMCS to control. To maximize fuel efficiency the engines must be set to idle (minimum fuel flow). Slowing the aircraft down under these conditions requires the use of speed brakes which normally can only be operated by the pilot. The pilot can preselect one of two descent modes:

- Path descent mode In this mode the FMCS controls the aircraft to a predefined profile constructed by predictions. When the aircraft approaches the top of descent point the pilot can, after gaining clearance from ATC, select a lower MCP window altitude. When the T/D point is reached the FMCS will set the altitude target to the first descent constraint and request a vertical speed on elevator mode for the autopilot. The
Figure 3: On-ground and in-air RTA CDU display pages
The FMCS then modulates the target vertical speed to match the descent profile. The profile descent gradient is based on the speed defined by the selected performance mode. The default mode is economy (from cost index), although the pilot could have entered a manual speed while in cruise and flown the resulting gradient.

The profile has built into it any level-off segments that are required to meet waypoint constraints or the airport restriction speed; therefore under normal conditions the FMCS can control the aircraft along this profile without deviating from the predefined vertical speed schedule. If, however, the aircraft drifts above or below the path (due to unpredicted winds) the FMCS must compensate using the limited control available. The pilot can also select this mode as an alternative to path descent. The target speed used in this mode defaults to the economy speed from CI although the pilot can override this by manually entering a speed.

In speed descent the FMCS puts the autothrottle into idle mode.

### 3.4.3 Required Time of Arrival (RTA - 4D)

The RTA function allows the pilot to designate a time of arrival (the required time) at a specified waypoint in the flight plan. The RTA function does not generate speeds directly but interfaces with the rest of the FMCS using the CI. When the pilot enters a RTA time the RTA function selects a new CI that will result in an ETA at the designated waypoint that meets the entered Required Time of Arrival.

In the air, the RTA function will recalculate the CI whenever the predicted ETA from the flight plan drifts outside a control limit. In addition to the RTA time the RTA function provides the pilot with maximum and minimum achievable times based on the maximum and minimum CI values. These times are displayed to the pilot so that he knows the FMCS time control authority limits.

On the ground the RTA function generates an advisory display page that identifies the earliest and latest take off times and also the most economical take off time based on the entered cost index. A time error display counts down the time until the first take off time.

Figure 3 shows a typical on-ground and in-air RTA progress page.

A typical operational scenario for the RTA function would be for the pilot to be assigned, by ATC, a waypoint that has been designated as the destination airport metering fix. This waypoint is used to control the flow of aircraft to the airport and the aim is to have the aircraft arrive at that waypoint in the same sequence as they will land. The ATC computer will assign a time at which each aircraft should arrive. An aircraft equipped with a RTA FMCS will be able to enter that assigned time and tell ATC the exact time the aircraft should take off to achieve that time. In addition, while flying in the RTA mode the pilot can tell ATC whether a revised RTA time is achievable or not.

### 4 Conclusion

The addition of powerful and flexible computing systems like the Flight Management Computer System to the cockpits of latest generation air transport aircraft has reduced pilot workload and increased safety. In addition, the optimization of flight profiles has increased fuel efficiency of the aircraft and increased the comfort level of the passengers. The recent addition of the Required Time of Arrival function has the potential for reducing flight delays despite the current air traffic build up. Studies also suggest that the addition of an RTA capability in only a limited number of aircraft would reduce air traffic control workload.

In the future, increased miniaturization coupled with increased computational throughput will allow FMCS manufacturers to pack more and more capabilities into smaller and smaller units. Concepts such as artificial intelligence may make the system easier to operate. Direct satellite communications will increase the accuracy of the FMCS by providing a way of trading information about environmental conditions such as wind and temperature, and flight plan changes such as airport closures and alternative airports.

Just as personal computers have revolutionized business and personal work habits so the FMCS and derivative systems will revolutionize the cockpit of the future.
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SUMMARY
Since the early 1980's Airbus Industrie has conducted a progressive research programme
investigating the ergonomic, physiological and psychological factors affecting flight
crew in their working environment, and progressively refining the data acquisition and
analysis techniques.
This self-imposed commitment to a dedicated appreciation of man-machine aspects was met
in two ways:
- Informally, by stringent application of human engineering principles,
  although in short supply in as far as their explicit formulation is concerned,
- Formally, by continuous development of statistical methods and engineering
  experiments, concentrating on pilot questionnaires, performance evaluations
  and workload models.

Although the title of this paper may not seem to be directly related to the topic
addressed by this Aardograph a statistical workload calculation model will highlight
the insidious link that enables to correlate pilot performance parameters (and hence
aircraft trajectory) with estimates on the impact of new technology on the operational
interface. The purpose of this paper is to review the span between initial design aims
and subsequent flight evaluation and measurement.

Except for the general recommendations of Fitts, Wanner, Wiener and Curry, few
fundamental design guidelines appear to be available in the scientific field of human
factors. A practical review is presented of the operational objectives and technological
modules that marked the outgrowth of the Airbus family of commercial aircraft.
Progressively integrated, several waves of innovations engineered an evolutionary
process that brought to bear growing functionality at the operational interface. The
emerging role of the pilot is becoming more that of a systems monitor than that of a
controls handler, devoting himself to overall intelligence functions which new
technology features were precisely aimed to support. Several contemporary human factors
views are mentioned in the paper suggesting that the pilot be brought back into a more
active role to avoid automation- or design-induced errors. What has been achieved with
the early 1980's A310/A300-600 cockpit however is, in our view, still in the vicinity of
the Wiener and Curry philosophy on automation and cockpit design. In the step that was
to be taken in the latter 1980's A320/A330/A340 designs aims have been intended to cover
even more error-tolerance or -protection against incidents of the Wanner scheme.

Reviewing aircrew comments on design aims and achievements from flight evaluation became
a practice in the early 1980's when soliciting crewmember opinions received considerable
impetus. Conclusions are presented from questionnaire surveys on new technology aircraft
conducted successively by Airbus Industrie, Wiener, Curry and Lufthansa.
Commonly criticized on most new aircraft types are the autopilot/autothrottle
interactions and the FMS whose training definitely needs more emphasis on basic know-
how and practice. It appears that crews want automation even further developed to
improve system integration and crew interface, with no significant fear for the
possibilities of errors or potential loss of flying skill. But what also seems to be
requested is intuitive design allowing the pilot to understand more straightforwardly
the automation systems at work and to monitor more easily their performance, limits and crew errors. Measuring the impact of new technology on the operational interface could precisely help setting up this human factors capability. Which in turn should eventually influence on design guidelines and specifications.

The success of the questionnaire technique prompted Airbus Industrie to use it again for its Fly-by-wire proof-of-concept experiment on the A300 testbed. The unanimous enthusiasm of airline & authority pilots for the sidestick/fly-by-wire combination was also confirmed by the fact that, as a group, they did not feel uncomfortable with the idea of being primarily responsible for the management of system interfaces rather than the direct operation of their aircraft. It would appear indirectly from these studies that older technology aircraft can more often be discredited on the basis of human factor principles than new ones. It is however with the coming of the latter that more emphasis was gradually put on human factors by all those concerned, manufacturers, airworthiness authorities, pilots and airlines. Even more systematic efforts on man-machine interface analyses were put in the wake of the crew complement question which triggered the development of several evaluation methods. One of these, the Performance Criteria Methodology, was developed to statistically investigate the impact of new technology features such as the EFIS, the FMS and Fly-by-Wire/Sidestick. A brief review is given of engineering experiments' results for the first two to conclude on the contribution of this equipment towards improving smoothness of performance and alleviating workload. The advantages of a FbW system over conventional controls are operationally demonstrated with the third experiment. Performing analysis of variance on basic flight parameter measures allows again to demonstrate marked smoothness and stability improvements, flight efficiency, reduced task- and workload.

Our previous research suggested that workload ratings collected in minimum crew certification campaigns might be modelled using data extraneous to the pilot (aircraft flight performance parameters and flight status measures) and data intraneous to the pilot (heart rate variability measures). The aim was to achieve an objective analysis of an until-then subjective process (workload rating) which had received too little scientific attention. A computer model was evolved from the A310-200 certification process, which indeed conformed well with the subjective data. Certification of the A310-300, a generally similar but sufficiently different aircraft, provided a further check on the degree of objectivity attained, helped to simplify the model's formulation. As part of the development program for the A320, the A300 FbW flying testbed had numerous visiting pilots involved in extensive demonstrations as well as special manoeuvres such as simulated engine failure at take-off and a demonstration of the inherent stall protection of the control system. The model was again successfully applied to these flights in order to determine if it could cope with the new control system and the unusual profiles. Finally, the very first flight of the A320 also had both pilots equipped with heart rate monitoring equipment so as to test the model. Cleared for experimental use, the Airbus Workload Model was then used in January 1988 for the A320 Minimum Crew Certification to generate second-by-second estimates of pilots' subjectively estimated workload. The purpose of this demonstration was to provide a range of low to high workload situations by means of 12 scenarios which provided varying flying problems. In all, 48 simulated line flights, which involved different levels of automation, were flown. Crew errors were also recorded and classified according to their severity and awareness. As a tool to investigate the impact of new technology, the Airbus Workload Model presents a novel opportunity to study workload and its relationship to both errors and automation. The findings are descriptive in nature because the certification data base was not constructed to support research on these issues. But they suggest that there is a relationship between the severity and type of error and workload, and that automation and workload are inversely related.
1. INTRODUCTION

Recent breakthroughs in display and control avionics constitute one of those remarkable technological milestones that from time to time will spur aircraft development and airline operations. Whether in technical areas or operational functions trade-offs between continuity and progress have steered the design and deployment of the Airbus family of aircraft. In particular, cockpit development has directly proceeded from a permanent process of monitoring new technology availability and problems, and of evaluating how best to improve the pilot's working environment within realistic airline constraints (economics, maintenance, training, ATC, human resources etc.). The drive of this adaptation and integration process through technology leaps and systems' interfacing ambitionned the eventual inclusion of the human operators in the safety loop, a goal long sought in the profession. While economic effectiveness and industrial feasibility were most important factors to be considered between possible solutions, the safety imperative has always been the prime parameter nonetheless.

In direct conjunction with this, Airbus Industrie has conducted an important research programme from the early 1980's onwards, gradually investigating the ergonomic, physiologic and operational factors affecting flight crew in their working environment, and progressively refining the data acquisition and analysis techniques (Speryer J.-O., Post A., October 1982).

Underscoring the necessity to consider human factors issues in a broader systemic context was an early paper in 1977, titled "Controlled Flight into Terrain: System-Induced Errors" (Wiener E.L., 1977). The contradiction suggested in this title aims to indicate the difficulty for integrating two levels of system management: aircraft control (inner loop exercising psycho-motor skills) and aircraft monitoring (outer loop demanding cognitive abilities). The evolution of flight deck automation up to front line aircraft types of that time period (B-747, DC-10, L-1011, A300 B2/84) was commented by Edwards (Edwards E., 1972 ; 1977) as owing much more to engineering and economic analyses than to ergonomics and systematic development of policy concerning the role of men in automated systems. Stressing the failure of the human factors profession to play a more significant role in the design process Wiener and Curry addressed the following operational interface aspects:

- vigilance problems and crew overload/underload,
- inadequate workplace design and extra-cockpit communication,
- faulty pilot-controller communication and crew coordination,
- unadapted, excessive or wrong automation,
- unheard or cancelled warning devices and visual illusions,
- confusing terminology and charts.

In the aviation transport area alone, some 75 % of accidents are amorphously catalogued as pilot error, the remainder being evenly split between purely technical and environmental causes. Their point here is that a majority of these accidents are design-induced referring to human engineering concepts (Wiener E.L., 1977), air traffic control (Wiener E.L., 1980) and automation (Wiener E.L., Curry R.E., 1980).

Few fundamental design guidelines are available in the scientific field of human factors. They all appear to come "a posteriori" illustrating that this activity is an art in infancy. Except for the general human factors guidelines of Pitts, Wanner, Wiener, Curry and Nagel, we are short of standards sought by the industry since it is still evolving at a rapid pace (Pitts P.M., 1951 ; Wanner J.-C., 1969, 1984, 1991 ; Wiener E.L., 1976, 1977). It is not really feasible to apply these at the technical design stage, but it was thought that the opposite approach, i.e. "a posteriori" evaluation and measurement of the human factors impact of new technology, would eventually benefit future design conceptions. Each new design should nonetheless command its specific human factors approach & analysis the results of which guidelines cannot dictate nor predict.

An "avant la lettre" human factors orientation gradually emerged from Airbus 'partners and customers' collective memory of jet aircraft design and operating experience to date. Somewhere, the systemic inclination that such an approach warrants mirrors the evolution towards functional/organizational matrix organizations at partners' design offices nonetheless. And by the same token it reflects Airbus' industrial marketing approach, which traditionally keeps its customers involved from the start of the design process through so-called task forces (Schmitt B., October 1984, Caesar H., November 1985). Fulfilling its role at the heart of this process, Airbus Industrie was all set for a judicious assessment of needs, requirements and capabilities and for a proper formulation of realistic design aims.
2. TECHNOLOGY EVOLUTION AND DESIGN AIMS

The forward facing crew cockpit of the A310 and A300-600 stems from A300 B2/B4 experience which itself proceeds from that of the Caravelle, Trident, BAC 1-11, VFW-614 and Concorde. In fairness to all, it is also a direct result of multiple discipline research programmes that included a human factors orientation such as the NASA Terminal Configuration Vehicle, the French Persepolis project and the Bae Advanced Cockpit Design.

Early consideration had been given to making the original A300 a 2-pilot crew aircraft. The technology then available did not permit such an approach with the necessary degree of confidence; the overall design goal being to ensure adherence to the "need to know" and "fail safe" principles which the 1970 to A300 cockpit did not fully satisfy:

- Side panel not fulfilling fail-safe criteria,
- Number of dials and displays giving unnecessary information during a large part of the flight,
- Necessity to scan in different places.

The innovations of this first wide-body proved a major credit to Airbus:

- Automatic throttle (ATS) from brakes off to touchdown,
- Automatic angle of attack protection and speed reference system (SRS), both being instrumental against windshear incidents,
- Automatic two and one-engine go-around;
- Thrust computer (TCC) linked to autothrottle, allowing derated engine operation/increased engine life.

The necessary evolution became possible in the early 1980's with the help of technology leaps providing concentration, standardization and flexibility (Baud P. and Ivanoff D., 1982). Design goals of the PFCC were then formulated as follows:

- Better crew integration and crossmonitoring,
- Better man-machine interface,
- Lower risk of flight/system management error,
- Automation of routine actions,
- Simplification of tactic actions in normal, abnormal and emergency procedures,
- Augmented availability for strategic flight actions,
- Clear presentation of prodigested information for easier and quicker diagnosis and correction,
- Reduction of crew workload.

A definite consolidation trend developed as from the late 1980's with A320 design aims to be carried forward for A330/A340 projects (Ziegler B. and Durandeau M., 1984):

- Extension of pilot error-tolerance, -detection and -protection by safeguarding functioning points and operating envelopes,
- Continuing developments in digital technology and data transmission focusing on systems integration,
- Former PFCC breakthroughs refined and kept as mainstays for the future.

Progressively integrated, three successive waves of adaptive innovations have engineered a cascade evolutionary process that brought to bear growing functionality at the operational interface level (Speyer J.-J., September 1988).

The following modules were hereby successively introduced three by three:

- Pushbuttons combining control, visual feedback and malfunction alert so as to reorganize cockpit real estate and enable systems management from an overhead-mounted panel, synoptically arranged (source to distribution) according to frequency of use (normal, abnormal, emergency),
- Advanced system automation to avoid repetitive actions in normal operation or after a single failure (electrical, APU, fuel, pressurization, avionics cooling, air bleed, electronic engine control etc.).
- digital autoflight systems (AFS) with preselected functions, increased integration of guidance modes with autothrust (ATS) and flight director, clear and unambiguous operation, improved flight envelope protection and automatic landing potential to Cat III,
- cathode ray tubes for quantitative and qualitative monitoring of system's status in coordination with flight phases (ECAM):
  - eliminating the need for frequent overhead panel scanning in normal conditions,
  - applying a rigorous cockpit lights out philosophy, the absence of visual warnings corresponding to normal conditions,
  - simplifying failure understanding (System Display) and orientation of corrective actions (Warning Display),
  - reducing the number of discrete sounds to a bare minimum, basic attentions drawing the attention of the crew to warning display messages,
  - adapting warnings to flight phases with inhibitions where safety mandates,
- electronic flight instruments (EFIS) replacing electromechanical ADI's for short term flight path control (PFD) and replacing HSI's for medium term navigation (ND) allowing direct access to predigested information by means of situation-adapted symbology,
- digital flight management systems (FMS) to command the autoflight system for full horizontal and vertical navigation and guidance with profile optimization for maximum economy,
- fly-by-wire in conjunction with sidesticks replacing mechanical flight controls to simplify conventional chains, extend flight envelope protection to include stall, windshear, maneuver or attitude exceedances, transfer of command,
- full authority digital engine control to extend engine operational protection and to provide a wide array of power management functions,
- digital radio management panels to manage the frequency selections for all VHF, HF and SSR radio communications as well as ILS, VOR and DME radio navigation aids in case of FMGS-failure.

The first three modules characterize the mutation of the A300 towards the A300FF, the ensuing A310 being supplemented by the three following and the subsequent A320 being supplied with all nine.

3. DESIGN GUIDELINES AND PILOT ROLE

One of the more established principles particularly insists that man and machine should be used in complement to each other and according to respective areas of specialization.

Fitts Lists (Pitts P., 1951) indeed provide tips for the differentiation of tasks between man and machine recognizing human superiority with regard to overall intelligence, decision-making, error-correction, inductive reasoning and gradual overload.

Machines on the other hand would cope better with sudden overload, are much faster, consistent and powerful, good at deductive reasoning, better at complex computation and short-term memory. They also do a better job at monitoring, having no problems with concentration, motivation, vigilance, distraction and fatigue.

Developing his argumentation with regard to human factors and flight safety, J.C. Wanner (Wanner J.-C., 1969, November 1984, August 1987, March 1989) considers three classes of incidents that may be playing a pivotal role in aircraft mishaps:

- pilotability incidents whereby the crew erroneously allowed the functioning point outside the authorized envelope with difficult or impossible reversion,
- perturbation-sensitivity incidents whereby external (e.g. windshear) or internal perturbations (e.g. failures or fire) let the displaced functioning points go beyond limits, whether limits after perturbations are new or unchanged,
- maneuverability incidents whereby the execution of a procedure (e.g. to modify trajectory or avoid obstacle) and the displacement of the functioning point as a result of incidents of the two preceding types brings the resulting functioning point close by or past its limits.
Wanner identifies 5 basic human attributes that allow to derive a set of 8 proposed design rules covering pilotability incidents. Perurbation-sensitivity and manoeuvrability rules are in his view more of a regulatory nature, do not implicate the human operator as such but rather system redundancy and integrity and operational knowledge of mission and environment.

Wiener and Curry conclude their survey of cockpit automation and flight safety by proposing recommendations for designing and using automated systems (Wiener E.L., Curry R.E., 1980). In need of a philosophy regarding automation they have persistently advocated the respect of at least three principles (Wiener E.L., October 1985):

- to allow the crew more freedom to fly the plane and use automation in the manner that they wish, but surrounded by a multidimensional warning and alerting system that informs the crew if they are approaching some limit; as long as within the limits the crew would have freedom to conduct the flight according to its style; this concept of "an electronic cocoon" is called flight management by exception;
- to use forecasting models and trend warnings to predict a penetration of the cocoon rather than waiting for it to happen and alarms to be activated when the system reaches a critical point; in order for the crew to have maximum control of the situation, values for the forecasting parameters could be selected by the crew; this concept is called exceptions by forecasting;
- to allow the crew to inform the machine of its strategic goal or intent which would allow the computer to check crew inputs and system outputs to determine if they are logically consistent with the overall goal; if not an exception message would be issued; this concept is called goal sharing.

The evolution of the pilot's role is inevitably linked to that of the aircraft and its cockpit, triggered as it has been by economic and technological imperatives. Persistently, the pilot's role is now being compared to that of a manager. It may therefore be beneficial to reflect on what flight management entails from an organizational point of view (Speyer J.-J., October 1986). Three levels can be considered as illustrated in Figure 1:

- the strategic management level, which is the process of deciding on goals of the mission, on changes in these goals as a function of constraints, on the resources used to attain these objectives (for example evaluate and select a Cat II approach),
- the tactical or functional management level, which is the process by which functions assure that resources are programmed, selected and used effectively and efficiently in the accomplishment of mission goals (for example planning and preparing a Cat II approach),
- the operative or implementative control level is the process of assuming that specific tasks are carried out effectively and efficiently (for example execute and monitor a Cat II approach).

The task-related level is almost exclusively handled by computers and automation. No longer is the pilot just a simple controller or monitor. Rather, he dialogues with the aircraft, giving direction to the different systems and devoting himself to overall intelligence and general direction of his flight. Presented in this way the functional level is at crossroads between the crew and the aircraft, it is the interface level. The pilot's enlarged role as flight manager, systems supervisor and computer monitor centers around the four cognitive functions of planning, programming, maintaining and thrusting (Babcock G.L., Edwards W.W., Stone R.B., October 1982):

- planning is a dynamic function that is never completed fully accurately and continuously involves mental representation and decision-making (models/pattern-matching, strategic evaluation, forecasting, risk-evaluation). The Navigation and Profile modes of the FDMS can be very effective in assisting in the planning of an arrival, the advisory mode of the ECAM is instrumental for forecasting,
- programming is an anticipatory set-up function allowing systems to be instructed ahead of actual aircraft operation. Representative examples exist with pressurization and FDMS selections,
- maintaining is a control function to manage system and subsystem failures and to monitor necessary back-up whether manually or automatically implemented. The overhead panel, its flight management by exception through the cockpit lights out philosophy and the overall ECAM system help to exercise this function,
thrusting is an active monitoring function requiring intelligence, understanding, patience and confidence to allow automation to operate without intervening. Goal sharing or the ability of the crew to communicate with the machine on its strategic mission goal or intent is of particular importance in thrusting. Monitoring navigation or approach progress through EFIS and FMGS are typical examples of this function.

Interacting with task- and mission-related flight elements, the contemporary pilot must be proficient in quickly and efficiently managing all available resources within a constrained working environment. New technology features were precisely aimed at supporting the above-mentioned interface functions of planning, programming, monitoring and thrusting.

Directing an automatic system rather than doing the job manually and coordinating with the other crewmember commands skills supplementary to those required in conventional cockpits. Supplementary since the skilled aviator still needs to remain proficient in manual handling in spite of much more frequent reliance on automatic modes. Airlines do insist however that pilots make full use of the automation offered in the modern cockpit. Manual flying for training purposes is being encouraged during routine operations. Mollet (Mollet C., February 1988) contends that "the laws governing the whole behaviour of (new technology) flight guidance systems are so complex that they are no longer (fully) transparent to the pilot". Not helping cockpit management, manual flying definitely has to be supplemented by good systems knowledge, by intuitive understanding of computers behaviour and limitations and by strict crew-coordination discipline when having to manage complex situations.

Any feeling of "being along for a ride", ideas of underload, lack of vigilance, boredom and complacency, any sense of "being out of the loop" needs to be properly addressed by means of cockpit management techniques that help to foster the attitude that automation is just another resource to manage (Speyer J.-J., Port A., October 1987).

While at NASA, John Lauber (Lauber J.K., March 1980 and August 1982) emphasized that the major impact of microprocessor and display technology in new generation transport aircraft would be the quality and quantity of real-time information available to the crew and the way this information would be manipulated and used to conduct a flight. As a result of previous accidents with conventional technology aircraft attributable to shortcomings in crew communication and coordination, the NTSB did recommend that the FAA urge operators to indoctrinate flightcrews in the principles of flightdeck resource management.

Pointing beyond the sterile cockpit, Wiener insists (Wiener E.L., 1985a) however that the evolution whereby pilots gradually began to serve as monitors of automatic devices must be reconsidered. In his view, shared by others, the pilot should be brought back into a more active role in the control loop to sustain alertness especially in view of very long durations (Wiener E.L., August 1986). The vast literature on vigilance has indeed shown that the human, after all, is not a very effective monitor, less likely to detect system fault or wrong set-up, more likely to commit large blunders. For this reason, the famous doer versus monitor doctrine-placing the pilot rather as a monitor than as a doer- is being revisited. A recurrent theme, the implications with regard to design philosophy for control and monitoring systems being (Wiener E.L., Curry R.E., 1980):

- that the designer must specify to what extent the human should be included in the inner (aircraft control) and outer (aircraft monitoring) control loops and to what extent automation should assist him in multi-attribute decisions;
- that the designer must consider the single channel behaviour of the human and the integration of the numerous devices, alerting and warning systems and conditions to be monitored.

Potentially weak vigilance of the pilot and vulnerable aircraft systems suggest a growing need for the machine to monitor itself and the operator, diagnosing errors performed by the human. This well-identified need to develop automatic systems that monitor human operator performance rather than only the reverse has also been suggested in the aerospace medical world (Mollard R., Ignazi, October 1986).

Pelegrin, on the other hand (Pelegrin M., October 1986 ; September 1988), advocates increased automation, using new technology to include:
- automatic reconfigurations after failures,
- ongoing maintenance and systems status back- and updating,
- pilot assistance in abnormal situations not necessarily resulting from failures,
- crew error-tracking capabilities and crew interrogation systems.

He concludes from a detailed analysis of 7 accidents that their catastrophic outcome would have been avoided, should those (older technology) aircraft have been designed
with only slightly more automation just compatible with the level of technology then available. Pelegrin also advances that if automatized systems are going to enjoy further development the ensuing frontier between man and machine and the resulting tasksharing between both will imply the sharing of intelligence and knowledge of their interactions. Increased automation will therefore only be successful if non-deterministic human characteristics can be taken into account by means of Human Factors, (fuzzy-set) Behavioural Models and Artificial Intelligence.

In opposition to this, semi-automatic systems as they are known today: after a system failure the aircraft remains partially automatic and according to the incident the pilot may or may not have to take over, may or may not have to change operating modes. Conflicts sparking from this duality and the need to maintain a permanent man-machine dialogue have led to the notion of operator assistance to better close the information loop and complement both operator and machine intelligence.

The error-protection capabilities of map-displays and fly-by-wire flight controls mentioned in the previous paragraph have somewhat paradoxically been accompanied by a renewed interest for error-tolerant systems as safety nets. Extensive analysis on human factors has revealed (Gerbert K. and Kemmler R., 1986) that whether systematic or random these can be interpreted as a four-dimensional structure: vigilance errors, perception errors, information-processing errors and sensorimotor errors. In particular, it was found that determinants and background variables of human factor incidents and accidents provide a model of basic man-machine system interaction which are useful and predictive of human error occurrence.

Selbert and Brauser have proposed two strategies for future flight deck design (Selbert R. and Brauser K., May 1983) equating the pilot's capabilities and needs:

- provision of sufficient feedback to allow the pilot to detect and correct unintentional performance errors before they affect system performance,
- introduction of fail safe and fail operational ergonomic design by means of human error detection and correction functions into the man-machine interface intelligence.

Models of human operator behaviour are also needed for incorporation of such error-tracking capability into automation themselves. This need for a better knowledge of the man-machine relationship prompted Airbus Industrie in cooperation with Dunlap and Associates and Cochin Faculty to develop and validate a predictive crew workload rating model (Speyer J.-J., Fort A., Blomberg R.D., Dr Fouillot J.-P., June 1987) based on heart rate variability, aircraft performance parameters and situational information (scenario, flight phase conditions, pilot role etc.). Section 6 presents the latest results of this work as applied to a fly-by-wire aircraft (A320) with an initial attempt to relate workload patterns with the level of automation, error awareness and error severity (Blomberg R.D., Schwartz A.L., Speyer J.-J., Fouillot J.-P., September 1988). Further work is however necessary to investigate how automation, workload, vigilance, performance and errors all relate to each other.

Trying to automate error completely away may merely displace the problem of pilot error, however. Being still the ultimate crosscheck and decision-maker, the piling up of "operator assistant systems" would make the crew even more dependant.

What has been achieved with the early 1980's A310/A300-600 cockpit is, in our view, still in the context of the Wiener and Curry philosophy on automation and cockpit design. In the step that was to be taken in the latter 1980's A320/A310/A340 designs have essentially been intended to cover more error-tolerance or protection against incidents of the Wanner scheme. In the end these "a posteriori" rules and philosophies are not too far from the operational orientation that inspired the functional layout and organization of our new cockpits and associated systems. Design being an inextricable exercise of compromise, art and science, any "à la lettre" correspondence cannot be expected "a priori" however design engineers and test pilots do not work from the isolation of an ivory tower but have a very practical orientation to implement design concepts and objectives. Each new design is likely to command its own particular human factors evaluation as part of a broader systems analysis aimed at integrating it all.

4 - Questionnaires

The practice of systematically soliciting aircrew opinions received considerable impetus in the early 1980's when subjective evaluation of workload became a regular practice in crew complement certification. Practical methods and statistical analyses were developed, the only human factors issue that had to be formally examined at that stage being workload nonetheless. In parallel to these flight test activities and as early as 1983, Airbus Industrie performed more detailed pilot surveys to further investigate the quality of the man-machine interface itself, quite apart from its focus on workload.

A campaign debriefing questionnaire was prepared to undertake an anonymous opinion survey of the 17 pilots and observers that had participated to the flight and simulator campaigns for the A310's minimum crew determination. As a group, they covered an experience level corresponding to the operation of almost all commercial jet aircraft introduced to then with the exception of the B-767. The purpose of this
1.1. Chapter is to review findings of surveys of this kind also performed by others, e.g. by Wiener, Curry and Neumann (Lufthansa) as they all relate to the impact of new technology on the operational interface.

4.1 - Initial field work at AIRBUS

The initial A310-survey of Airbus was composed of more than 150 questions covering the whole spectrum of aircraft design issues that pertain to human engineering and ergonomics (Speyer J.-J., Fort A., 1983):

- functional grouping of instruments/controls,
- general presentation of flight systems information,
- crew comfort,
- overhead panel layout,
- PFD information presentation, speed scale, mode annunciators etc...
- ND information presentation involving Arc Mode, Map Mode, Plan Mode, Weather Radar etc...
- ECAM information presentation involving Warning Display, System Display, etc...
- FMS Control & Display Unit, Manipulation, Navigation etc...
- AFS Flight Control Unit, Autothrottle operation, Thrust Rating Panel, Autopilot/Flight Director Procedures etc...
- Checklists and Procedures,
- Outside appearance/mechanical ergonomy,
- Tasksharing and worksharing,
- Workload and error-inducing potential,
- Intelligibility of hardware, procedures and mental ergonomy.

In answering that questionnaire pilots were asked to compare the A310 with the reference aircraft they considered most representative of their experience. Answering consisted in circling a number corresponding to their opinion on a 6-point agree-disagree type attitude measurement scale. The absence of a middlemark was meant to prevent participants from taking neutral and uncommitted positions.

More than 75% of all questions received fairly high marks in the appreciation range of 4 to 5, pilots and observers refraining from making extreme position judgements. Where significant improvement was desirable for the future they felt free to rate in this direction. As confirmed in the other surveys the suggested areas for improvement concerned pilot seating, system software, use of real estate on the overhead panel, Flight Path Vector Information, attention-getting capability of some alarms on the PFD and on the ECAM, procedures with the FMS and interpretation of error messages, homogeneity of abnormal/emergency checklists with the ECAM Warning Display.

As in every certification exercise we took advantage of this opportunity to do further homework having learnt throughout the years that more contact was going to be necessary to understand the pilot community. A step in the right direction was therefore prompted by the crew complement issue.

4.2 - Curry and Wiener Surveys

In several subsequent studies Curry and Wiener (Curry R.E., May 1985; Wiener E.L., July 1985b) respectively investigate the human factors of new technology and automation as observed during the service introductions of the B-767 and MD-80. Both author's studies are based on questionnaires, interviews, discussion meetings and cockpit observations. Questionnaire forms used 5-point agree-disagree Likert-type intensity scales and matrix-type frequency-of-use tables.

On the positive side, these studies conclude that the new digital aircraft and their automatic features are overall considered as well-designed, reliable and useful. Much appreciation goes towards the automatic flight director systems and autothrottles, the electronic flight instruments and flight management systems and the electronic aircraft systems' monitors (EICAS). All these systems meet pilot's general agreement as for functions and implementation.

Pilots from airlines that did not use mechanical checklists felt they would be useful, many thinking these should be on EICAS. Some confusion was reported concerning the interaction of pitch autopilot and autothrottles, some other criticisms prevailing with regard to the respective designs of the mode control panel and control and display unit (CDU) of the flight guidance system on the MD-80 and of...
the flight management system on the B-767. Many comments had also to do with the type of training desirable. Both authors believe that a gap seems to be gradually widening between system designers and airline pilots. The piecemeal introduction of new technology and automation appears to have alienated the end users to the point that an operational philosophy of aircraft utilization is not readily apparent at service introduction.

The large performance differences that appear to exist between pilots in their operation of the flight management and guidance systems may be related to computer literacy. Pilots who perform better may have more experience with computers outside their flying job, e.g. owning PC's and using them frequently. It would also appear that the coherence of the user's own cognitive organization is instrumental in achieving prime performance since functional knowledge is what best matches with the design and operation of these digital systems (Leplat J., 1985 ; Roske-Hofstrand R.J. and Paap K.R., 1986 ; Amalberti R., 1987).

Although automation was introduced as a means to reduce workload and eliminate human error it does not seem to raise unanimity however. After several years experience, it was found that automation would change only the locus and type of human error (Nagel, D.C., 1988). Whereas small errors may be eliminated, Wiener and Curry point out that gross blunders can creep in such as systematic procedural or decision-making errors. From our observation of errors in the case of the A310 crew compliment certification campaign, it was concluded that their mere existence - most having been minor slips, blunders, mishaps due to problems in resource management or insufficient familiarity with the aircraft - also made possible to establish learning loops (Speyer J.-J., Port A., 1983). Some of the recommended improvements therefore concerned operational procedures and the training syllabus with particular emphasis on system knowledge and functional insight.

Mixed feelings towards automation's reduction in workload are reported in Wiener's study of B-757 pilots (Wiener R.L., 1988). While some would strongly agree (11 %) or agree (18 %) as to effective workload reduction, an equivalent proportion strongly disagrees (7 %) or disagree (37 %), leaving the remaining 7 % uncertain about the actual effect of automation. Those who generally claim "workload reduction", would still add that new technology and automation overall commands a proportionally higher monitoring load due to the significant reallocation of workload from taskload into cognitive work. As Curry observes (Curry R.E., May 1985), performance with the new digital systems is less likely to be determined by traditional psychomotor skills but more by cognitive abilities: decision-making behaviour, systems knowledge, monitoring behaviour and crew coordination. Several features of new technology were nonetheless found to minimize mental operations or transformations: the speed trend, map display, altitude arc etc.

Fear of skill-erosion due to automation has pilots practice preventive hand-flying. But as Swissair's Mollet points out "if the basic training of the pilot has been sufficient (scanning technique, basic flying and navigation) a normally gifted pilot should have sufficient training to handle all normal and abnormal situations (Mollet C., February 1988)". The only relevant loss of performance seems to be attributable to monitoring problems particularly as a result of distractions. When operating with a lot of automation, the effects of distraction do not manifest themselves as when practising instrument flying. Instruments flying will usually break down when the pilot concentrates on one important piece of information to the detriment of the other aspects. Feedback for proper monitoring of automatic equipment does not occur very often: only in the fairly rare and simultaneous conditions that automation fails to operate as intended and that the pilot is distracted.

Another tendency is that some pilots would program a recovery and not turn off automation. This may be the result of simulator and line training where the emphasis concentrates on one important piece of information to the detriment of the other aspects. Feedback for proper monitoring of automatic equipment does not occur very often: only in the fairly rare and simultaneous conditions that automation fails to operate as intended and that the pilot is distracted.

In an attempt to widen his human factors principles of automation (Curry R.E., May 1985), Curry estates the idea of displaying data, not commands. Removing the necessity for the pilot and 'command generator' to have common objectives, it would allow and encourage flexibility to modify his goals for existing conditions and would keep him in an active role without overwhelming vigilance because of overload. Examples that go along this idea are the flight path vector, the speed trend or the altitude arc prediction how all introduced in the genuine glass-type cockpits discussed here.

Although the B-767 was the only aircraft in his study, Curry reports very similar experiences in discussions with A310 operators. In this respect it is useful to review the A310-field study performed at Lufthansa (Neumann, Brandt H., May 1988).

4.3 - LUFTHANSA Fleet Surveys

This airline's policy is to establish a sound basis for future aircraft specifications from flight crews' experience. Feedback surveys were started to this effect as early as in 1976 covering the whole fleet operated at that time, B-707, B-727-200, B-737-100, B-747, DC-10, A300-B2 (Figure 2). Major technological innovations in store for new airplanes could already be expected and the question was whether and how to proceed with further automation than already available then. Another survey was launched shortly after the A310-200 and 737-200 Advanced introductions to enquire about pilot's acceptance of the new technologies.
Answers to questionnaires were provided by means of a 5-point evaluation scale exhibiting a neutral position as the Likert-scheme adopted by Wiener and Curry. The pilot questionnaire consisted of two main parts. The first dealt with overall cockpit lay-out, navigation and airplane systems while the second was concerned with the electronic interfaces to the crew (ECAM, EFIS, AFS, FMS). Questions on the latter were divided into four man-machine interface areas:

- physical interface (reach and see): controls location, reach and handling, display location, readability, colour and lighting, etc...
- operational interface (dialogue and understanding): operational rules, display rules, amount of necessary learning & training, etc...
- tool interface (application): modes, usefulness, adequateness and importance,
- organizational interface (fit into the environment): reliability, logistics, ARC constraints, procedures update & improvement.

Pilots with more than 500 hours on the A310 generally judged the aircraft more positively than those with less.

- The ECAM's operating and display rules did not create any difficulties. Aural warnings were however considered as too loud attention catchers. The 1976-survey had on the other hand indicated a rejection of these since being found too numerous for proper discrimination. The principle of computer-aided-guidance during normal and abnormal operations was generally welcomed. But the procedures themselves as offered in the ECAM got rather limited pilot acceptance. They were criticised as sticking still too much to the flight engineer concept of the A300 B2/B4, containing too many unnecessary "monkey" switching actions. Because of missing capacity and redundancy of the ECAM, switching from screen to paper checklist and vice versa was also considered as potentially confusing. Overall it was claimed that thorough training and skill was necessary to handle complex failure situations. As the A310 is a fairly reliable aircraft, proficiency in dealing with these difficult cases does not build up in routine line operations. So only the simulator is left as an appropriate learning tool to develop the necessary abilities. Almost no pilots had ever seen any serious ECAM failure at all.

- The transfer from electromechanical to electronic flight instruments (EFIS) received overwhelming acceptance. It was clearly recognized that displaying on CRT's of flight parameters in an easy and self-explanatory way was leaving electro-mechanical techniques far behind. The primary flight display's (PFD) speed scale, radar height indication and aural transmission on short finals are much appreciated for instant situational awareness. The MAP-mode is considered to be the most important navigation display's (ND) feature followed by the PLAN, ROSE and ARC-modes. The drift angle presentation and flight path vector are not being likened with regard to importance, flyability and utilization. The location of the navigation display is found suboptimal since it is partly hidden behind the control column. Knowledge and practice with the display's symbology was found to be best acquired during simulator and line training.

- Most pilots found it important to have the readout of the automatic flight system's (AFS) flight control unit (FCU) repeated in the PFD or ND (e.g. altitude and V/S values). The existing information content of the A310 flight mode annunciator (FMA) is highly appreciated with regard to colour, quantity and arrangement. The amount of modes for lateral & vertical navigation and for thrust control is considered adequate. Most of the crews having more than 500 hours use virtually all possibilities of the AFS.

- As in the Curry & Wiener surveys on the B-767/MD-80 the coordination of AFS (lateral/vertical) and ATS (autothrust) is not considered fully satisfactory especially in altitude capture during descent or localizer capture in Land mode. At the time of the Lufthansa survey vertical navigation with the FMS was still in a fairly introductory stage with OP+ 17-status still far out. Most crews would take off in Navigation (NAV) & Profile (PROP) modes with a very minor portion relying solely on manual handling with flight director (FD). In descent the PROF mode was usually not being used at the time of the enquiry. Slightly more than half of the pilots would fly manual ILS approaches, a small proportion would fly manual non-precision approaches. Most visual approaches were flown manually with FD. Nearly all landings would be manual, without use of control wheel steering.

- The arrangement of the FMS's keys was fully accepted by the group having 500 hours, false inputs being considered possible nonetheless due to close location of parallel line-select keys. Fast slewing apparently would lead to stepping past pages, incorrect data format was often experienced. But the menu technique and scratchpad were highly appreciated, learning being best accomplished "on the job". Insertion of navdaids not in the database and of waypoints by means of the scratchpad was found to be an area for improvement. Some found that in rare instances it was hard to get quickly by specific data such as runway-.
or way-point-changes or return to departure. As in the other surveys this one also confirmed FMS response times to require improvements. Overall, there was still satisfaction with the FMS, to the point of having aircraft control performed by this system rather than through the APS's FCU (except for approach and landing because of the status of profile mode at the time of the questionnaire distribution).

In conclusion, it emerged from the Lufthansa project that crews indeed wanted automation further developed in order to improve systems integration and crew interface. In particular, automation was found in need for improvement in as far as it would allow to become as good or better than manual operation. As Mollet reports (Mollet C., February 1988) pilots are not always in a position to realize how much better a safe and comfortable trajectory can be maintained using digital flight guidance systems. By the same token it also appears that copilots would a tend to know more of their systems while captains would be less critical of them.

While the ECAM/FMS would need further development and periodic update, training would require further adaptation and flexibility. In this respect the A320 should provide a promising check as to the improvements effectively reached.

Similar to the Curry study on the 767, the A310 study of Lufthansa confirms the preference of new technology aircraft (Figure 2), the absence of outright reluctance with regard to automation regardless of the possibilities of errors or loss of flying proficiency. This emerges particularly after having accumulated over 500 flying hours equivalent to about one year’s airline rostering. Copilots are usually eager to see even more implementation functions than do captains who tend to accept systems as they are. Both would welcome initial training putting more emphasis on basics and practical hints to reinforce know how and general understanding.

What definitely appears to be required is intuitive design which should allow the pilot to understand more easily the automation systems at work to take over if necessary (Klopfstein M., May 1987). This type of transparency would help to monitor more straightforwardly automation performance and limits. Providing the pilot with such a flight management information system should relieve him of monitoring and decision-making since automation would serve as a watchdog, providing benchmarks & alternatives, thus assisting the pilot with automation resources, possibly tracking workload patterns and some day crew errors (Pelegrin M., October 1986; Speyer J.-J., October 1986; Wiener B.L., October 1986; O'Donnell R.D., September 1988; Shingledecker C.A., September 1988).

4.4 - AIRBUS Sidestick/Fly-by-wire Survey

The Lufthansa study makes several hints at improving specifications of next generation aircraft which incidentally were already implemented on the A320. Assertive of this airline-oriented approach to new technology development, Airbus performed a first phase "proof-of-concept" experiment in the second part of 1983 also supported by a questionnaire-interview approach.

A test installation of hybrid fly-by-wire was placed in the Airbus Industrie A300 flying testbed (MSN 003) the objective being to evaluate the concept associated with side-stick control. The conventional controls for the CM or left-seated pilot were removed and replaced with a sidestick controller mounted on the pedestal to that pilot's left. Inputs from the sidestick went to a computer which simulated the functions and control laws of the EFCS (Electronic Flight Control System) and controlled the elevator, ailerons and pitch trim tabs through the autopilot. Some 75 flying hours were achieved with 48 pilots from 5 airworthiness authorities, 12 airlines and Airbus Industrie.

Here also qualitative assessment was made through a detailed questionnaire containing 42 questions filled in by each team of visiting aircrew; 25 such questionnaires were submitted the summary being available in Table 1 with as answering scale again the 6-point attitude scale that had been as exercised in the A310 survey.

The overall result was extremely positive and showed no difficulties of adaptation to the side-stick, unanimous approval of the C* pitch law, unanimous enthusiasm for the flight management information system especially at low speed and an unexpected necessity to further develop lateral control, a positive contribution towards design of this type of survey (Corps G.C., October 1986).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 1 - SIDESTICK/FLY-BY-WIRE EVALUATION A300 MSN 003</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Summary of the Questionnaire Answers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unacceptable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RATING SCALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NUMBER OF ANSWERS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Unanswered questions 34 or 3.2 %
- Total number of answers 1050 from 25 questionnaires
- Note that 25 of the 51 answers in 142 were related to roll characteristics.
Questions submitted pertained the whole range of issues at stake:

- position architecture, range of movement of the controller and associated armrest,
- harmonization of pitch & roll control forces, operating forces and ease of making control inputs,
- absence of mechanical coupling between left & right controllers,
- little or no need for trim change in pitch,
- ease of precise control in pitch, effectiveness of flight control, protection at high speed or high incidence approaching the stall,
- ability of precise control in roll, effectiveness of flight control, protection at high bank angles,
- ability to accurately control the bank angle close to the ground at take-off & landing.

Pilots who participated were all well experienced in the operation of commercial jet aircraft. Some, still copilots, had no difficulties at all to change hands for switching from right to left hand seat. As a group they did not feel uncomfortable with the idea of being primarily responsible for the management of system interfaces rather than the direct operation of their aircraft.

4.5 - Concluding comment

Most crews interviewed in field studies do indeed express high praise for the new "glass cockpits". These would essentially provide a more dynamic source of information and greater awareness of the aircraft with respect to the operating environment effectively making conventional electromechanical cockpits obsolete.

In fairness to all, Wiener also admits in a later paper (Wiener E.L., 1985a) that the negative side of automation should not be overstated. The number of automation- or design-induced incidents brought about by new technology has been very limited and their consequences very small. Most automation would seem to work with very high reliability and pilots themselves are very satisfied with new control and monitoring interfaces (Dannet J.R., October 1982; Nordwall B.D., November 1986) when compared to former equipment. The "good old days" fallacy is even repeatedly discredited with recent incidents and accidents having occurred on earlier technology aircraft (Machado F., 1984; Bruggink G., 1983; Int. Journal of Aviation Safety 1985; NSTB - Aircraft Accident Report - March 1986).

Caution with regard to the human factors impact of new technology will however remain to be exercised and all aircraft manufacturers are well aware of the support this new discipline will have to offer to aircraft design and systems integration if the industry intends to maintain its commitments to safety and efficiency.

5. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF NEW TECHNOLOGY

5.1 - Principles of Engineering Experiments

Increased focus on man-machine interface analysis formally began in the aftermath of the US Presidential Task Force on crew complement which had recommended more emphasis in this area. Two experimental studies were performed in cooperation with DUNLAP & ASSOCIATES (Hartford, Connecticut, USA) to investigate the impact of new digital equipment that was to be installed in the A310.

Although described in detail in Agardograph N° 282 on the Practical Assessment of Pilot Workload it is useful to review the essentials in light of this paper's focus on the impact of new technology. The Performance Criteria Methodology developed in these engineering experiments (Lipson Ch., Narendra J.S., 1973) was also applied in a third study to investigate the impact of side-stick/fly-by-wire that would eventually equip the A320. This third application will be presented in more detail here.

The first two evaluation studies were undertaken to compare the overall performance of the pilot/aircraft system between flights using conventional, electromechanical primary flight instruments and those flown with the new, electronic flight instruments (EFIS) and the flight management system (FMS). Data collection for the EFIS experiment was undertaken in an A300 flight test & development aircraft (MSN 003) which for this purpose was specifically equipped with conventional instruments installed in front of the left seat position and EFIS installed in the right seat position. Data collection for the FMS experiment was undertaken in a production A310 which had both the EFIS and FMS at both pilot positions.

Both aircraft had on-board computerized recording of all relevant flight parameters at rates in excess of one per second. Both studies utilized a factorial experimental design in which relevant parameters were systematically varied as the experimental
subjects (senior Airbus test pilots who had never flown with EFIS nor FMS before) repeatedly flew specifically designed circuits.

5.2 - EFIS Performance Criteria Analysis

The pattern used in the EFIS experiment was a modified standard training circuit that posed a variety of flying problems for the pilots.

Altitudes, airspeeds, flaps and slats positions, a holding turn, climb and descent rates and bank angles were all precisely specified to ensure comparability of data from circuit to circuit. Three conditions were chosen to provide a range of situations under which the instruments would be compared and to vary workload for statistical comparison: FD (Flight Director and Autothrottle system on), ILS (Flight Director and Autothrottle system off, raw data) and ND (Flight Director, Autothrottle and ILS off, non-precision configuration). The circuit was designed so that the flying pilot, who wore a helmet-mounted hood, would have to utilise extensively the information on the primary flight displays or flight instruments. In all, 24 circuits were manually flown with each combination of two pilots, two displays/instruments and three conditions repeated once. The major analytical technique chosen for the instrument comparison was multi-dimensional analysis of variance: ANOVA (Lipson Ch., Narendra J.S., 1973).

The results of this EFIS study implied some significant performance benefits from flying with CRT displays. Significantly higher control reversal rates with associated lower standard deviations of control positions when the test aircraft was flown from the right seat with the EFIS strongly suggest closer tracking of criterion values. This is likely because the EFIS provided better information for monitoring, particularly with respect to airspeed and pitch behaviour of the aircraft, than did the conventional instruments. The observed high control reversal rates when flying with the EFIS may be attributed to the total absence of latch in the displays and the thinner indicator lines and bars which likely enable the pilots to respond to changes they could not even detect reliably on the conventional, electromechanical instruments.

It can therefore be concluded that pilot/aircraft system performance was equivalent or better on all measures when the aircraft was flown using the EFIS than when conventional instruments were used. Measures of smoothness and precision of flight showed the greatest contrast between the EFIS and conventional instruments.

These findings must be interpreted with the understanding that neither pilot had extensive experience flying with the EFIS. Both were familiar with its principles and design but neither pilot had amassed enough time with the instrument to be comfortable with it. Certainly, their experience with the EFIS was infinitesimal when compared to the large number of hours they had flown with conventional instruments. It is therefore reasonable to hypothesize that a greater level of pilot experience flying with the EFIS would have shown an even larger EFIS performance benefit when flying in the normal to moderately difficult flying situations experienced during this experiment.

5.3 - FMS Performance Criteria Analysis

The circuit for the FMS study consisted of a Standard Instrument Departure (SID) and a Standard Arrival Route (STAR) with a single procedure turn as a holding pattern. Altitude and airspeed changes were specified at prescribed points in the circuit to increase pilot workload and exercise the combined information on the PFD and ND. The total experiment consisted of flying the circuit 10 times in three different conditions, i.e. NAV (once by each pilot, FMS coupled to Autopilot), STANDARD (twice by each pilot, Autopilot without FMS), MANUAL (twice by each pilot, FMS for ND-map generation) without Autopilot.

Examination of the significant effects from the ANOVA’s calculated from this engineering experiment showed clear patterns of findings directly linked with differences among the three studied conditions. The number of these differences and their logical consistency indicated that they were real and not chance findings. It was, therefore, particularly noteworthy that none of the significant findings indicated or even suggested a performance problem related to the FMS. Regardless of whether it was coupled with the autopilot or its information was used directly by the pilots, the FMS produced extremely consistent and high quality performance.

The performance benefits of the NAV condition were clearly documented by this study. The FMC appears capable of commanding the AP to navigate the aircraft in the horizontal plane with great precision and repeatability. This frees the pilots to attend to other tasks or simply reduces their workload and makes them more available to respond to unexpected occurrences. It is also important to realize that the performance benefits of the NAV condition were achieved without noticeably altering the way the circuit. The tracks produced by the FMS appeared "normal," i.e., not unlike the intended track or the tracks produced when the pilots flew in the STANDARD condition. There was no apparent cause for concern that flight tracks flown with the FMS in command would differ materially from those flown by aircraft not equipped with an FMS. Hence, it could be concluded that the Airbus A310 and similarly equipped aircraft should blend smoothly and easily into the existing ATC environment regardless of the mode in which they are flown.
The results from the MANUAL condition led to several additional conclusions. First, the information displayed on the ND by the FMS was obviously accurate and consistent from trial-to-trial. Second, the pilots were clearly able to interpret the ND and use the information to fly precise and repeatable tracks. Finally, the response style of the pilots when flying manually suggests that they responded to smaller deviations from nominal flight parameter values than did the autopilot. This resulted in somewhat lower parameter standard deviations when the autopilot was engaged and somewhat higher control reversals and rates through zero when the pilots flew manually. Which leads to the logical conclusion that pilots can safely and accurately fly an FMS-equipped aircraft even if both autopilots were to fail as long as the FMS were available to drive the map mode of the ND. Moreover, the results lead to the strong implication that in critical flying situations the pilots must be maintained with the greatest possible precision for short periods of time, it would likely be better to disengage the autopilot and allow the pilots to follow the ND display manually as they did in the MANUAL condition of this experiment.

Finally, the performance gains observed for both the EFIS and FMS were not associated with any increase in the workload perceived by the pilots in the experiments. In fact, they rated (on a 10-point numeric interruption scale) flying with the EFIS as a lower workload situation than flying with conventional instruments. Likewise, use of the FMS was associated with lower rated workload than trials flown without it. Although neither of these latter differences was statistically significant, the result provided the clear implication that pilot workload would be positively influenced by the introduction of these new, electronic flight instruments.

5.4 - Sidestick/Fly-by-wire Performance Criteria Analysis

5.4.1 - Experimental Design

With the experience gained in both preceding experiments it is quite obvious that a comparison test could also be conceived for the sidestick/fly-by-wire combination versus conventional controls. Since AIRBUS INDUSTRIE’s flying testbed A300 (MSN 003) was involved in a first phase proof-of-concept exercise whereby the conventional controls for the left flying position were removed and replaced with a sidestick, arrangements were again made to perform an engineering experiment (Blomberg R.D., Speyer J.J., July 1988).

In order to assess the performance differences between flying with the sidestick/FBW system and conventional, manual controls, 12 experimental circuits were flown in December 1983. All circuits were flown from the left seat using the sidestick controller by two senior test pilots. These same pilots had previously flown 12 experimental circuits in the same aircraft with conventional controls. Since the testbed aircraft is equipped with extensive instrumentation to record most critical aircraft performance parameters, it was possible to undertake a detailed statistical comparison of the conventional controls and the FBW system. The circuit flown was the same as the one designed for the EPIS study with again the three different combinations of aircraft and approach configurations used to vary pilot workload (FP, ILS and NDB as detailed in 5.2). Go around was initiated at 100 feet ratio altitude for the FD and ILS conditions and at 300 feet for the NDB approaches.

The same four measures (mean, standard deviation, transitions through zero, reversal rates) were calculated as appropriate from the various flight parameters and used in an analysis of variance (ANOVA) to determine if differences existed which could confidently be attributed to the control systems being used. Subjective ratings using the 10-point interruption scale referred to in sections 5.2 and 5.3 were again collected at various points to compare workload levels in either condition.

The results of this experiment, which are summarized in the following documented several major performance benefits of the sidestick/FBW system.

5.4.2 - Smoothness and stability improvements

All measures of smoothness and stability favoured the sidestick/FBW system by a considerable margin. The standard deviations of roll and pitch angles were reduced significantly for the sidestick/FBW circuits as shown in Figure 3. This indicates that, on average, there were significantly smaller departures from the mean value of pitch and roll angle when the FBW system was used.

The standard deviations of roll, pitch and yaw rates (speeds) showed an even greater improvement in smoothness as depicted in Figure 4. At the same time, the number of transitions through zero for these three rates, dropped dramatically as illustrated in Figure 5. Together these results show that significantly more stable flight was achieved with the sidestick/FBW than with conventional controls. It is interesting to note that the benefits in roll and pitch, which are directly controlled by the FBW system, also extended to yaw rate likely because the smoother flight performance induced less yaw that had to be corrected by the yaw damper.

Accelerations on all three axes also showed a large benefit. In Figure 6, which shows acceleration measured through the center of gravity of the aircraft, a large reduction in transitions through zero is readily apparent. This should relate
directly to both smoother system performance and increased passenger comfort. Further emphasizing the likely benefits in terms of passenger comfort was the sharp reduction for the 12 circuits flown with the sidestick/FBW system. Although lateral acceleration with either control system was small, the sidestick/FBW managed to reduce the absolute magnitude of this undesirable parameter by a factor of four from .004 g's to .001 g's.

5.4.3 - Fuel efficiency

The improvements in smoothness and stability noted above suggest that the aircraft/pilot system performs more efficiently when flown with the sidestick/FBW controls. This in turn should lower fuel burn and reduced stress on the airframe. In fact, every parameter related to fuel burn showed significantly better values for the sidestick/FBW system. For example, the standard deviation of rudder position was reduced significantly from 0.9 degrees for conventional controls to 0.6 degrees for the sidestick. This means that the excursions of the rudder from its mean value were much smaller with the sidestick thereby reducing drag.

The improved efficiency of the sidestick/FBW was also evident in the vertical speed parameter. The circuit flown by the pilots required them to establish and maintain precise rates of climb and descent while simultaneously holding target airspeed. They were able to accomplish their vertical speed tasks much more smoothly and with fewer changes when they flew with the sidestick. Vertical speed standard deviation was reduced from 342 feet per minute for the conventional controls to 126 feet per minute for the sidestick/FBW combination. At the same time, the rate of vertical speed transitions through zero fell dramatically from 8.7 per minute to 5.0 per minute. These effects were established at the p < 0.001 level i.e. there is less than 1 chance in 1000 they are due to coincidence. Together these results clearly show the improved efficiency possible with the new technology.

The increased efficiency resulting from the use of the FBW control system were directly evident in the M1 parameter. Figure 5 shows a graph of the standard deviation of this parameter separately for the two control systems and the three flight conditions. The results show several interesting effects. The values are clearly lower for the sidestick/FBW in all cases further confirming the efficiency benefits of this system. However, with the sidestick the standard deviation is much lower for the ILS and NDB conditions with the autothrottle system off than for the Flight Director (FD) condition in which the autothrottle system was on. This suggests that the pilots may have made many small corrections to ensure that the M1 did not deviate very far from its mean value. This assumption is confirmed by Figure 8 which shows the reversal rate for M1. The pilots made many more throttle inputs resulting in reversals of M1 when they flew with the sidestick and the autothrottle system off (ILS, NDB) than when the assumption that the pilots had more time available to manage the throttle and input changes when they were flying with the sidestick. These effects were again established at the p < 0.001 level.

5.4.4 - Pilot taskload

The suggestion that the taskload of the pilots was reduced was confirmed by analyzing their inputs to the sidestick controller. The position of the sidestick was measured in terms of its pitch and roll angles. However, a pilot using the sidestick is free to move it in any direction to accomplish simultaneous control of pitch and roll. Therefore, the most meaningful measure of pilot inputs to the sidestick was a composite parameter. This rate was calculated by counting a single reversal for any second in which either or both pitch or roll angle reversed.

The comparison of the composite sidestick reversal rate for the sidestick-flown circuits with the summed reversals of the ailerons, elevators and pitch trim tabs for the circuits flown with the conventional controls provides a direct measure of any reduction in pilot taskload for controlling the pitch and roll of the aircraft. Any elevator, pitch trim or aileron surface movement in the conventional control trials was associated by definition with a control movement since all flying was under the manual control of the pilots. The results of comparing sidestick reversals with the sum of reversals for pitch trim, elevator and aileron is shown in Figure 9. Pilots achieved the smoother and more efficient performance described above with over a 50 percent reduction in control inputs. Considering a numeric filter to take away sidestick vibrations not introduced by the pilot (less than 0.02°/minute) it was possible to show even more alleviation.

The benefits of this greatly reduced task loading on the pilots are obvious. Their ability to cope with emergencies should clearly be enhanced. The accuracy associated with non-control tasks such as internal and external communications should be greatly improved while workload is simultaneously reduced.

5.4.5 - Pilot workload

An examination of the table below shows a slightly lower mean workload for the sidestick/fly-by-wire flights but this effect was not statistically significant the
experiment not having concentrated specifically on this issue. Also apparent is that
the expected ordering of conditions with respect to workload was again achieved.

These results show that the sidestick-FBW managed flights were not associated with
any higher workload even with pilots who were very inexperienced in the use of these
new flight controls at the time of the experiment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Standard Deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conventional</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sidestick/FBW</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flight Director</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ILS</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NDB</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6. WORKLOAD MODELLING APPLICATIONS

6.1 - Programme Evolution

Because of the cost and time pressures associated with minimum crew demonstration,
Airbus Industrie decided to investigate the possibility of developing a mathematical
model capable of predicting pilot workload ratings in a valid and reliable manner. If
such a model could be validated, it would also have utility beyond the certification
of new aircraft. Another use would be during the development of new aircraft to
assess the potential implications of design decisions on workload. A valid model
would also find use as a measure of training proficiency. Figure 19 illustrates the
several steps that were already performed in view of this final goal and these are
described in the following.

6.1.1 - Identification of variables

- The first step in this process was to determine if there was any statistical
  relationship between the scale ratings given by pilots during flight and directly
  measurable aircraft system performance measures. As part of the EFIS performance
  criteria study performed with Dunlap & Associates Inc. in 1982 and referred to in
  Section 5.2, a number of multiple regression equations were developed providing a good fit
  between workload ratings and various aircraft performance measures as the
  independent variables. This work reported in Agardograph n° 282 (Sheyer J.-J., Fort
  A., Blomberg N.D., Fouillot J.-P., June 1987) effectively suggested that a valid
  model could be built.
- Also included in this first step was the use of physiological variables to assess
  pilot workload. Since its inception in 1980 work in this field with the Cochin
  Laboratory of Physiology is founded on the assumption that these measures reflect
  the level of neurological arousal determined by the demands of flight performance.
  Largely based on the study of ECG’s, work was not limited to that of heart rate
  alone, modifications of which are well known since long for acute phases of
  flight such as take-off, landing, delicate manoeuvres or flight incidents
  (Dr Roscoe A.W., October 1986 ; November 1986 ; June 1987 ; September 1988 ; Tekaija
  et al., 1981 ; Fouillot J.-P. et al., September 1988). In this context, the
  introduction of contemporary cockpit systems tends to reduce physical activity in
  pilot workload and increased the utility of heart rate variability as a potential
  indicator of mental workload and emotional stress. Following the A310 Minimum Crew Demonstration Dr. J.-P. Fouillot of the Cochin
  Laboratory of Physiology (Fouillot J.-P. et al., 1985 ; Tekaija et al., 1985)
  demonstrated a significant correspondence between a set of heart rate
  variability indices and exponential heart rate averages (derived with Dunlap &
  Associates) and the subjective Airbus Workload Scale.
- Modelled after the Cooper-Harper scale, the Airbus Workload Scale was also adapted
  from workload theories developed at MIT by Simpson and Sheridan (January 1979) and
  in the RSAU by Wanner (Wanner J.-P., 1969). It consists of 7-points from 1 to 8 and
  offers one rating choice for the low workload category (2), two rating choices for the moderate (3, 4) and two for the high (5, 6) workload categories. The two remaining rating alternatives concern extreme (7) and
  supreme (8) workload cases that require cautious judgement during post-flight
  assessment. As demonstrated by means of Factorial Analysis of Correspondences
  (Bensecri J.-P. F., 1980) in Agardograph n° 282, higher pilot workload ratings
tend to correspond with higher heart rate and lower heart rate variability while
conversely lower ratings are associated with lower heart rate and higher
variability measures.

6.1.2 - Model development and calculation

- The second step was to choose a specific approach, collect enough data and
  actually calculate a model. With the research results mentioned in the above it
  was reasoned that workload ratings collected in minimum crew certification
  campaigns might be modelled using not only data extraneous to the crew (aircraft
  flight performance parameters and flight status measures) but also data
  intrusive to the pilots (heart rate measures). That work was accomplished using
  the data collected from the A310-200 crew complement demonstration held in early
  1983. It provided an excellent basis for initial model development since the

6.1.3 Model validation and simplification

The third step was therefore intended to reduce the complexity of the model with respect to flight phase, flight condition, type(s) of failure(s) and data. The latter provided time-based references and management using similar measures and statistical techniques as in the initial development. The task of revising and validating the model involved extensive data processing of over 50 different models of pilot workload. Stepwise Multiple Regression and General Linear Modelling (Dunlap W., 1974) were used to validate the revised model resulting from this simplification.

The flight scenarios used in this demonstration also covered a relatively wide range of normal, abnormal and emergency flight conditions representative of the range of situations that a useful model would be expected to predict. As reported in Agardograph n° 282 the coordinated effort between Airbus Industrie, Dunlap & Associates and Cochin Laboratory of Physiology resulted in the calculation of over 50 different models of pilot workload. The four scenarios selected for the validation flights were chosen to represent the full range of observed ratings during the initial campaign and involved normal flight, flight without autothrottle, engine-out operation and flight without ECAM. Destinations, flight durations and routes were selected to be representative and similar to those used with the A310-200. Additional validation was also sought by including at least one pilot who had not participated in the A310-200 campaign. Two crews were consequently selected one of which had flown extensively in the previous program and was well represented in the data on which the model was built. The second crew was made of two airline pilots who regularly fly both A310 variants. One of them had participated in the previous campaign but contributed few ratings to the data the model was based on. The other pilot had not participated in any previous work at all. The four scenarios selected for the validation flights were chosen to represent the full range of observed ratings during the initial campaign and involved normal flight, flight without autothrottle, engine-out operation and flight without ECAM. The scenarios, flight durations and routes were selected to be representative and similar to those used with the A310-200. Each scenario was flown twice, once by each crew, to accomplish a repeated-measures design for a total of eight flights.

The first development effort had utilized a split-half design to calculate a model and assess its validity. Under this approach, the data for the 1282 available ratings taken during the A310-200 certification flights were divided arbitrarily into two halves. A model had been calculated on one half and validated on the other. For the model simplification effort, an entirely new set of 775 ratings from 8 flights in a slightly different type of aircraft was available as validation data set. All of the 1282 data points in the development data could therefore be used for model building with the new data reserved solely for validation.

The task of revising and validating the model involved extensive data processing and management using similar measures and statistical techniques as in the initial development. Data management was again a major undertaking both because of the data and because four different sets of information recorded in completely different ways had to be integrated, e.g. rating data, aircraft data, heart rate data and log data. The latter provided time-based references with respect to flight phase, flight condition, type(s) of failure(s) and...
specifications of pilot flying/non flying. In short, the following type of data entered the revised model:

- 10 aircraft performance measures,
- 11 heart rate measures (rating pilot 4; non-rating pilot 7),
- 6 flight status variables, e.g.:
  . flight condition,
  . flight phase,
  . pilot role,
  . number of ECAM displays available,
  . number of FMS's available,
  . autothrottle available or not.

This represents a significant reduction in complexity from the original. The ability of the simplified model to predict accurately the ratings given by the pilots was not reduced meaningfully by the process of simplification. The multiple R for the revised model was 0.664 as compared to 0.665 for the original version. Also, the statistical properties of the revised model are superior to the original. It uses only 63 of the available degrees of freedom compared with 107 for the earlier version; its F-value is almost double that of the original (F = 15.21, p < 0.0001).

In addition to improved statistical properties, the revised model does not contain any aircraft measures which are not normally available on present and contemplated jet transport aircraft. It also does not contain any flight status measures which should present a data collection problem. The data for each of the measures used is typically recorded on standard flight recorders. The revised model was used to calculate predicted values for the 775 ratings collected during the eight A310-100 route proving flights. The calculated rating values were then correlated with the actual ratings. The Pearson product moment correlation coefficient between actual and calculated rating scores was 0.44 (significant with p < 0.0001). Thus, it was possible to conclude that the model as developed in the A310-200 was valid and likely applicable across an even wider range of aircraft types and flying situations.

The successful validation of a workload calculation model meant that the model could be used confidently in certification and as an aid to aircraft development. There was still no practical evidence however of the applicability of the model to the next generation of Airbus aircraft which will all have sidestick controllers and fly-by-wire control systems. The model had been developed and validated in a conventional control environment. Since fly-by-wire control can change the response of an aircraft under certain flying conditions efforts had to be devoted to determine if the model could make the transition to fly-by-wire. Also, the output of the model can be considered as a pilot/aircraft system performance measure which could find application for pilot selection and training provided norms for pilot groups of interest can be established. But similarly, there were no insights on how the model might react in the various maneuvers used in pilot training.

6.1.4 - Model application to the fly-by-wire concept

The fourth step in building a workload calculation system aimed therefore at examining the model's performance with sidestick/fly-by-wire and in specific maneuvers more like training than any previous use of the model had allowed. Referred to earlier as part of the development program for the A320, demonstrations on flying testbed A300 n° 3 provided an ideal platform for further investigation. This aircraft was experimentally equipped with dual sidestick controllers and a hybrid fly-by-wire control system.

The flight plan for demonstrations to airline and Airworthiness Authority guest pilots involved extensive free flying as well as six special maneuvers described as follows:

- simulated engine failure at take-off rotation,
- high g demonstration up to a 2 g load,
- bank angle limiting demonstration with roll angle exceeding 35°,
- low speed stall protection demonstration at high angle of attack,
- transfer of command input demonstration after erratic take-over from the other pilot,
- over-rotation at take-off to demonstrate transfer of command and flight envelope protection.
An additional objective was to assess the rationality of model calculations in the context of the type of flying conducted in these demonstrations. The nature and organization of the demonstration flight program did not permit the collection of actual ratings for which visiting pilots would have had to be trained. Previous collection of workload ratings in the A310-300 could provide a basis for determining if the model’s operation was reasonable taking into account the flying problems presented and the fact that the pilots were having their first-ever fly-by-wire experience. Time pressure and other factors made it also impossible to have all guest pilots equipped with heart rate sensing equipment. So only a subset of the total number of flights was available for analysis.

The pattern of estimates by flight phase appears quite reasonable and consistent with both expectation and previous workload research. As depicted in figure 11 workload profiles are logically following what might be expected from flight phases. Also, the values for CM2/PNF—Airbus test pilots, three of which contributed to the data included—are below those of CM1/PF—experienced guest pilots, eight of which had been instrumented. This is not surprising since these eight flights were typically the first sidestick/fly-by-wire experiences for these visitors and for some their first flying an A300.

Another pattern of results concerns the relationship among the four flight conditions logically ranked themselves as failure with associated checklist being exercised, failure condition, normal situation with checklist being exercised or normal situation with checklist not being exercised. The consequences of diverting the attention of a crewmember to an emergency or checklist are certainly greater when the aircraft is in the air than when it is on ground. Assessing individual flight graphs with normal flight conditions in figure 11 also provides a feeling for the role that heart rate variability data play in the model since at any given time all other parameters are the same for CM1/PF and CM2/PNF excepting CMI, the extent to which the model’s estimates for CM1/PF and CM2/PNF are equivalent in level and shape can be interpreted as a direct measure of how well the crew is coordinating and sharing workload.

An examination of Figure 12 reveals an excellent correspondence between the FbW demonstration data and the A310-300 validation study data, either actual or calculated. The actual and calculated values being highly correlated (r = 0.961), the normal flying data for the demonstration flights also correlate well with these validation data (r = 0.759). The major differences are for take-off, cruise and taxi before take-off and can easily be explained. The take-off data for the FbW demonstration flights are the guest pilots’ first encounter with the fly-by-wire system which certainly could be expected to increase workload. The initial cruise phase in the FbW demonstration flights was relatively short lasting only 30 seconds on average. It was only at an altitude of 10,000 ft, with the pilot still unfamiliar with the aircraft and the autopilot not engaged. The A310 validation flights were sustained periods of low workload at high flight levels usually involving the autopilot. The relatively low estimates for taxi before take-off are also attributable to the nature of the demonstration flights. There were no MEL items for pilots to deal with as in the A310 validation flights, CM2 was taxiing and the presence of a CM3-flight engineer further reduced any load on the pilots prior to take-off.

The flight program also included six special manoeuvres in order to demonstrate various aspects of the fly-by-wire control system to these guest pilots. Five of the six manoeuvres were essentially basic flying problems and were therefore assuming the normal flight condition. The simulated engine failure at take-off, however, was estimated as a failure flight condition. As graphically depicted in figure 13 shows that each special manoeuvre was associated with an elevation in workload estimates for both crewmembers except for the bank angle limiting. An engine failure at take-off, a steep dive and pull up into a 2 g climb approaches to stall/high alpha and seemingly irrational control inputs at critical points in the flight path (overrotation and transfer of command) would all be expected to cause workload to elevate. The absence of an increase in predicted workload for the bank angle limiting is not unexpected since it can be assumed that guest pilots often had banked aircraft beyond 35 degrees especially at safe altitude and airspeed. The purpose of this manoeuvre was to demonstrate the limiting properties of the control system and not to generate anything extreme. The extent of the increase of CM1 versus CM2 is also orderly. Workload for both pilots is highest for the engine failure at take-off. The overrotation and transfer of command manoeuvres elevate the workload for CM2 more than for CM1 because CM1 is flying the aircraft and making critical control inputs. Similarly, the high alpha approach causes a much greater increase for CM1 than for CM2. This is likely since contrary to the CM1 the CM2 is familiar with the fact that the fly-by-wire will prevent a stall while the alpha floor will trigger maximum thrust.

An additional objective was to assess the rationality of model calculations in the context of the type of flying conducted in these demonstrations. The nature and organization of the demonstration flight program did not permit the collection of actual ratings for which visiting pilots would have had to be trained. Previous collection of workload ratings in the A310-300 could provide a basis for determining if the model’s operation was reasonable taking into account the flying problems presented and the fact that the pilots were having their first-ever fly-by-wire experience. Time pressure and other factors made it also impossible to have all guest pilots equipped with heart rate sensing equipment. So only a subset of the total number of flights was available for analysis.

The pattern of estimates by flight phase appears quite reasonable and consistent with both expectation and previous workload research. As depicted in figure 11 workload profiles are logically following what might be expected from flight phases. Also, the values for CM2/PNF—Airbus test pilots, three of which contributed to the data included—are below those of CM1/PF—experienced guest pilots, eight of which had been instrumented. This is not surprising since these eight flights were typically the first sidestick/fly-by-wire experiences for these visitors and for some their first flying an A300.

Another pattern of results concerns the relationship among the four flight conditions logically ranked themselves as failure with associated checklist being exercised, failure condition, normal situation with checklist being exercised or normal situation with checklist not being exercised. The consequences of diverting the attention of a crewmember to an emergency or checklist are certainly greater when the aircraft is in the air than when it is on ground. Assessing individual flight graphs with normal flight conditions in figure 11 also provides a feeling for the role that heart rate variability data play in the model since at any given time all other parameters are the same for CM1/PF and CM2/PNF excepting CMI, the extent to which the model’s estimates for CM1/PF and CM2/PNF are equivalent in level and shape can be interpreted as a direct measure of how well the crew is coordinating and sharing workload.

An examination of Figure 12 reveals an excellent correspondence between the FbW demonstration data and the A310-300 validation study data, either actual or calculated. The actual and calculated values being highly correlated (r = 0.961), the normal flying data for the demonstration flights also correlate well with these validation data (r = 0.759). The major differences are for take-off, cruise and taxi before take-off and can easily be explained. The take-off data for the FbW demonstration flights are the guest pilots’ first encounter with the fly-by-wire system which certainly could be expected to increase workload. The initial cruise phase in the FbW demonstration flights was relatively short lasting only 30 seconds on average. It was only at an altitude of 10,000 ft, with the pilot still unfamiliar with the aircraft and the autopilot not engaged. The A310 validation flights were sustained periods of low workload at high flight levels usually involving the autopilot. The relatively low estimates for taxi before take-off are also attributable to the nature of the demonstration flights. There were no MEL items for pilots to deal with as in the A310 validation flights, CM2 was taxiing and the presence of a CM3-flight engineer further reduced any load on the pilots prior to take-off.

The flight program also included six special manoeuvres in order to demonstrate various aspects of the fly-by-wire control system to these guest pilots. Five of the six manoeuvres were essentially basic flying problems and were therefore assuming the normal flight condition. The simulated engine failure at take-off, however, was estimated as a failure flight condition. As graphically depicted in figure 13 shows that each special manoeuvre was associated with an elevation in workload estimates for both crewmembers except for the bank angle limiting. An engine failure at take-off, a steep dive and pull up into a 2 g climb, approaches to stall/high alpha and seemingly irrational control inputs at critical points in the flight path (overrotation and transfer of command) would all be expected to cause workload to elevate. The absence of an increase in predicted workload for the bank angle limiting is not unexpected since it can be assumed that guest pilots often had banked aircraft beyond 35 degrees especially at safe altitude and airspeed. The purpose of this manoeuvre was to demonstrate the limiting properties of the control system and not to generate anything extreme. The extent of the increase of CM1 versus CM2 is also orderly. Workload for both pilots is highest for the engine failure at take-off. The overrotation and transfer of command manoeuvres elevate the workload for CM2 more than for CM1 because CM1 is flying the aircraft and making critical control inputs. Similarly, the high alpha approach causes a much greater increase for CM1 than for CM2. This is likely since contrary to the CM1 the CM2 is familiar with the fact that the fly-by-wire will prevent a stall while the alpha floor will trigger maximum thrust.
Whether for the normal flight phases or for the special manoeuvres one of the workload implications emerging from these demonstration flights is that absolute workload levels for guest pilots were not as high relative to the Airbus test pilots as might be expected for pilots just transitioning to sidestick/fly-by-wire. This supports the notion that transition to this new flight control should not present any major handling problems. Overall, the results clearly showed the ability of the model to produce realistic estimates for the various phases of flight and for the special manoeuvres even though these demonstrations departed dramatically from conditions inherent in the model’s development and validation. Had there been any inherent problems in the model those would likely have been unveiled during this fourth step.

6.1.5 - Model application to the first flight of A320

Finally, the fifth development step was the application of the workload model to the very first flight of the A320 with both pilots equipped with heart rate monitoring sensors. This was not a formal experiment but, rather, an exploratory effort and a further chance to exercise the model under highly unusual circumstances. The internal consistency of the model’s estimates for this first flight (Figure 14) again strongly suggested that it is a valid tool even with a sidestick/fly-by-wire aircraft. It was particularly noteworthy that the model was able to function acceptably even though the heart rates of both pilots were fairly high. These high rates were not unexpected in a situation with as much relative anxiety and excitement as a maiden flight of a new aircraft. However, the model’s ability to cope with them, was a further indication of how robust it is to a wide range of flying situations.

It was therefore concluded that the model was ready for operational use as part of flight test and, in particular, as experimental tool for the A320 certification.

6.2 - Programme Application

6.2.1 - Objective of the Airbus Calculation System

As the A320 approached certification it had, like all other commercial jet aircraft, again to demonstrate its ability to operate in the real-world environment of crowded airports and airways, flying a rigorous schedule covering the length and breath of Europe (Speyer J.-J., Monteil C., February 1988).

The main objective of this particular demonstration was indeed to satisfy certification requirements for the A320’s minimum crew complement as laid out in FAR/JAR 25.

This was achieved by using different means to comply with the regulation:
- reviews of procedures and checklists resulting from flight debriefings and pilot comments,
- workload analyses of subjective workload rating evaluations as performed earlier for the A300 FF/A31D certifications, with pilot and observer assessments,
- workload calculations by means of aircraft parameters, physiologic and flight status measures as objective substantiation of pilot and observer assessments.

The first phase of these intensive trials were run for 8 days in January 1988 and involved a series of 50 real flights on a typical short/medium haul network flying up to 7 sectors a day. Four different crews took part: three were composed of an airline pilot (acting on behalf of the certification authorities) and of an Airbus Industrie test pilot, while two airworthiness authority pilots made up the fourth crew. A short campaign of 20 simulated flights took also place but is not being reviewed here since the workload model has neither been validated nor yet adapted to simulator use.

Subjective rating by pilots may bring an undesirable intrusion on the flying duties of the crew causing distractions particularly when workload is high and should be avoided by the observers. For example, across all 50 flights of the flight campaign, a total of only five ratings was requested during take-off and only twenty five were asked for during landing, compared to a total of more than 2,200 rating requests. Put to practical test, the Airbus Calculation System was therefore used to provide continuous estimates for each second of flight, an even wider and more valuable application than had been performed before.

6.2.2 - Data collection procedures

Data collection included acquisition of heart rate data for both pilots using portable recorders and aircraft data by using on-board recording equipment. Figure 15 schematizes the patent pending Airbus Workload Calculation system.
Cardiac periods were recorded from the electrocardiogram of each pilot by means of a portable microcomputer (VITALOG PNS8). A specific program enabled the identification of the heart rate record, its synchronization to the flight parameters, the test of each cardiac period and record. The resulting data was stored in solid-state memory for subsequent recovery and display by a personal computer acting as the Data Manager and installed in the A320. Saved in binary format after each flight, the physiologic data was subsequently converted in decimal format and transferred to a ground-based personal computer when returning to base to be checked and processed into heart rate variability indices. The aircraft data was also converted to a standard format, 9 track, 1,600 BPI magnetic tape for use by the calculation programs, all of which were designed to run on the PC-system.

Logging of flight events and crew activities by qualified observers and from closed-circuit video screens allowed to determine actual flight condition so as to have only one rating calculation rather than the 4 parametric possibilities according to normal/emergency or checklist/no checklist combinations. This observation was also synchronized with ECG-recordings by means of an identification signal at the start of observer logging.

Analysis included the determination of flight phases from the aircraft data followed by the calculation of workload estimates and the preparation of output tables and graphic presentations.

6.2.3 - Scenarios of the A320 Campaign

Having received somewhat limited training compared to genuine airline standards -not an exception at that stage of aircraft development- all crews had to demonstrate the necessary understanding and ability to handle problems and failures involved in sometimes very demanding scenarios. Their purpose in the context of minimum crew demonstration was to provide a range of low to high workload situations in order to determine the suitability of the A320 for operations with a crew complement of two pilots. Twelve different flight scenarios were drawn which each crew flew at least once.

With newly introduced FBW technology, an integrated FMGS (AFS + ATC + FMS) and a rearranged EIS architecture (EFIS + ECAM), the A320 exercise focused on simulated problems (flight and dispatch) pertaining to:

- Fly-by-wire computer failures (ELAC, SEC, FCDc) resulting in transitions to alternate and direct control or manual flight,
- Flight management and guidance failures resulting in manual flight, conventional navigation and loss of automatic radio and navaid selections,
- Automatic thrust control failures resulting in manual throttle handling,
- Electronic failures concentrating on ECAM (complete loss, loss of aural warnings, local warnings only, loss of red and amber cautions) or on EFIS,
- Electronic failures concentrating on EFIS (loss of display unit, electrical problems, flight controls unit failures causing the loss of the EFIS control panel and automatic selections on navigation displays).

Astutely combined, these cases were covered by the first seven flight scenarios, the remainder concentrating on rather traditional themes also exercised in former demonstrations:

- pressurization loss followed by emergency descent or by manual control,
- electrical AC or DC problems,
- hydraulic failure resulting in gravity gear extension,
- incapacitation of captain or first officer.

In principle, an effort was made to limit the combined event probabilities to a realistic level of 10^-6/flying hour but in several cases it was necessary to go beyond this objective in order to find the most judicious combinations of failures. The normal flight scenario was maintained on purpose to evaluate the impact on workload in these conditions. Weather was representative of winter operations, flights were routed through heavy traffic areas.

6.2.4 - Statistical tests

Two main products are derived from the Airbus Workload Calculation System: statistics and calculated timelines. A series of analyses was undertaken to gradually determine the validity of using the model on the A320:

- correlation coefficient between actual and calculated ratings on a case-by-case basis,
- correlation coefficient between actual and calculated ratings per flight phase.
- correlation coefficient between actual and calculated mean ratings per scenario type.
- calculated mean ratings by flight phase and for each crewmember on a flight-by-flight basis.

It should be clearly kept in mind that the model produces an estimate on the same workload scale from two to eight as practised through dynamic workload rating by the pilots.

Overall, of the 2382 ratings for which data for both the model and the pilot's actual quotation were available, the correlation coefficient was 0.498. This is higher than for the A310-300 limited validation (0.44) and is also associated with much less than one chance in 10,000 that the finding is not real.

When the actual and calculated ratings for the in-flight-only phases (take-off, climb, cruise, descent, approach, and landing) are correlated, the coefficient increases to 0.534. The correlation between actual and (predicted or processed) calculated mean ratings for the in-flight phases reaches 0.729. As shown in figure 16 the correlation by scenario mean is also excellent at 0.772. These high correlations leave virtually no doubt that the workload calculations stemming from the model are valid and further support the applications of this technique.

6.2.5 - Timeline Plots

The validity of the workload model calculations having been shown, it became relevant to use the calculated rating values to analyse each flight in more detail than was possible with the number of actual ratings which yielded the calculated timelines.

Timelines were drawn for actual and calculated pilot ratings (every 15 seconds from the start of data acquisition) for all of the 50 flights of the campaign further providing graphical confirmation of good correspondences as exemplified by figure 17. Planned, simulated failures as part of the test scenario are indicated by triangles. When the failure was reset during flight, both a starting and ending triangle are shown. If the failure continued throughout the flight, only a single triangle is shown.

The relative shapes and position of the curves for CM1 and CM2 provide an indication of the workload imposed during the various phases of the flight by the scenario and the regular task of flying that route on that very day with its prevailing weather and ATC conditions. The curves also present a view of the degree to which the crew shared the workload throughout the flight. The staggered appearance of some curves (Figure 18) points to possibly pilot-induced lags in level, phase and tendency. It should be remembered that the pilot rating interrogation process is strictly under control of the observer and that the rating requests are sometimes delayed to avoid possible intrusion especially when workload is higher than usual. Being required to provide "an aggregate rating since last request" pilots may at times put more or less weight than appropriate to account for the past workload trends especially when they asked for ratings soon enough after the onset of these workload increases or decreases. Too frequent requests in the absence of any really significant workload shifts can on the other hand induce serial dependencies. At some point here, the pilot may rate one category higher or lower because he either thinks the observer genuinely notices different workload from his side, either he decides to disrupt the monotoneous pattern of always providing the same rating.

6.2.6 - Discussion

The calculated curves need to be assessed in the context of actual scenario progress. Figure 16 depicts an ECAM/FAC situation type with logical concordances between failure onset/cancellation and calculated model responses confirming workload trends stemming from subjective ratings. For crews with apparent lack of knowledge, training and experience some basic scenario combinations (as in Figure 19) appeared to add difficulties to the extent that some kind of adverse synergism contributed to create even higher workload than for each problem taken individually. Overall and in most planned scenarios, workload was low to moderate with a smaller proportion of higher workload. Prolonged legs (Figure 20) with no technical failures nor operational difficulties brought some crewmembers to very low workload levels only to be incremented during descent and approach phases. This adds to the growing body of evidence that the long debated issue of pilot overload may have overshadowed an equally appropriate focus on the opposite concern which is underload (Clausel J.S. and G. Stone, November 1983).

Calculated ratings also provide additional information for those times and situations during which there were not too many actual ratings to reach a workload assessment. Special effects can be assessed such as FBW control law transitions from normal to alternate and reverse or from alternate to direct law prior to landing as respectively illustrated in Figures 17 and 18. In no cases did any of these transitions hamper pilots for landing. In a related way, an increased workload pattern for the P5 in one of these certification flights was explained by a wind shear encounter just prior to landing. Judgment and expertise need to be exercised to assess the calculated timelines with regard to workload acceptability and variability.
6.3 - Application to the study of errors and automation

One of the other advantages of calculating continuous measures of workload is that an attempt can be made to relate spontaneous crew errors to the workload level at the exact point in time that the error occurred. Crew workload is one of the most important human factors parameters in aviation because high workload can lead to errors. Sustained high workload levels will overtax the crew, limit spare capacity to attend to anything but the task at hand and hereby increase the probability of error and accident. Conversely, sustained low workload may also lead to errors since the pilot may lose situational awareness and have difficulty getting back into the loop.

Blomberg and Schwartz took the unique opportunity offered by the A320 minimum crew demonstration to investigate more fully the relationship between workload and errors. In these certification flights crew errors had to be detected by the pilot observers, recorded at the time they occurred and entered into the data collection system.

6.3.1 - General approach

Errors were categorized by their severity as (Speyer, Monteil, February 1988):

- **Minor (M)** - Slips or procedural problems which could be fixed promptly,
- **Important (I)** - More serious deviations from proper procedures which were ultimately corrected or errors not related to safety which went uncorrected by the crew,
- **Safety-related (S)** - Problems with the potential to degrade safety whether corrected or not.

Only one of the 75 identified errors was deemed of the "Safety-related" type by the observers. This error was one of the "knowledge-representation" type with momentary scenario interruption decided by the Flying Director subsequent to a complete loss of radiocommunications wrongly suspected by the crew. For the purpose of these analyses this error was combined with those in the "Important" category for a total of 17 in both categories. The remaining 58 errors were judged to be "Minor".

These same errors were also categorized as to the pilot's likely awareness of their occurrence (Blomberg, Schwartz et al, September 1988):

- **Unaware (U)** - Errors not resulting in an alarm or any immediate or long term change in the aircraft performance or flying task,
- **Aware (A)** - Errors resulting in an alarm or the almost sure need for remedial actions at some time relatively soon after the error had been committed.

Examples of the "Unaware errors" concern cases such as checklist omissions, slight deviations from target flight levels, and incorrect barometer settings. Examples of the "Aware-type" include failure to notice the autopilot was disconnected, lack of speed holding in climb, or forgetting that both autotrottle systems were lost.

The underlying assumption of this categorization is that error awareness produces different workload effects due to remedial activities or emotional reactions than errors that go unnoticed by the pilot.

Errors were located on the timeline plots of calculated workload ratings to assess:

- the relative workload level at the time of the error with respect to the total workload profile, i.e. low, medium or high,
- the workload trends prior to and immediately following the time of the error, i.e. increasing, decreasing or steady.

6.3.2 - Results and Discussion

Whereas the M errors were approximately evenly distributed among low, medium and high relative workload segments, the "I+S" errors on the other hand were most likely to be observed during periods of medium and high prevailing workload and relatively unlikely to occur with low workload.

While "M" errors were to be associated with decreasing workload, "I+S" errors appeared to be rather linked with increasing workload. A significant statistical indication prevailed for almost half of the "pilot aware"-errors to happen in periods of increasing workload and half of the "pilot unaware"-ones to take place when workload was decreasing.
Error awareness was however not systematically related to any of the three prevailing workload levels themselves. All of the "I+S" errors that occurred at a high workload level were associated with increasing workload just prior to the time of error and usually with decreasing workload thereafter. This suggests that when workload is high and increasing and an error occurs, that error will be severe. Any workload decrease after the peak may be the result of the pilot "giving up" and shedding tasks, just as it may simply be an artifact of the exercise since expert assistance is available from other specialists in the cockpit.

Conversely with workload decreasing before an "I+S" error, it was more likely to level off or increase further on which is consistent with the possible generation of workload by the higher severity errors.

Workload data could also be used for a more molar analysis to investigate the relationship between workload and automation. In the A320 certification flights, scenarios were arranged to vary the flying problem presented to the pilots. In the process of creating scenarios, the automation level was not systematically varied. However, three of the 12 scenarios had different but relatively constant levels of automation for the majority of their in-flight periods. Aggregating both pilots' second-by-second model estimates by phase and for each of the three scenarios considered helped to derive a potentially strong inverse relationship between workload and automation level confirming practical experience. The lowest automation scenario that required conventional navigation on standby instruments shows the highest average workload. And the highest automation situation, which is normal flight, provides the lowest workload. Finally, the moderate automation case, which involved systems monitoring without the ECAM displays or cautions & warnings, lies in between.

As a tool to investigate the impact of new technology or the effect of human factors on the operational interface, the Airbus Workload Model opens new avenues in the study of workload and vigilance and their relationships to both errors and automation. One of the great strengths of the model is its ability to offer continuous data, a unique opportunity which no other documented workload technique offers throughout the entire duration of a real flight.

Much further work remains however to be done to evaluate the impact of aircraft technology, which should be performed more thoroughly by also investigating the impact of the airline operational environment itself. The Airbus Workload Model will soon be put to test in actual airline operations teaming up with medical research as to the effect of fatigue on vigilance and biomechanical behaviour (A. Coblentz, G. Ignazi, R. Mollard, M. Sauvignon, October 1986). In this context, the upcoming trend towards ultra long-haul operations will accentuate the issue due to low cruise workload and high automation, circadian rhythms, sleep disturbance/deprivation, duty time and ensuing fatigue (Wegmann H., Conrad B., Klein K., March 1983; Graeber C. et al, December 1986).

Due consideration will be needed to assist the crew in maintaining sufficient vigilance by means of flight procedures or aircraft systems tailored around human performance and cognitive engineering. Ensuring a safe response from pilots even in periods of diffused arousal will need proper reactivation in order to bring them back into the informational loop and maximize their situational awareness if necessary (Nagano H., October 1985).

Inevitably, some of this work will some day have to focus on human performance capabilities, i.e. on the characteristics of good airmanship. A number of studies from Gopher (Gopher D., 1982; Gopher D. and Kahneman, 1982) have indeed indicated that good pilots significantly differentiated themselves from less well performing ones with regard to their mental attention and concentration capabilities.

More understanding of pilot knowledge representation and of learning and cognitive processes will also be required to better understand pilot behaviour with regard to new technology airplanes. The existence of a technically stimulating environment (as for test pilots), the pilot selection process, the training level of the airline, discipline in operations, personality traits and the high degree of functionality in new technology interfaces, all have brought to bear wide variations in perceptions and knowledge representation of aircraft systems. A number of studies from Boy (Boy, 1988) have also stressed on the organisation of learned analytical knowledge and on its progressive transfer into compiled situational knowledge and controlled processes as a function of the topic's structure or problem to be solved.

Airbus Industrie is fully committed to human factors analysis in flight test development and operations engineering. But it has an even larger commitment to an informal human factors orientation in cockpit/aircraft procedures' design and operational review. The major emphasis being on safety and design-induced error tolerance it will maintain put an adapted emphasis on formal ergonomics studies. Research funds being limited Airbus Industrie will nonetheless continue to apply itself towards selected topics in the investigation of the impact of aircraft technology on the operational interface.
## Glossary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AC</td>
<td>Alternative Current</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADI</td>
<td>Attitude Direction Indicator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFC</td>
<td>Automatic Flight Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFCS</td>
<td>Automatic Flight Control System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFS</td>
<td>Automatic Flight System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANOVA</td>
<td>Analysis of Variance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APU</td>
<td>Auxiliary Power Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATC</td>
<td>Air Traffic Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATS</td>
<td>Autothrottle system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAe</td>
<td>British Aerospace</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C*</td>
<td>C-star fly-by-wire control law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAT III/II</td>
<td>Category III/II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDU</td>
<td>Control and Display Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CM1</td>
<td>Crewmember 1: left seated pilot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CM2</td>
<td>Crewmember 2: right seated pilot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRT</td>
<td>Cathode Ray Tube</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC</td>
<td>Direct Current</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DGAC</td>
<td>Direction Générale de l'Aviation Civile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMS</td>
<td>Distance Measurement Equipment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECAM</td>
<td>Electronic Centralized Aircraft Monitor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECG</td>
<td>Electrocardiogram</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EFCS</td>
<td>Electronic Flight Control System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EFIS</td>
<td>Electronic Flight Instruments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECAS</td>
<td>Engine Indicating Caution and Advisory System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EIS</td>
<td>Electronic Instrument System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELAC</td>
<td>Elevator and Aileron Computer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAA</td>
<td>Federal Aviation Agency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAC</td>
<td>Flight Augmentation Computer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FADC</td>
<td>Full Authority Digital Engine Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAR</td>
<td>Federal Airworthiness Regulations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FBM</td>
<td>Fly-by-wire flight control system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FCC</td>
<td>Flight Control Compute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FCDC</td>
<td>Flight Controls Data Concentrator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FCU</td>
<td>Flight Control Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FD</td>
<td>Flight Director</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FCCU</td>
<td>Forward Facing Crew Cockpit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FDA</td>
<td>Flight Mode Annunciator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FMC</td>
<td>Flight Management Computer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FMGS</td>
<td>Flight Management and Guidance System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FMS</td>
<td>Flight Management System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FPV</td>
<td>Flight Path Vector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FWC</td>
<td>Flight Warning Computer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HF</td>
<td>High Frequency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSI</td>
<td>Horizontal Situation Indicator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INS</td>
<td>Inertial Navigation System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IRS</td>
<td>Inertial Reference System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JAR</td>
<td>Joint Airworthiness Regulations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCDU</td>
<td>Multipurpose Control and Display Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIT</td>
<td>Massachusetts Institute of Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSN</td>
<td>Manufacturer's Serial Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M1</td>
<td>Engine fan speed thrust control parameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASA</td>
<td>National Aeronautics and Space Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAV</td>
<td>Navigation: horizontal mode of the FMS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ND</td>
<td>Navigation Display</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NDB</td>
<td>Non Directional Beacon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSTB</td>
<td>National Transportation Safety Board</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OP</td>
<td>Open Profile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbreviation</td>
<td>Definition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PFD</td>
<td>Primary Flight Display</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROF</td>
<td>Profile: vertical mode of the FMS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMP</td>
<td>Radio Management Panel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>System Display</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEC</td>
<td>Spoiler and Elevator Computer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SID</td>
<td>Standard Instrument Departure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPD</td>
<td>Speed Mode of AFS-ATS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRS</td>
<td>Speed Reference System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSR</td>
<td>Secondary Surveillance Radar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STAR</td>
<td>Standard Arrival Route</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCC</td>
<td>Thrust Control Computer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VFW</td>
<td>Vereinigte Flugwerke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VHF</td>
<td>Very High Frequency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VOR</td>
<td>Very High Frequency Omni Directional Range</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WD</td>
<td>Warning Display</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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